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ELECTRICITY
experts know it
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subject of elyectrnicity, be guided
by men who know the field
from the ground up. In accepting
the guidance of Terrell Croft, you
are directly under the instruction of
a, man who gained his knowledge
With his sleeves rolled up. He knows
..400.t you should know in order to
1tóme a highly paid electrical worker
ngineer. He gives you in plain
c
-,Er^glish the facts and knowledge
*possessed by the men earning $8 per
:day* and up. He tells you in eight
,compàçt pocket books that you can
mBStei-,. in a short time, what he has
learned in twenty years as apprentice,
.wlirernan, draftsman, trouble shooter,
"cenfrà l' 'AStation operator and then
el&ctji at engineer for the Westing houte* roinpany.
.
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The Croft Library of Practical Electricity teaches you as in practice,
and does not leave off until you are an expert. Even the hardest problems
are simplified so that you cannot fail to understand them.
Never before in the history of electricity has it been possible for men
to earn such high wages. The demand for trained men cannot possibly

-

Sent to you on ten days' free trial
NOT ONE CENT IN ADVANCE.

The Croft Library of Practical Electricity contains eight flexibly-bound
volumes of 3,000 pages and over 2,000 illustrations. The entire set will
be sent to you charges prepaid for ten days' absolutely free use.
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Merely return the coupon-SMALL
MONTHLY PAYMENTS IF PLEASED.
Fill out the coupon now. Send not a cent in advance. If you decide in
your own mind that no man interested in any branch of electricity can
afford to be without the most popular electrical library in existence, send
us the small monthly payments mentioned in the coupon.
If for any reason whatsoever you desire to, return the books, do so at
our expense.

Electricity, from the simplest principles to complete and economical operation of a central
stationMators, generators, armatures, commutators, transformers, circuits, currents. switchboards,
distrl4utlon .systems.
Electrical feaehinery of every type, installation, operation and repair.
'Wiring for .light and power. How to do it mechanically perfect. in accordance with the
National Electrical Code.
Wiring..of finishing buildings. Underwriters' and municipal requirements. How to do the
complete job, from estimating it to completion.
Illumination In its every phase. The latest and most improved methods of lighting. Lamps
and li.ghtingrefects..
A complete course in mathematics as applied to work. A course which refreshes your mind,
and gives you mastery of all the short -cute in figuring.
Electrical practice complete. Electrical practice as experts know It
Electrical practice
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This is
Terrell
Croft
and his
Library of
Practical
Electricity,
the most
popular
home
study
course
on electricity in
existence
Learn from records of actual practice.

be met.

1
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West 39th Street, New York

1

1

l

FreeFxaminalionCorrpon
McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc.
239 W. 39th St., New York
Gentlemen:- Please send me the Library of Practical
Electricity (shipping charges prepaid).
tree
examination. If satisfactory I will sendfor $210indays'
days
and $3 per month until $20 has been paid. If not ten
I will write you for return shipping instructions. wanted.
Name
Home Address
City and State

Where Employed
Occupation
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E have been repeatedly assured by experts
that our present visible paper supply will
give out in less than 25 years. During the
past few years the paper shortage has become worldwide-not because of an actual
shortage of the raw materials that go into
the making of paper-but because the world is using about
25% more paper than can be manufactured.
Of course, new mills are being built right along, and as
it takes from one to two years to build a paper manufacturing plant, thus the present shortage will have disappeared in a few years. But this will not allay the general
situation; quite the contrary. The more mills we build
and the more paper we use, the quicker do we reach the
inevitable point where our raw materials give out.
Ninety per cent of our present day paper is made from
wood. Briefly the process consists in reducing the wood
to a pulp by a macerating process. Properly digested
under steam pressure in a solution of bisulphite of magnesium, washed and bleached, this wood pulp called "sulphite" in trade parlance, forms the base from which nearly
all of our paper is derived. While paper pulp can be made
theoretically from any vegetable fibre, only wood fibre so
far has been found economical enough on a large scale.
Alfalfa, straw, grass, seaweed and a host of other
substances have been mentioned from time to time as a
serious competitor to wood, but so far not one of these
have been able to compete, and paper continues to be made
of wood pulp.
But as mentioned before, wood will surely not last
forever. It can't last while we are daily turning whole
forests into newspapers. It simply does not grow fast
enough to keep step with the present enormous demand.
Besides, wood is used for thousands of other purposes,
and all this great demand drives up its cost to such a
height, that in a very few years, wood for paper purposes
will be unthinkable. The paper on which this is printed
cost
cents a pound in 1914. Today it costs from 14 to
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the open market, and is going higher. Even
with new mills to take care of the present excessive demand, paper prices will never recede to their former levels
or even anywhere near them. What then? On what will
our books and magazines be printed in 25 years ? Paper?
It is very doubtful. And if it ;s paper, it will not resemble
our present -day paper any more than the latter resembles
the papyrus of the old Egyptians, or the rag papers first
made in 1150 by the Italians.
What substitute our children will use, it is of course
impossible to forecast. With modern chemistry and
mechanics anything is possible -even synthetic wood pulp
with synthetic fibres!
There is one substitute, however, which has not been
mentioned much lately, altho it deserves it, particularly
now with paper selling at the present fabulous figures.
We refer to metallic foil. Preposterous as the idea
appears, it was proposed by no less a man than Edison.
During his researches with his storage battery -he pro
duced nickel foil by the electrolytic method four to five
times as thin as an ordinary sheet of paper. Moreover,
this nickel sheeting, tho very much thinner, was stronger
and far more durable than paper. Such nickel foil is
flexible, strong, uniform in thickness and can be printed
upon readily. It will outlast paper for centuries. A
thousand -page nickel foil book is less than one -half inch
thick. Now nickel is of course not the only metal that
can be used. Aluminum, or a correct aluminum alloy,
would seem to be ideal, due to its whiteness, its extreme
lightness and strength. Aluminum now sells at about
40 cents a pound. If it can be produced cheap electrolytically in foils, only three times thinner than for instance magazine paper, then one pound of aluminum will
go about six times as far as a pound of paper. In other
words, for about six cents you could print as many pages
on aluminum as it would cost you to print the same pages
on paper costing fifteen cents.
H. GERNSBACK.
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There is a fine estate awaiting a claimant. Its broad
acres with abundant crops, running water, and fine timber, stretch away as far as the eye can see. There is a
mansion, spacious and cheerful, with rare pictures, a well
stocked library, rich hangings, and every comfort and
luxury. All the heir has to do is to assert his heirship,
take possession, and use the property. He must use it.
He must not let it decay. To neglect it is to lose possession.
In the domain of mind and practical power such an
estate is awaiting every individual. You are the heir!
You can assert your heirship, possess and use this rich
inheritance. Power over circumstances is one of its
fruits, health, harmony, and prosperty are assets upon its
balance sheet. It offers you poise and power. It costs
only the labor of studying and harvesting its great resources. It demands no sacrifice, except the loss of your
limitations, your servitude, your weakness. It clothes you
with honor and puts a scepter within your hands.
The Master Key will tell you how to secure this estate. A copy will be sent to you without cost or obligation of any kind. The Master Key is a key with which
many are converting loss into gain, fear into courage,
despair into joy, hope into fruition. It is a key which
thrills, fascinates, carries conviction, understanding, perception, inspiration; the Key which is changing the lives
of thousands and the Key which may have an almost
unbelievable influence upon your life.
One reader says, "The Master Key is too modest a title for
such a stupendous revelation." Another says, "It is the most

wonderful teaching ever conceived." Others say:
"I am able to extract from this system all that can be made
known, by the finite mind relative to origin, evolution, destiny
and the much -mooted riddle of the Universe."
"You have led a hungry world to the threshold and placed
in their hands a key with which the understanding ones
may

The Master Key Is for You

You Will Enjoy It.
You Will Welcome It.
You Will Profit by It.
It Will bring you all that is
best and most beautiful in life,

because it is attuned to higher
things.

This Advertisement

unlockthe door and enter the secret place of the most high
and enjoy the abundance of all good to be found therein."

"The Master Key is the answer to the demand, "Knock and
it shall be opened.' All the world seeks this wonderful key."
"I have found the Master Key and with it I am each day
unlocking the storehouse of wealth and wisdom concerning
which I was heretofore in utter ignorance."
"The lash of circumstances and the logic of events
are,
more than ever, impelling men to think. A philosophy of life
having as its basis blind optimism, a religion that won't work
seven days in a week or a proposition that is not practical,
appeals to the intelligent not at all. It is results that we want,
and the acid test is-will it work ? The Master Key qualifies!
Intelligence rules. Thought intelligently directed automatically causes its object to manifest on a material plane."

"The apparent impossibilities are the very things that help
us to realize the possible. We must go over the unbeaten
`trail of thought, cross the mountain of ignorance,'
wade
through the `swamp of superstition' and cross the canyons of
'rites and ceremonies' if we ever expect to come into the 'promised land of revelation.' "

'

"You have synthesized the wisdom of the East and the West
and given it in a manner so logical and penetrating,- that by its
aid one is able to distinguish wisdom from sophistry, truth
from delusion, spiritual expression from psychic vagaries, and
the sublime operations of spiritual insight and intuition from
deceptive visions and false revelations. You have successfully
taken the mystery out of mysticism and placed all propositions
in the clear light, so that 'He who runs may read.' I
consider
you a true benefactor to the world."

Mr. Edgar Lucien Larkin, the world renowned scientist and
director of Mount Lowe Observatory at Pasadena, California,
says : "Its teaching is precisely in line with the wonders of the
most recent psychology. All persons having desks should have
this book thereon, and it would be a fitting pocket companion."

,Charles F. Haanel, 203 Howard Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Send me the Master Key without cost or obligation of any
kind
dint

Address
Post Office

State

contains a message of such transcendental importance that no reader
of the Electrical
Experimenter, whether man, woman or child, should fail to answer
it.
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At Home
CALLS coming in steadily for
National Radio Institute graduates from all parts of the country. Four
concerns guarantee to take all the operators
we can furnish.
....

*

..._..

Commercial radio has arrived and many attractive positions are now open in the Commercial Land Radio
Service, Merchant Marine, Railroads, Radio Supply
Factories, Lake and Ocean Steamship Companies, Telegraph Companies, Aerial Mail Service, and Radio Compass Stations. We are now receiving requests for more
National Radio Institute graduates than we can furnish.

Salaries Up to $15,000 a Year
Our graduates start work as Senior Operators at $125
a month with all living expenses paid, an average total
of about $250 a month. Advancement is rapid to high
positions with bigger pay, as follows: Radio Aids, $6
to $15 a day; Aerial Mail Service, $1,500 to $2,400 a
year and 10% bonus; Radio Inspectors, $1,200 to
$3,500 a year; Radio Engineers, $2,500 to $15,000 a
year. Our graduates are guaranteed positions upon
securing their official license after taking our course.
You can learn wireless the National Radio Institute
way in a few weeks by mail, right in your own home.
Many of our students secure positions before completing the course, because it is based on actual practice
and teaches what is needed to make a big success of
wireless work.

Easy to Learn Wireless by Our Method
By our practical method of home instruction and with
the aid of our improved Natrometer outfit it is easy for
any intelligent person to learn wireless and become an
efficient operator in a few short weeks. You
get actual practice in sending and receiving
messages while taking our course by mail.
Every step is made clear and you will make
rapid progress from the start. We now have
hundreds of students throughout the world.

Instruments to Every
Student
5 text books, one hand
book, 46 special lessons and 18 personal examinations, we give you,
while taking our course, the fine
Natrometer outfit here pictured. It
is yours to keep after you
have completed our course.

In addition to

.,
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WIRELESS
Travel If You Want To

If you want to travel and see the world, go to foreign
countries and increase your knowledge of world affairs,
wireless offers you the chance of a life time. However,
you are not obliged to travel, but may secure a perma
nent position at one of the many commercial land radio
offices, railroads, telegraph or steamship companies near
your home, if preferred.

i.
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First Grade License Guaranteed
Our complete course is so thorough and our method of
instruction so practical that we are able to guarantee
that, after successfully completing our course, you will
be able to secure a First Grade Government Operator's

License.

Membership in N. R.I. Relay League

Upon enrollment every student in the National Radio
Institute is presented with a handsome blue and gold
pin, signifying his official membership in the N. R. I. Relay
League
with a rapidly growing membership throughout the world.

Extra Course in Radio Telephony

In addition to our complete course in modern radio telegraphy
student is given our complete course in Modem Radio Telephony. every
course combines ten special lessons and ten personal examinations. This
This
combined telegraphy and telephony course enables our students
to secure
positions requiring knowledge of both radio telegraphy and modern
radio telephony.

Get Your Instructions from the Nation's
Capital
(Our Course is Endorsed by the United States Government
Officials.)

The National Radio Institute, established in 1914, was the
first in America to
successfully teach wireless by mail. It is headed by authorities
who have been
closely allied with government training of students. The
direction of J. E. Smith, E. E., formerly director of the work is under the
Howard University, and E. R. Haas, formerly of the RadioRadio Department,
University, assisted by a competent corps of trained instructors Division of Yale
and lecturers.

Two Schools in Washington
We now maintain two schools in Washington and through
our
Home

Study Course have hundreds of students throughout
world. Our location in the Nation's Capital, together with the
the
standing of our officers and their wide acquaintance
government officials connected with Wireless activities, among
places
us in position to give our students the best instruction
able and to be of the utmost help in assisting them to obtainsecure
good paying positions.

E.R.HAAS .
.
DIRtCTOR UPTOWN SCHOOL

r
I1

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,
Dept. 225, 14th and U Sta., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

(Write Plainly)

SEND THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOK
containing particulars of our special offer to
students enrolling now.

Send me your Free Book, "Wireless the Opportunity
of Today." Tell
me about your famous Home Study Course
in Wireless Telegraphy
and Telephony-your Post- Graduate Course,
Membership in the
N. R. I. Relay League and your Special Wireless
Instruments offer.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
AMERICA'S

Name

FIRST AND FOREMOST (Est. 1914)

Dept. 225, 14th and U Sts., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

I

Age

I

City

t'

I

I
1
I

Address

I

State
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It contains the

following 44 chemicals:

Alum Al2(SO4)s. (NH6)2SO4
Antimony (powdered) (Sb)
Ammonium Aqua
(NHs+H20)
Ammonium Carbonate
(NH )2 CO2
AmmoniumChloride (NH*C1)
Ammonium Sulphate
(NH6)g SO4
Barium Chloride (BaCl2)
Boric Acid (H BOB)
Brimstone (Sulphur) (S)
Calcium Chloride (CaC12)
Calcium Oxide (CaO)
Calcium Sulphate
(CaSO*2H2O)

Charcoal (Carbon) (C)
Chloride of Zinc (ZnCl2)
Copper Sulphate (CuSO)
Ferrous Sulphate (FeSO.)
Ferrous Sulphide (FeS)
Glycerol (Glycerine)
C3H3(OH)s
Hydrochloric Acid (I-ICI)
Iodine (I)
Iron Chloride (FeC12)
Iron Oxide (Fe2O2)
Lead Acetate Pb (C2H2O2)2
Litmus Paper
Magnesium Carbonate
(MgCO3)
Manganese Dioxide (Mn02)
Mercury (Quicksilver) (Hg)
Nickel Chloride (NiCl2)
Oxalic Acid (H2C20*)
Sodium Bicarbonate
(NaHCO3 )
Sodium Borate (NaBO2)
Sodium Carbonate (Na2CO3)
Sodium Chloride (NaCI)
Sodium Nitrate (NaNO3)
Sodium Phosphate
(Na2HPO.)
Sodium Sulphate (Na2S0.)
Sodium Sulphite (Na2SO2)
Stannous Chloride (SnCl2)
Sulphate of Nickel (NiSO,)
Sulphate of Zinc (ZnSO,)
Sulphuric Acid (H2SO,)
Tin (Granulated) (Sn)
Zinc (Metal) (Zn)
Zinc Carbonate (ZnCO3)

The following apparata
are furnished:
One Standard Washbottle
One Alcohol Lamp
One Conical Glass Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube
Six Assorted Test -Tubes
One Test -Tube Holder
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure

Glass Tubing
One book containing Treatise on Elementary Chemistry and 100 Chemical Experiments to be performed
with this outfit.

"The Joy of Kotleer und

Chemical Laboratory
We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to perform real chemical
experiments. This outfit is not a toy, put up merely to amuse, but a
practical laboratory set, with all the chemicals, apparata and reagents
necessary to perform real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets
of inorganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book containing
a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and recipes, and 100
instructive and amusing experiments.
DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT:
The outfit consists of forty -four (44) Chemicals all
pure) put up in appropriate wooden
boxes, glass bottles, and hermetically closed jars. The
acids are put up in glass bottles, with ground -in glass
stoppers and there is a sufficient quantity of chemicals
supplied (mostly one to two ounces) enough to make
dozens of experiments with each. See list of Chemicals herewith.
C. P. (chemical

The apparata furnished are all of the best obtainable

make and of standard laboratory size and shape. A
list of the 17 pieces of apparata furnished with this
outfit is printed also herewith.

The Instruction book is a real Chemistry Course
for the Beginner. Seine of the Contents are; Division of Matter: This is a Treatise on Elementary
Chemistry and deals with the theory of the Elements, Molecules and Atoms, etc. Chemical Nomenclature: This explains in simple language the derivation of the chemical names of the Elements and
their compounds. There is a chapter on Laboratory
Operations; Glass Working; First Aid; Fire Extinguishers; Experimenters' Aphorisms, etc.

The price is $6.00

TRADE MARK

Shipping Weight 10 lbs.

(Can be shipped by Express only.)

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., Mfrs.
NEW YORK CITY
231 FULTON STREET

"THE LIVELIEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 22 is waiting for
you. Positively the most complete Wireless and electrical
catalog in print today. 80 Big Pages, 300 illustrations.
200 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise on
Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 160 -page
FREE Wireless Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia
Beautiful stiff
No. 22 measures 6x9. Weight % lb.
covers.

A good part of the book is devoted to Weights and
Measures. The Metric System, the English system
and the U. S. System are fully explained.
The following tables are furnished: Symbols and
Atomic weights of the Elements; Measures of Weights,
Volume, Capacity and Length; Per Cent solutions;
Conversion of Measure expressed in parts; Poisons
and their antidotes; Technical and common name of
chemical substances: Formulas for Cleaning various
substances, etc., etc.
Among the 100 Experiments are:
How to make chemical tricks; How to make invisible
How to test soil;
and magic inks; How to test
How to Make Chlorine Gas and smoke (German War
Gas) ; How to bleach cloth and flowers. How to produce Oxygen and Hydrogen; How to make chemical
colors; How to test Acids and Alkalies and hundreds
of interesting hints and formulas.

TRADE MARK

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City
I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin, to
cover postage, for which please send me your latest
Cyclopedia Catalog No. 22 as described.
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE
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What
Readers Say:

Howl Improved

Terrence J. McManus,
of the firm of Oleott.
Bonynge, McManus
&
Ernst,
Attorneys
and
Counsellors at Law, 170
Broadway, and one of the
most famous trial lawyers In New York, says:
May I take occasion
to state that I regard
Your service in giving this
system to the world as a
public benefaction. The
wonderful
simplicity of
the method, and the ease
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Anne S. Leach.
Wytheville, Va.
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"I am thankful
have your Course.
is worth many times

to

five dollars."
Rev. J. A. Northrup,

Streator,

"The system
like magic."

Ill,

works

Ralph D. Stoddard,
Cleveland, O.

"I was surprised to see
I Improved my memory the first evening."
M. J. Blackenehop,
Mohawk, W. Va.
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FRANK W. COLLIER,
The American University,
Washington, D. C.
"Memory Course received.
Learned lesson
No. 1 In one evening. Enioyed It as much as I
did 'Oliver Twist' or
'Mary Pickford,' and
have more as a result
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systems of memory training, every one of them of
some value, some of very
great value; but the Roth
course introduces a new
principle which excels
them all. It is as simple
as it is effective."

to think about and a
better thinker to
think with to boot."
W. H. C.
JOHNSON,
Macon, Ga.
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about to engage.'
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ducrrough

used the Roth Memory
Course and I wish to tell
you how pleased I am
with

course

Addison

with which its principles
may be acquired, especially appeal to me. I may
add that I have already
had occasion to test the
effectiveness of the first
two lessons in the preparation for trial of an important action in which I
am
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to

"I

my

find that I can do
work much easier

after studying the first
two lessons."

A. R. Johnson,
Palestine, Texas.

-I

"Wonderful l
would
not sell it for any amount
of money."

Ella Busse,

State College, Pa.

Ìñ1

Examine The Famous Roth Memory Course FREE
-most
then
250,000 men and women all over the world
of
doubters or scoffers -have given the Roth Memory Course the
acid test. Even tho they doubted, the test involved no risk or expense -and they made it.
And now these same thousands are packing our files with letters like those shown above. If we tried to publish
them all there
would be no room in this magazine for anything else. By the score they write us how the Roth Course improved
their memories
in one single evening !-how they now have the kind of a memory they have always wanted, the kind that
grips facts, figures,
and faces and never lets go.
You risk nothing in proving
to yourself that you can have
a better memory than you
ever dreamed of! Let us con vista you that you can improve your memory in one evening!
If you
a doubter,
make us prove that the Roth Memory Course is worth ten to a hundred are
times its cost
to you. We will send you the entire course for five days' free examination-without risk, expense, or obligation.

Improve Your Memory
y n One Eveningg
Or Pay Nothing
Mall the coupon today. Give the Roth Memory Course
five days to prove that it can improve your memory.
Then if you feel that you can possibly afford to be
without It, send it back and you will owe nothing.
But if y o u

Mail Coupon No

feel, as over
a
a

0
n
Ei

quarter of

million

others have felt, that you simply cannot afford to be
without the Roth Memory Course, send only seven
dollars in full payment. Mail the coupon NOW.

INDEPENDENT CORPORATION
Dept. R -1106, 319 Sixth Ave., New York

nI

7

n

Roth Memory Course ($7)
By David M. Roth
How to Read Character at Sight ($7)
By Dr, K. M. H. Blackford
Mastery of Speech ($7)
By Frederick Houk Law
Super -Salesmanship ($7)
By Arthur Newcomb
Practical Course in Personal Efficiency (I7)
By Edward Earle Purin ton
Ferr)n Home -Account System ($3.50)

Independent Corporation
I'rJ'ÍL Ir rs of the Indcpendent li'cckly
Dept. R -1106
319 Sixth Ave., New York
You may send me the Course or Courses checked below

Within five days after receipt I will either remelt the
course (or courses) or send you the price indicated after
each in full payment.

BY Wesley W. Ferris
The Lederer Art Course ($7)
By Charles Lederer

Name

Independent Weekly

Address

issues -15a

($5)
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LEARN.. DRAFTING
AT HOME -IN SPARE TIME
as you would in actual practice

Get into this constructive branch of industry where big salaries are paid. No previous training is
necessary to become a capable draftsman with the help of the Columbia School of Drafting. You can
master the practical lessons of our famous home study course, at home, in spare
time. You will be personally coached and instructed, by mail, by Roy C. Claflin,
president of the school, whose long experience as a draftsman and teacher especially qualifies him to give you the training you need to become a successful

Draftsman.

BECOME A SPECIALIST
We not only give you thorough and practical training in Mechanical Drafting,
teaching you to make actual drawings as you would
In any drafting room, but you receive the additional
benefit of a post -graduate course in some special branch
of drafting. A big field of opportunity is thus opened
to you as a trained specialist in this profession.
Chief Engineer. $25,000 to $50.000 a Year

Draftsmen Get $35 to $100 a Week

How Columbia Students

Because of the importance of his work the draftsman is paid
a big salary and is always in
line for advancement. The
draftsman's pay is from $35
to $100 a week. A knowledge
of drafting is the stepping
stone to big technical positions in the industrial field,
paying as high as $50,000 a

Succeed
Students of the Columbia
School of Drafting often secure positions at $2,000 or
more a year to start before
completing the course. HunChief Draftsman. $50 to $150 a Week
dreds of men and women
with "Columbia" training are now making good with big concerns all over the country. Many more are needed for splen-

year.

did positions, now open. Here is what "Columbia" training is doing for
some of our graduates; Laurence Johnston, over $5,000 a year; George
Murray, $45 a week to start; G. Tangorra, $2,800 a year; A. L. Gash,
$140 a month to start; W. S. Burfoot, $150 a month to start; T. R.
Brown, $2,860 a year; R. Fowkes, $3,700 a year. These are only a few
of a great number of similar cases.

Big Concerns Employ Columbia Graduates

The best concerns in America employ Columbia graduates in their
drafting departments because of the thorough practical training we give
which enables them to step right into important drafting positions. Our
diploma is the entering wedge into big drafting rooms everywhere. As
a Columbia graduate you are recognized as an experienced draftsman,
not as a mere apprentice. Our training spells Success for you. Why be
satisfied with a grinding, underpaid position when there are hundreds of
promising positions open to you in the big field of Drafting. We are
called upon to place trained draftsmen more rapidly than we can produce
them. General construction companies, manufacturers, railroads, ship
building concerns, engineering projects, etc., need draftsmen today in
greater numbers and at better salaries than ever before.

Draftsman, $35 to $100

a Week

Send This Coupon Today
Let us tell you the fascinating story of
Drafting and how you can master th14
lucrative profession of big salaries and
steady advancement through our help.
Send the coupon today to

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF
DRAFTING

Roy .C. Claflin, President
Dept. 1137, 14th & T Sts., N. W.

Washington, D.

This Complete Drafting Equipment Furnished

C.

to students of our school. The instruments are of standard American
make of the best quality, fully guaranteed, and become your property
on completion of the course. Every instrument needed for the course

is included.

Iar

Lcarninq

4.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING
Roy C. Claflin, Pres.
Dept. 1137, 14th & T Sts., N, W.
Washington, D. C.
I am Interested in your practical training in Mechanical Drafting.
Please send me Free, your illustrated book of particulars, testimonials,
terms, etc. I am also interested in the special post -graduate course
checked below :

(Mechanical Drafting, or Machine Drafting is the foundation
course and is complete in itself. Your choice of one of the following elective courses is given without charge.)

c

Architectural Drafting
Automobile Drafting
Electrical Drafting
Aeroplane Drafting
Special Machinery Drafting
Sheet Metal Drafting
Structural Drafting
Highway Drafting
Patent Drafting

Topographical Drafting
Ship Drafting
Statistical Drafting
Radio Drafting
Automotive Drafting
Hydrographie Drafting
Machine Design
Tool Design

Shop Mathematics
Builders Course

Name
Address
City

State
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CsatirottAnswerThese

ElectricalQuestiosyi
Test Yourself
What three systems of lighting are used for
interior lighting?
What is the most common trouble encountered with dynamo electric machinery?
Into what four classes may motors be
divided?
Can you make a wiring diagram of a primary induction coil and show how it differs
from the secondary induction coil?
Do you understand the meaning of the terms
open- and dosed- circuit armature windings?
If you want to operate a small 110 volt
motor on a voltage either higher or lower than
110 volts, what change would have to be made
in the primary winding?
Can you show in what way a transformer
differs in its functions from a motor or generator?
What are the first things to be considered
when estimating the cost of wiring an old
building?
What do you know about the National
Electric Code and the Underwriters Requirements?
Do you know two methods of varying line
e. m. f.?
Can you sketch and describe the methods of
passing through floors when metal molding is
being installed?
Can you give at least six requirements in
electric-sign installations?
What is the effect of too high a charging
rate on storage batteries?
Can you make a diagram of service switch
and meter connections, including fuse circuit
protection, for an apartmentbui'..iing installation consisting of three apartments and a
public hall?
,

OUR ability to answer these questions indicates your fitness to hold a really "big
job "-something better than just working with the tools of your trade. If yor
can't answer them make up your mind to get the necessary information at once
You can't hope to succeed in business for yourself, or as a foreman or a superintendent unless you know what's what. Neither can you be successful as an experimenter,
or make money as an inventor without real, up- to-date electrical information.
You must know if you want to get ahead. Guessing won't do. Hit-or-miss experience won't help much. Expert advice that you can get in your spare time is what you
need. Here it is. All worked out for you in these great books. We lend you the whole
set for one week FREE. See the free offer below.

The World's Greatest

Electrical Books-

This is the 1920 edition of Practical Applied Electricity-new from cover to cover
every one of the eight big volumes is chuck full of the latest methods and discoveries in
this fascinating field. Twenty -seven of the greatest engineers and experts in the business
wrote these books just to help you who are interested in electricity realize your ambitions.
It's not one man's ideas and experience, but the combined knowledge of the world's
greatest electrical master minds. The books contain 3800 pages and more than 3000
pictures, diagrams, etc., illustrating everything known to electricity.

F

EVERY ELECTRICAL
PROBLEM SOLVED

You don't have to put up a cent to get these wonderful books for a week's free examination in your own
home or shop. Just fill out the coupon below and mail
it. We will send the whole set, not a sample volume,
and they will be yours to use as you please for seven
days. If you like the books and you realize how they
will help you in your work, simply send us $2.80. You
can pay the balance at the rate of $2.00 a month until
a total of $29.80 is paid. If you don't like the books
and don't want to keep them, all you have to do is ship
them back at our expense and that will end the matter.
Send the coupon now -we will give a membership in
this society worth $12.00 to everyone who purchases
these books until the membership is filled. With this
membership you can consult our engineers
any time by mail on any electrical problem
free of charge.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. E-25a, Chicago.

Principles of Electricity; Static and
Current Electricity; Circuits; Dynamos and Motors; Telephones; Storage Batteries.
Current. Machinery:
Alternating
Construction. Operation and Repair;
switchboards.
Armature
Designing;
Dynamo
Winding; Design of Motors; Construction and Operation of Transformers.
Electrical Measurements; Measuring Devices and How to Read Them;
Electromagnets and Induction Coils;
Electric Elevators; Railway Signaling.
Interior and Exterior Wiring; Materials and Methods Used; Underwriters' Requirements.
Systems of Electric Lighting; Planning Systems; Estimating; Contracts
end specifications; Maintenance of
Systems.
Power Stations; Modern Equipment, Operation and Maintenance:
Wiring Diagrams; Management of
Dynamos and Motors; Electric Welding.

Electric Transmission
Lines; Construction and
Maintenance; Distributing Systems; Elm. trio Railways; Construction
of
Power
Plants; New Electrical
Devices.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. E -25a, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
7

Please send me the Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for
days' examination, shipping charges collect. If I decide

to buy I will send $2.80 within 7 days and balance at the
rate of $2.00 a month until $29.80 has been paid. Then
you will send me a receipt showing that the set of books
and a consulting Membership in your Society are mine
and fully paid for. If I want to get along without the
books, I will return them, after 7 days, at your expense.
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Master Electricity By
Actual Practice
The only way you can become an expert is by doing the
very work under competent instructors, which you will be
called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.
That is the method of the New York Electrical School.
Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed,
Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates
of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to
be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY
demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Only Institution of the Kind
in America
At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art
of Electrical Drafting; the best business method and experience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill
to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,

transmitting and using electricity.
Young. Individual instruction.

A school for Old and

Over 6,200 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World
No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is
necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will
be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.

The N. Y. E. S. gives a special Automobile Ignition Course as an
advanced training for Auto Mechanics, Garage Men and Car Owners.
The course covers completely all Systems of Ignition, Starters, Lighting
and other electrical equipment on automobiles, motor boats, airplanes,
etc.
ME ID

Let us explain our complete courses to you in person. If you
can't call, send now for 64-page book -it's FREE to you.

WI

New York Electrical School
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

I

Please send FREE and without obligation to
me your 64 -page book.

CITY

NAME
STREET
STATE

1

1

New York
Electrical School
29 West 17th Street, New York
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buoy is pri-

marily a life-saving device; however, it is not designed to replace
the customary lifeboats and rafts
with which all modern ocean -going
steamships are equipt at the present time.
A hollow double bottom ring about
twenty feet in diameter serves as the float
of the buoy. Upon this is constructed the
housing and the bridge on which the powerful electric searchlight is mounted. The

Fo LllikTIGERfl

M. E.

A Radio And e chEight I©r to be

Casale By Ocean
1

of the
in the
it has
by the

vessel when it becomes necessary
case of accident at sea, and when
reached its full length it is locked
operator from within. Wire rope

The mast of the aerial for the latter is
made up of telescopic pipes so as to be
out of the way when the buoy is being
lowered from the vessel's deck to the water.
When not in use the buoy (one or more)
is carried on the forward deck of the
steamer before the mast with wire rope
slings attached to the rings fastened around
the top of the sheet steel housing for that
purpose. The slings come together above
the searchlight and at this point are hooked
ELECTRIC

SEARCH-LIGHT
RADIO
ANTENNA
TELESCOPIC
MAST

;yam

'ft:

THE LINDER SIGNAL

;

'r

TELESCOPIC TUBE
COUNTER BALANCE

BUOY COLLAPSED

WW1()

a

4`7,

1

'

-

«'-a4k.,

w

LAUNCHING THE LINDER:I
SIGNAL BUOY

...''-....
Copyright-1920 -by

E.

P. Co.

When a Ship Collision Happens at Sea, and Altho Practically Every Vessel Today Carries Wireless
Apparatus, It Has Often
Occurred That a Ship's "S.O.S." Calls Have Failed to Bring Assistance in Time, for the Reason Signaling
the Dynamo Room Became
Flooded Almost Instantly. An American Inventor Here Proposes a Complete Radio and Searchlight That
Buoy
Signal
Could Be Released From the Ship Instantly, No Matter How Sudden the Ship May Sink, the Buoy Being Released by Push ButtonWhich
Controlled Clutches.
The Searchlight, Besides Calling for Ald Over a Hundred -Mile Radius, Helps to Keep the Life Boats Together

entire construction is light sheet steel reinforced with angle iron. Underneath the
float on its axis is a telescopic counterbalance, so weighted that it prevents the
buoy from being overturned when in a
rough sea. This counter -balance is extended on lowering the buoy over the side

stays, made fast to the outer surface of
the float, take the tension and hold it firmly
in a central position.
In the machinery compartment a gasoline engine furnishes power for the electric units necessary for the operation of
the searchlight and wireless apparatus.
131

into the usual boom tackle, ready to be
put overboard instantly at the word of the
commanding officer of the ship. While on
deck the counter -balance is telescoped and
is flush with the bottom of the float, making
a solid flat face for the apparatus to rest on.
(Continued on page 225)
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ONE often wonders at the as-

photographs the picture
without the presence of
the pencil or the hand.
The resulting effect being a line broadening out
and extending itself into
forms.
Another type of this
stationary cartoon is the
showing of various objects such as a side of a
ship, for instance, the

speed
and skill displayed by t h e
cartoonist in drawing so
many lines in a short
fraction of time, and asks
himself how it is all done.
Sometimes a pencil is
seen to move, sometimes
the hand holding the pencil dashes from spot to
spot, dabbing a little ink
here and a little ink there,
and sometimes just the
line is seen to expand
tonishing

hull of which is black,
and then while watching
the vessel, a hole in the
side seems to peel right
off, leaving a space thru
itself and mould itself
which machinery is seen.
into the forms of animatThis is simply done by
ed beings which go thru
having all the machinery
the most realistic moof the ship drawn upon
tions imaginable.
celluloid, the hull then
There is an immense
painted black on white
number of parts necespaper, is inserted under
sary for the successful
the celluloid, so that in
delineations of "cartoon
the complete blackness so
movies." By this is
resulting, the lines on the
meant drawings, cellucelluloid are lost. This
loids, tones, cut -outs, and
gives us a ship with a
fades, and their relation
black hull.
to each other. It must Here Are Three of the Actual Drawings Used In Producing
All very
"Movie"
the
-How
also be remembered that the Gasoline Engine Works. Hundreds of Them, Each a Little More Advanced, simple, isn't it?
there are 16 distinct pic- Are Required. The Complete Engine View is Drawn on a Sheet of Celluloid.
A sheet of paper with
tures to every foot of By Slipping the Successive Piston Drawings Behind the Celluloid, and Photo. the blackness
removed
graphing Them in Turn, Realistic Action Is Accurately Reproduced By the
film and when a cartoonfrom one corner, is then
"Cartoon Movie" Expert.
ist attempts to make a
placed under the picture,
reel 50 feet long to 100
replacing the totally black
feet long, or 125 feet long, the latter would
sheet, and again a photograph is taken.
be seen in just two minutes and five seconds,
This is continued, the white area growand yet no less than 2,000 pictures have been
a
60jíL1Ilyar
ing larger constantly, as each sheet of
photographed and every picture meant perpaper is changed so that eventually, when
haps a different drawing.
Suspended Electric Railways of
the "movie" is projected, it seems as tho
Let us take, for instance, the various
Tomorrow; What Chicago and Other
the skin or outside hull of the ship is rolling
angles of cartoon drawings; the cartoonup of its own accord, exposing its vital
Cities Are Doing.
ist first draws his picture on paper, it is
parts.
Shafts of Light for Regulating
then traced upon a sheet of celluloid. We
Street Traffic, by Edwin F. Linder,
are assuming now that the cartoonist is to
CARTOONING THE "KAISER."
M. E.
use his hand in the entire picture and that
Movies
of
Dynamo
and
It
Electrotakes two photographers working faf
you will, in viewing the picture, see the
Magnet Action,-the Generation and
into the night, under high speed, one solid
hand as in figures 1, 2, 3, 4 of the ship.
Movement of Electric Current Thru
week to photograph the 2,000 or 3,000 odd
DRAWING FIRST MADE ON CELLULOID.
Conductors Visualized, by Jerome
drawings required for producing a little
Lachenbruch.
five -minute laugh. Let us take an example
The sheet of celluloid with the complete
of one of these animated cartoons in deterAre
the
Martians
Signaling
via
drawing now upon it, is placed in a frame
mining how they are made. The one showRadio?
Specially
written
by
F.
Dr.
and another sheet of white paper placed
ing the "Kaiser" and the "Crown Prince"
H.
Millener.
upon it. This frame has a perfectly transgives a good example and the various steps
lucent bottom made of ground glass, and
Alarm No. 18-A Live Wire Story
are there clearly depicted.
underneath which are placed several elecContaining a Liberal Mixture of
First, a little of the coat of the "Kaiser"
tric lamps. A switch is now turned on,
Fiction, Science and Electric Fire
is drawn -photographed-then a little more
which causes this light to shine thru the
Alarms, by Charles S. Wolfe.
-photographed again, and so on until we
celluloid sheet, just the same as if a sheet
Pursuit of the Elusive Electron,
have the Kaiser" complete. After each
of newspaper were placed up against a
by Walter E. Keever.
drawing of a minute step, the artist must
window pane and then covered with a
stop to photograph.
My Message to Mars, by Clement
white sheet, the lines and reading would
Fezandié.
He then starts to draw the "Crown
be perfectly discernable thru the paper.
Prince ". A little of the hat is drawn and
The artist then follows the outlines of
How to Build Water- Wheels and
the same procedure as before. The artist
his previous drawing.
Measure the Horse -Power of Brooks
then draws the "English Lion" until that
After making a line
inch long he
and Streams, by H. Winfield Secor.
is completed, but mind you, that each step
turns off the light under the picture, presses
Radio
Spark
Gaps
and
Oscillatory
necessitates an interruption for the photoa button, at the same time, holding his
Pierre
Circuits,
by
H.
Boucheron;
as
graphic operation.
hand in a stationary position. The shutwell
Part
as
Three
of
the
"Radio
ter of 'the motion picture camera clicks
The projected picture then represents the
Detective"
Stories
by
the
ausame
once, it being in a vertical position so that
faces in the act of moving and a large
thor.
best results may be obtained. The light
"breath spot" appears, the usual indications
Glass,-How It Is Made and
under the picture is again turned on, anfor speech in comic drawings. Whenever
What It Is, -A Popular Illustrated
other short line made, it is turned off, and
a face or an object starts to move, invariScientific Story by Prof. F. L. Daragain the camera clicks another picture
ably the work is done by drawing the picrow.
and so on, until the end of the cartoon,
ture on celluloid, at least all of those parts
frame
being
photographed
separately.
each
which do not move, and the moving parts
Aurora Borealis,-What Causes It?
In those cartoons where no guiding hand
are drawn upon separate sheets of paper,
with beautiful illustrations, by Prof.
is seen, practically the same procedure takes
each one about 1/64 of an inch, different or
Lindley M. Pyle.
place, except that after drawing the line, the
further progrest from the one preceding.
artist removes his hand from the frame and
(Continued on page 201)
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HOW CARTOOH MOVREf, ARE MADE

-4

risAn(igt'sS::x721A.

At the Left, Two Photos are Shown
of Mr. Bert Green, the Well Known
Movie Cartoonist, at Work In His
Movie
How the
Note
Studio.

Camera is Mounted Vertically Upon
At His Right
the Drafting Table.
May Be Seen the Powerful Electric
Lamps, and These are Switched On,
as Well as the Shutter of the
Camera Opened and Closed for One
Exposure, by Pressing a Button
Which He Is Seen in the Act of
Underneath the Frame in
Doing.

Which the Drawing Is Held, are
Other Electric Lights Which are

Illuminated While the Successive
Stages of the Drawing are Made.
as Shown In the Four Progressive
Drawings at the Right.

I
to 4, Illustrate
the Following Stages: At the Top,
Is
drawing
the Complete Ship
Made on a Sheet of Celluloid; 2nd
the First Stage of the Drawing Is
Made on a Sheet of Paper Placed
Drawing and
Over the Celluloid
After
Illuminated From Behind.
Photographing This, the 3rd Stage
Occurs and the Drawing Is Still
After
More Elaborated as Shown.
snapping These With the Movie
Camera, Several hundred more are
Made and Photographed, and Finally We Arrive at the Complete
Autographed Cartoon Shown at the
Bottom.

These Drawings,

The Action of a Gasoline Engine as Well as That of An Etectrie
Bell are Shown In Part Below.
These Pictures, the Actual
"Movies" of Which Required Several Hundred Drawings, Are Used
In Schools With Wonderful Results

1. SUCTION INLET OF GASES

2. COMPRESSING GASES, 3. EXPLOSIQN STROKE 4

EXHAUST STROKE

Cpright,

(FULL DESCRIPTION ON OPPOSITE PAGE)

49a0, by E. l'. Co.
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OocOpIlc ß6Movie" S ez- e
By JOHN Jo FURIIAfl A0M

FVER

since the motion picture
came into existence, the two out-

standing objections against them
have been fatigue to the eye (the
strain being so great to some people that they have to forego the pleasure
of seeing movies), and flatness (no
depth) ; giving the pictures the appearance of painted scenery or billboard
posters. From time to time, little improvements have been developed which have
tended to reduce these objections. The
principal reduction of eyestrain has resulted from the elimination of streaks in
the film which produce what is technically
known and popularly familiar as "rain."
This has been effected by improvements in
the manufacture of film, in the camera and
projection apparatus mechanism and in the
various steps of the chemical photographic
processes. The reduction of flatness has
been accomplisht by artistic lighting effects
employed by the producers [the high grade
pictures giving a fair amount of depth and
seeming more real (less reel), and lifelike].
At best, even the highest quality pictures
are flat and produce fatigue and eyestrain.
Fatigue and eyestrain are especially marked
at seats up front and off to the side, because of the hideous distortion of the pictures viewed from these positions. The
elimination of eyestrain and fatigue is of
especial interest to the movie house owner
since it restricts him from the sale of seats
too far front, and off to the side, causing
him financial loss.
Strangely enough the invention which
reduces -flatness, distortion, fatigue and
eyestrain in movies to a minimum has resulted from the experimenting and theorizing of a man not in any way connected with
the movie industry. Dr. Jaques Louis
Pech, professor in the faculty of medicine
at the University of Montpellier (France),
has for many years made a study of vision

A new invention, (°,gflm®
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and eyestrain entirely aside from the viewpoint of the movie. The results of his Physiological, Psychological and Physical investigations led him to conclude that a
factor of considerable importance and this
far neglected in three -dimensional vision
and sense of depth is the distortion of
images on the retina of the eye because of
the shape of the retina. If the retina were
a flat surface, the images produced on it
would be similar to those produced on the
ground glass, film or plate of the ordinary
camera and would give the impression of
being flat (without depth) as the ordinary
photograph does. Stereoscopic vision is
artificial and the depth produced by the
stereoscope is exaggerated. If the eye had
a flat retina it is quite doubtful whether or
not depth could be produced by stereoscope.
The argument usually put forth in favor of
stereoscopic vision is that when a person
loses the use of one eye, he loses his sense
of depth. However, might this not be caused
by the failure of the eye to accommodate
itself to its new conditions? As time
elapses it has been found that the person
gradually regains his sense of depth to a
large extent. A person who has lost the
use of one eye during his infancy, is not
troubled with lack of sense of depth.
It is difficult for us to explain by means of
our stereoscopic theory why a solid sphere
of homogeneous surface, uniformly illuminated, should have a three-dimensional appearance, and is a well establisht fact that

,R
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its three-dimensional appearance is not at
all diminished when viewed by one eye.
Reasoning along similar lines, together
with that along highly theoretical lines
(not suitable for presentation in an article
of this kind) led Dr. Pech to look for a
new theory. He formulated the following: A straight line in space gives a curved
image on the retina of the eye. Also, as
the line is brought nearer and nearer it occupies a larger distance on the retina. If
the curvature of the retina is such that it
changes progressively, the curvature of the
image of the end of the line will change
progressively as the line approaches or recedes. This change in curvature of the
lines which make up the marginal perifery
of the image of any object causes, via the
brain, the impression of distance and consequently depth. Just as the brain interprets the inverted image on the retina to
represent an erect object, it also interprets
an object, the marginal perifery of the
image of which has greater curvature to
be nearer than that of one of less curvature, taking into account the interpretation
of differences in sizes of object gained thru
experience. If the retina is hyperboloidal
in shape, it meets all the requirements of
the new theory. Microscopic examination
shows this to indeed be the case. If the
theory be true, the image of a flat photograph reflected by a concave hyperboloidal
mirror should be three -dimensional and
should show depth. This is indeed the case
also. The reader can satisfy himself of
the truth of this fact by observing the
image of a picture postcard reflected from
the ordinary concave shaving mirror. The
image will show true depth, without the
artificiality of the stereoscope. Since the
shaving mirror is not hyperboloidal, there
will be a slight distortion of the image in
proportion to the deviation of the mirror
(Continued on page 234)
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NEW PARABOLOIDALyMOVIE SCREEN

- xC..IECTOR

zt

FLAT SCREEN

Other Words, a Screen, Every Spot On the
The Newest Idea In Motion Picture Screens, is That Having a Paraboloidal Or inHow
the New Screen Corrects the Form of the
Surface of Which Corresponds to Some Arc of a Paraboloid. The Diagram Shows
Image. This New Screen, the Invention of a
Image for Every Observer in a Theater, Unlike the Flat Screen Which Distorts the
Eye- strain and Fatigue, and Further
Eliminates
Angle,
French Professor of Medicine, Gives the True Form of Image At Every the Same as Stereoscopic
Photos.
Causes the Image to Actually Stand Out in Relief
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Measuring
of "Mars."

TWO THERMOCOUPLES

In

DETAIL Of COBLENTZ STELLA
THERMOCOUPLE, WHICH MEASURES
THE HEAT OF DISTANT STARS.

A New Idea in Attempting to Pick Up Signals of an Interplanetary Nature Is Here Suggested by the Author. His Plan Is to Utilize
the
Extremely Sensitive Photo - Electric or Thermos- Electric Instruments Such as Bolometers, Similar to Those Employed in Measuring
Heat of Distant Stars, and to Mount These Instruments at the Focus of Powerful Astronomical Telescopes. Signals Which Might Be
Audion
20
Stage
Means
of
10
to
Amplified
by
Wireless
Apparatus
Then
Be
Could
Extremely Faint and Undetectable by Any Ordinary
Amplifiers. Heat Measurements From the Planet "Mars," Have Already Been Made by the Bureau of Standards by Means of the Sensitive Coblentz Stellar Thermo -Couples
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is inhabited placed some distance behind the focal plane. messages as well. It is certainly practicable
by beings whose sense development, in- The screen will thus exclude from the de- to effect musical or phonetic control of any

IF Mars, or another planet,

telligence and applied science, are about
like our own, it seems probable they
would regard light as the most likely
agency of interplanetary communication,
being not only the primitive agency which
first disclosed the planets to each other, but
also the agency most conveniently generated and directed by artificial means for
signaling purposes. If these premises are
accepted, it follows as a most plausible surmise that one or more of our planetary
neighbors are now trying to signal us by
light waves, or else endeavoring to detect
light -wave signals from us.
All proposals for interplanetary light signals which have come to my notice, have
assumed that the signals must be detected
by sight, which seems strange, since it
would be most natural for the sender to
fluctuate his signal light, and there are so
many known physical instruments for detecting a light fluctuation. Recently, in particular, the development of the vacuum -tube
electrical amplifier has seemed to provide a
most fascinating possibility of detecting
such a signal by the photo- electric reactions of a selenium detector, bolometer,
thermo -electric couple, or equivalent device.
In the focal plane of a telescope may be
placed an opaque screen having an aperture
coextensive with the image of the planet, or
perhaps smaller than the image and registering with that point from which the light
signal may emanate. The signal light projected through this screen aperture may be
dispersed on the photo -electric detector

tector much light extraneous to the signal.
However, some detectors having a minimum sensitivity greater than the available
signaling light, may require an independent
exciting illumination upon which the signal
light may
superposed. If necessary the
detector may be independently excited by a
fluctuating light supplied in any convenient
manner and having a definite period, so
that its superposed electric reactions may
be selectively supprest in the receiving
circuits.
Many difficulties may be expected, such
as disturbing currents produced by various
inconstant light fluctuations finding access
to the detector. These might be caused by
vibrations or inconstant movements of the
telescope, or by erratic atmospheric effects
upon the illumination, or by illumination of
the atmosphere from variable sources,
either natural or factitious. Assuming that
the signal fluctuations will have a definite
frequency
would seem that these difficulties must resolve themselves mainly into a
problem of electrical selectivity like the
problem of eliminating the so- called static
disturbances in radio signaling. Much has
already been done in this direction.
In the least optimistic view it seems a
fair presumption that this method must be
capable of detecting the flash or periodic
fluctuation of a light too weak to be seen
through a telescope.
The idea engenders most entertaining
speculations on the possibility of receiving
not only code signals, but music and voice

-it
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light power which would be employed for
interplanetary signaling, for instance by vibrating reflectors under the control of a
telephonic current. If music is indeed a
universal language, then who shall deny
that most exalted and beneficient inspirations might be thus transmitted to us at
once, without the establishment of any other
code.
As concerns the mere detection of signals, without effort to transmit reply, the
general scheme may be much more feasible
than could be predicated upon our own
scientific knowledge, for our planetary
neighbors may have devised optical means
for producing light rays so nearly parallel
as to accomplish interplanetary projection
with very little dispersion. In any event
it would seem that such an equipment for
detecting signals could be added to an establisht astronomical observatory for a
relatively small cost. If it is undertaken I
Mould much like to participate in the experiments.
Entirely aside from the detection of intelligent signals, a photo -electric detecting
and amplifying apparatus of this general
character should be a useful adjunct to any
great telescope employed in astro- physical
research. For instance, it is probable that
star -twinkling effects could be recorded on
an oscillograph, and their relations to the
diameter of the optical objective investigated.
Various interesting fluctuations
(Continued on page 209)
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EDWI1.1 F. LENDER, M. E.
ONE of the most important of the
many types of apparatus used during the recent war was the electric
searchlight. Without the help of
these powerful eyes of detection
undoubtedly it would have been extremely
difficult to repulse night attacks of the
enemy with any degree of success, either on
land or on sea. Much has been written during the last few years of the many uses to
which searchlights were put by the armies
and navies, and a great deal has been
learned during the period of conflict that
can be of vast service to the civilized world

country, very little progress can be expected
along these lines, especially where long distances are to be traversed on non -stop
flights during the night.
For transcontinental services, the number
and size of such stations would depend on
the proposed routes of travel and the location of the cities, the distances between the
latter and the number of airplanes that
would be placed into operation. In the illustration are shown several parts of the
equipment of a field for day and night use.
The most important feature of this
method of marking the boundaries of the

of a portion of the field already being occupied by landed planes, the oncoming pilot is
warned by these lights, the free part of the
field being designated by the ordinary white
lights and the occupied part blocked off by
red lights, operated by a man assigned to
this duty.
In order to more readily pick out a station at a distance when in low flight, a high
tower with a signal light flashing automatically the number or name of the station in
code, by means of a vertical beam of light,
is built on one side of the field. The tower
also can be used for the wireless equipment,
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Why Use Several High- Powered Searchlights to Illuminate and Mark the Outlines of an Airplane Landing Field at Night, When This Simple
Scheme Comprising the Use of But One Searchlight and a Set of Mirrors to Reflect the Beam Around the Corners Solves the Problem Equally
as Well? A Very Ingenious Scheme Indeed, We Believe, and One That Possesses Complete Flexibility. Allowing the Shape and Size of the
Field To Be Changed as Frequently as Becomes Necessary. The Shape of the Field, Owing to Rainy Weather, Etc., and Due to Submerged
Portions, May Have To Be Changed Several Times in Twenty -four Hours, and This Scheme Provides the Way to Do It with the Minimum of
Labor and Expense.

in the development of commercial enterprises.
The searchlight, as a medium for outlining safe landings for airplanes at night, is a
particularly worthy and useful application
which deserves the consideration, not alone
of governmental officials, but should be of
interest to private individuals engaged in
the transportation of perishable goods and
all classes of parcels requiring speedy forwarding to their proper destination.
Airplane service for the carrying of mail,
newspapers and many other articles, has already been establisht in this country in a
limited way, the flights being so timed as to
take advantage of daylight as far as possible. Until properly equipt landing fields are
constructed and maintained thruout the

field is the searchlight, the beam of which
encloses all but the half of one side of the
field and by the use of reflectors or mirrors
divides it into two sections -one for Eastbound and the other for Westbound traffic. It further shows the aviator his course,
it being the intention to have all such fields
placed so as to have the final reflected beam
projecting to the East. Should it be desired
to enlarge the field from time to time, the
reflectors can be easily moved to new locations and then secured in position by guy
ropes or cables.
In the east and west sections, guide lights
are placed in pits covered with heavy glass
windows, flush with the ground. These
lights are designed to make it safe for the
aviator to enter the grounds. In the event
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with which each station is usually supplied.
For ordinary use, the signal light on the
top of the tower will give forth a white
beam ; however, should some difficulty occur which would make it dangerous to permit a landing, the approaching aviator
would be warned far in advance before his
reaching the station, by a red beam.
All types of aircraft, especially those
cruising in the higher altitudes, would be
greatly assisted in their navigation by these
light- bounded
stations ;
their
pattern
being identical with the other stations,
would at once make known to the flying
pilot his position -the tower signal giving
the number of the station which appears on
the air-chart and the "east- beam" the direction of the aircraft's course.

Photo at Right Shows Mr. Albert Hughes, of Berlin, at the Telegraph
Receiving Station Where He Transmitted the Scores of the Recent
International Chess Game Over the Telegraph Circuit to Holland.

Photo at Left Shows the German Chess Players in Their Club
Room Just Before the Start of the Great International Chess Match,
the Progress of Which Was Recorded by Telegraph.

PRzyIlchg

Cheas

TeIleelraph

The accompanying photographs illustrate ing station, where he transmitted the course
of the game telegraphically over the electric
circuit to the city in Holland, where the
Dutch players were assembled.
It is interesting to note the double clock
arrangement at each player's position which
the respective "moves" of the players at was necessary to keep the tally right, owing
each end of the line were immediately tele- to the difference in time between the two
cities, one clock registering the local time
graphed to the opposite players.
One photograph shows the German play- and the other the time at the opposite end
ers in their club room, just before the start of the line.
Chess matches played by wireless are not
of the great international chess match. The
second photograph shows Mr. Albert so new in a small way, but, large matches
Hughes, of Berlin, at the telegraph receiv- such as this one are out of the ordinary and

one of the most interesting sport events in
Europe -when a "chess match" was recently
played between a city in Holland and Berlin, Germany. The most famous players of
each country participated in the game and

.
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IT is

no longer necessary for motion picture directors to await a choice thunderstorm in order to take pictures of several scenes wherein rain is required; nor
is it advisable to cover the territory with
elaborate pipe systems in or near the set-.
tings. Under circumstances such as these, it
is obvious that another method must be discovered in order to make good "rainfall"

pictures.

Pictures taken during an actual thunderstorm, when the sky is beclouded with
heavy dark rifts and accompanied by occasional flashes of lightning which crash
across the murky blackness, never produce
the same realism on a film as in nature.
But the movies and science have a peculiar

and RaIla

few years, chess matches and other games
of a similar nature have been played via
wireless, especially in the United States,
between various college teams. A- number
of these matches were played a few years
ago between several of the largest American universities with entire success, each
successive move of the player at either end
being transmitted by the wireless operator
to the receiving operator of the opposite
contestants.

OTrder

way of working together, hand in hand, and
thanks to science, it is only necessary now
for motion picture directors to send in the
alarm for a few firemen and the rain carts,
and scurry away to the scene where the picture is to be produced. The rain cart is
simple, being essentially composed of an au -.
tomobile truck upon which is mounted a
huge airplane engine. The truck is wheeled
to the scene of action and the propeller
started whirling.
A stream from an ordinary fire hose is
now directed up into the air so that when
on its downward path the water is broken
up into large particles and drops are hurled
against the actors and "acterines," completely drenching them. So terrific is the
'

attract a great deal of attention whenever
they are held. From time to time in the past

force and the wind produced that it is necessary to incline the body forward while
attempting to cope with it.
Wonderful pictures are produced and the
exact replica of nature's own rainfall is obtained without the shortcomings of the God
T hor's method.
Operating on a plan similar to this rain
machine is a sand -storm producing apparatus. It is also a truck equipt with an engine
and propeller suitably mounted so that it is
capable of churning up the sand all around
it. In this way its ability to throw up and
create a real Arizona blizzard or tropical
hurricane is most complete. In the accompanying photograph is shown the Arizona
sand -storm à la airplane propeller.

And Here We See the Boys Who Make That "Realistic" Rain,
Which We All Enjoyed so Much at the Last "Movie" Play. Again
the Airplane Propeller Does a Good Turn and Breaks Up the Descending Streams of Water Into Millions of Fine Droplets. Result
PERFECT Rain:

The Scene at the Left Shows the Latest Movie "Wind" Machine
Kicking Up a Deuce of a Fuss on a Sandy Plain so as to Give a
Perfect Arizona Sand -Storm Scene for the "Movies." An Airplane
Propeller and Gasoline Engine Do the Trick

-
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forty -five degrees and regain an upright
PF.eIl2ze PcvsIlC4.l
position, apparently without effort. (Shoe
Robert Gordon, who co -stars with Sylvia
Breamer in the Pathé- Blackton productions
clips fastened to the ground solves the
mystery) -Photo courtesy Vitagraph Com"Respectable by Proxy" and "The Blood
THESE BOYS ARE CANNED!
Barrier," is shown from three different
pany.
This picture is a double exposure of a
points of view. The photo is a single view
SUN'S ANNULAR ECLIPSE.
taken by the aid of three mirrors, a Graflex number of high school boys who were canned from school for "committing crimes,"
This photo was taken, Nov. 22nd, 1919,
camera, and a good light.
in Havana 8" 05" A. M. The seemingly
which did not agree with the faculty.
A "HUMAN" MONSTER!
The boys committed these acts because black shadows are clouds, and at the left
they were forced to go to school on NEW of the photo are sunspots. Photo taken on
We see here a picture of a boy, endowed YEAR'S
telescope of the equatorial type of mountDAY, 1919.
with two heads and two pair of legs Reing.
Contributed by
GARET DENISE.
markable, -yes, but the effect is produced
Contributed by MIGUEL GUTIERREZ,
by double exposure!
FALLING WATER TANK.
Astronomer, Loma de Casa -Blanca, HabaContributed by LESTER WAGNER.
This is a photo of a water tank which na, Cuba.
was pulled down with ropes, after the timSOME SNAKE!
A WONDERFUL CAKE OF ICE.
ber structure had been partly cut in various
This photograph represents a cake of ice,
The snake in the illustration is only a very places.
made by the American Ice Company, at one
small one (Garter variety), and the fence
Contributed by
A. J. VIKEN.
of their plants in Baltimore, Md.
pictured is but one foot long, since it consists only of a few twigs arranged to give
ODD LIGHTNING PHOTO.
OH, LOOK! HE'S HANGING!? * *
?*
the desired "forest" effect.
There was really no special preparation
The
fellow in the picture is not having
for
taking
this
picture;
the shutter was
WHAT PART OF A FLY IS THIS?
least difficulty in getting his breath, inopened and left open until after the flash, the
as much as the rope passes under his arm,
and
then
closed.
This view, the section of a fly's wing
can undoubtedly be seen from the picIt might appear from this picture,. that as
at the joint where member was torn from
ture,
upon close inspection.
there
was
more than one stroke of lightbody, was taken by a Seneca camera placed
Contributed by
F. K. LOW.
in an apparatus of my own construction, so ning, but such was not the case, there being
as to be able to take the picture in a horiz- only one stroke. The body of water shown
SEEING HIS DOUBLE!
ontal position. The camera, in the ap- in the foreground is the Penobscot River.
If it wasn't for the fact that we are
Contributed by C. A. KITTREDGE.
paratus, was then placed over a Bausch &
denied even 2.75 per cent "fire-water," these
Lomb microscope of 75 magnifying power
strenuous days, Mr. G. V. Seyffertitz, of
HE DEFIES GRAVITY.
and the view obtained as you see it. This
the "Slaves of Pride" film play, might Basewas the third picture I have taken in this
Jimmy Aubrey, Vitagraph Comedy Star, ly imagine he was seeing his exact
double or
line, and am working with the end in view does a stunt that defies the laws of gravita- likeness in this
scene from the play. But
of being able to photograph disease germs tion. He attracted a crowd of several hun- sh -sh It's a great
secret It ain't no living
and other things of interest to the experi- dred people to West Lake Park, Los An- likeness or double of
Mr. Seyffertitz at all,
menter.
geles, all of whom tried to figure out how but the very finest dummy ever constructed.
Contributed by
N. Nushawg.
the comedian could lean over at an angle of --Photo Courtesy of Vitagraph Films.
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EIlectrIleIlty TrIlumpha Ovelr
T Erie, Pa., recently, one hundred andd locomotives, which would probably have momentum and finally come to a complete
fifty prominent railway men and occurred if they pulled in opposite direc- stop, still with their throttles
wide open,
engineers from this country and

Canada witnest one of the most remarkable and interesting trial tests
of locomotives ever conducted in the history of railroading. These tests were made
to demonstrate the mastodonic power and
efficiency of the new model gearless electric
passenger locomotive. Altho several other
tests were made before the engineers, the
principal event was a test of brute strength
between two powerful steam locomotives of
the Mallet type, such as those the New York
Central Railroad uses to haul its big limited
trains, and this
new electric giant
of the rails, which
was built especially to haul trains
over the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St.

Paul

electrified

The

greatest

mountain route in
the western part
of the United
States.

"tug -of-war" one

could wish to see
took place with

thousands
horsepower

of

1

et

loose in the titanic
struggle to prove
the supremacy of
the successful con-

testant.

To ob-

viate the possibility
of pulling out the
draw 'bars of one
or the other of the

tions, the engines were caused to push
against each other.
At a given signal the two powerful steam
locomotives started pushing the big electric
engine ahead of them, the latter having no
current on at the start. Then the engineer
in the electric locomotive gradually turned
on the current and the powerful motors responded nobly. In the meanwhile, the throttles on both steam locomotives were opened
up to their full capacity.
What was the surprise o' the crowd to
see the steam engines slowly but surely lose

puffing and chugging as if under an extraordinary strain. Then what appeared to
be the impossible happened, and a great
cheer went up from the crowd as they saw
the steam engines forced backward, first
only by inches, but gradually, as the full
power of the electric was brought into play,
the procession became almost a rout, and
when the test ended a few minutes later
the steam locomotives were moving steadily
backward and the electric locomotive was
declared the victor.
Interesting and spectacular as this test
was to the laymen
present, it was
more significant to
the engineers of
the General Electric Company, who
had devoted years
to the perfection
of this powerful
electric locomotive.
It was a conclusive
test of power between steam a n d
electricity.
This new locomotive is one of
the most powerful
passenger locomotives in the world.
It uses 3,000 volts
direct current and
its horsepower is

There are
fourteen axles on
which are mounted
A Mastodonlc Tug -of-War When a Giant Electric Locomotive Overcame Two Powerful direct
connected
Steam Locomotives.
motors.
138
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Copyright, 1920, by P. P. Co
Well, "Folks," the Latest Machinery for Pleasure Torture, for So We May Call It, Is About Ready for
Business, Down at the Sea -Side.
What Between the New Motor Speedway, the "Soft Spot" or Bouncing Balloon, the "Humpty - Dumpty"
Wheel and the Falling (?)
Statue, We Apparently Are Going to Be Highly Amused This Summer

The Lneco
UNA Park, at Coney Island, probably
the greatest of all amusement places
the east coast and known to
hundreds of thousands of pleasure
seekers the world over, promises
this year to rival any season heretofore
held. New novel amusement schemes have
been built which will please the gala crowd
constantly attracted to that resort, which
eclipse any of the wonderful amusement
schemes ever before attempted.
A few samples of these ideas are described here. Not by any means complete,
but selected, because of their remarkable
characteristic features which mark them
as being distinctly exceptional.

Jon

THE "FALLING STATUE" ?I

The falling statue itself will be one of
the free amusements, which add to the
jovial attitude, driving away blues and
producing hurricanes of laughter. Mr.
Pleasure Seeker, on entering the park with
a young lady at his side, is startled when
suddenly a magnificent statue, the statue of
"Justice" perhaps, starts to wiggle around
in the exact semblance of a `shimmy",
then suddenly it seems as tho "Justice" has
outshimmied herself, and the wiggles are
augmented to such an extent that the statue
commences to topple forward, the scales in
her hand trying their best to preserve their
equilibrium. A voice in the crowd is heard,
"Hold her up, she's falling," and forty or
fifty "honest to goodness" strong men rush
to her rescue. But the weight seems to be
too great for them as they are rapidly borne
down. If once "Justice' falls over, things
would come to a very poor end.

:P:iemeturce

SoTeuTeo

The figure continues to decline forty -five, momentum is imparted to it due to the fricfifty-five and even sixty degrees, and the tion of this disc which enables it to fly out
men who were attempting to hold her up, tangently along the track to the wheel at
desert her for fear of being crushed with the opposite end. Friction upon the car by
the weight when suddenly, as tho by magic, the rapidly revolving disc thru the medium
it looms up again into an erect position, the of the wheels again imparts momentum. sufscales steady themselves and the laugh is ficient to give it added swiftness and sends
on the crowd. Imagine how Mr. Fun it to the other end of the track from whence
Seeker feels when he returns to his girl it had just come, and so on. One disc
friend after having attempted to play the throws the occupants across the stretch to
part of a hero in vain.
the other which plays ball with them,
The statue itself is of massive design, throwing them back. Three minutes ride
amply reinforced and mounted upon bear- in this and Mr. and Miss Pleasure Seeker
ing which permits of motion. The ball at who have just come from the statue are
the base prevents anyone from seeing that becoming to feel an effect similar to the
the entire ball rotates slowly, due to a distressing symptom resulting from imwormgear drive acting upon it in the base. bibing neighbor Smith's home brew, conIn this way the statue can easily be al- taining two or three beets, an onion, and
lowed to topple forward about 60 to 65 some garlic to produce the required kick
degrees without any danger of it becoming (a horse-shoe sometimes answers the same
injured or creating any injury, and just a purpose, especially, when on a good pair of
word from any individual calling attention horse's feet). The pleasure seekers eventuto that mechanism suffices to attract the ally manage to escape and proceed from the
pleasure seekers to the pending danger. run -way to another part of Luna.
The speedway, itself, has the two rotating discs mounted upon roller bearings.
THE MILE -A- MINUTE SPEEDWAY.
Guide rails surround the entire runaway
A short time later, the couple move along and also the discs, to prevent the car from
after having recuperated from the partial flying off the track except in the desired
excitement and step into one of the cars manner. Both whirling discs are connected
of the novel Speedway. The entire train by means of cable drives to a motor situof three cars is filled with people and the ated in a pit. The cables themselves travel
car starts on a slight downward decline to- over pulleys to the driving wheel of the
ward its driving factors at either end. No disc. The slight incline in one track almotor is in the car nor are they operated lows the car to be started without any
over any steep embankment. At both ends difficulty and it glides to the disc at one end.
of this oval Speedway are two discs about The starting position is likewise, the posi26 ft. in diameter traveling around at tre- tion of a friction brake which stops the cars
mendous speed.
for the discharge of passengers.
The car enters this zone and sufficient
(Continued on page 206)
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Children's Underwear and Play
Clotues Are Almost Impossible
to Clean In Spots. A Brush
Screwed Into the Shaft of a
Sewing Machine Motor Works
Splendidly However.
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Here Is a Quick Way of Sharpening Scissors-by Simply Cut ting Some Fine Sandpaper with
Them.

Photo by Edna Pindy

Ever Since the Chicago World Exposition in 1893, the Ferris Wheel Has Been With Us to Delight Amusement Lovers At Our Expositions and Beach Resorts. The Latest Improvement On the Stationary Ferris Wheel is Shown Above. It Consists of the Regulation
Wheel, Which With Certain Additions is Made to Roll Upon a Track, Out Into the Sea, Lake, or Other Body of Water. The Track Being
Inclined Into the Water, the Wheel Rolls Down By Gravity. It is Pulled Back By Means of Two Steel Traction Cables as Shown. The

THE good old Ferris wheel has been wheel, and instead of revolving it on its above, the wheel has arrived at the end of

with us for many years now, and
ever since it was invented by G. W.
G. Ferris, who erected the first one
at the World's Exposition of 1893 at
Chicago it has not been much improved
upon. When it first came into use at our
sea- shores and amusement parks, it was
considered a wonder, but during the last
decades the novelty has worn off.
Last year the writer took a trip on one
of these wheels and was imprest by the lack
of popularity in the device. There was no
great crowding, and the writer particularly
remembers a remark past by a young girl
who refused to take the trip, giving as her
reason that "it was not exciting enough for
her." This seems to put the finger right on
the whole crux. It is not exciting! Hence
it has fallen into disuse with the amusement- seeking, merry-making crowds.
Another thing with which the writer was
imprest on his trip was the cumbersome
way of loading and unloading the passengers of these Ferris wheels. Once the cars
are loaded, the wheel may spin merrily, but
the loading and unloading is another matter. As each car comes down, the wheel
must be stopt to allow one set of passengers to get out and allow another set to
get in. Consequently it will be seen that
there must be as many such stops as there
are cars to the wheel. Loading and unloading thus takes an average of 10 to 15
minutes, which does not improve the temper of the occupants who expect speed and
excitement.
For these reasons and various other ones,
the writer advances a radically new idea
which is shown graphically here, and also
forms the subject of our cover illustration.
The writer has simply taken a Ferris

axis, he has placed it upon a steel track
and rolls it out into the water as our illustration well depicts. The object is twofold. First of all a new brand of sensation
is had, so much craved for by our present
amusement seekers. Secondly, the old and
well establisht features of the Ferris wheel
are kept and improved upon as well.
The idea which forms the subject of a
patent is in brief as follows
The Ferris wheel runs upon a special
kind of track, which latter is built right
into the ocean, lake or other water body,
the tracks being supported by the regulation piling work, similar to that on which
our ocean piers are built. The track itself,
as will be noted, should be inclined ; the
slope being inconsiderable. Using a hundred foot Ferris wheel, the track may run
out into the water a thousand feet or more,
all depending upon the expense the builders
wish to go to. At the end of the track
there is a concrete safety pier, which stops
the wheel should the supporting cables break.
The mode of propulsion is rather simple.
You have no doubt seen the principle many
a time, particularly before prohibition arrived. Surely you have seen how a beer
keg or wine barrel was lowered by means
of two ropes down the stairways into the
cellar. Two ropes would be slung around
the barrel, and two men would play out the
ropes as the barrel descended easily and
gracefully down the incline stairs and into
the cellar. The same principle is made use
of in the present invention. As will he seen
there are two steel cables, both running
parallel to each other, one side engaging a
circular sheave of the wheel, while the
other side connects to the power house.
In the position shown in our illustration
:
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its trip and is now pulled landward again
by means of the two traction cables which
wind up on huge drums in the power
house. Very little power is required inasmuch as big counter weights are used which
practically pull in the wheel themselves.
Only a small amount of power, let us say a
50 H.P. motor, is required to bring the
wheel back to land. On its outward trip
practically no power is required, the wheel
running down the incline by gravity, the
traction cable simply paying out ; the action
is, of course, under the control of the men
at the power house, who will see to it that
the wheel does not go too fast for reasons
which will be apparent hereafter.
Let us now take an imaginary trip in this
future sea-going Ferris wheel, and see what
happens.
After paying our fare, we ascend by
means of elevators on to a loading platform, and we will find that there are three
such platforms. The cars of the Ferris
wheel come into a resting position level
with the platforms, the top platform and
the bottom platform each accommodating
one car, while the second and third platforms each accommodate two cars. The
device is made so that, inasmuch as there
are six cars and the wheel always returning in its same position, the cars will always stop at their assigned platforms and
not otherwise.
We now enter one of the steel cars, each
car accommodating 24 persons. There is
not much room offered us, and every inch
of available space has been taken advantage
of, as we must not have too much buoyancy, otherwise it will take too great a
weight to pull the cars down below the
level of the water. For that reason the

"%cep'
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WEIGHT
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Only to Be Submerged Into the
Passengers in the Water -tight Cars Experience the Novel Sensation of First Rising Up Into the Sky
in Submarine Building, Makes It Possible for US
Water. Tlie Maximum Immersion is About 50 Feet. The Experience Which is GainedAny
Risks Whatsoever. A Novel Means for Loadto Make the Cars Thoroly Safe in All Respects, Without the Passengers Undergoing
Starting and Stopping of
ing and Unloading the Cars is Shown as Well in the Present Invention, Which Does Away with the Tedious
the Old -time Ferris Wheel. The Sea -going Ferris Wheel Will Probably Be Built At Coney island Next Season.
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ceiling or roof of the car is very low.
There is just enough room in the cars to
allow people to sit comfortably, and when
the car is full there is not much room left.
We note that the windows are made of
thick plate glass one inch thick, and that
the room can be lighted by electric lamps,
fed from a storage battery placed under
the seats. It being a hot summer day, several small fans are kept running to circulate
the air. We note the thick, massive steel
walls of the car, and our particular attention is directed to the steel door which
slides up and down like a window in air
and water -tight brass fittings. This door
is raised and lowered by means of a rack
and pinion and forms an absolutely watertight closure, which does not permit a drop
of water to get by. Similar water -tight
doors are used on all of our battle -ships
and modern steamers, which connect the
bulk heads, and which can bear enormous
water pressures without allowing a drop of
water to leak.
All the cars being loaded simultaneously
in less than two minutes, we faintly hear a
shrill whistle outside, and we are off.
Slowly and majestically the big wheel
begins moving, and keeps on moving at a
steady gait. The sea -going Ferris Wheel is
not intended as a racing device -quite the
contrary, it only moves at about three or
four miles per hour. Pretty soon the wheel
begins to dip into the water, and as our
particular car is way up in the sky, we have
as yet to experience our first "dip" into the
ocean. In a few seconds, we dive into the
surf gracefully, and we experience the
thrilling sensation of sinking into the green
ocean water, while the spray of the big
waves break against the thick glass windows, slightly swaying the car. Truly enough,

here is sensation and excitement sufficient
to please the most blasé. Down, down we
go, and we note that the sunlight becomes
dimmer and dimmer as we dip further into
the water. This, however, only lasts for
a few seconds, and suddenly we are aware
that we seem to be moving backwards. The
reason of course is that the car is now going the other way, and soon will dip out of
the water entirely. In a few seconds, we
are out of the water again, and are soon
once more high up in the air, only to dip
down still deeper into the water than the
first time. As we go down for the last time,
we know that we are about 50 feet below
the water level, and here it is almost dark,
very little sunlight coming down to this
depth.
The attendant now turns on a little
searchlight, and we can see small and large
fish swimming about curiously. At the end
of the track, we also make out the dim outline of a stranded steamer buried in the
sand many years ago. It gives us a good
view of what a sunken steamer looks like,
and how it has disintegrated with age. As
the wheel only stops for a few seconds, we
have not much time to notice all the submarine wonders, for soon the wheel starts
rolling back, and we dip out of the water
once more.
We note that every time the car dips out
of the water, an attendant turns a hand
wheel, which is for the purpose of renewing the air in the car. A pipe connects
somewhere with the roof of the car, and
this pipe lets in fresh air every time the car
rises from the water. A funnel- shaped
cover prevents the water from entering the
car when air is let in, while a suction fan
forces fresh air into the car. This change
of air is greatly welcomed because there is
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not too much air in the cars anyway, and
while the entire trip only lasts about 20
minutes, and tho the original air would be
sufficient to keep everyone comfortable during this time, it is far better that the air
should be renewed, giving the passengers a
chance to get a breath of clean and fresh
sea air.
Soon we are back on terra firma once
more, and arrive at our unloading platform.
The door is slid open, and we emerge to
make room for subsequent passengers.
So far for the whole trip. Our illustration shows the other items which the passengers do not see. For instance, there are
two pilot houses attached to the hubs of
the wheel. Each one of these pilot houses
has a semaphore arrangement on top of its
little housing, which is used by the pilot to
inform the land station in case anything
goes wrong, but more for the purpose to
start, stop, or accelerate the speed of the
wheel or for any other purpose. The passenger cars have a triangular attachment at
the bottom for two reasons. If the car was
entirely flat, it would have difficulty in
making its dive into the water. Secondly,
inasmuch as we have a large buoyant body
in the form of the car itself, we must weight
it down to such an extent that it will not
float. If it were floating, then the car would
overturn and spill the passengers inside of
the car. For that reason, the triangular
appendage of the car is weighted with iron
to overcome the natural buoyancy of the
car. A good percentage of the buoyancy of
the car itself has been destroyed by the
great weight of the car (built of ;/" steel),
but this is not sufficient to sink it, hence the
ballast weight is needed. It is necessary
also to have the car good and heavy for if
(Continued on page 205)
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Dr. Albert A. Michelson, of Chicago, Famous American Physicist, Whose Work Is Said to Have Inspired the Basis of the Einstein
Theory. Fig. 2. Dr. Michelson's "Interferometer." In Measuring Small Changes in Distances or Angles, This Instrument Is Fifty Times
as Strong as the Most Powerful Microscope Which Can Ever Be Made. Fig. 3. Prof. Michelson's "Harmonic Analyzer" for Analyzing Spectral Lines Into Their Constituent Parts. Fig. 4. Prof. Michelson's "Echelon Spectroscope" Which Has a Glass Grating Containing Fifteen
Thousand Parallel and Equally Spaced Lines to the Inch.
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AUNIVERSE with four dimensions. or 400,000,000 miles per day. However, as ited by the length of a light wave ; and the
Stars that seem to twinkle in one scientists have not been able to measure the smallest distance it can reveal is one -half a
place and really hang in another sec- motion of Hercules, they still do not know wave length, or one hundred-thousandth of

tion of the sky.
Yardsticks that arc longer east
and west than if lying north and south.
Light with weight that jars the earth
when sunbeams fall.
These are bits of the now famous Einstein theory of "The Relativity of Earth Motion and Ether- Motion." Einstein, philosopher and mathematician, based his pro found yet fantastic theory upon experiments
performed with a marvelously delicate
measuring instrument, the "interferometer,"
invented by Dr. Albert A. Michelson, of the
University of Chicago.
Scientists have long endeavored to determine the absolute motion of the earth thru
space. It is known that the earth swings
around the sun and that the entire solar system is moving toward the constellation Her :ules at the rate of twelve miles per second,

the absolute motion of the earth. In 1880
Professor Michelson attacked the problem
of determining the motion of the earth with
reference to the ether, the all- pervading medium that fills interstellar space.
He eventually overcame the tremendous
experimental difficulties in connection with
this problem ; but no motion of the earth
with respect to the ether was found. This
result came as a profound surprise to the
entire scientific world. It does not mean
that there is no motion relatively between
the earth and the surrounding ether ; but a
number of basic scientific theories must be
revised to account for this new condition.
In order to solve this problem Professor
Michelson invented the "interferometer."
This instrument is fifty times more powerful than an absolutely perfect microscope
would e. The microscope's power is lim-
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an inch. By utilizing the properties of light
in another manner, the interferometer can
reveal distances equivalent to one five -tnillionth of an inch! The microscope has been
of immense value both in scientific work
and in practical life; and the invention of
the interferometer, an instrument fifty times
more powerful, is in itself an achievement
that should win for Professor Michelson
undying fame.
He used this instrument to aid him in
measuring the standard meter, the foundation of the metric system, in terms of infinite exactitude and in a manner that will
make this unit perpetual. The original meter length is a rod of solid platinum carefully preserved in Paris; but scientists have
long worried over the possibility of its destruction. In 1893 an international commis (Continued on page 231)
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is really remarkable, in fact astounding, to what extent motion picture
actors and actresses will go in order
to furnish the "Movie" thrillers
which we so delight to view from a
nice cosy box seat. While we take life
easy the "cast" works overtime to send us
thru all kinds of imaginary feelings of
torture, suspense and mystery. There is
no branch of science which is not used in
some way or other to furnish the jaded
theatre -goer with these remarkable hair raising adventures. Spiritualism being one
of the paramount topics of discussion all
over the world at present, this 4th dimension scientific theorism is brought into
play in making the thrilling Vitagraph
photoplay "Smashing Barriers" a success.

William Duncan, playing the leading
rôle, is an athlete of exceptional merit and
is ably supported by the leading lady, Edith
Johnson, who willingly attempts some of
the most daring, hair- raising stunts imaginable, whereby, aided by good fortune and
a sure hand, her life is saved time and again.
Don't think for a moment that these scenes

The realistic
are "faked," dear reader
photoplay must combine with it the actual
daredevil and reckless stunts in order to
have the true pipping effect required by
the serials. Some of these serial film plays
!

66MtOo vte99
have been so ably staged that they exercise
such a hold upon the public that the installments of the serial are never mist,
from Little Johnny to Old Grandad.
This is particularly true of the photo play just mentioned. Take, for instance,
the three scenes showing the "Crystal
Gazing" and subsequent acts, which clearly
demonstrate the elaborateness of such a
display. The chair made to order and the
immense revolving floor alone present mute
testimony as to what extent a modern
photoplay producer will go iri order to
furnish something strange, something with
that ever -sought -for "thrill," and at the
same time hold both the newcomers and
those who have mist the first few installments. So in this case, after fabulous
sums were spent in order to construct a
revolving floor the chairs of which were
bolted down, the mechanism for revolving
the floor had to be built strong enough to
withstand the abnormal condition that it
was put to, and the chairs themselves constructed in such .a manner as to firmly lock
the occupants in place so that when the
floor was revolved there would be no
danger of them slipping from their bonds
to go crashing down into the room below.
By what miraculous power the occupants
in the chairs maintain their position is not

The First Scene 3f the Vitagraph Serial "Smashing Barriers."
By the Press 31 a Buttor on the Table Automatically the
Cl-airs in Whidi Tiey Are Sitting Become "Alive," and They
Are Imprisoned by the Bonds.

haotlillo
known particularly, inasmuch as the chair
itself seems to be quite weak, but the fact
remains that they revolve completely until
they are in an inverted position and photographs of them suspended from the ceiling
of the room below are shown in the serial.
The story itself is one in which countless
wrecks, tons of dynamite and T.N.T. and
scores of hair-breadth escapes figure and
were it not for the wonderful physique of
the actors it would be utterly impossible
to conduct a serial so rich in ideas as this
one. The three photographs show the
spiritualists in the den of the treacherous
clairvoyant.
Then the exceptionally clever Vitagraph
photoplay serial, "The Invisible Hand,"
starring Antonio Marino and Pauline Curley, is found to be equally as elaborate as
the one just mentioned, and with as many
"thrills "-featuring submarine caves, poison
gas, dynamite, airplane and submarine activities and in fact every thrill that can
possibly be produced on land, sea, in the
air, or in the water.
This story is a detective serial of the
very unusual high -class type in which the
heroine does some exceedingly thrilling
and strength- daring, daredevil stunts. There
are very few heroines who can run, jump,
(Continued on page 235)
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When the Hero Enters He Finds the Room Empty, While the
Poor Victims Are Hanging in an Inverted Position from the
Ceiling of the Floor Below. Above-an Elaborate Radio Station in Vitagraph Serial, -'Ths Invisible Hand."
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y 1L E. CLAPHAM*
THE announcements made during re- been demanded of manual systems would unit

cent months concerning proposed installations of automatic telephone
equipment in several of the larger
cities of the United States have come
with rather dramatic suddenness to those
who have been unacquainted with the
trend of affairs in the telephone world. To
men who have been intimately associated
with the telephone industry it has been no
surprise at all, but rather the logical outcome of the events of the past few years.
Automatic telephony is by no means an
innovation. The advantages of machine
made connections have been recognized almost from the beginning of the telephone
art, and it is now almost thirty years since
the first public automatic exchange was installed. In the early years of the art, the
apparatus was necessarily crude and its
adoption for public use gradual. At the
time that it was first put into use, telephone
service consisted of hardly anything more
complex than simple party -to -party calling
and it was to relieve the operators of this
burden that the automatic system was originally conceived. The development of the
telephone during the last thirty years has
been phenomenal. That the automatic system has met every requirement that has

not be stating the case fully. The automatic system has been developed to a point
where it can do anything that can be done
with a manual system, and most things better and more economically.

ADVANTAGES OF AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE
SYSTEM.

The advantages accruing from the elimination of .the operator alone are many and
are too well known to need enlarging upon
here. There are, however, many other advantages not so generally known. Chief
among these are: Absolute privacy; rapidity
of connections ; immediate signals indicating condition of called line; instantaneous
release of connections upon replacement of
receiver ; constant and uniform service day
and night. To the operating company also
the system has decided economical advantages, as follows : Saving of operators'
wages, training expenses and accommodations ; economy of space ; economy in line
construction; low maintenance charge and
long life.
The matter of economy in building space
can be easily appreciated when it is considered that often, When a manual exchange
is converted to automatic, it has been found
possible to install the complete automatic

in the space that, up to that time, had
been used for operators' recreation, lunch
and locker rooms.
Great economy in line construction is
made possible because of the flexibility of
automatic equipment. While the size of a
manual office has definite limitations, there
is no limit to the number of lines that may
be placed in one automatic office. On the
other hand, the nature of automatic equipment is such that in communities where the
telephone traffic is distributed over a considerable area, it may be subdivided into
small units and operated advantageously in
a number of widely separated offices.
The general plan of an automatic exchange divides the number of lines into
groups and sub-groups, and 100 lines form
a minor group or unit. A thousand line
system is built up by grouping together ten
100 -line units and providing means to select
the particular unit desired. Larger systems
are built up by grouping a number of 1,000
line systems together and providing means
to select the particular 1,000 line system
containing the desired line.
Almost from the beginning automatic
telephony has followed this plan of trunk ing by groups. The process of selecting a
(Continued on page 225)
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The Above Illustrations Show, 1- Calling a Number on the Automatic Telephone by Placing the Finger in the Ring Over Each Desired Digit, Rotating the Ring to the Fixt Stop and Releasing the
Ring for Each Successive Number.
2-Large Automatic Telephone Exchange -Not a Girl In Sight!
3- Close -Up of One of the "Connector Switches" Which Help to
Select the Called Subscriber's Telephone Circuit. The Switch Arms
May Be Lifted to Any Desired Tier of Contacts and Rotated at Any
Level, All by Sets of Electro- Magnets, Operated by the Calling Subscriber's Instrument. If the Line Is Busy You Hear the "Busy
Tone" In Your Receiver.
Of the Automatic Electric Company.

6AT

4-The "Line Switch"-the First

Selecting Mechanism Actuated by
the Subscriber Calling Thru the Agency of His "Dial- Switch" on
His Instrument. The Electro- Magnet at the Left Actuates the
Switch Arm. In Spite of the Several Switches Thru Which a Party
Is Called, the Total Time for Called Is But 8 to 10 Seconds Usually,
Which Compares Favorably and In Fact Surpasses Most Manually
Made Calls.
Showing 100 Subscribers' Lines Arranged In Banks with Selector
Switch Arm, Raised and Lowered as Well as Rotated by Magnets
and Pawls.
Automatic Selector, for Exchange of 10
6-Simple Circuit Finder, or Subscribers.
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Instead of Reading a Newspaper We May Tomorrow Call Up "Via Telephone," and Ask for the Latest "Social," "Sport" or "Financial"
Information and Hear the "News" Spoken Over the Telephone from a Phonograph. This Invention Will Be a Great Boon to the Blind in
Many Ways, and Instead of Having to Read by Raised Letters, Besides Missing the Latest News, Those Whose Sight Is Deficient May
Hear the Latest News When the Newsophone as Its Inventor Calls It, Is Put into Service.
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INSTEAD of chasing out "Bill" the office boy

for a copy of the latest "Ux-

tre -ee -e" detailing with horrible fidelity, the latest murder, scandal and I.
W. W_ outrage, you will in the near
future, with the "Newsophone," the latest
scientific distributing idea created by Mr.
Lewis Yeager of Spokane, Washington, simply call up on your regular telephone and
ask for the specific news wire you are interested in.
The present plans call for a comparatively
simple arrangement of the news wires which
may be centralized at either the newspaper
headquarters, or at the offices of some
large news distributing syndicate such as
the Associated Press offices in the larger
cities. The telephone subscriber who wishes
the latest Social, Sport or others news will
simply call "Central" and ask for the news
wire. In a moment, the operator at the
news headquarters will ask which news the
subscriber desires, and having ascertained
this, will immediately connect his line with
the proper Newsophone instrument, and
the newsophone is nothing more or less
than our old friend the phonograph brought
forth with a new dress,-in other words,
the news that you now read is recorded
vocally on a wax record so that when you
want to hear all about the latest suicide,
divorce scandal, or what is happening to
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Low Cost

little Mary Pickford and "Doug" Fairbanks,
or how many points B. & O. stock dropt
today, it will be spoken to you, in a pleasant
voice.

Apparatus and plans for voluminous
newsophone service have not reached a
stage where the particular voice used has
been decided upon, but eventually it may
be possible to ask for any register of voice
you like, tenor, baritone or bass, -with
male voices for the ladies and delicately
shaded female voices for the "gents."
Think what a boon the newsophone will
be, once it is put into regular service during the summer, when the baseball fans
pester the life out of telephone operators,
and also the fifty -seven other varieties of
"telephone bugs" who want to know all the
latest doings from what the weather is
going to be a week hence, down to the
latest gossip on the "Mexican situation."
HOW THE NEWSOPHONE WORKS.

The newsophone as outlined by Mr.
Yeager, possesses some very fine possibil147

ities and while the service rendered by it
might seem to entail a very large expenditure of money to make the initial install-

ment of the apparatus, distributing switchboards, etc., this is not so gigantic as it
might at first seem.. This is so for one
reason, and that is, that the various kinds of
"news" furnisht would be limited to probably a few dozen different varieties such
as stock news, social news, steamship arrivals and sailings, accidents, marriages,
deaths, etc. Moreover, but one phonograph
record containing any of these specific
news items is required to supply any number of subscribers with news simultaneously, should a number of them call up at
the same time.
Simply explained, this can be conceived
of in this way : In the old Edison type
phonographs, especially when it was first
introduced, there were many times when
instead of reproducing the music thru a
horn, a multiple set of rubber ear tubes
was fitted to the reproducer chamber on
the phonograph, and each member of the
family placed a set of the tubes in their
ears. Thus, as many as five or six could
listen at the same time and enjoy the music.
The Newsophone is nothing more nor less
than a glorified phonograph and which in
its final development, will require some of
(Continued on page 207)
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Wires b15 a
Ocean
Cable and Buried

ORDINARY "bare wires" for carrying telephone and telegraph messages thruout the world, in the place
of the present highly expensive and
delicate cables -this, revolutionary
as it may seem, is the very latest proposal
of Major General George O. Squier, Chief
Signal Officer of the United States Army.
Major General Squier, whose remarkable
developments in the field of cable and radio
have attracted world -wide attention in recent years, renders the use of bare wires
placed in the sea possible for the transmission of messages thru the application of
"wired wireless," which he announced about
eight years ago, and which already is in
commercial use in the United States.
"Wired wireless," popularly described, is a
combination of radio and the old system of

TALKING OVER BARE WIRE IN WATER.

Major General Squier explained the theory
to Lieutenant Colonel Mauborgne, who immediately declared his belief that the scheme
was feasible.
They realized the revolutionary aspect of
the work they had undertaken ; they knew
that for years ocean cables had been laid
at the greatest expense -in excess of $2,000
a mile with prices as they were before the
war-and that even the slightest break in
a cable put it out of commission, necessitating its repair by a cable ship after a
wearying search.

Here telephone communication has been
altablished over a bare wire placed in the
Potomac river and weighted down with
bricks tied to a clothes line, to prevent it
from becoming entangled with river steam-

Their experiments brought scant results
at first, but they went ahead, firmly convinced that there was a way. They placed
the wire in the water, placing a ground connection at either end, but this did not work.
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the Signal Corps, were conducted between
Fort Hunt, Virginia, and Fort Washington,
Maryland, which are across the Potomac
river from each other and which are about
4,000 feet apart.

TALKING STATION

l

K.

TELEPHONIC AND TELEGRAPHI.

SIGNALS WERE RECEIVED

AUDION RADIO

O.

TELEPHONE
TRANSMITTER

-

GSTEPAMPLIFIER

OFFCURREN

600000CVGLES
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SINGLE BARE WIRE WEIGHTED

- GARE

WIRE IN WATER EXPERIMENT

-GARE WIRE IN EARTH.

-

EXPERIMENT

Ñ STAIÖN (GROUNDi

-

RADIO RECEIVING SF_T'
USED IN THIS STATION.

CONNECTION USEDS

(NOGROUNDCONNECTION

USED)
BARE WIPE LAIC ON WET EARTH),_
SINGLE COPPER WIRE PLACED IN PLOWED FURPOW

THEN COVERED WITH EARTH.
BOTH TRIED IN SEPARATE

EXPERIMENTS

The Latest Thing in "Wired Wireless" as Carried Out Under the Direction of Major
Gen. George O. Squier; Telegraph and Telephone
Messages Were Transmitted Over a Bare Wire Three -fifths of a Mile Buried
Underground, and Also Immersed In the Potomac River,
as Shown. Upper Left -Hand Photo Shows Apparatus Used on
Pier
on
River
Bank.
Corps, U. S. A., With Pier Apparatus. Upper Right -Hand Photo Shows Close -Up of Lower Left -Hand Photo Shows Members of Signal
Apparatus Used. Lower Right -Hand Photo,
Officer Is Colonel J. O. Mauborgne, With Signal Corps LaboratoryRadio
Apparatus, and Assistant

wire communication, in which the wire is
used as the guide for the radio, thereby permitting transmission with a minimum of energy and with the fullest extent of secrecy,
which radio ordinarily does not possess.
Up to the present time "wired wireless,"
which some of the Chief Signal Officer's
close associates have come to call "Squiered
wireless," has been used for telephony and
telegraphy on land lines, under favorable
conditions. There never was any attempt
before to apply it to lines placed in the
water -the ordinary type of cable, with its
heavy armor to prevent damage to the wires
-stood supreme for such long- distance
communication.
Vacuum -tube amplifiers, however, make
possible the communication over bare wires
placed in the water, which has been proven
beyond the shadow of a doubt in a long
series of experiments that have been going
on under the direction of Major General
Squier in the vicinity of Washington. The
experiments, which have been in direct
charge of Lieutenant Colonel J. O. Mauborgne, chief of the engineering division of

ers. It has been possible to send and receive telephone messages just as distinctly
as over the customary lines maintained under the most favorable conditions.
What has been done over this short distance can be done over a longer distance, in
the opinion of Major General Squier, who
maintains the view that a principle has been
established which will have the most farreaching effect on the future development
of cabling. For long-distance communication it merely is a matter of the proper
current and sufficiently powerful vacuum tube amplifiers.
The idea of such an application of "wired
wireless" occurred to Major General Squier
last December, in studying over the Naval
development during the war which enabled
two submarines while submerged to communicate with each other by radio. It
proved to the mind of the Chief Signal
Officer that radio currents would travel
thru water just as well as thru the air, and
it seemed to him to follow that such a current could be guided by a wire when placed
in the water.
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NO GROUND CONNECTION

WED.

Finally, after numerous trials which did
not seem to be sufficient, it happened that
Colonel Mauborgne accidentally disconnected the ground connection. Surprising
as it may seem, the line went into operation.
On reporting the incident to General
Squier, that the line worked when no
ground connection was used, Colonel Mauborgne learned that General Squier had discovered that the same thing had happened
to him while conducting a series of experiments ten years before. He turned to his
note books, producing the record of the
operation of such a line on land without the
use of a ground connection. The scientific
reason for this is as yet not altogether clear
to those who are conducting the experiments, but it is the subject of study.
With the line working successfully thru
the Potomac river, the officers set about to
see what might be done with a bare wire
buried in the earth. The Signal Corps cantonment at Little Silver, N. J., Camp Alfred
(Continued on page 222)

Te e- photography Across the Atlantic Has Seemed Almost Impossible,
Even in the Present Day of Wonderful and Startling Inventions.
However, Professor Korn, Well Known for His Results in Telephotography, Has Developed a New System of Building Up a
Picture by Dots of Varying Magnitude, Each of Which Has a Special
Code Letter. So That Photos, Can Be Telegraphed, Cabled or Radioed

Practically Any Distance.
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By Dao ALFRED C RADENWBTZ
of letters, where each of those chosen
ONE of the most remarkable invenA Hew A, clvance series
-fourteen in all -corresponds to a given
tions perfected during the warToward Teev©u given
combination of holes and accordingly to a
independently of any strategic concurrent intensity and a certatin shade
siderations, no doubt -is Prof.
Korn's Transatlantic Tele- over a telegraph line, in order at the other of film element; these letters are, like an
-

Arthur
Photography.

Our readers are, of course, conversant
with the Professor's transcontinental telephotography, which previous to the World
War made part of the routine work of
some prominent European dailies, enabling
photographic pictures of people and events
to be wired from Berlin to Stockholm,
Copenhagen, London, Paris, etc., as well
as vice versa. This process, because of
the enormous capacity of transatlantic
cables and the resulting inertia, could not
be adapted for transocean service and a
new process had to be devised.
In its first stages it resembles the familiar
method used for transmission on transcontinental lines. The picture to be transmitted, in the shape
of a translucid film,
is wound upon a glass
cylinder performing a
rotation round its
own axis as well as
a slow forward movement in the direction
of the latter. All the
elements of the pictures thus pass in
turn at the spot where
the beams of a Nernst
lamp, of very constant luminous intensity are concentrated.

After

traversing

end, by an inversion of the same series of
operations to be reconverted into variations
of luminous intensity, and accordingly into
shades reproducing photographically the
original film at the sending station. This is
not feasible in the case of transatlantic tele-

photography.
Prof. Korn, therefore, designed a most
ingenious relay, where all contacts are replaced by electric, sparks and arcs, and by
the intermediary of which the current fluctuations are made to act on a high- speed.
telegraph of the Siemens and Halske system where each current intensity, in the
perforated strip, produces a given combination of. holes. After converting these
perforations in the same telegraph into a
.

.

ordinary cablegram, transmitted across the
ocean.

What there is received at the other end,
then, is only a series of several thousand
letters, which at any time and any place
desired, can be reconverted into a picture
faithfully reproducing the original photograph. Several processes can be used in
this connection, the most simple (already
employed with satisfactory results) being
based on the use of a special typewriter,
which in the place of letter type carries
at the end of each lever a small circle or
square of dimensions corresponding to the
shade exprest by the letter in question. The
stronger the shade, the greater will be
these dimensions, the intensity of the imprint on the paper
thus varying in proportion. The letter
"X" indicates the end
of a line and the beginning of a new one.
By simply copying
on this remarkable
typewriter the cablegram received at the
end the
original picture is

distant
thus

a

given film element,
these beams w i 11
strike a selenium cell,
whose resistance, of
course, varies in accordance with their
luminous
intensity
these fluctuations of
resistance being converted into corresponding variations of
current intensity in
the circuit comprising
the selenium cell.
Now, whereas in
the case of ordinary
;

tele

-

photography

these current fluctuations are transmitted

reproduced,

element for element
and line for line. The
typewriter will preferably be operated by
electricity or comprest
air, thus accelerating
operation and rendering it more uniform.
By subdividing the
cablegram into several portions, each of
which is entrusted to
another operator, further speed is had.
By augmenting the

number

«..._>

.

At the Left a Reconstructed Picture Is Shown Which Was Telegraphed by Code Letters Over a Long Telegraph Line. The Right -Hand Photo Shows Dr. Korn Reconstructing This Very Picture From a Code Telegram on His Special Typewriter, Each
Key of Which Has a Dot of Certain Size on It, Instead of a Letter, These Varying
Dots Making Up the Picture.
149.

of letters

composing the scale
of shades and accord ingly the number of
component elements
of thepicture there are
obtained more delicate reproductions
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While our April issue, containing the
article by Mr. H. Gernsback, "The Physiophone" was still on the press, we received
the following article from our Paris correspondent, Mr. Jacques Boyer. It appears
that Mr. Charles Henry, Director of the
Laboratory of Physiology, has ,worked
along the same lines as Mr. Gernsback, and
discovered the identical phenomenon independently. It should be noted in Mr.
Boyer's article, that Mr. Charles Henry evidently has not come to the conclusion that
the apparatus can be used to transmit music
physiologically to the deaf. In view of the
extraordinary co-incidence, our readers will
no doubt be interested in the article.
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a thermo- electric couple of sixty-six elements which furnishes a constant electromotive force. As a sonorous source he
uses an old- fashioned music box which can
be noticed at
the feet of
the operator
in our illustration. Such
a

machine

runs for
about 20
minutes. The
tune is
changed
simply by

changing a
CHARLES HENRY, Director of metal disc,
the Laboratory for Physiological which latter
Sensations of the Sorbonne,

MR.

lß/1

Paris, has invented a novel means

which he terms musical electrization
and which he claims will find therapeutic uses. Our readers no doubt
know that the d'Arsonval alternating
sinusoidal currents are very much
superior to the ordinary faradization
of the induction coil. Furthermore,
such sinusoidal currents are much
better suited to the human system, and
do not produce pain or great contractions of the muscles.
Also after Fourier's theory and the
experiments of Von Helmholtz, one
can consider every musical sound as
the sum of simple sinusoidal varian times
tions which are 1, 2, 3
less great, and which constitute the
harmonics of this sound. Mr. Henry
thought that he could obtain interesting results if he could transform
into alternating currents these harmonious sounds which the human
system now receives by the sense of
hearing, and which sounds produce a
profound and greatly varied influence upon
the human system.
To verify his idea, he rigged up a simple
experimental outfit shown in the illustration. As an electrical generator he used

Translation of Musical Vibrations Into Electrical Ones for Therapeutical Purposes Is
Suggested by a French Inventor Here Shown.

has small metallic projections on the reverse side, and which in turn engage little
prongs of a steel harp; thus, giving rise to
the music.
Mr. Charles Henry recognized the

Unuauall

Here We Have a Nifty Electric
Reading Light, Especially Suitable for the Bedside, the Small
Reflector of Which Could Be Adjusted to Concentrate the Light
Just on a Book, Etc. It Is Inexpensive and Constitutes a
Great Convenience.

ER

For the Man Who Shaves Himself at Home, There Has Re.
cently Been Brought Out, This
Latest Electric Shaving Mirror.
A Strong Electric Light Behind
the Mirror, Casts Its Rays Thru
the Glass Bull's -Eye In the
Manner Apparent, Giving a
Well Diffused Illumination.

physiological influence of the rhythm and
compared it with the physiological effects
obtained by electrifying his subjects by
means of alternating currents. These he
produced by means of a siren placed in
front of a microphone. The current, of
course, was stepped up by means of a small
induction coil.
In furtherance of his experiments, Mr.
Henry placed a 4 carbon Hughes microphone on the resonant chamber of the music box, and connected the microphone with
the battery on one side, the other end going
to the primary of a little telephone induction coil, the other wire returned to the
battery.
The electrization current was taken off
from the secondary terminals by means of
two wires, and the regulation electrotherapeutic handles or sponges as
used ordinarily were then connected.
A rheostat placed in circuit with the
microphone regulated the intensity of
the primary current.
The vibrations from the microphone interrupt the current of the
secondary, and the small continuous
shocks received by the muscles naturally reproduce the transformed musical sounds, and one can readily feel
all the different variations of the
sound.
In his experiments, Mr. Henry has
been able to convince himself that all
of the musical sounds are transmitted
electrically due to the deep and
rhythmical electrization of his subjects. The electrization is naturally
strong or weak, all depending upon
the character of the music. Mr.
Henry also found that the intensity
is greatest when the music is loudest,
but when the musical sounds go above
a certain heighth no further sensation
is had, as here the currents probably
become so rapid that they cannot be felt
any longer physiologically.
Mr. Charles Henry also thinks that this
original instrument will render great service in psychic medicine.
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For Mother and the Girls, We
Have This Latest Conceit In
Electric Lamps -a Sewing Table
Lamp. It Is Liberally Provided
With Hooks and "Catch -Ails"
for Holding Spools, Thimbles,
Scissors, and All the Other
What -Note to Be Found In the
Sewing Room.
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And for the Children's Room,
We Have This Delightful Little
Design of a Small Child Holding the Pedestal of the Lamp,
While the Shade Is Decorated
With the Figures of Little
One of the Most
Children.
Tasteful Bits of Lamp Decoration We Have Seen.
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By CHARLES 5. WOLFE
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Matter of Fact, Coates Had Been Playing Pool Continuously All Evening; -Hadn't Been Out of Sight. The Shot Was Fired
About 8:30. Still the Wounded Man Was Certain that Coates Shot Him. Can You Beat That for a Perfect Alibi ?"

FENNER and I were seated side by number telepathy among my accomplish- with, we've got the guy who simply must
side at the

table which held Fen ner's wireless set, enjoying a sociable "listen in." Many stations, commercial and amateur, purred and
whistled pleasingly in our ears as we
browsed up and down the tuner.
Fenner twirled the switch blade over the
taps caressingly. I glanced at the profile
of his face as he worked. Absorbed in his

tentment fairly radiating from ehim, Fenner hardly looked capable of the things he
accomplisht. Things which few dreamed
he attempted, things of which I had an
inkling since the night I gazed down on
the work of the "Educated Harpoon."
To neighbors and friends, a college student in his senior year, dabbler in scientific
research. To the police
mighty useful,
and a mighty successful detective.
The clang of a gong sounding right over
m head startled me into an involunta
jump.
wide -eyed, I found Fenner
smiling his amusement,
"Some one has just opened the front
gate," he said, quietly. "We are about to
have visitors, invited or uninvited, welcome
or unwelcome, honest or dishonest, but not
unexpected."
Before I could comment on the unusual
arrangement, the noise made by some one
mounting the stairs rapidly reached us, followed by quick strides along the hall toward us. The door was unceremoniously
flung open, and Chief of Police Davidson
stood framed in the doorway.
Fenner, apparently unmoved by the dra=tic entrance of the head of the city's law
enforcing system, grinned amiably. "Welcome to our humble hearth, Chief," he
drawled ; `Bill, pass our friend an extra
pair of 'phones."
"I don't want to listen to any of that
stuff," exploded Davidson, irritably "I'm
here to get you to untangle this thing for

-a

Turning

;

me."
"Calmly,

friend Chief," said the imperturbable Fenner. "What thing? I don't

ments, you know."
Davidson sank into an indicated chair.
"Thoughts run ahead of my words," he
mumbled gruffly, his way of apologizing.
"Mind always full. Bad habit."
Bad habit is right," gravely assented
Fenner. "You know Bill here, I think. Unburden yourself freely."
"I'm completely up against it," confest
Davidson. "Right up against a stone wall.
Never met anything just like it in my whole
career.
"Sounds interesting," murmured Fenner.
"Somebody crib the mayor's crown jools,
or has some joyous cuss eloped with the
auto patrol ?"
There s been a man shot, said David son, bluntly.
Killed ?" sighed Fenner. Murder again,
eh? I hate murder cases."
The Chief permitted himself to grin
a little bit. "Not so fast, young fellow. I
didn't say killed, I said shot. He's very
much alive, and he's occupying a nice, white
down in the City Hospital. All he got
was a bad flesh wound. But the guy that
done the shooting's not to blame for that.
He meant well, all right."
"Can't the' man furnish any clue to his
assailant ?" I ventured to horn in.
Davidson actually chuckled. "Clue ?" He
told us just who he thought did it-and
why,"
"Then the man you're after has made a
remarkable get away and left you up in the
air ?" queried Fenner.
"Well, not so you could notice it,"
growled the Chief. "He's down at the
Hall right now telephoning for a .bonds man."
"Then," said Fenner, politely, "I don't
see what has so upset your usually mild
and placid disposition."
The chief looked at us both in a sort of a
helpless way. "That's the Hell of it," he
complained, despairingly. "We've got everything. We've got the motive for the crime,
we've got the weapon it was committed

just
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have done it, but
He broke off dejectedly. "Well, here's the story, and you
can judge for yourself.
"This shooting occurred on the lonely
road between the outskirts of the city and
Bloomeville, that little village up along the
river. The man who was shot is a chap
named Johnson. He is a motorman employed by the traction company. He was
running his car when he was potted."
Fenner's eyes flickered almost imperceptibly. "Attempted hold up ?"
"Nope," said the Chief, decidedly. "Just
a grudge being settled. He got the ball
right across the bridge of the nose. Talk
about your close calls ! That fellow shook
hands with Death, blindness, and everything else, and got away with it. They got
him into the hospital and I took his statement. He says that a few days ago he
threw a man off his car because he was
drunk and offensive. This fellow threatened to get him. There's about a dozen
passengers ready to confirm this. Well,
Johnson, it seems, knew the man. His name
is Coates. He told me that he was certain
that Coates shot at him. We threw out
a drag and landed Coates within an hour."
"Yes ?" drawled Fenner, as Davidson
paused.
"Yes!" shouted the Chief. "Very much
yes ! We found him in Lowreÿ s pool room,
playing pool with Franklyn, one of my own
detectives. And Franklyn swears that
Coates had been in that pool room since
seven o'clock this evening. So does everybody else in the place. As a matter of
fact, Franklyn was off duty, and he and
Coates had been playing continuously all
evening. Hadn't been out of his sight.
The shot was fired about eight thirty. Can
you beat that for a perfect alibi ?"
"It sounds air tight," admitted Fenner,
calmly. "Why not find out if Johnson has
been indulging promiscuously in the gentle
sport of bouncing intoxicated gentry. Possibly Coates was too busy to shoot him tonight and some rival beat him to it"'
(Continued on page 213)
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HOW THE PHONOGRAPH TALKS.
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SK anyone with a fair knowledge of
hig school physics how a phonograph talks, and he will tell you
the answer in one word, vibration!
In the language of the classics-
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seem paradoxical, for one might object
is not the diafram sound box of the talking machine equivalent to the human ear?
But the answer seems to be that it is not,
with the accent on the "not "! This is so
for a number of technical reasons, and

universally suited to the proper and full
reproduction of music or speech in all parts
of the musical scale.
Fig. 7. This Shows How Vibration Gives Rise to "Sound
If you want to reproduce a record such
In the Talking Machine Record. The Record Shown
s
the Lateral Cut Such as the Victor Record Embodies.
as a bass solo, you need a large diafram.
The Undulations of the Grooves on the Record Run
If you have a medium pitch rendition, then
Laterally, or Back and Forth, and the Successive Positions
of the Diafram Are Shown by the Dotted Lines. These laboratory experiments have proven that you will need a.medium sized diafram, and
Vibrations in the Diafram Are Transmitted Along Thru it is
true that we cannot construct a sound if you have a high pitch selection-such as
the Tone Arm and Out the Amplifying Horn.
box diafram of a given diameter which is a tenor or soprano solo -then you will rehe "said a mouth,quire a small,
ful, "but the study
thin diaf ram.
of phonography
There has been
is indeed a very
recently patented
profound and
an adjustable diacomplicated one,
fram, the diamand in fact we
eter of which can
know very little
be changed for
about it yet ; aldifferent selectho we are learntions, but even
ing more about
this does not
the artificial resolve the many
production of
diversified probhuman speech
lems met with in
Fig. 8. One of the Largest Organ Pipes In the World. This Organ Pipe Vibrates 18 Times per Second by Comprest
every day, thanks
Air and Is Tuned to Low 'C." It Measures 32 Feet Long, and Weighs 1.278 lbs. There Are a Few Organs in the
phonography.
World Having Pipes 64 Feet Long, Which Glve Only 8 Vibrations per Second, But Such a Sound Is Hardly To Be
to the wonderful
Clast as a Musical Tone. The Range of Pitch for the Human Voice in Sound Is from 6 for a Low Bass Voice to
Before leaving
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research work
being carried out

fsd¡,nn/ed
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About 1,300 for

a Very High Soprano.
The Plano Has a Range of Pitch from 27.2 to 4.138.4 Vibrations per Second.
The Pipe Organ Usually Has 16 for the Lowest Pitch and 4,138 for the Highest Pitch.
One of the Smallest Organ Pipes Ever Constructed. The Pipe Itself Appears on the Upper End of the Stem.
and Measures 1/4' in Length. It Gives 15,600 Vibrations per Second and the Pitch of the Pipe Is Bs.

Fig. 9.

by such indefatigable research investigators as Prof. Dayton Clarence Miller, of the Case School of Applied Science,
Cleveland, O., and the acoustic experts on
the staffs of the leading phonograph companies.
Dr. Nikola Tesla was once asked by the
writer what he thought of the modern

this interesting

subject, however, and its
shortcomings

-

for we are told long and often "how good"
the modern phonograph is by the various
advertising writers of the respective companies-we might mention that the machine
of to-morrow will very possibly be built
on a principle similar to that of the telegraphone, as pointed out by Dr. Tesla.
The telegraphone, invented by Valdemar
Poulsen, of Denmark, embodies one of the
most perfect principles of speech recording
and reproduction ever devised by many and
only requires a little cultivating by some
of our acoustic and electrical experts to
convert it into a machine which will satisfy
our highest aspirations in the production
of a perfect talking machine. With the
telegraphone you talk into the microphone
and the fluctuations in a magnetic field are
recorded on a moving steel piano wire, the
size of a human hair, or possibly a little
larger. To reproduce this speech the piano
wire is reversed in its direction thru the
machine, passing thru a reproducing coil
connected to a telephone receiver. When
you listen at the receiver you hear the
voice perfectly and beautifully reproduced,
but it is low. By the addition of an Audion
or other readily available amplifier, this
speech could be intensified to any desired
strength. Amplifiers cost money and therefore the telegraphone has got to be further improved, i. e., its inherent design

phonographs or talking machine, and his
answer was both enlightening and characteristic. He said that the present phonograph was nothing but a very crude mechanical attempt at trying to imitate the
human voice, or in other words to reproduce natural speech, and he felt sure that
the talking machine of to- morrow would
be a very radical and wonderful improvement on what we are pleased to call today man's most wonderful acoustic invention.
Inventors are, of course, busily engaged
at the present moment, hundreds of them
endeavoring to perfect a talking machine
which will be free from all artificial sounds
and harshness, and it seems certain, without one shade of doubt, that we will never
have a perfect talking machine as long as
we use any form of scratchy groove and
needle arrangement. Not only is this part
of the technique of phonography fallacious
in its basic conception, but also the crude
way in which the sound is reproduced by
the diafram is impracticable. This might
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Electrical Experimenter for June, 1920
features perfected to make it commercially
valuable and acceptable.
The modern phonograph of the present
flat disc type reproduces music and speech
on the same principle as the first machine
devised by Thomas A. Edison. That is, if
you talk into a mouth -piece fitted with a
diafram, this diafram carrying a stylus
will inscribe a certain characteristic mark
on a wax or other record. When the action is reversed, that is, when the record
carrying this voice impression or groove
is moved under a similar stylus fitted to a
diafram, the latter will be set into vibration corresponding to the original vibrations of the recording diafram. Thus we
obtain speech -after a fashion. The accompanying sketch, Fig. 7, shows the two
principal types of flat disc phonograph
record now in use, and just how the diafram and stylus reproduces sound from
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several miles under water by means of a
submarine bell, or else by telegraphic dots
and dashes, or even speech sounds, is to
be highly commended, as these signals are
very clearly transmitted thru water, even
during storms, and the apparatus is quite
rugged and dependable, indeed.
ACOUSTICS IN AUDITORIUMS.

The determination of the acoustic properties of auditoriums is of the very greatest
practical importance, and it is also one of
the most elusive of problems; the sounds
which most interest us are of short duration and they leave no trace, and the conditions affecting the production, the transmission and the perception of sound are
extremely complicated, says Professor Miller, in his "Science of Musical Sounds.
The difficulties of the work are such as to
them.
discourage any but the most skillful and
The commonest type of record and redetermined investigator. Indeed, the probproducer is the lateral-cut, such as the
lem has been almost universally considered
Victor or Columbia use. On these records
impossible of solution, and this opinion has
each sound has its characteristic and difbeen accepted with so much complacence,
ferent form of wiggle or groove engraved
and even with satisfaction, that it still peror molded from the master metal die into
sists in spite of the fact that a scientific
the record composition. As the sound box
method of determining the acoustic propermoves over the record, while the latter
ties of auditoriums has been developt by
rotates at about seventy revolutions per
Professor Wallace C'. Sabine, of Harvard
minute, the rapid vibration of the needle
University. This method, which is of reFig. 10. A Group of Wooden Organ Pipes Which When
back and forth vibrates the diafram and Sounded Simultaneously, Produce the Vowel á as In "Mat" markable practical utility, has been decauses the sound reproduction as we know
scribed in architectural and scientific jourit. In the hill- and -dale record, such as
nals. No auditorium, large or small, and
used by Pathé and other concerns, the
no music room, public or private, should be
groove runs up and down and not sideconstructed which is not designed in acwise, so far as the irregularities are concordance with these principles. Professor
cerned, as shown in our diagram, Fig. 7.
Sabine's experiments have shown that the
The sound box and the diafram are in this
most common defect of auditoriums is due
case held above the record in a position at
to "reverberation," a confusion and diffuright angles to the direction of rotation,
sion of sound thruout the room which oband in the Pathé machine the saffire ball
scures portions of speech. There are other
takes the place of the sharp -pointed steel
effects, due to echoes, interferences and reneedle used in most machines. This saffire
flection in general, all of which have to be
ball point will play 1,000 records without
considered. In many cases these troubles
changing, and it rises and falls as the hills
can be remedied, with more or less difficulty
and dales pass along beneath it. These
II. A Set of Artificial "Mouths" for Emitting the in auditoriums already constructed. This
rapid vibratory movements are transmitted Fig.
Vowels a, e, i, o, u, by Means
Comprest Air. The is especially true in regard to reverberathru the stylus arm to the mica diafram in Mouths Are Fitted With Artlflclalof Lungs,
Comprising a tion which is reduced by the proper use of
Series of Bellows Driven by an Electric Motor.
These
the manner apparent.
thick absorbing felt placed on the side walls
Are Used in the Scientiflo Study of Sound.
and ceilings.
"HOLES" IN THE ATMOSPHERE.
A soundboard placed behind
the speaker may, in some inA very interesting freak in
stances, distribute the sound in
the physics of sound is that
such a way as to remedy cerknown as "holes" in the atmostain defects as has been shown
phere or vacuum pockets, or at
by the elaborate experiments
least they appear to be such.
of Professor Floyd R. Watson,
It was found quite a number
but the more common faults
of years ago that when a large
EE
are not removed by this
fog siren and horns situated
method. An auditorium has
12. A Remarkable Graffo Record Made by Prof. Dayton C. Miller of the Bowing
along our coastal danger points Fig.
of a Violin Showing Clearly the "Reversal' of the Bowing.
been described by Professor
Many People Have
was blown at a high frequency, Argued That no Violinist Can Reverse His Bow
But What an Expert Listener or
Frank P. Whitman, which was
Musician Can Detect lt, But This Scientific, Record Recorded Photographically, Proves
a ship would perhaps hear the
That It Can Be Done, for There Is no Break In the Vibrations.
practically improved by the
siren several miles off the coast
use of a soundboard and was
and all of a sudden "lost it" and did not the siren station. Much has been written later made altogether
satisfactory for pubhear it again until it found itself hard and on this subject by experts on sound, and the lic speaking
upon the removal of reverfast on the rocks but a short distance from fact remains that this is a quantity
over beration by Sabine's method. The stringwhich man has no control. There seems ing of wires or cords across an auditorium
to be practically no trouble from such cannot remove acoustical defects.
freak actions of the atmosphere on radio
signals, but these are transmitted thru 7/,3 ho/eçires infini/bix/ers
This stale m milhinetem4ars
width of ter//h o,mmag ,
Me elks/ones from or open
ether and are not affected by air pockets, the
a/ 1h4 part
and of /he fvpr P..la
stopper nsioe
etc. But it is another question when sound
waves such as those which solely rely for
their propagation on the condition of the b DÆoülá
air, etc.
7oming Ma miffed rig
firmi. /ha milled head
The reason why the fog sirens have not changes Inkfh o/mwfh
niml hk »SW CCh//q</MiHe
af P"r4xyv.khe ns¢Fáy,h
been heard at all times and wrecks caused
of p;pe.
on account of this effect is claimed to have
(n//nn IYhis!/e is /Map small
steam lrAis/,e dAat7/us/obh.
been due in some instances to peculiar fog
disturbances existing between the ship and
the siren stations, and as the same phenomenon has occurred in clear weather, it
is also thought that some peculiar vacuum
MsM passage iiagdh
sbparr
Fig. 13.
The Famous "Galton Whistle," One of the or
other atmospheric formations have
Most Interesting Scientific Instruments Used in the Study
occurred so that the sound front the sirens Fig. 14. It Is Very Interesting to Hear Thls Whist e
of Sound. This Whistle Is Blown by Means of Air From
Gradduual)
Change in Pitch Until It Passes Above the
a Bulb or Other Source, and by Means of a Micrometer could not be heard uniformly.
Audibility,
The latter the
Vibrations
of
t
for the Average
Plug Fitted on the Whistle, the Length of its Pipe Can day development of the submarine
AithoeSome
teleSensitive
Particularly
Be Changed Aoourately and Precisely.
graph, whereby signals are transmitted Operators.ICanEHear
High a 9
Vibrations
or Mors.
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A Gyr®c®pteT TRIM Dies!
extensive experiments are under ay to
determine its steering qualities and stability in the air.
It is all very well, as Mr. Berliner has
pointed out, for inventors to state that
they have had them on the testing table
and demonstrated that they could develop
tremendous vertical lifting power, but it
is altogether a different matter to go up
in the air with one of these machines,
and perhaps instantly have the propellers
stop rotating. No one has ever had this
experience, and it must be remembered
that the only buoyancy which the usual
gyrocopter or helicopter type of machine has, when floating in the air, is
that created by the rapidly revolving air,
screws or propellers. It seems evident
that the only way to make this machine
reasonably safe would be to have engines in duplicate, arranged with a
quick -acting clutch, so that in case one
engine should fail the other could be
thrown instantly into action to keep the
propellers revolving and thus maintain
the normal buoyancy. Otherwise there
is some tall risk involved in attempting
to fly one of these machines, as it is
impossible to gamble your life stakes
on any gasoline engine that was ever
built. It may stop any minute, and you
can't guess when!
In the accompanying photograph is
shown the gyrocopter, Henry A. Berliner's new machine, which when tilted
Here's the First Vertical Propeller Flying Machine to Actually Get Off the Ground with a forward will fly horizontally, the tilting
Rhone
Le
Passenger. It is Known as the Berliner Gyrocopter and Is Driven by an 80 H.P.
being accomplisht by changing the cenMotor.
ter of lifting pressure. The weight of this
The accompanying illustration shows one weighing 620 pounds alone-he might break machine is 620 pounds, with a lifting power
of the most remarkable flying machines in his neck trying to land, for no one has ever of 900 pounds. The lifting propellers are
is a picture of the very first yet flown in a gyrocopter type of heavier - 13 feet in diameter and 10 inches in width.
the world
éyrocopter, or we might call it a helicopter, than -air machine.
What experience Mr. Henry A. Berliner It is driven by an 80 H.P. Le Rhone motor.
to actually fly To tell the truth, it did not
fly very far -that is, not because the ma- has had with his new machine, thus far, has Besides being an independent machine, the
chine is not capable of keeping up a sus- borne this fact out, and he has not at- system of the gyrocopter could be applied
tained flight, but because of the fact that tempted to fly further than a few yards at to an airplane and enable the latter to rise
very little is known about flying such a ma- a time at a distance of a few feet above the from a small area or to descend upon a
chine, and if the aviator here shown flew ground. However, there are many other
very far above the ground -the machine ways of trying out the machine, and further very small landing field, it is said.
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Lecturre T© Deaf Via ICliIlcangraph
In England recently an interesting lecture
was given to a large number of deaf people
or those whose hearing was partially affected and who could not very well enjoy
a lecture in the regular way. To enable the
audience to hear every word clearly, use
was made of the well -known supersensitive
telephonic apparatus called a Dictagraph.
This apparatus comprised a very sensitive microphone which pickt up ordinary
speech waves at a distance of several feet.
These lectures have become quite de rigeur in Europe, and undoubtedly they will
come into fashion in America also, as there
are many people who cannot hear very well,
even tho they possess dictagraphs of their
own, as when they do happen to sit fairly
close to the lecturer or minister there is still
such a great distance separating them that
the dictagraph carried on their person cannot operate with the usual high efficiency.
While dwelling on this interesting application of science, to those afflicted with defective hearing, it is interesting to mention
that one of the great scientific dreams of
the future will be realized on the day when
lectures like this can be given and illustrated
for the benefit of the blind. This may be
accomplisht by developing such an apparatus as that devised by Prof. F. C. Brown.
of the State University of Iowa, whereby
specially sensitive synthetic selenium cells
enable a blind person to read the ordinary
printed page, by sound, each letter giving a
different sound, in a telephone receiver held
to the ear.

A Lecture to the Deaf! The Latest Thing in England Was a Recent Lecture Given to a
Number of Deaf People Whose Hearing Was Only Partially Affected. and They Were Able
to Hear Every Word Spoken at the Lecture Very Clearly, Thanks to the Highly Sensitive
Telephone Transmitter Used in This Apparatus, the "Dictagraph."
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The Photo at the Left Illustrates a Successful Parachute Leap of 200 Feet From a
Speedy Airplane Carried Out by Major
Ord Lees, a British War Veteran. This
Jump Was Carried Out at the Battery,
New York City, and This Low Altitude
Shows How Remarkably Well the Device
Works.
The Photo Shows Major Lees
Right After Landing In the Water With
the Parachute Still Inflated.
The Illustration at the Right Shows a
Newly Patented Airplane Parachute HavOne of
ing Several Superior Features.
the Most Important Is the Rigid Cone at
the Base, Thru Which Air Rushes lip the
Circular Passages as the Parachute Drops,
Thus Inflating It Quickly and Positively.

ORD LEES, late of the
Royal Air Force, established a
new low altitude jump record
\/JAJOR
with a parachute at New York
recently. Major Lee's drop into
New York bay from a height of 153 feet
near the Statue of Liberty. The previous
low record was 157 feet. Experts generally rule that parachute drops at less than

thousand feet are dangerous.
Lt. William McCulloch, of the United
States Navy, who was pilot of the NC -3
when it started across the Atlantic, took
Major Lees up in a three -passenger Curtiss
flying boat. They circled the Statue of
Liberty three times and dropt two dummies
from a height of 175 feet. The dummies
hit the water safely and then Major Lees
dropt.
When he left the flying boat he was
seated on a trapeze attached to the "Guardian Angel," the name of his parachute.
Later he hung from the bar with his knees
and as soon as his hands struck the water,
he swam out of the way and was picked
up again by Lt. McCulloch.
One of the cleverest ideas in airplane
parachutes that has yet been suggested is
a

that recently invented and patented by, a
South Dakota genius, Mr. Knute S. Satre.
Mr. Satre, in describing his invention, says
among other things that it is a well -known
fact that the efficiency of a parachute after
it is once opened up can be accurately determined, and that the great trouble in the
use of a parachute at all is that it may not
always be relied upon to open up ; or in
other words, to start the opening action
at all
He therefore suggests a clever
scheme to build a parachute of a quick and
sure -opening type, like that illustrated in
one of the accompanying views.
The principal feature of the Satre parachute lies in the use of a so- called charging
head, which is made preferably in the form
of an inverted funnel, which has flexible
air tubes made out of canvas or other
suitable material, which extend therefrom
up to the parachute proper. The parachute
envelope is provided with a flexible periferal tube and the air -charging tubes, extending upward from the charging funnel,
admit the air under great velocity to this
marginal tube.
As soon as the aviator or balloonist
jumps over the side with this parachute in
!

its normal rolled form a powerful initial
charge of air is forced up thru the charging
funnel, which is held diverged or expanded
by a metal ring at all times. It will thus
be seen that very powerful air currents are
forced in thru this charging funnel, and as
the parachute descends earthward at a rapid
speed, it will be sufficient in any case, so it
would seem, to cause the periferal hollow
ring surrounding the parachute proper to
expand rapidly and positively, thus causing
the device to inflate in a very short period
and to develop its full buoyancy in a minimum of time.
The main parachute head is provided
with a central opening at the top, the size
of which may be varied by an adjusting
cord placed within the reach of the descending aeronaut. This is claimed by the
inventor to increase the stability of the
parachute and to decrease its tendency to
sway in making its descent.
The inventor claims further that his design of parachute has been demonstrated
in actual practise and its efficiency fully
proven ; and further, that this style of parachute is not subject to any severe vibration
while descending.

rtana Ta-ana-AlantIlc ARE-5hIlp To Carlry
Plans for an aerial passenger service
which will exceed even the visions of a
Jules Verne are being made by the Northern Aerial Syndicate of Great Britain, according to a recent report to the Department of Commerce from Trade Commissioner Henry F. Grady, in London.
Mr. Grady's report says the syndicate
is said to be arranging an airship service
to New York, the plans providing for craft
that will carry 150 passengers in addition
to staffs of cooks, stewards; and crew. At
Liverpool, passengers from America will
be transferred to smaller aircraft and taken
to their destinations. Moorings for the

large ships, according to the plans, will be
provided at leading hotels. The program
also provides for a service from England to
Perth, Australia, seven days being allowed
in the calculations for the trip.
Major W. T. Blake, writing in a London
paper, gives the following specifications for
what he considers would be ideal aerial
cars for pleasure and for commercial purposes. His suggestions for the pleasure
cars are:
Length, 22 feet span, 30 feet; height,
7 feet ; engine, 50 -horse power, air -cooled,
radial ; accommodation, two abreast in partially enclosed cabin ; top speed, 90 miles
;
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an hour cruising, 75 miles an hour landing, 40 miles an hour; rising, 40 miles an
hour range, 300 miles ; duration, 4 hours
cost, $2,500; upkeep, 24 cents a mile.
His specifications for commercial aircraft are Length, 45 feet ; span, 100 feet ;
height, 15 feet ; engines, two 400-horse
power, stationary, water -cooled ; passenger
accommodations, 20, (plus 2 pilots) ; top
speed, 100 miles an hour ; commercial, 90
miles an hour ; landing, 45 miles an hour ;
rising, 50 miles an hour ; range, 350 miles ;
duration, 4 hours; cost, $25,000; upkeep,
$1.80 a mile. At present firms are charging $100,000 for a machine of, roughly,
those capabilities.
;

:

;

;
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HAROLD HO1,LHNGSHEAD
In cold weather this remedy
of gas.
should be applied after the motor is
warmed up or in returning to garage in
the evening, otherwise the motor will require some skill to start. After motor is
started and gets warmed up, running at a
medium speed, open one pet cock at a time,
while motor is in operation, and you can
notice the fine pieces of carbon coming out.
This kerosene can also be applied by using
a small oil can, applying the kerosene thru
the air adjustment of the carbureter while
the motor is warm and running at a
While
medium speed, as it dies down.
kerosene is being applied, keep hand on
the throttle of carbureter and increase
speed. The reason for using kerosene is
that gasolene makes carbon while kerosene
cuts its.

f'r
To Keep the Inside of the Motor Free from
Carbon, the Valves Should Be Properly

(round, and All Carbon Removed from In-

side the Motor, Periodically. A Teacup Full
of Kerosene Poured Thru the Pet -cocks
Twice a Week, Will Keep the Motor in
Good Shape.

SOME people wonder why they are
sick when they don't take a bath but

once in two weeks, and some people
wonder why their car won't run when
they don't clean it but once a month,
and then never touch the inside of the motor. What we need is not greater motors,
but drivers who will study the construction
of a car and treat it as tho it were human.
As a chauffeur for six years-before I decould drive a
signed a tool of my own
car year after year and have very little
trouble. There are many mechanics who
can repair a car after it is broken, but it
takes a good one to keep it from getting
broken. There is a great art in handling
a car in the right way, and this knowledge
is not obtained in one year.
I will state a few technical points which
I believe will be profitable to any driver
or owner of an automobile. The first one
is to keep the inside of a motor free from
carbon. To start with, this can be done by
having the valves properly ground and adjusted, and all carbon burnt out. After
this is well done, a teacupful of kerosene
put thru the pet cocks twice a week will
keep the motor in good shape. After the
kerosene is equally distributed thru the
various cylinders the motor should be given
about ten turns over, either by hand or by
using starter. This will soak the entire
motor with kerosene. Then apply the
switch, giving the motor a medium amount

-I

One of the Troubles Which Often Causes
Severe Heating of the Engine, Is a Clogged

Water Cooling System. Every Two Weeks,
a Stream of Water Should Be Run Thru
the Radiator from a Hose, so as to Wash
Out All Sediment, Grit and Rust Collected
In the Bottom of the Radiator.

$50.00 In

PirIlzes

Beginning with our July issue, we shall
print on this page a new automobile department entitled "Automobile Stunts ",
and we will pay $50.00 in prizes for the
three best articles received each month.

A great many of our readers have a
car of their own, and any number of them
have made certain improvements on that
car. We want to know about these improvements. Almost every other automobilist some time or other invents a
little device or does something to his car
to make it better than it was before.
"Experimenter" readers want to duplicate these stunts, and that is just what
this new department will be for. In other
words an exchange of ideas. Note that
the idea does not necessarily have to be
electrical in any way. You may have a
new stunt or trick how to patch a blown
tire that was not described before. You
may have a new idea how to prevent
your spark plugs from carbonizing, and
thus short circuiting. You may know of
a new stunt how to refill or charge a
If you have a town
storage battery.
car, you may have thought of some simple
trick how to signal to your chauffeur, so
he will know where you will want to go.
There are hundreds of such ideas, and
we will pay 550.00 a month to get them.
Of course, we would like to have a photograph of the stunt showing that it was
actually tried, but this is not absolutely
necessary to win a prize. If no photo graph can be furnished -altho we would
simple sketch will do
like to have it
showing the essential parts, etc.
We will pay the following prizes:
$25.00
FIRST PRIZE
15.00
SECOND PRIZE
10.00
THIRD PRIZE
All other accepted articles, which win
no prizes will be paid for at the rate of
$2.00. Articles submitted should not be
long ones. About one hundred to two
hundred words will suffice. Address all
manuscripts to "Editor, Automobile
Stunts," care of this publication.

-a

The second point is removing the plugs
once a week and soaking them in a pail of
kerosene overnight, then using a little
emery on the points, drying them well, also
adjusting all the points accurately to the
thickness of a dime, then see that none of
the porcelains are broken, which will cause
a missing cylinder. Also see that all the
porcelains are thoroly tightened by small
nuts that are at top of porcelains. After
this is done each plug should have a washer,
and thoroly tightened in cylinder head.
Most people have trouble with their
motor heating up, and it is no wonder when
the water that is in the radiator has collected so much rust and grit that it has
shut off the circulation of the water thru
the various cylinders. This grit is removed
by running the front of car over sewer,
while motor is in operation. You will find a
small outlet plug at the bottom of radiator
on all makes of cars, take off cap from
radiator water intake and apply hose with
running water. Let motor run until water
156

A Good Point to Remember About Spark
Plugs is That They Should Be Removed
Pail of
a Week and Soaked in a
Kerosene, Over Night. A Little Emery May
Be Used to Clean Up the Spark Points and
Also Adjusting Them so That the Spark
Gaps Are Equivalent to the Thickness of a
Dime. The Porcelain Bushing Should Also
Once

Be

Carefully Examined for Cracks.

from outlet pipe becomes clear. You can
very easily notice the collected rust and
grit as it comes out of outlet pipe. Do
this while motor is in operation until water
becomes clear. This application once in
two weeks, together with keeping cooling
fan well oiled and in perfect running condition, will give you a perfect cooling system. Oil should be drained from crank
case once in three months, and new oil applied. The same should be done in transmission and differential cases and these
cases should at all times have the proper
amount of a good quality of oil and grease.
An occasional application of neatsfoot oil
to the clutch will keep it in good condition
together with keeping the grease cup well
filled.
Next the brakes should be properly adjusted and by jacking rear of car up together with running motor in low gear, one
man should operate foot brakes back and
forth, while another applies kerosene to
brake bands. This will remove all grease
and grit, and give you perfect action on
brakes. If the brake linings are badly
worn, and you want to come down a steep
hill without relining brakes, apply hose of
running water for about five minutes, soaking each brake lining in water. This will
expand the brakes and give you quick action for a short time. Keep all parts of
machinery oiled, and tires inflated to the
proper number of pounds. One drop of oil
(Continued on page 192)
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The Top of the Automobile Should Be
Watched as Closely as the Other Parts of
Oil" Should
the Car. A Good Coat of "3 in
Be Rubbed in With a Piece of Cheesecloth,
Until it is Well Absorbed by the Pantasote.
1
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A GRanl Swiach

The recent introduction of the gas -filled sten and what may
called the "perfoA Chicago electric switch concern has
principle has caused a jump of some seven rated" character of thebe source.
recently designed and constructed several
The advantages of the tungsten filament lamp over the arc
for motion picture projection are
apparently as follows:
Where the a -c. arc is replaced,
G
g a n t c
vastly more uniform screen reElectric
sults are obtained, noise is elimiSwitch and
nated and continuous fussing
Fuse
Rated
with the light source is avoided.
At 110,000
Where the d-c. arc served by
Volts. The
rectified or converted current is
Switch Has
replaced there is a considerable
a Current
gain in uniformity of screen reCarrying Casults, the frequent "feeding" is
pacity of 300
avoided and the auxiliary appaAmperes, or
ratus is more simple and durable.
33,000
KiloWhatever the style of arc rewatts.
placed there are further advantages in the markedly reduced
running expenses and lower first
cost, freedom from cracked condenser trouble, fumes, and the
intensely hard dust which comes
from electrode cores (and
causes film scratching, excessive
machine wear and unsanitary
conditions).
The color of the light is more
nearly what is demanded to -day;
the difficulties of the operator
are greatly lessened, and the
booth is much cooler.
( -Photo Courtesy Illuminating Engineering Society.)
i

A USEFUL ELECTRIC CIGAR
The Incandescent Filament Type Lamp
Is Rapidly Coming Into Favor for Motion Picture Projectors. The Concentrated Spiral Filament Used Gives as
High a Candlepower as the Troublesome
Arc.. The Lamp Is Gas Filled.

fold in the intrinsic brilliancy attainable
with tungsten filaments, on a given life
basis. The brilliancy of the filament under
practical limitations could reasonably be
expected to be of the order of 20,000 candle power per sq. in. (30 c.p. per sq. mm.)
The crater of the d -c. carbon arc (with
cored anode) was well known to have a
brilliancy of 84,000 c.p. per sq. in. (130 c.p.
per sq. mm.) almost irrespective of the
current strength. The a -c. arc was found,
as might be expected, to have a lower
brilliancy while the limelight showed a briIliancy which was only of the order of
2,000 c.p. per sq. in. (3 c.p. per sq. mm.).
It looked as if the tungsten filament possibilities were quite in the arc class, especially if we could contrive to arrange the
filament so as to constitute a light source
of extension sufficient for the purpose and
averaging up approximately to the brilliancy
of the filament considered to detail. When
this had been accomplished a trial was made
in a projection machine, with results which
were very encouraging.
The filaments, which are of thick wire.
are wound_ in helical coils of very small
pitch, and the inevitable separations between the coils are taken care of by a systematic arrangement of a concave spherical
mirror mounted just behind the lamp.
Thus the light source may be viewed in any
direction, which is of practical significance;
and it will show an almost unbroken
assemblage of filament and mirror image.
True the mirror image is appreciably less
bright than the filament proper, but it should
be remembered that much of the surface
seen is substantially brighter than a simple
tungsten surface at the same temperature.
This is due to the high reflectivity of tung-

MOISTENER.
In the accompanying illustration is shown
a moistener for use in cabinets and showcases to keep cigars and tobacco in good
condition, which depends upon the evaporation of water caused by the burning of
an electric light. A 50 -watt carbon lamp is
mounted in a socket under the dome of the
device shown. In the front, a suitable receptacle is provided which contains a small
amount of water. When the lamp is burning, the water evaporates and moistens the
air uniformly thruout the case. The maker
points out that so much moisture is given
off when the lampis in operation that tt is
only necessary to turn it on occasionally
according to requirements.

i

110,000 volt switching and protective equip-

ments of the style here shown. These
equipments consist of a disconnecting switch
and fuse upon a common base.
A particular feature of this equipment is
the arrangement of the insulating parts.
They are made up of two 70,000 volt universal pin insulators stacked one upon top
of the other. They are held together by a
set of rugged clamps. To the bottom clamp
of each insulator a malleable -iron pin is
fastened, which is cemented into the pin
hole. This type of construction makes an
exceedingly strong unit and is far less expensive than a pillar type insulator for the
same voltage.
The switch parts proper were made with
the double blade type of construction, spring
washers being employed to secure proper
contacting. The switch was rated at 300
amperes. This unit when in use is mounted
in the same position as shown in the cut,
that is, with the blade vertical. It measures
approximately 12 feet from lower end to
top of lock -ring.

USE WIRELESS LAMP
A wireless signal lamp has been devised
for various kinds of war work which enables the users to keep up communication
under conditions where it would be difficult
or impossible to stretch telephone or telegraph wires. A barrage fire, for example,
would be no hindrance to signaling by this
new apparatus. It can be used between a
ground station at the battle front and an
airplane a considerable distance away, flying over enemy territory.

Electric light companies in Germany require their lamp trimmers to save scraps of
old carbons, which are cemented together

for further use.
Moistener
Lamp to

that Contains an Electric
Evaporate Water Therein
When Used in Cigar Cabinets.

A nickel -in- the-slot turn-stile has been
installed in a New York subway station. If
successful they will be adopted in all of the
subway stations.
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Smoke is one of the outlaws against used to develop the 100,000 volts direct cur- from flues or stacks. The Kenotron equipwhich modern science has been directing rent required for the purpose were of the ment for this service is shown here.
The Kenotron is absolutely noiseless in
its energies for a considerable time, but it commutator type, driven by a synchronous
motor in most cases. The high operation, and the rectification is nearly
tension current in this class of
apparatus is derived from step -up
transformers, excited from a low
tension alternating current supply.
The latest, highly efficient rectifier
for the smoke precipitation process,
known as the "Cottrell process," is
the Kenotron vacuum bulb type
here illustrated. This device depends for its operation on the fact
that a highly evacuated space containing two metal electrodes, one of
which is incandescent and the other
cold, possesses a unilateral conductivity, current passing thru the tube
only when the heated electrode is
negative. The amount of current
which can be rectified by such a
device increases rapidly with the
temperature of the heated electrode,
but remains constant as long as the
temperature of the latter is maintained constant.
These characteristics render possible the use of the Kenotron as a
rectifier for the production of high voltage direct -current from an alternating- current source. At present,
potentials up to 100,000 volts are
, secured with standard equipments.
When the Kenotron was first proSwitchboard Panel With Protective Devices for duced several practical applications
High -Voltage Kenotron,
Use On Kenotron Precipitation Outfits, With
were predicted for it, and two of
Maximum Voltage 90,Filament Transformers for Kenotrons.
000 D -C. On Half -Wave
these were realized commercially
Rectification.
during the past year.
has only been in the past few years that
The first of these was in connection with
electrical engineers were able to design the process of precipitation by means of perfect with maximum voltage Ituctuations
suitable high tension apparatus with which high voltage direct -current for the reclama- of less than 15 per cent whe , delivering
to precipitate the carbon particles suspended tion of usable materials in gases or smoke, direct current at 100,000 volts!
During the past year many installations
in the hot gases passing up the chimney. or the abatement of the nuisance caused by
The first successful high tension rectifiers the emission of noxious gases or smoke were made.

Hew Synchre orctoos HOWE' ReCeIlner
It has been found that to obtain the
clearest, flickerless motion pictures, the arc
should be operated on direct current. In
many locations this is not available and
recourse must be had to some form of
rectifier, motor generator or a rotary converter. All of these are expensive which
led to the development of the simple motor-

This latest product of science is a rectifier developed on an entirely new principle,
consisting of a self- starting synchronous
motor using only 75 watts, with a mechanical device for automatically rectifying alternating current for use in arc lights, motion picture machines or battery charging
and for other uses of similar character
which require direct current.
Different sizes for different classes of
work from 10 amperes to 60 amperes are
supplied. An auto- transformer regulates
the voltage. It is ideal for storage battery
recharging.
.

A NEW

time save from 30% to 80% of the full

turret.

Many electrical men, even experts and
engineers, are of the opinion that these
dimming attachments are a fake, but actual
tests conducted by the U. S. Bureau of
Standards, at Washington, D. C., prove that
they do save current when the light is
dimmed by such means. The following
table shows the energy saved by the use

ELECTRIC LIGHT
DIMMER.

Are you looking for economy in your
electric light bills? Then here is a new

New Motor - Driven High Capacity Rectifier.

driven rectifier here illustrated. It was
perfected by C. J. Quill, of San Francisco.
It is said to be a 95 per cent efficient machine which charges your batteries and
operates your motion picture machines at
low cost. It has no tubes to break and no
losses due to low efficiency nor expensive
generator outfits. There are no contact
points to burn out.

pull -chain dimming socket which can be
used with real economy, because this little
attachment makes it possible to turn down
electric lights when the full glare is undesirLight Dimming Lamp Socket
able or not needed, and save a proportionate
that Saves Current.
amount of current.
Think of regulating electric lights, just
as gas can be turned, "low or high." Think of this dimming socket with a 40 -watt 109of the conveniences it affords to soften the volt Mazda lamp.
lights when desired -to have a small fracPercentage of Saving in
Watts
Position Consumed Full Watts Per Cent
tion of a candle -power for continuous light
00.0
100.0
39.9
in bath and hall, a dim glow in the bedroom
30.6
69.4
2
27.7
cozy
for
light
a
subdued
or the nursery,
72.7
10.9
27.3
3
4
50.7
19.3
7.7
same
at
the
porch,
and
corner, fireplace or
1
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ELECTRIC INSERT HEATER FOR sists of a water vessel, a standard eight- FREEZE ICE CREAM AND BREAK
ounce Hygeia milk bottle with nipple, a
KITCHEN BOILERS.
ICE BY MOTOR.
removable immersion type heater, and a
On those days in Summer when it is too detachable connector cord. The complete
warm to keep your heating system "going" outfit is well made and neatly
sufficiently to provide hot water from the finished. The immersion heater
connects with a plug and is connected to any lamp or base outlet. It will warm the eight
hot WATER FLOW)
DEirCHAbLE
ounces of milk in'a few minutes.
PLUG
The container and heating eleil
ment being separable makes it
possible to quickly and thoroly
sterilize this apparatus. The
electric milk warmer proves one
of the greatest conveniences ever
provided, especially for cold
winter nights, when it is sometimes very inconvenient to heat
the milk by other means.
A
ELECTRIC

INSERT'
WATER
HE

'TED

SHELL OF
BOILER.

ASEESTOS
CO \ERING
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The hot summer days are now with us

RAPID ELECTRIC
WATER HEATER.

This new electric water heater
requires no extra wiring of any
kind whatsoever, and can be attached to the ordinary cold
water pipe by simply making the
connection and screwing the
heater on to the cold water pipe.
The characteristic feature of Freezing
this water heater is comprised
of a cylindrical body of porcelain, in which
are tubular passages from top to bottom;
these .ducts are connected progressively to
each other by porcelain caps placed at top
and bottom of cylindrical body. The water
to be heated enters the first duct from the
house piping (or rubber hose, as desired),

WATER

FEED

DRAINAGE

COCK

Ice Cream and Breaking Ice by Electric Motor.

again, and then the family will want ice
cream-but the old back -breaking way of
freezing ice cream is not as popular as it
was. There's a reason!
In the accompanying illustration of motor
drive arrangement for an ice cream freezer
and an ice breaker we have the "reason."
Both the freezer and ice breaker are
mounted on a solid iron base with a gear
drive arrangement which permits the separate operation of either. machine. The
maker calls attention to the fact that no
belts are u_sed and that the outfit is one
possessing sanitary features. The freezer
has a capacity of
to 10 gallons. An
electric motor for operation on- an alternating current or direct current circuit is
used.

4/

Efficient Electric Insert
Heater for Kitchen Boilers.

An

NOW THE "ELECTRIC SHEARS."

boiler; at any time when the heating of
water involves distributing heat thruoht the
house; the electric insert water heater performs a service of great convenience at
small cost.
This device is an internal heater, consequently no heat is lost by radiation, every
unit being applied to the heating of water
in the tank. It is essentially clean and it is
inexpensive in its operation.
This heater is made in several sizes to
accommodate a wide range of hot water

requirements.

Instantaneous Electric Water Heater for the
Honie.

ELECTRIC MILK WARMER A
GREAT CONVENIENCE.

There has recently been developed and
placed on the market an electric shears or
cutting tool which has unique safety and
labor- saving features. Several sizes have
been developed, all of the hand or portable
types are adapted to cutting sheet material
from light cloth, netting or silk, up to
sheet steel 1/16 inch thick.
The shears is equipt with an up -to -date
electric motor of the universal type, adapted
to run on either D. C. or A. C. circuits having a normal voltage of 115, which is usual
for electric lighting supply.
It has a controlling push button switch
in the handle, a separable attachment plug
for connection to the ordinary electric lighting socket or a wall receptacle. The flexible cord is seven feet long from the handle
to the plug. The shaft of the motor is
fitted with an eccentric and connecting link
for oscillating or vibrating the upper blade,
only, of shears.

to the cylinder in the heater, and passes
progressively thru the different ducts, from
The accompanying illustration shows one the last of which it is led to the discharge
of the latest electric milk warmers, which faucet of the heater, All these ducts are proshould prove a boon to mothers. It con- vided with non -corrosive metal coils. These
coils are connected
in series with each
other and the ter minals of this group
of heating elements
are connected by
means of a snap
switch to the source
of the current supply; thus when the
water flows thru the
porcelain ducts, it
passes directly over
the heating eleNew Electric Milk Warmer, Consisting of a Water ments, from which
The "Electric Shears" the Latest -Cuts Rapidly All ThickVessel, a Standard 8 -Ounce Hygeia Milk Bottle with the water is progresnesses of Cloth.
Nipple and a Removable Immersion Type Heater.
sively heated.
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2 -Side View of the Celestial Sphere. The Black Panel
Door to the Celestial Sphere, and Step Leading to Observers' Platform
Visible
South Polar R ng, and Includes That Part of the Sky Which Is Never
Running Around It at an Angle of 45 Degrees, Represents the
The ObservSection View of the Celestial Sphere. 4- Interior of the Celestial Sphere.
to an Observer in the Latitude of Chicago. 3-Cross
in the
Appears
It
as
Sky"
5
-The
"Miniature
Earth.
of
the
Table, Which Corresponds to the Surface
er's Arm Is Rested on the Horizon
Chicago Academy of Science, Showing Wheels on Which the Sphere Revolves.

1- Entrance

EnD.
TO give Chicago

tTliCe

y ROBERT Ho MOULTON
surface, and we can
people a simple and A Wond1e fuIl 115-Foot anyone standing on its the
heavens at one
see only one -half of

Avid instrument for studying the
heavens, Wallace W. Atwood, secretary of the Chicago Academy of Sciences, has constructed a miniature
universe on the inner walls of a fifteen -foot
sheet -iron sphere. This big hollow globe,
placed in the museum of the academy, exactly and ingeniously depicts all the celestial
phenomena regularly visible to Chicago.
The purpose of the Celestial Sphere is to
arouse an added interest in the study of Astronomy, and by having the first one ever
built installed in its museum, the academy
has taken a new position among the museums of the world, for it has seemed impossible for such scientific institutions to make
exhibits which had practical value in promoting an interest in this science.
All of the stars of the first, second, third
and fourth magnitude, and a selected few
of the fifth magnitude, are shown in the
sphere. The full number of fixt stars thus
shown is 692. Included in the exhibit are
representations of the sun, the moon, and

'Universe with Moving
Stars, Nçevei'yth
íß}i9

four planets, Venus, Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn, all of which are visible to the unaided
eye. The celestial equator is also clearly
marked in the interior of the sphere, and
the ecliptic, or apparent yearly path of the
sun among the stars is also shown.
The impression gained by looking out at
night upon a clear' sky is that of a hemi-

spherical dome of infinite size, studded with
stars. The Celestial Sphere gives a miniature reproduction of this surface which we
call the "sky" and in which the stars are
commonly supposed to be placed. Necessarily, the sphere is of almost microscopic size,
as compared with the universe. If the earth
were represented in proportion, it would be
an infinitesimal ball located in the center of
the sphere, while an observer standing on
this ball would be correspondingly tiny.
The earth, as we all know, looks flat to

162

time ; the half which lies above the plane
bounded by the horizon. The same effect is
gained in the Celestial Sphere by providing
it with a so- called horizon table, which extends out from the inner surface of the
sphere almost to its center, surrounding the
observer and lying in the same plane as the
center. There is thus exposed to a person
standing in the center of the sphere a complete hemisphere, corresponding to the one
we see above the surface of the earth, the
other hemisphere being hidden by the horizon table, just as the earth conceals the
other celestial hemisphere.
Not only is the Atwood Celestial Sphere
a perfect pattern of the firmament, but in
every other respect, with the possible exception of shooting stars, the idea is carried
out in detail. In it the sun, moon and stars
rise in the East and pass overhead, following certain definite paths, just as the real
stars do in the real sky. Fortunately for the
(Continued on page 232)
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The Mystic R®uIlettíte Wheel
SPRING had come, but very late, it see, now I have nothing ready for you. I amazement, all refusing the money, claimbeing toward the latter part of May cannot show you a thing and am attempting ing that he had won it and therefore had a

when I decided to take an unannounced trip to Professor Hargrave's
home. Generally he was not to be
found there, except by appointment, but this
time I was willing to risk it.
The butler at Prof. Hargrave's home
knew me by this time, so it was unnecessary for him to announce me when I eventually arrived at the Professor's estate. I
was ushered into a room which had been
changed somewhat since my last visit, and
immediately my attention was centered
upon a group at a pretty checkerboard -like
table. Their attention was riveted to the
center of the table where a roulette wheel
was merrily spinning. Little had I ever
thought or even dreamed that Professor
Hargrave's home was used as a decoy to
harbor roulette fiends.
Looking around the room in an attempt
to find the Professor with his hypnotic
smile, I could notice him nowhere, neither
was my entrance observed by those at the
game. A few minutes later I found myself
just as interested in the merry spinning of
Dame Fortune's wheel, perhaps even more
so than my companions around me so
wishing to be in style, I placed my money
on various numbers and took a chance with
the rest, sometimes winning, but more often
losing!
A few minutes at this and the Professor
entered, aitho I was not aware of his presence. Patting me on the back, he exclaimed, "So, there you are, old timer, why
didn't you announce your coming? You
;

to entertain my guests, so I think you had
better stop in tomorrow or perhaps the day
following at this hour."
Wondering if this was a polite way of
getting rid of me or whether he didn't
want to see me lose my money, I answered,
"All right, Professor, I will be very glad to
see you on the morrow ; I guess I will be
going now". "Oh, no," he added, "you
might just as well stay, now that you are
here, and enjoy yourself for the rest of the
evening. I did not mean that as a polite
retreat." Then leaning over to the roulette
wheel, he placed his money on number nine
as winner, but much to his apparent dismay,
he lost, and continued to do so until he
became a very heavy loser. Meanwhile, I
had begun to reap the benefits of his and
the other guests' losses.
Later as the game progrest, the Professor
won one round and then lost two again in
succession. After that fate seemed to travel
in his direction ; every time he played, it
seemed as tho the numbers would come out
expressly for his benefit ; until even I. O.
U's were being past around the table.
All the good luck which had beset me
until this time, suddenly melted and I
was only contributing to the popularity of
the Professor's coin, heaped high at his
corner of the table. At last to break the
monotony of the silence which had ensued,
the Professor said : "Come, we've had
enough of this," and alloted to each one
the same sum of money they had at the
beginning of the game. We wondered
what had happened, open mouthed with
-

perfect right to keep it, but our requests
only fell upon deaf ears.
"You have all been a bunch of fools,
dupes, easy victims to a clever contrivance,"
the Professor began. "Why, that table is
faked, and I can make it stop at any number I desire. In order to prove it to you
you see that the disc now is absolutely stationary, yet by wafting a little air, like this,
across its surface, (an appropriate movement of his hand reinforced his statement)
I can make it move just as I desire."
We were awed by the disc moving, seemingly of its own accord. Immediately, I
thought of strings, springs, or electricity,
and lifting up the wheel, I examined it
carefully, but there were no two electrical
contacts anywhere similar to those in his
other features. Replacing the wheel and
spinning it, I requested that he stop it at
figure "1." A short time later, when its
momentum had died down sufficiently, it
came to a stop at the number "1" desired.
On hands and knees, I crept under the
fancy table to look for push buttons or
other things which might give me a clue as
to the operation of the mystic roulette wheel.
Not a sign A rapid scout thru the rooms
skirting the one we were in convinct me
that there was no external operator. How
then could it work? I surely should have
known enough of the Professor's apparatus
by this time to attempt to see thru the thin
veil of disguise which he used to conceal his
instruments, but no such luck this time.
(Continued on page 202)
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they Had All Lost Their
The Mysterious Roulette Wheel Kept Professor Hargrave's Guests On the Alert for Many Hours. Finally, After
Returned Their Money.
.
Piles of Gold He Explained How He Could Stop the Wheel At Any Point Desired and Then .
.
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eoTa of Omo Magnet 'ol
By WALTER E. KL EVER
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NLIKE poles attract; like poles

°

Laws ®ff Motion Applied 4® Ma F11etIlsm-

strip is pressed down close to the second
N-pole, at a certain critical point repulsion
is changed to attraction, and in a trice we
have both ends of the strip sticking fast
polarity simultaneously appears at the other to N- poles
(Fig. 3, b.) Now where is
end. Trace the induced polarities shown in your law of like polarities? Aha! A mufig. 2 (a), and, bearing in mind that "un- tual S -pole induced at the middle of the
like poles attract," the reason for attrac- strip? Not so. Test with a compass and
tion in this case is apparent. Once more the iron strip is found to possess N-polarity
the law is upheld. In (b) and (c), fig. 2, throughout. Diagram (c), fig. 3, shows
other instances of attraction are shown, what has occurred -the strip has become a
illustrating the "sticking together" of small hub, from which the lines of force radiate
objects picked up by a magnet. In (b) the like the spokes of a wheel, seeking S- polarfree wire is magnetized through the float- ity at the far ends of the permanent maging wire; in (c), partly through the float- nets. The mechanical principles involved
ing wire and in part directly from the ex- will be dealt with further along in this
citing magnet.
article.
Our next experiWhat is this magnetism, anyhow? Conment requires two ventional
representations indicate streams
permanent
m
a
gN
N
trains of ether -corpuscles issuing from
nets, for conveni- or
the N -pole,
ence, though one the magnet circling around and re-entering
of the S-pole--each stream a
with a double "line of force."
Magnetism is undoubtedly
branched pole- a resultant of continuous
ether-movement;
there may even be a progressive movement
outward,
in
but
the writer's opinion this
"Unlike Magnet
Poles Attract; Like flow is only a consequence, more in the
S
Poles Repel"
So nature of an electric current, and not
a
the First
Reads
Law of Magnetism, constituent principle. Hear ye:
and Several InterMAGNETISM IS THE CONTRACesting
Variations
of This Law Are TION UPON ITS AXIS, OF THE
Here Exemplified. ETHER VORTEX. The free ether in its
What Is This Mag- normal, static condition,
is very much like
netism
Anyhow ?
Magnetism Is Un- an exceedingly dense monatomic gas, whose
c
doubtedly
a
Resulparticles are vibrating rapidly in all direcN
tant of Continuous tions-a condition
of repulsion or expanEther - Movement;
There May Even sion. This condition is continually subject
Be a Progressive to local modifications due to solar rays,
Movement Outward, But the Au- wind -friction, evaporation and condensathor Believes This tion of moisture, etc., but it always exists
Flow Is Only a between electrons free to vibrate. DiscordConsequence, More ant vibration is
always repellent. Now, in
S
In the Nature of an
Electric
Current, the pores of magnetic substances like iron,
S
and Not a Con- there is no room for sustained vibratory
stituent Principle. motion, but there are narrow
channels perMagnetism Is the
N
Contraction Upon mitting circular motion. So the ether corits Axis of the puscles lose their reputation, "join hands
Ether Vortex. This around," and go
circling in rings.
Article Opens Up a
New Avenue of
Weak
magnetism
can be regarded as
Reasoning
to
the Real 'As
What Is relatively few vortices; when there is one
It ?" of Magnetism. vortex-tube for each channel the iron is
said to be "saturated" and its magnetic
'
1
strength cannot be increased except by
piece would serve. cooling (suppressing vibration of mole`i
N
N
i+y
Lay one end of a cules), which allows greater freedom to
soft iron strip on the vortices.
ï%
one N- pole. It Let us consider one unit vortex, as typisticks. Approach cal of the whole. In union there is strength
the other end of aggregate mass of its component
rings
the iron piece with
the vortex tube such momentum that
another N -pole ; you would naturally expect gives
is effect extends some distance from the
the strip to be repelled. Well, it is-"to a end of the iron channel.
Farther from the
certain extent," as Professor Fox used to i ron, resistance
of the free ether retards
say when not desiring to commit himself the whirl ;
irrevocably. The condition is shown in t apering to the tube shrinks in diameter,
a point ; while friction between
fig. 3_(a), with polarities indicated. Broken s
rings (due to retardation)
arrows illustrate opposition of the magnetic c ucceeding
auses a slight progression on the axis.
forces, But when the free end of the iron The
point of the tube is thus really a de-

repel." So reads the first law of
magnetism-and the ordinances
of the Medes and Persians were
unstable compared with the laws
of Nature. However, a few experiments
with permanent magnets will arouse serious
doubts in the investigator's mind, until he
solves the mystery to the triumph of the
law, when the letter will be more firmly
fixed in mind than before it was seemingly
violated.
Take a piece of soft iron wire about four
inches long and fasten one end with a
thread to an upright, allowing the free end
of the wire to reach within one -quarter
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nch of the N -pole, say, of a strong permanent magnet. The wire is now floating
n a magnetic field (fig. 1, a). Now take
another piece of soft iron wire and hold it
parallel to the floating wire ; one end close
to, but not touching, the exciting magnet.
When the wire you hold is moved toward
the floating wire, the latter is repelled (fig.
1, b). In picking up iron filings or tacks
with a magnet you have learned to expect
mutual attraction between the induced particles, yet here is repulsion between two
soft iron wires influenced by the same pole.
No, the law is not violated. As shown
in (c), fig. 1, like poles are induced in the
two parallel wires ; and "like poles repel."
Very well. Next, hold the free wire in
position shown in fig. 2 (a). The floating
wire is now attracted. How can this be,
when we have just proved that two wires
attracted by the same pole repel each other?
Note polarity. S- polarity is induced in the
end of a soft iron wire brought near the
N -pole of a magnet, or N- polarity if
brought near the S -pole. When polarity of
either kind is induced in one end, opposite
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In the Case of the
Ether- Vortex, Centrifugal Force Coun-

teracts the Pressure
Upon the Radius,
While at the Ends
or Poles There Is No
Centrifugal Force ;
Therefore the Ether
Vacuum Can Be
Closed Up Only By
Shortening the Ex-

panded Vortex
Tubes.

/ron

Magnet

Radio/ pressure

fig.4
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Electrical Experimenter for June, 1920
creasing spiral, disappearing where centrifugal force becomes too feeble to resist
the battering of the "free electrons."
The projecting vortices thus vanish "in
thin air." But let a piece of soft iron be
brought within their field and the "lines of
force" find allies in the enclosed electrons,
which join the whirls, further increasing
momentum. With flywheels at each end,
so to speak, the vortex tubes reach across
the gap without deminution. Centrifugal
force, limited in the rigid confines of the
iron channels but free to act in the gap,
causes the bridging tubes to expand against
the elastic pressure of the surrounding
ether, creating an ether- vacuum within the
tubes. Nature "abhors a vacuum" -or, in
other words, a çontainer deprived of any
part of its equalizing internal pressure
tends to collapse under external pressure.
In the case of the ether-vortex, centrifugal
force :counteracts the pressure upon the
radius, while at the ends or poles there is
no centrifugal force ; therefore the vacuum
can be closed up only by shortening the
expanded tubes. (Fig. 4.) The metal
pieces at each end of the tubes are thus
forced together, not "attracted."
Wherefore we repeat, magnetism is the
contraction upon its axis, of the ether vortex.
Polarity is very easily explained under
this conception it signifies simply direction
of rotation. Take a piece of flexible rubber hose and consider it an ether-vortex.
Have a friend rotate the tube in one direction while holding it horizontal. Face one
end and you see it turning, say, right-hand
or clockwise call this the S -pole. Go
around and look at the N -pole and you
find it turning left-hand. It is the point
of view that has changed-the
tube is still rotating in the same
direction as before.
Now take up a tube similar to
:
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Polarity

Is

Very

Explained
Easily
Under the "Direction of Rotation"
Conception, Shown
In Fig. 5. Two Rotating Tubes Are
Used to Illustrate
This Phase of Magnetism in a Practical Sense. Two
Wheels Revolving
In the Same Direction Repel Each

When
Other Rim
to
Brought

Rim, Both Tubes
Revolving In the

Same

Direction
Friction
Them
as North
Polarity
Two Magnet

Give No
Between
the Same
and South
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and when "unlike" poles are joined the
vortices are revolving in the same direction, causing no friction. Let us see how
these mechanical principles agree with the
law of polarities. The analogy of the rotating rubber tubes of Fig. 5 is sufficiently
clear as regards the experiments illustrated
in diagrams 1 and 2. For the mechanical
equivalent of Fig. 3, c observe Fig. 6,
wherein one pair of the spoke -like lines
of force is represented (exaggerated) as
typical of the whole. The outer ends of
all adjacent tubes rotate in the same direction-in this case the N -pole direction (as
seen when facing the N- pole). Note rim friction of adjacent tubes rotating in the
same diretcion, causing a tendency for the

-

tubes to spread apart, as becomes clear.
It is easily understood how collisions or
glancing blows between particles cause repulsion, but how lack of friction permits
so-called attraction requires some explanation. Here Is the startling answer : THERE
IS NO SUCH THING AS ATTRACTION IN THE UNIVERSE. What appears to be attraction is merely the removal, decrease or lack of compensating
pressure between the seemingly attracted
objects, permitting the constant pressure
from without to force the two objects together and close up the vacuum.
Several other physical laws tend to
operate upon these vortices, these lines or
tubes of force extending out from a magnet. As observed, rim -friction of the
parallel tubes rotating in the same direcIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11IIIIII111111IIIIII1111111111111111111111111

in These Two Diagrams the Author

force
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tion tends to spread the tubes apart. Op
posed to this spreading is fixity of the axis
of rotation.* Due to inertia, a body set
in motion resists any change in its direction; in a whirling mass this effect is resolved into planestability, or fixity of axis,
strikingly manifested by the gyroscope.
Another effect, hardly so well known, is
precession. When either pole of a spinning gyroscope .(spinning in vertical plane,
say) is prest down, the gyroscope seeks to
turn at right angles to the disturbing force,
so as to bring the descending side of its
rim into the former position of the deprest
pole. If the same pole is prest upward,
the ascending side of the rim is brought
around. This turning at right angles is
called the precession of the
gyroscope (Fig. 7) . Precession
is also a property of the magnetic vortex, which, mechanically considered, is simply a
tubular gyroscope.
Applying this theory to the
dynamo (Fig. 8), may we not
say that as the lines of force
are dragged out of their axis
of rotation by the sweep of the
armature, precession turns them
at right angles, impressing the
vortices upon the armature
wires as a spiral with both roThe Mechanical Equivalent of the Magnetic Phenomenon Shown In tation and progression
an
Figure 3 Is Illustrated Herewith. Note the Rim Friction of Ad- electric current!
jacent Tubes Rotating in the Same Direction, Causing a Tendency
for Tubes or Vortices to Spread Apart.
Note. -But for this stiffness of

the first ; hold it parallel to the
other, and rotate it in the same
direction. The N- and S -poles
of the two tubes are adjacent
like poles side by side. When
the two rotating tubes are prest
together, friction is felt. Two
wheels revolving in the same direction repel each other when
brought rim to rim (Fig. 5, a).
Join the S -pole of one tube
with the N -pole of the other
(Fig. 5, b). No friction results,
because both are revolving in
the same direction at the same
speed. But when one of the tubes is turned
end for end, and its N -pole placed against
the N -pole of the other tube (Fig. 5, c),
friction is experienced, because the two
N -poles are now revolving in relatively
opposite directions. (In performing these
experiments the two tubes must be kept
rotating in the original direction -both of
them either right -hand or left -hand as at
first.)
Bend one tube until its ends meet; the
direction of rotation is the same for the
two ends. Here is a "closed magnetic circuit," or a closed vortex, which contracts
upon its axis by contraction of the circuit.
From the foregoing it will be seen that
when two magnetic "like" poles are brought
together the vortices are rotating in relatively opposite directions, causing friction;

-
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Attempts to Show

t he
Comparison
Between the Right
Angle Forces of
Precession Exhibited by a Spinning
a n d
Gyroscope,
Those Occurring in
the Magnetic Field
of a Dynamo When
an Armature Cuts

Thru This Field.
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the tubes, magnetic repulsion would
It is much weaker than contrac-

be imperceptible.

tion upon the axis.

MAGNETIC METALS.

In the October issue of the Electrical
Experimenter appeared a brief description,
contributed by Mr. H. J. Gray, of a nonferrous magnetic alloy. Mr. Gray gives
the composition : 60% copper, 26% manganese, 14% aluminum.
The only simple metals possessing more
than mere traces of magnetic property are
iron, nickel and cobalt. The atomic weight
of iron is 55.8, nickel 58.7, cobalt 59.0. No
non -magnetic elements have atomic weights
within this range. The nearest metal is manganese (54.9) and this, as Mr. Gray said, is
feebly magnetic. Here, then, are narrow
limits within which no element is non -magnetic and without which none is magnetic.
Surely this is no mere coincidence.
Of course the magnetic alloy has no true
atomic weight. A figure representing an
average atomic weight if I may use the expression, may be easily derived by simply
multiplying the atomic weight of each
constituent by its percentage and adding.

Thus:

60% : 63.6 X .60
Copper
Manganese 26% : 54.9 X .26
Aluminum 14% 27.1 X .14
:

=
=
=

382
14.3

3.8

56.3
"atomic weight" :
DAVID CLARKE COX. M.A.
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By PROF. FLOYD
EXAMINATION OF WATER.

Lo

DARROW

never comes from great depths, for if it
did such coloring matter would be removed
It by natural filtration. And this fact sugdissolves more substances than gests a means of removing the color subany other one liquid. Therefore, stances. For this purpose sand filters are
WATER
water is never free from dis- in common use. They are called mechan-

clear. If it were not so expensive this
would be the ideal method of purifying all
water.
Removing Sediment: Natural water very
frequently contains large amounts of solid
matter held in suspension. To remove this
solved mineral and organic mat- ical filters and contain a bed of sand mixed by natural settling would take a long time.
Even
ter.
rain water contains gases washed with lime and alum, thru which the water But the same substance that removes coloris forced under pressure.
To learn the action of such a filter prepare a dilute solution of "alum" by dissolving 20 grams of aluminum sulphate in
a liter of water. Also have at hand lime water, made by shaking slaked lime with
water in á stoppered bottle and allowing it
to stand for several hours. Pour off the
clear solution. Now to one -sixth of a test
tube of the alum solution add twice that
volume of limewater, warm gently and note
the white gelatinous precipitate that forms.
The precipitate may be formed in greater
quantity by substituting ammonia water for
the limewater.
To show the effect of this precipitate of
aluminum hydroxide on coloring matter
prepare solutions of logwood or alizarin. Making the Soap Test for Hardness by Pour
Solution from a Dropping Bottle
Detecting the Presence of Lead by Passing Then to one -sixth of a test tube of alumi- ing Soap into
the Sample of Water.
Hydrogen Sulfid Gas into a Concentrated num sulphate solution add some ammonia
Sample of the Water.
water and follow it with a little of either
the logwood or alizarin solutions. Shake ing matter also carries down the sediment
from the atmosphere, as it descends, and the contents and set the test tube aside. with it. To show this fill a tall cylinder
if it has fallen upon roofs, it will also be After it has stood for an hour, examine with water made turbid by the addition of
it again and you will find that the col- a little fine clay. Then add a third of a
discolored from other substances in solu- oring
matter has been carried entirely to test tube of the aluminum sulfate solution
tion. But for industrial purposes, water
bottom, forming what dyers call a and mix it by thoro stirring. Follow with
must be free from many objectional com- the
pounds. Thus, iron in any form is very "lake ". See Fig. 1. In just this same way two- thirds of a test tube of lime water
bad for dyeing, tanning, paper making, the alum and lime in a mechanical filter without stirring. Prepare for comparison
bleacheries and laundries. Hard water can- unite to form the gelatinous precipitate another cylinder of water leaving out the
not be used in laundries, without softening, aluminum hydroxid, which removes any or- alum and lime. Allow these cylinders to
stand for several hours. The value of lime
and is the chief cause of boiler scale. Highly ganic coloring matter.
and alum as coagulums in city water resercolored water is objectionable in the textile
MAKING A SAND FILTER.
voirs will be readily apparent.
industries.
Chlorides are harmful in
sugar refining and in the tanning of leather.
A sand filter that will illustrate
beauAnd the list might be extended, for there tifully may be easily made as this
HARDNESS IN WATER.
follows:
is scarcely an industry that does not have Obtain a large jar of several gallons caits special requirements for the water that pacity, preferably of glass, altho an earthenThe terms "hard" and "soft" as applied
it uses. It will be seen, however, that the ware jar will be perfectly satisfactory. In to water originally referred to the differchemical examination of water with a view the bottom of this jar place 9 small in- ence in the "feel" of various kinds of natto determining its fitness for industrial verted beakers of about 150 cc. capacity to uraI water. Rain water, as everyone has
purposes is a matter of great practical im- serve as supports. See Fig. 2. Over these experienced, feels soft and smooth to the
portance. It is also a matter of great com- beakers fit a piece of fairly fine iron wire touch and if used for toilet purposes will
mercial importance to determine methods gauze, or better still, copper gauze. Cover leave the skin in a similar condition. But
of purifying water and to design plants for the gauze with filter paper. Before intro- much of the water from deep wells and
this purpose.
ducing the sand, bend a large sized glass springs has directly the opposite effect.
tube into the shape of a siphon by soften- Not only does it feel harsh to the touch, but
REMOVAL OF COLORING MATTER.
ing in the flame of a fish -tail burner and it roughens the skin and nagkes necessary
bending in the usual way. On the outer the use of large quantities of-skin lotions.
Water is frequently highly colored from end of this, place a short piece of rubber One of the most noticeable and important
having past thru peat beds or masses of tubing and a pinch cock. Thru a previously
decaying vegetation. Such water, however, made hole in the gauze insert the short arm
of the siphon, and it should reach to the
bottom of the jar.
Now put in a layer of sand and sprinkle
over it a small quantity of slaked lime,
mixed with pulverized alum. Continue this
procedure until the jar has been filled within
two inches of the top. Then pour enough
water thru the filter to wash it out well,
drawing it off with the siphon. Next prepare a gallon of colored water by dissolving a little of some soluble dyestuff, as alizarin or magenta, in it. Pour this thru the
filter and you will find that the color has
been completely removed. This makes a
very striking demonstration.
Another Method of Removing Color:
Set up a distilling apparatus similar to
that used in the distillation of alcohol and
place in the boiling flask a dilute solution
of copper sulfate. Upon distilling this the Pouring a Sample of Exceedingly Hard WaPreparing a Sample of Temporarily Hard
deep blue copper sulfate will be left be- ter Thru a Permutil Filter. It Comes Out
Water by Passing Carbon Dioxid Gas from
a Kipp Generator Into Limewater.
With Zero Hardness.
hind and the water will come over pure and
is the universal solvent.
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Fig. 1. Aluminum Hydroxid and a Solution
of Logwood Demonstrates the Formation of
The Coloring Matter in the
a Dye "Lake ".
Latter Solution Falls to the Bottom.

effects of hard'water is its soap consuming
power. Therefore we make use of a soap
solution in testing for hardness.
Testing for Hardness: First obtain some
good liquid soap, as free from color as possible. Formerly an alcoholic solution of
soap was used in these tests but a good
quality of liquid soap will serve our purpose
dust as well. Obtain a dropping bottle, or
make one by cutting a small notch in each
side of a cork stopper and fit it into a small
bottle: From such a bottle the soap may
be poured in drops.

The softest water possible to obtain is
distilled water. To learn the effect of soap
upon such water, fill a test tube two-thirds
full of it and pour in a few drops of the
liquid soap. Note that no cloudiness appears and upon closing with a stopper and
shaking a copious suds at once forms and
does not disappear with standing. The
suds are permanent. This is the test for
soft water.
To learn the test for hard water add one
or two cubic centimeters of a solution of
calcium chlorid to half a test tube of distilled water and add soap. Note that a
cloudiness at once appears and that large
pieces of white precipitate separate out.
Upon shaking no suds are formed. There
may be froth and bubbles but no suds.
This is typical of hard water, but of course
no natural water is as hard as this sample.
The white precipitate is insoluble calcium
soap, useless as a cleanser, and which behaves as so much dirt. Not until all of the
calcium salts in solution have been precipitated as calcium soap, can the cleansing
action of the soap become effective. That is,
the soap must soften the water and this is
an expensive process.
Temporary Hardness: There are two
kinds of hardness-temporary and permanent. One may be removed by boiling while
the other requires the addition of some
chemical, or distillation.
Prepare a sample of temporarily hard
water by passing carbon dioxid gas into
limewater for several minutes. (The carbon

dioxid may be generated by the action of
hydrochloric acid upon pieces of marble in
an ordinary hydrogen generator) see Fig. 3.
At first you will observe the formation of
a white precipitate of calcium carbonat, but
this very quickly disappears and a clear
solution of calcium bicarbonat results. Divide the solution into three parts. To one
add soap and note the formation of a pre cipitate and the absence of suds. Heat the
second portion gently and at the same time
hold over the mouth of the test tube a glass
rod having on the end a drop of limewater.
Note that the limewater becomes turbid,
showing that carbon dioxid escapes. Then
boil the contents of the tube and a white
precipitate is formed. This is calcium carbonat. Filter off this precipitate and test
the filtrate with soap. You will find that
the water is very nearly as soft as distilled
water. Because such hardness can be removed by boiling, it is called temporary.
In nature water always contains carbon
dioxid and if it flows over limestone rocks,
the limestone dissolves, forming calcium
bicarbonat, held in solution by the excess of
carbon dioxid. When this water is boiled
in a tea kettle, the normal carbonat is precipitated and, since the calcium is removed
from solution, the water is softened. Magnesium carbonat also behaves in the same
way and is a cause of hardness.
Remove from the inside of a tea or water

Fig. 3. Preparing Temporarily Hard Water
By Passing Carbon Dioxid Into Limewater.

softened in the household. See Fig. 4.
Heat the other portion of the hard water
to boiling and note that a precipitate forms.
Filter and test for hardness. The water
will still be found hard, altho, owing to the
fact that calcium sulfate is less soluble in
hot water than in cold, some of the sulfate
is thrown out of solution. This is a second
very common cause of boiler scale.
A New Method of Removing Hardness:
In recent years a unique and exceedingly
efficient process of softening water for use
in textile mills, private homes and wherever
soft water is a necessity, has been placed
Sand.. sÁ ked
upon the market. Large filters containing
'him as /um
an artificially prepared sodium aluminum
silicate are employed, and the water comes
from them with absolutely zero hardness.
The substance is called Permutit and the
ñ/tepooer company handling it doubtless would be
glad to give you a sample for experimental
mre gauze
purposes. In using it, first prepare a sample of very hard water by adding to ordinary tap water some calcium chlorid soluPinch Calif'
tion. Pour it thru the Permutit filter and
test with soap. The water will be found to
have been entirely softened. It seems to
IYa/er reservoir
be even softer than distilled water. What
/Huer/ed beakers
happens is this : The calcium ions in the
hard water exchange places with the sodium
ions in the filter, leaving the water soft.
When the filter has become full of calcium
ions and will no longer work, it may be
regenerated by allowing a 10 per cent solution of ordinary salt to stand in it over
Fig. 2. A Sand Filter. Nature Uses a Sim
lar Method of Giving Us Relatively Clean night, followed by washing a few times with
water.
Water for Drinking Purposes.
.

kettle some of the flakes of mineral matter that have been deposited there. Place
them in a test tube and add a little hydrochloric acid. The very vigorous effervescence that results proves the presence of
carbonat precipitated in the foregoing way.
This is a common cause of boiler scale too.
To the third portion of the above solution add a little limewater and note that a
white precipitate of calcium carbonat results. In the industrial use of water, temporary hardness is frequently removed by
the addition of just the right amount of
limewater.
a,sng omixture of
Permanent Hardness: The more impermomenf Amri wafer
portant kind of hardness and the most
one sod/on eardowte
so/ufion
troublesome, because the most difficult to
remove, is permanent hardness. This is
due to the presence in water of calcium
and magnesium sulfates and chlorides.
f//eriny off
Iiifoe0/erO
Shake a little of Plaster of Paris (calfoie
cium sulfate) in a test tube two- thirds
full of water. Filter it and make the soap
test. You will find it very hard. Now prepare another test tube of hard water in the
Soft
same way. Divide, into two portions. To
valer
one add a fairly strong solution of sodium
carbonat- ordinary washing soda -and heat
gently to nearly boiling. Filter off the precipitate that forms and test the filtrate with
___
EEC
soap. You will find that the water has been
This is the
Fig. 4. Removing Permanent Hardness with almost entirely softened.
method by which water is most frequently
Sodium Carbonat Solution.

TESTING TAP WATER.

To test tap water, or any other water,
for hardness it is best to use a large sized
test tube and measure out exactly 50 cc. of

the sample. Then add soap drop by drop
with shaking until a permanent suds results, counting the number of drops as you
do so. Note, too, whether a cloudiness
(Continued on page 197)
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a

Flame Test for Potassium. The
Fig. 5.
Flame is Viewed Thru a Piece of Cobalt
Glass. A Sodium Test Is Made In a Similar
Manner, But No Glass is Used.
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Have Often Seen Photographs,
We,
of the
Wonderful
"Hughes'
Balance" for Locating
Buried Treasures, Metal Pipes, etc.
But None of Them Gave Very Much
Detail. The Author Has Happily In
This Article, Presented Us with a
Clear Description of an Apparatus
Which He Has Actually and Successfully Built. Photo at Left and
Center Show the Coils Extended and
Also Folded Up.
We

Batteries and Interrupter as
as the Balancing Resistances
and Inductances Are Contained In
The

well

Haven't

is another one of those buried
metal locaters which have been
described in the ELECTRICAL ExPERIMENTER from time to time, this
particular device however being
designed to locate a buried treasure supposed to be resting peacefully somewhere
in an island in Florida. Some months ago
an advertisement appeared in the classified columns of the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER asking for a mechanical or electrical device for locating a buried treasure.
The writer answered this and the very
sensitive piece of apparatus shown in the
accompanying illustrations is the result.
In the past there have been many fake
inventions for this purpose, but when prest
for their principle of operation, their inventors would always say, "I can't tell why
it works, but it does !" Unlike these, however, this instrument operates on sound,
basic principles of electricity and its theory
is in keeping with the latest principles of
electrical engineering; nothing mysterious,
magical or supernatural about it.
There are two large coils about two feet
in diameter wound with copper wire and
both coils are identical. These coils are
connected in parallel, but each one is in
series with a primary winding of a differential current transformer, the secondary
of which goes to the telephone receivers.
This is shown in the rear view of the instrument board. There is a buzzer which

I

-.

the Small Portable Cabinet.
Any
Metal Object Which Unbalances the
Inductive Effect Between the Two
Large Coils, Is Caused to Announce
Its Presence Thru the Sensitive
Telephone Receivers Worn Over the
Ears. The Battery Current Is Cut
In and Out of the Circuit by Means
of the Pear Push Button, Which
the Operator Is Shown Holding, in
the Left -hand Photograph.

has two heavy silver contacts and these
open and close the main circuit. As will be
seen from the diagram of connections, there
is a small rheostat for accurately balancing the ohmic resistance of the two coils,
and two adjustable inductances for balancing the inductance. The main current is

supplied by dry batteries located in the
bottom of the instrument box. When the
currents are equal in both coils, the two
primary windings "buck" each other exactly
and no sound is heard in the receivers;
but the least unbalancing, as might be produced by any metal coming under the influence of either coil, will produce a sound.
Buzzer,
fztroewlhxl
One winding alone will produce 1200 volts
on an open circuited secondary so to
balance out the sound, 1200 volts must be
"bucked" against 1,200 volts until no sound
is heard in the receivers. From this it will
Srrilch
be realized what an infinitesimal change in
the field of either coil is required to produce
an audible buzzing in the receivers.
To locate any buried metal, the outfit is
merely carried along very closely to the
ground, the user listening intently for any
sound which denotes the proximity of
buried metal.
The apparatus is so sensitive that even a
small screw driver placed in one coil will
give a sound. From actual tests, it will detect a quart of metal washers one foot
underground; a 2 -quart can at
feet, and
a block of iron about a foot square, it will
locate five feet underground.
From this it will readily be seen that
Diagram Showing the Connections of the Captain Kidd's dead men sitting on the
Electric Treasure Locating Apparatus, De- chest of gold may well rattle their bones in
scribed By Mr. Todd. This Apparatus Was fear,
as they will no longer be safe from
Actually Built and Proved Very Successful,
Locating a One Foot Square Block of Iron, detection once the services of electricity are
Five Feet Underground.
enlisted in the search.

l/
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SOURCE of electric current of low tact with the shank forms the other termivoltage but fairly high amperage, nal. Use heavy flexible cord, preferably
such as supplied by a small step - asbestos wrapt, to connect the copper to
down transformer or a starting or the source of supply. The wire will quickly
lighting storage battery may be become red hot and heat the copper; one
put to good use in operating soldering an inch in diameter and about three inches
"irons" of simple and rugged as well as long will heat enough to run solder at the
cheap construction; other heating devices point in three minutes, using an E.M.F. of
would be equally practicable but will not ten volts and about twenty amperes. A
be discust here. So many articles have ap- layer of asbestos around the outside of the
peared describing the construction of small coil will conserve the heat and a brass tube
transformers that it seems hardly worth slipt over the whole will protect it from
while to bring up the subject again; it need mechanical injury.
only be said that the building of such a
Fig. 2 shows an experimental appliance
piece of apparatus is not at all difficult and built up from brass pipe or tube hammered
when completed it may be put to a wide out to a chisel point; this is good for practivariety of work. For soldering, one of cal use as well, and is very easily made. A.
about 200 or 300 watts capacity would be short half inch carbon electrode is bevelled
plenty large enough; for a resistance heater off and driven into the point, inside the
unit 10 volts is enough and for an arc tube; it is then packed with granulated
heater about forty. As the resistance types carbon and asbestos to hold it in place. A
are the most easily managed they will be longer carbon electrode fits into the open
described more fully, though the arc type end of the tube and is insulated from it
is interesting to experiment with or to use with a wrapping of asbestos. One brass
where a large amount of heat is required. clip secures the tube to its handle, a piece
The simplest contrivance is to adapt a of one -quarter -inch pipe in the illustration,
regular soldering copper as shown in Fig. and also acts as a terminal. The other
1. Take about sixteen inches of iron tele- terminal is a clip around the outer end of
phone wire, No. 12 gage, drill a hole near the long carbon. A third clip, insulated
the point end of the body of the copper from the handle by asbestos, holds an adand drive in the end of the wire. Then justing screw. A small peep hole drilled
cement a layer of sheet asbestos around the
body and wind the wire over this, securing thru the side of the tube is necessary to
the other end in a brass clip bolted to the observe what is going on inside.
This device may be used either as an arc
shaft of the tool but insulated from it with
an asbestos sheet. A similar clip in con- heater, or with the electrodes prest to-

gether, as a resistance unit. A small arc
at 30 to 40 volts requires but little regulation and the carbons burn slowly; the
proximity of the arc to the point of the
copper causes it to heat quickly ; 45 seconds, on the average, will run solder. At
10 volts, with the electrodes prest together,
the ends at the point of contact quickly become red hot and the copper heats sufficiently in less than a minute.
In Fig. 3 is shown a small soldering "copper" intended for light and delicate work,
the point being half -inch square brass. This
also is of simple construction; a three eighths brass or copper tube screws into
the body and a quarter inch brass rod slips
into this, being frictionally held with asbestos wrapping. One form of heating unit
could be an inch or two of iron wire, but
a carbon unit about five -sixteenths inch in
diameter, made by filing or grinding down
a flashlight cell carbon, gives as much heat
and uses less current. The carbon rod
should be from 134 to 2 inches long and
wrapt in thin asbestos, or preferably mica,
to insulate it from the tube. Ten volts
and 15 to 20 amperes will cause the carbon
to become red hot, and the point will run
solder in two minutes from cold. A medium
sized pencil lead of about the same length
grows white hot immediately and heats the
point in less than one minute, but such a
resistor is fragile and easily broken. It
would, however, be suitable for an extremely small soldering point. A slight dif(Continued on page 235)
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Several Practical and New Ideas Are Here Illustrated in the Realm of "Soldering Irons." Low Voltage Irons of the Arc and Resistance
Type Are Described by the Author, as Will Be seen from the Illustrations. Electric Irons Are Gradually Superseding the Gas - Heated
Types, in Both Experimental and Commercial Repair Shops.
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HERE is a work bench that is large
and yet does not take up much
space. The tool drawers, instead
of being deep and small, are large shallow

Co

R. `ciULL11H

No. of

Thick Pieces Width ness Length
Name
4
4"
4"
31' Legs
4
4
2
48
Side Rails
4
2
30
End Rails
4

3

1

1

No.

1

3

I
2

2

1

1

22
22
44

2

4

2

10

2
3

3

2
1

Detail

9

drawer runners
and guides

/B

\

_
l
,
, \l\
cz

\\\

5'

42x20"

5/16"
-

long for

8
7

24

top

length according to con-

struction, but
abopt 6" long
is about right.
Drawer Handles
Pieces of '/"
Laminated

4

'

Top

Laminated Wood
end Panels
Laminated Wood
Back Panels
Lag Bolts 2%"
long for top
Lag Bolts 3"

18
19

to frame
Carriage Bolts,

5/16"

8

',
Ì"t' __
n.

2"

4 5/16"
16

,'\

12"

22x20"

Drawer Guides
Drawer Guides
Fillers between
drawers
Fillers between
small drawers

Wood,

'lll

42 "x
26" for drawer bottoms.

The above dimensions are approximate,
that is % to %" waste, except rails and
b4\v
legs. 1" lumber means 34" or %" stock.
Fi
Cornea Ogre orbu/I
All- tool drawers and small drawers are
De/a// á
fig.S
full size of bench. Bolts are used, as they
.bwer d
are cheaper and preferable to lag bolts.
CONSTRUCTION-The legs are cut
for lap joints for rails and the notches
1
are cut nearly thru, except for about oneeighth of an inch for finish. These notches
take the guide rails and filler strips as per
Fig. 4
2
Fig. 4 (6 and 8 of Fig).
The top is cleated together with three
2" x 4" pieces, lagged on from under side,
Full Details are Here Given for Constructing a Substantial Experimental Work Bench, Fitted one lag bolt to a piece. The two end cleats
with Drawers and Two Lower Compartments for Holding Small Tools, Drills, etc.
should fit snugly between end rails, then
lag bolts -are placed thru rails into cleats.
1
3
40
Drawer Fronts
4
trays that keep the tools where they beWhen bench is finished it should be
2
7
19
Drawer Fronts
5
long, rather than piled a foot deep. At
2
4
Drawer Fronts
40
10 given two coats of hot linseed oil.
first inspection, it may look rather wide
2
4
40
Drawer Backs
11
NOTE: Care should be used in heating
2
7
19
Drawer Backs
12 this; set
and not very long, but after working on
vessel containing oil into pan over
1
3
40
Drawer Backs
13
one, you will like it much better than a
26
Drawer Sides
14 water and keep bottom of oil container off
long narrow bench.
4
Drawer Sides
4
i
26'
15 pan by using a small block.
It is better
26
Drawer Sides
16 to heat out -of- doors,
The writer has used one this same size,
for a very hot flàme
2
1
22
Fillers between
3
under a large switch board and found no
is produced from burnìñ - Iinseed oil. Two
end legs o n
difficulty in reaching the switches. It gives
floor
17 coats well soaked in makes a good finish,
plenty of room in back to place material
2
Fillers between
3
1
32
and the surplus should be well rubbed off.
side legs on
or apparatus on, and still leaves space
Before bench is used a heavy angle iron,
floor
19
enough in front to work on. The mathe length of the bench, should be set in
10
Drawer Runners
30
terials needed are as follows
2
1
Drawer Runners
30
9 flush with top to protect edge.
\,
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It sometimes happens that one suddenly
finds himself without that all- necessary
dark room article
ruby light. The usual
way out of such a predicament is to wait
until one may be purchased, or, if fortune
smiles, to borrow one from your neighbor.
But recently I found that no nearby
friend or relative possest such a thing, and
being in dire need of a dark room light at
once, I set about to meet the situation.
Securing an old tomato can, I melted off

-a

I'--
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Can Ruby Light

the rough open edge, and then cutting an
oPening in one side, the entire length, I
bent the vertical edges to form a groove,
after cutting away a small arc of the top,
as shown in Fig. 2. I took care to see that
this opening was just wide enough to accommodate a four by five plate, and when
fitted, it slid snugly in the grooves at either
side of the opening.
The glass, Fig. 3, was cleaned with alcohol, or hot water. In this instance I used

a length of the red paper which comes in
film rolls, and after wetting it, prest it

against the surface of the glass. It adhered nicely.
All that was then left to do was to procure a small lamp (one_ out of my small
brother's magic lantern) and "go to it."
I later found that a solution of the red
transparent water color, or even red ink, if
several coats are applied, will work nicely
for the ruby glass.
Long ago 1 purchased
a real light, but this one
works so well that I
have bought a ruby glass
to fit it, and often use
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Here's How

to

Make

a

First Class Photographic

Ruby Lamp Out of a Discarded Tomato Can. The
Best Ruby Lamps Contain Two Glasses -One
Orange and the Other

II

Red.
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it in place of the other
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Contributed by
DALE R. VAN HORN.
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By HAROLD F. IMCHARD5fl M. A.
1.

AN ALPHA PARTICLE SIGNS

ITS NAME.

Tw® °UnusaaaY

i ents

EmpeicIl í1
WHEN Henri Becquerel drew the
curtain from a hitherto unknown
corner of Nature, and forced the record its arrival with pen and ink on paper.
world to admit that the Atoms of
HOW THE AUDION IS USED.
Radium are constantly exploding,
Mr.
H.
Winfield Secor has given, in the
the
he caused science more trouble than all
Huckleberry Finn's had made for the psy- February issue of the ELECTRICAL Exchologists in a dozen decades. Up to that PERIMENTER, a comprehensive account of
Radium

H/gh

%////H///1//////////H//

producing on the revolving drum. It is
very important to ensure that the electrical
charge carried by the ions is not allowed to
build up continuously on the needle, for, in
that case, there would be a steady current
flowing thru the audion, and the recording
pen would be unable to oscillate so as to
produce a separate nick for each alpha
particle that enters the ionization chamber. For this purpose the needle is shunted
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Fig. 1. Automatic Registration of Individual Alpha Particles Shot
from Radium. The Audion Amplifies the Ionization Current, and
Each Alpha Ray Records Its Arrival with Pen and Ink On Paper.

time the scientists had needed to deal only
with self-respecting Molecules and Atoms,
but now they found that a thimbleful of
radium was shooting out high -velocity
projectiles of sub- atomic matter in such
numbers, that if each one were a dollar, a
few seconds would suffice to pay the national debts of all the governments of the
It was quite evident that an atom
world
couldn't explode unless it were composed of
parts, so it became necessary to take account of the parts of an atom, and that
is where the whole trouble started. That
was the beginning of the Electron theory,
and everyone who has followed the course
of science during the last twenty years,
knows that it has been necessary to reconstruct almost completely the theories of
electricity, magnetism, heat, light and radiation. Even the foundations of classical
mechanics have been swayed and remolded
under the pressure of this flood of new
ideas. But just as a giant may not realize
the extent of his own strength until somebody kicks him on the shins, just so science
needed the urge of these baffling new
phenomena, and the amazing practical
developments of wireless, radio-telephony,
radioactivity, electrical amplification and
X -rays stand as an immortal monument
to what science can do when it is troubled with a new idea. Multitudes of
excessively ingenious and delicate experiments in the research laboratory make possible these practical advances, and it is one
of the most beautiful of these experiments
that I wish to describe now. A single
piece of
alpha particle shot from radium
matter so small that one thousand billion
particles like it would have to be collected
at one spot in order to make a speck visible
to the eye -this lone alpha particle is made to
!
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Fig. 2. A "Speedometer" for the Ions Produced In Gases By
X -rays. The Apparatus Starts and Stops the Experiment In the
Space of Seven- Thousandths of a Second, and Tells How Fast the
Ions Traveled In the Meantime.

the possibilities of that versatile instrument, the Amplifying Audion. Recently
Kovarik has put the Audion to a new use,
and by this means was able to effect the
automatic registration of a single alpha
particle. The apparatus employed in this
experiment is fully diagrammed in Figure
1. The alpha particles from the radium
enter the brass ionization vessel thru a
small opening. The brass chamber is kept
charged to 2,000 volts by a battery of storage cells, and the insulated metal needle
suipported centrally inside the vessel is
charged to 80 volts. Thus there is a strong
electric field inside the vessel, and when the
alpha rays break up the molecules of air
into positive and negative ions, the positive
ions are driven to the needle, and add their
charge to it. The electric force on the
ions is so strong, due to the high voltage
used, that they move fast enough to produce many other ions by collision with
molecules of air that have not been directly
affected by the rays. Thus the electric
effect due to a single alpha particle is
enormously magnified. This is the first
amplification. The needle that receives the
charge from the ions is connected thru an
insulated battery to the grid of an audion
amplifier. The voltages on the grid and the
plate of the audion are adjusted so that no
appreciable current flows between them,
when no alpha particles enter the ionization chamber. However, as soon as the
voltage of the needle is raised by the ions,
an amplified current flows in the plate -grid
circuit, and this current passes to earth thru
a sensitive electro- magnetic relay, as shown
in the illustration. This closes the circuit
in the magnet of the recording device, and
the pen attached to the armature makes a
distinct nick in the ink-trace which it is
171

to ground thru a high resistance of one million ohms. A stroke of india ink on paper
makes a convenient resistance. This resistance is so high that the charge communicated to the needle by the ions due to
a single alpha particle does not leak off to
earth immediately, but remains long enough
to actuate the relay and thus produce a
"kick" of the pen. It then leaks to ground,
and the pen is ready to receive the impulse of the next alpha particle. By this
means many hundreds of alpha rays may be
automatically recorded in one minute,
whereas in the method of counting the
particles by the sparks which they produce on zinc -sulfide, only about fifty can be

recorded per minute, and this registration is
not automatic, but very laborious and trying.
It is interesting to trace the amplifications to which the current due to a single
alpha ray is subjected. The first augmentation occurs in the ionization vessel itself,
where the ions directly due to the particle
produce many others by their collisions
with air molecules. This increase of energy
takes place at the expense of the electric
field between the needle and the walls of
the vessels. The second amplification is
produced by the Audion, and the third by
the sensitive relay, which brings into action
the energy of the batteries connected to the
recording device.
Thus the alpha particle acts merely as a
trigger to set off the whole train of actions,
just as the electric spark causes a mixture
of hydrogen and oxygen to explode. There
seems to be no limit to the magnitude of
the actions which an alpha particle could
be made to start. The electro-magnet that
operates the writing pen might just as well
be used as a relay to operate the elevator in
(Continued on page 199)
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8-.GEARING AND VARIABLE

of the large wheel multiplied by the factor ruple pitch, that is, having a pitch equal to
10 gives the speed in RP.M. of the smaller the pitch of four teeth on the worm gear,
gear. Also, if we wish to find the speed of then the gear wheel will rotate a distance
THE machinist who does much elec- the large gear, when the number of teeth equivalent to the pitch of four teeth.
trical work will sooner or later find and R.P.M. of the small wheel are known,
that he has to be familiar to quite a then we divide the R.P.M. of the small gear
FRICTION GEARING.
fine degree with the various me- by the tooth ratio factor -in this case 10,
chanical and also electrical features which gives the relative speed of the larger
Friction gearing has been adopted at vaof speed control. The majority of electrical gear wheel, which in this example is one - rious times for certain forms of drives
machine and millwright work today is con- tenth the speed of the smaller wheel.
where other gearing was not desirable.
nected with motor installations, and pracGears for use on electric motor drives are
In shop work, especially in the mechanfrequently made of cast -iron and sometimes
of steel, but where too much noise is occasioned by such a drive considerable vibraroW me eenaaptin/,an.nn
tion and noise are markedly reduced by
reverses /h
e;recJ/on
putting a rawhide or fiber pinion on the
motor. The rawhide gears are usually made
with brass flanges on either side, between
aaroekpia
which the hide discs are tightly riveted.
and .s/fro/7
In making such gears, the brass and rawx
hide discs are firmly riveted or bolted together, and form a blank drum or cylinder,
and this blank is then placed in the milling Nt'rm Star Drive
Ar/0.05pm'Melana»r
or gear cutting machine and the teeth
4fiter6 2rs
Spur6ears
-0milled
out.
fig.t
-B-AIn emergency, it has often happened that Worm Gear and Friction Drive. The Worm
Gear
Advances
One Tooth for Each RevoluTypical Spur and Miter Gear Drives. With gears have been cut out or rather milled
Gear Drives There Is No Slippage, the Two out in the lathe, fastening the gear blank tion of the Worm. The friction Drive Usually
Has Leather Faced Pulleys In Contact, the
Shafts Being Locked Together or Synchro- rigidly to the carriage, and
with a little care Speed Varying With the Position of the
nized, Owing to the Interlocking Teeth. The
Pinion.
Speeds Are Proportional to the Number of the teeth can be milled out by placing a
Teeth On Each Gear.
regular gear cutter on a mandrel mounted
between the lathe centers and driven with a ical laboratory, friction
drives have many
in the usual way. The spacing of the excellent features
tically all large factories are electrically dog
to commend them. The
teeth
should,
of
course,
be
accurately
writer recollects one mechanical laboratory
motor -driven at the present time.
out on the edge of the gear blank with which he was
In the present article we shall consider marked
connected, where this
before
to
starting
cut
the
teeth.
form of drive served its purpose perfectly.
some of the features involved in various
At
Fig.
1 -B a miter gear is shown.
This
types of gear, friction and belt transmis- is familiar to practically everyone
Referring to Fig. 2, we will take a closer
sion, which we started to discuss in the serves the purpose of accurately drivingand
or look at this particular friction drive, but
last paper.
inter -connecting two shafts which happen to before leaving the elemental type of pure
be placed at right angles. Miter gears may friction drive illustrated at Fig. 1 -D let us
VARIOUS TYPES OF GEARING.
each have the same number of teeth or each see how the speed is changed by this means.
Different forms of gear drive are illus- may have a different number of teeth. If It is usually found the best practise to have
trated at Figs. 1 -A to 1 -D. The commonest the number of teeth on each gear is the the surface of the large disc X -1 covered
form of gear drive between two shafts util- same, then the speed of both shafts will be with leather, but fiber and rubber and finizes what are known as "spur" gears, shown alike. If otherwise, then the speed of the ished iron have also been used. The small
shafts will be related according to the ratio pinion X can also be covered with leather,
at Fig. 1 -A.
but is sometimes covered with fiber or rawTo design or determine correctly the between the respective number of teeth on hide,
and in some cases rubber has been
as previously explained for the speed
proper width of spur gears to transmit any each,
used for the facing.
gears.
of
spur
reference
horse
-power,
of
given amount
Miter gears are often improperly called
The shaft X -2 is made movable or else the
should be made to machine design manuals bevel gears. A miter gear can always be
wherein the usual rules are there given. told by placing a steel square or miter on pinion has a keyway so as to permit the
Some of these books contain tables showing the teeth, which will form an angle of 45 pinion sliding along the shaft under the
the various widths of gears to transmit degrees with the shaft on which it is action of a shifting device, a steel feather
definite amounts of horse -power at any mounted. Beveled gears may have the two or key in the shaft, insuring a positive drive
given speed. The higher the speed of a respective shafts on which they are mounted between the pinion and the shaft at all times.
As the smaller wheel is moved toward the
gear, pulley or belt, the more horse -power at different angles, but in general they recan be transmitted, other things being semble miter gears, excepting that they may outer perifery or increasing diameter of the
equal, and the slower the speed of these be of different angular pitch with respect large disc, the speed of the small disc and
the shafts, etc.
its shaft X -2 is increased proportionately.
moving parts, the less the horse -power that toAt
Fig. 1 -C a worm gear drive is shown. As the small disc is
moved toward the cencan be transmitted.
The worm gear is extensively used, espeOne of the most important things to know cially where a smooth slow motion is re- ter, the speed reduces, and if it is moved
about gears in any case, is, of course, the quired. This form of drive permits the past the center then its direction of rotarelative speeds of two or more gear wheels motor, for example, to run at fairly slow tion is reversed.
This form of drive was tried a few years
meshing together. We have seen in article speed, depending upon the number of teeth
No. 7 in the May number how the relative upon the wheel. The speed of the worm ago in the Winton touring car, anfl has
been very extensively used in several small
speeds of two belt pulleys are calculated. gear drive is figured as follows
a single pitch worm, each revolution light
cars, including the Metz runFor tooth gearing such as we have here, of For
the worm, which is usually mounted on about weight
and the Metz touring car, at the presthe relative speeds of two gears, for exam- the motor shaft, will cause the worm wheel
ple, vary directly as the number of teeth in to advance one tooth. Thus, if the worm ent time. In any case, ordinary care and
each gear.
gear has 100 teeth on it, one revolution of inspection should be made of such friction
Thus, suppose we have a large gear or the worm on the motor shaft would cause drives to see that the surfaces have not bedriver with 100 teeth meshing with a small the wheel to rotate one one -hundredth of come unduly cut or worn, or low spots developt, which would cause an unevenness in
gear or pinion having but 10 teeth. The its perifery, or one tooth.
In other words, every time the worm on the driving speed.
speed of the driven or smaller gear is then
The small friction wheel is in some cases
found by dividing the number of teeth in the motor shaft makes 100 revolutions the
the larger, by 10 or the number of teeth on worm gear would make but one revolution. mounted so close to the large disc X -1 that
the worm is made of double pitch, then it will be -held sufficiently tight against it,
the small wheel, and in this case the multi- If
for each revolution it makes the worm gear to drive properly;
plying factor for the speed ratio is 100 _ 10 will
in other cases, the shaft
be advanced the pitch of two teeth, and
or 10. Thus for every revolution of the if the worm is made of triple pitch, then carrying the small pinion is held against
large gear we see that the small wheel will the gear will rotate the pitch of three teeth. the large disc by springs or other means.
make 10 revolutions; or the speed in R.P.M.
(To be Continued)
Or again, if the worm is made of quad-
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters
accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material,
and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to towards
the Editors of
department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded.
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best ideathis
a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make
the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet.
Make sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

ELECTRIC PIGEON RACE
RECORDER.

A SIMPLE SHOCKING DYNAMO.
This simple shocking dynamo is easy to
construct and costs almost nothing, except
the wire and some sheet copper. The armature is made by driving a ten -penny nail
in each end of a broom handle 7" long.
On this is nailed two tin boxes on opposite
sides, each 3" x %" x % ", filling them
with small iron
wire about %"
long, or iron

AUTOMATIC TRIP FOR BATTERY
SWITCHBOARD.

I have used this device for some time,
and it has given very satisfactory results.
When the pigeon comes in, the time is
marked on the clock -face, thus avoiding the
trouble of watching the pigeon loft all day.
The sketch herewith illustrates how the

I have an automatic brake on my engine that runs the battery charging dynamo.
The lamp A, is directly in series with the
dynamo thru the electro- magnet B. When
the brake shuts off the spark for the engine
and the current dies down, the magnet is

filings (see
illust r a t ion).
Next cut two
strips of copper
1" wide, long
enough to reach
around the
wood and leave
two spaces
wide where the

/"

strips meet.

Cut the strips
as shown in
figure, so the
Ax/se sW
timing can be
varied by moving the brushes
Coi/ on Hont
4dry te//s
sidewise. Tack
warts aTolo'c%cR
HII
A
these strips on
Lt
and wind on
Pigeon Races Are Becoming More Popular Every Day. Here's an
the tin boxes
Electric Pigeon Race Recorder Which Will H elp to Keep Track of the
about
lb. of
"Homers."
No. 22 insulated
device works. Pigeon flying on platform magnet wire, connect and wind the wire
No. 1, goes thru the hole, and his weight as shown in the top view of the dynamo.
presses down spring, which is made from
Fasten three or four U- shaped steel mag1/32 x 1/2 'brass, and closes circuit, causing nets over the tin box part of the armature.
marker coil (A) to release marker, and
Contributed by
mark correct time on face of clock, which
ARMAND MOTSINGER.
is made of card- board. It also rings single
stroke bell at the same time, telling you
how many pigeons pass thru the hole.
Contributed by
M. C. KUHN.

/

Clever Wrinkle for Battery Charging
Switchboards. The Magnet Trips the Switch
When the Engine Stops, Closing the Battery
A

on the Lamp

Circuit.

no longer strong enough to hold the switch
C. which has a spring tending to disconnect
it.
The switch B is for the battery charging
circuit and when it falls, tripping switch
D the battery supplies the current thru the
lower part of D.
Contributed by
HENRY KLAUS.

UNIVERSAL WINDING JIG.
In making this jig drill the holes for the
nails about 10% undersize, and the form
will be securely held at all positions, consequently giving any width. By drilling

WATERPROOF FLOOR LEAD FOR
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
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Those Troublesome Floor Wires- Here's How
to Effectually Insulate Them, So That Even

A Universal Winding Jig of This Type Will
Greatly Facilitate Coll Building.

Water Won't Phase 'Em.

To overcome dampness slip an eight
or ten -inch length of soft rubber tubing
over the wires and fasten as shown in the
illustration. The tube effectively protects
the wires from water and abrasion, any
water getting down alongside the tube
dripping off the loop.
A Shocking Dynamo with
Contributed by THOS. W. BENSON.
ture.
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other holes, different sizes and shapes caa
be wound on the same jig. No taper is
necessary; just draw out the nails. The
big advantage with this jig is that, coils can
be wound without waxing. Put on the tie
wire (A), remove the side, put on ties (B)
a Wooden

Arma-

and pull out nails. Now the coil can be
taped, removing the tie wires of course.
Contributed by
H. V. PFEIFFER.

Electrical Experimenter for June, 1920
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AN INTERMITTENT CIRCUIT

HOW TO MAKE A "SIMPLE"
TESLA COIL.

CLOSER.

This "emergency" Tesla coil, as will be
During some recent tests, it was necesnoted from the accompanying diagram, is sary to start a small motor, run it a few
composed of the "stand up" type loading seconds and stop it again, for a period of
coil and the secondary of an oscillation some hours. The following device was
rigged up and performed this operation
very successfully.
The size of the German silver wire emboding Coi/
ployed depends naturally upon the load to
Sec from osc fronst
be carried, tho it is quite safe to use a numG loss jar
bottom cut ouf
ber 20 wire for the average laboratory
work. The contact lever is made from strip
brass bent as shown, and has a small carbon disk screwed to its extremity. The
lever should have about a ten -to -one ratio
and the wire should be at least three feet
long in order to properly magnify the expansion and contraction. The stationary
contact arm is made of sheet brass, carries
a carbon contact, and is so bent that it
serves at the same time as a support for
the blowout magnet. This electro-magnet
may be operated either from line voltage
or from a six-volt battery. In the latter
case it should be wound with 400 turns of
number 24 S.C.C. magnet wire, using asbestos paper between layers. The spring
was of the variety used to suspend canary
bird cages.
The period of opening and closing can
f.
be regulated within wide limits by adjust.QQQQ9
ing the thumb screws and, if necessary, the
5.C.
blowout magnet voltage.
Contributed by
ERNEST ZADIG.

and F, passing down into their respective
solutions, are the terminals.
If any "radio -bug" should have a yearning desire for a variable high- tension condenser, he should be able to fix up some
sort of pumping device to draw the water
out and pump it back again.
EMIL MYLTING.
Contributed by

1- .--,

A Good High Tension Condenser for Spark
Coils, Tesla and Radio Outfits, Can Be Made
From a Discarded Vacuum Bottle in the
Manner Here Illustrated.

PHONOGRAPH BATTERY LIGHT.

eE

Want

Tesla or Oudin Coli in a Hurry? If
You Have a Discarded Loading Coil Avail
able, the Solution of Your Problem Is Easy
as Shown Above.
a

transformer, both of which are found to
be included in a great many "dead" radio
sets, altho there are some sets which lack
an oscillation transformer. As to the glass
jar, this may, of course, be substituted by
hard rubber, a shellacked paper tube, or if
the outer coil is very large, there need be
no dielectric placed between the coils.
Contributed by ALFRED B. O'HARA.

TABLE MEMO PAD FOR LABORATORY.

While making experiments and doing research work liquids are sometimes spilled
on the formula or memorandum. I have
found the device shown in illustration very
satisfactory. It cannot be misplaced and
fbslsfir súpp/y io b/owoutmoyr,et
may be referred to at any time. The drawing is self -explanatory. The paper is the
This Intermittent "Circuit Closer" Depends
same as that used on cash registers.
for Its Action Upon the Contraction and ExContributed by PHILIPPE A. JUDD.
pansion of a Piece of Resistance Wire Thru
Which Current Is Past. It is Fitted With a
EE

Blow -Out Magnet at the Contacts toReduce

Arcing.

The present device consists of a block of
wood about 4" long, 1%" wide, a small
push- button, a flash -light globe and a small
socket to fit it. The latter is mounted
on the block of wood as shown in the
accompanying sketch. The battery and
wires are concealed inside of the phonograph cabinet and in no way interfere with
the mechanism of the machine.
The object of this device is to cast a
ray of light directly on the reproducer,
thereby enabling the operator to place the
point at the beginning of the record being
played, also prevent scratching.
The push-button was given preference
over the switch for the reason that the
operator would quite likely forget to turn
it off, close the lid of the machine, and
thereby allow the light to burn uselessly.
It is just as simple to start the machine
and press the button as turning the switch
on and off.
The block of wood lies inside the cabinet, and it is not necessary to put a nail
or screw into the cabinet, as the light and
button are mounted on the block of wood.
The device can be used on other machines
in different ways by "doping it out" to suit.
Contributed by
EDWIN KAMUF.

A "THERMOS BOTTLE" H. T. CON-

DENSER.

Procure a vacuum bottle, remove the
metal shell and break the tip A off, holding
it below the surface of a salt -water solution, thus causing the vacuum G to fill with
f/osh/rght
the afore -mentioned solution. A piece of
globe
thick felt D is placed on the bottom of
a glass jar, slightly lower than the vacuum
bottle and about one inch larger in diameSoctet
ter. Now fill both glass jar and vacuum
bottle with salt water, and plunge the
snoft.,
Posh
vacuum bottle upside down into the glass
yl
button
jar. Remove such a quantity of salt water
from the jar so that the level will reach
within one -half inch of the top. Place the
tube C in the position as indicated in the
drawing before filling the space B with a
Wedge
Rod ofpoper
sealing compound. Shake some water out
ide
of the jar (after the compound has cooled),
leaving an air space between the bottom of
An Ideal "Memo Pad" for the Laboratory the sealing compound and the surface of `Another" Electric Light for the Phonograph!
This One is Very Neat in Appearance and
Table. Turn the Knob and a New Writing
it Does Not Mar the Talking Machine.
Surface Is Instantly Presented.
the salt water. The two copper wires E
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KNOBS-MAKING
no attempt being made to remove the sharp HARD RUBBER OWN.
YOUR
edge with a file or flame as is generally
SAVING MONEY.
for safety.
One day I needed some hard rubber
From personal experience, I can say that done in the case of a glass tube
%" thick, and not having any on
about
in
change
the
small
eat
up
the things that
devised the following method to
I
hand
pockBug's
-chemical
the average electrical
needs. I had some old hard rubmy
suit
buying
from
etbook and which prevents him
battery jars on hand, so I cut
storage
ber
himsorely needed apparatus is supplying
flat pieces with a fine saw and
into
them
up
This
self with test bulbs, flasks, fuses, etc.
them in hot water.
washed
thoroly
globes
is where the old burnt out Mazda
I wanted to make some knobs 2" by A ",
"come back "; likewise old worn-out dry
so I cut several squares a little larger than
cells, ad lib, ad infinitum..
the desired knob, while they were hot, with
Presuming that you have on hand a
shears. When they were dry I sanded each

UTILIZING OLD "JUNK"-AND,

blown-out Mazda bulb-any size-take a
file and file the glass where it joins the
base, then gently break it off. File the
support which holds the filament, also, just
below where it flattens out. And there you
are. The detached globe is your flask, the
filament support, after detaching all wires,
Be
makes a small stirring rod, and as for the An Effective Gas Blowpipe Which Can
from Odds and Ends Found
base, break off the glass, separate the wires, Easily Made
Laboratory.
the
About
and loop a small piece of tinfoil over them,
and you have a fuse. Simple, what? (And, The other end is smoothed and serves for
by the ways when you blow out a fuse, connection to an aspirator or bellows supdon't buy another one; just bend a piece plying air by means of a length of indiarubof tinfoil over the outside, so that it touches ber tube.
both contacts, and it is as good as new I)
The blowpipe is fixt upright to the bench
The long, "skinny" kind of globes that by means of a 6- or 8 -inch iron gas tube,
requite
telephone companies use, make
E, having a tap or valve at the other end.
spectable test tubes, and as for the little The gas enters from a tube that passes
battery lamps, just shove them under water, thru the bench top, F, and is regulated by
break off the point with a pair of pinchers, means of the tap. Moving the glass tube,
and the water will .rush in and, presto
D, in or out as required, modifies the charmagnifying glass!
acter of the flame.
H. J. GRAY.
And those old dry cells -how they break
Contributed by
our hearts. Well, split them open carefully, take out the carbon, and use it in
ATRER.MOMETER4
your arc lamp, or make a balanced microSCIENTIFIC SCALE
phone. Save the binding posts, too. Run
the dirty, black stuff in the middle of the
TEMPERATURE-ELECTRIC-ARC,.
5500- -6330
CARIjON VAPORIZES.
3500battery thru water and wash several times,
TSMR ATTAINE0 BY THERMIT
500o- -SS4400
OXY HYDROGEN FLAME.
-SOTS
E600and you have some manganese dioxid (or
OSMIUM MELTS.
-4535
5500peroxid, either) with which to make some
-403T
IRIDIUM MELTS.
2E75HEAT IN BESSEMER FURNACE.
E231- -4000
wet batteries. In a wet battery you can
PLATINUM MELTS.
1710- - 5000
WROUGHT IRON MELTS.
1530- -5731
also use the carbon and zinc. Or if you
WHITE HEAT.
1400- -553E
- 5500 STEEL MELTS.
don't want a wet battery, melt the zinc and
13T1ORANGE RED HEAT.
1500- -5,92
run it into rods, or cut it up and use it for
COPPER MELTS.
1100- -5015
J
PURE GOLD MELTS.
1063- -1951
making hydrogen. And the manganese
CAST IRON(LOWEST) MELTS.
1050- -1955
too.
making
chlorin,
used
be
for
-ITTe
SILVER MELTS.
can
dioxid
9T0HEAT.
RED
Too- -1295 DULL
almost forgot-use the
One more
ALUMINUM MELTS.
157
GCS(ABOUT) COAL IGNITES.
TOE
405sealing wax on the top of the battery for
RED HOT IRON VISIBLE IN DARK.
400T5E.
an
insulator
or
as
MERCURY BOILS.
cases,
604
making instrument
35TLEAD MELTS.
600
316in
it
come
that
will
or any other things
550
GUNPOWDER IGNITES
PJ9eTIN MELTS.
450
EISfellow
"muckers."
for.
That's all,
handy
SULPHUR MELTS.
(%J558
time.
for
this
WATER BOILS.
100SIM
An' that'll be about all
ALCOHOL BOILS.
IT4
cash.
That's the way to save the spare
FUSIBLE ALLOY MELTS.
149
GSBEESWAx MELTS.
145
61When you learn to do those things, you'll
PARAFFIN MELTS.
114
III PHOSPHOROUS MELTS.
44get along with the efficiency manager swim40104
mingly.
100
3TTHUMAN BOOM IN HEALTH
36e9e
FRED C. DAVIS.
Contributed by
95.5
35-
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TEST PAPER.

By dissolving the coloring tablet that
comes with gelatine in one -fourth ounce of
water and spreading this liquid on filter
paper and drying, you have a test paper
that will turn purple in alkalies and back
to pink in acids.
Contributed by EDWARD NEWBURRY.
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WATER FREEZES.
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-343
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-148
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-68

-315

MERCURY FREEZES

GREATEST NATURAL COLD ON CART.

MILE] HIGH)

AIRLIQUIFIES.UNOER NORMAL PRE5500

HYDROGEN LIQUIFIES.

HYDROGEN FREEZES.
-455
-ESTA SIMPLE GAS BLOWPIPE
-436
GREATEST ARTIFICIAL COLD
-560ABSOLUTE ZERO.
-STe- --459
A 34-inch iron T -piece has a 3 -inch
length of brass tube, B, tapt into one end,
and a gland, C, at the other. Thru the
center of this latter, and adequately held by
the packing-or by a perforated cork
length of glass tube, D, a quarter of an inch
inside diameter, is past. It has been found A Ready Reference Thermometer Scale Giv.
better to leave the end of this tube that ng the Critical Points in Temperature,
comes inside B as sharp as it is left by the Above and Below Zero. Cut It Out and
Paste in Your Memo Book.
process of cutting to the required length,
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and dropping several drops on the surface
of the hard rubber and spreading these
with a hot case knife.
The pieces are now built up to the desired thickness by placing the first piece on
a flat surface with the coated side up. Another one is put on, and so on until a little
more than the desired thickness is reached.
The last one should be prest firmly down
on the others, but it does not require any
coating of rubber compound.
Two iron or steel plates one -fourth to
one -half inch thick and somewhat larger
than the hard .rubber pieces are heated to
a temperature that will melt the compound
but not hot enough to injure the hard rullber. The surfaces of the plates should be
as flat and smooth as possible. One is
placed on a hardwood board and the pile of
hard rubber is put on next, then the other
iron plate, both of them being hot. After
putting on another board it is all transfered to a press or vise to put under high
pressure. It should be left until cold,
when upon removal some of the wax will
be found on the edge of the hard rubber,
but after this is scraped away the piece of
rubber will have the appearance of one
solid piece, so well is it cemented together
under the combined pressure and heat.
My method of making knobs is to screw
an inch piece of hardwood to the faceplate of my lathe and turn it down true.
The rubber to be turned is secured to the
face -plate by some of the rubber compound.
The turning should be done carefully and
the rubber may be polished with sandpaper, pumice and water, and rotten stone
and oil. The center hole should be drilled
before removing the knob.
Moderate sized panels may be made with
the sides of large sized rubber jars that
have been assigned to the junk shop heap
at battery service stations. So get chummy
with your local garage men, boys.
LEA M. LAFAVE.
Contributed by

FREEZING A TUMBLER TO A
BLOCK OF WOOD.

MIXTURE SALTS AND ICE
FOUNDING SALLOON(9

piece and gave one side of several pieces
a thin coating of the rubber compound used
to seal storage batteries. This may be
done by heating the compound in a flame

Place a little water on a smooth block of
wood and on it set a tumbler. In the
tumbler place a little ether. Now blow thru
the ether with a glass tube. This will cause
the ether to evaporate very rapidly, thereby
producing a low temperature and freezing
the tumbler to the wood. Pick up the tumbler and the block will cling to it.
This may also be accomplished by placing
a little water in the tumbler instead of ether
and then stirring into it powdered ammonium nitrat. The solution of the nitrat absorbs heat and quickly freezes the tumbler
to the block.
Contributed by FLOYD L. DARROW.
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N announcement of the radio-tele- densers all mounted
upon the same board. being received by aid of the Navy tuners
phone speech by Secretary Daniels
Variometers were connected into one cir- and then amplified
by the Magnavox on the
was looked upon with great favor cuit and a small "Magnavox"
the lion-voiced following day.
by the editors of the Er,acriucni, telephone, also appeared
on
the
table.
InWhile
a "pitched battle" raged beEXPERIMENTER, and immediately
terest centered however, upon a very neat tween thethere,
large and
Magnavoxes-and
reporter was sent to investigate, on the daya and
compact receiving unit, commercially of course the largersmall
one had the decision,
before the pending speech, so that a good known as the United
States
Navy
Standard
even
from
the start.
idea of the apparatus to be employed could and the regular
two -step amplifier. On
The greatest difficulty met with in the
be obtained.
another table and just in the process of be- test was interference.
Invariably signals
Mingling with the crowds at the top of ing made
for a test, was the Magna- would be superimposed upon
others and tunthe tower in the Times Building, we vox, with ready
its
incumbent
bank
of
six
vacuum ing out rendered difficult. This was found
inspected the instruments intended for the tubes for use in
amplification.
so in the test carried out on the followactual work in hand. The room itself about
It was with this Navy set and the Mag- ing day,
when the
25 by 30, was cris -crost by web-like anten- navox that
voice was
the crowd which would natural- actually heard. The Secretary's
Secretary's voice be-

A

Left:

View of Loop Antenna Used to Pick Up Secretary
Daniels' Wireless Telephone Speech Transmitted from the U.
S. S. Pennsylvania. Flagship of the Atlantic Fleet.
Center:
N. Y. Times Radio Station and Small "Magnavox."
Right:
Secretary Daniels Talking to the Crowd in Times Square.

nae and lead -ins, the photograph clearly
shows this. On the table are hosts of instruments which would please any "ether
dabbler" if they were in his own laboratory
instead of littering the tables and shelves
of the radio room of the Times.
Variable condensers of every size and
description, some of them advertised and
some perhaps never heard of, were seen in
the room. On the table in formidable array,
a ten -step audion amplifier, resistance
coupled, and right along side, a three -step
amplifier with the necessary transformers
were in readiness except for the insertion
of a few tubes. No wonderful box of
beautiful design covered them, the sockets
merely being screwed to a pine board and
the resistances, grid leaks and grid con-

Rac}1®
With the cessation of hostilities comes
an explanation of transatlantic radio communication which was perfected during the
war. but could not be described on account of being a military secret. E. F. W.
Alexanderson, of the General Electric
Company, told an audience composed of
members of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers and the Institute of
Radio Engineers recently that the transmitting speed in the future will average
100 words a minute, instead of twenty
words a minute.
It is now a matter of history that radio

ly congregate on the north side of the ing naturally low,
difficulty was some Times Building, were expected to hear the times experienced great
in hearing it, and music
Secretary

speak as he was steaming up the
Hudson River on the deck of the flag -ship,
the U. S. S. "Pennsylvania."
A few steps to the door, and we were on
the roof looking at the aerial, but we found
this quite difficult, as there seemed to be so
many of them-down the sides of the building, across to the flag -pole in three or four
directions, ad infinitum.
The most admiring aspect of it all being a
magnificent loop pivotally- mounted, and
about 14 ft., square, the loop itself having a
double coil of wire on each of its lateral
sides, and truly a work of art, aside from
the fact of its great value. It is from this
that the Secretary's voice was heard, this

by the band on board the battleship, as the

Atlantic Fleet steamed thru the Narrows
on its way here from winter maneuvers at
Guatanamo Bay, Cuba, was very often interrupted by the incessant da -de -da radiotelegraphic signals of the regular radio
stations.
The first effects were received by the
radio station at the Navy plant in Rockaway and relayed directly to the Times
Building over a special wire, the voice was
then intensified by the "Magnavox."
During intermission between signals and
voice the hum of the audions was clearly
heard above the din of the street crowds
and traffic.

KM Words a Minute
was largely used for communication between the United States and its armies in
Europe and that the great war was brought
to a close by negotiations conducted by
radio which led to the armistice. Now we
are ready for an international commerce
of unprecedented scope, but lack adequate
means for communication. By extending
the range of wave lengths down to 10,000
and up to 20,000 meters and following the
same system of intervals there would be
room for about seven more stations or a
total of twelve first -class transmitting stations.

176

He also said that the selectivity for
direction of the waves will multiply by five
the number of stations that may be operated on one wave length ; and that the
selectivity with reference to wave Iength
will be improved so that the wave lengths
of messages will be within 1 per cent. of
each other, instead of 7 per cent., which is
the spacing of the stations at present.
"These prospects, taken in combination,
give us an optimistic picture in which the
possible capacity for transoceanic radio
traffic of the world is 175 times as great as
it is with the practice of today," he said.
.
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THE work of the "Radio Detective"

was often augmented and sometimes
seriously complicated owing to the
fact that some of the cases would
manage to fall into the hands of
newspapers. Particularly was this true
during a certain period of "radio hysteria"
which prevailed in the Spring of 1918.
Here are a few of the glaring headlines
which greeted Mr. and Mrs. Average Amer-
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tem of signaling employed at night, whereby the dots and dashes of the Continental
Morse Code are flasht with an electric
lamp controlled by a Morse key, and it is a
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rather common method employed at sea between vessels for short distances. This
same young man put two and two together
and decided there and then, that the flashes
on the skyscraper were nothing more, or
less, than the clever scheme of alien spies,
enabling them to send military information
to Spanish and Scandinavian vessels lying
at anchor in the Hudson; this information,
of course, to be eventually transmitted by
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Radio Wrinkles.

By H. Winfield Secor

Development in Radio Receivers.

By R. H. G. Mathews

An Experimental Wave -Tester for
Receiving.
By Raymond Evans

A One Hundred Mile Radiophone
and Telegraph Set.

By W. L. Winner

The

"Singer Building

-

Signaling Mystery
Initial Evidence

Seemed On the Face of the
Thoroly Bona Fide -But

.

.

.

and More

BUTS -the Mysterious Flashes Turned Out
To Be Something Entirely Unexpected.

ican in the morning papers while they
blinked over their first cup of coffee:

German Radio Instruments.

By Von R. Wilhelmi

A New Inductance.

By Pierre H. Boucheron

Music by Radio Spark Tones.

By Reverend Georges Desilets

French Application of the Momentous Vacuum Tubes, Part II.
By Capitaine Metz

"German Radio Plant Seized by Government Officials."
"Enemy Radio Station Unearthed."
"Secret. Wireless Discovered in Old
Grist Mill in Catskill Mountains."
"Government Experts Scour Mountains in Search of Radio Outfits."
"Spy Wireless Located on Roof of
New York Skyscraper."
The immediate effect of this "newspaper
publicity" was that many otherwise conservative citizens would at once set the genius
of their own particular imagination at work
and such commonplace things as a clothesline, telephone wire, burglar alarm system,
or a lightning rod would now take the concrete form of a "secret radio plant." This
was particularly so in rural districts, and a
few days after these spurts of journalistic
brilliancy various governmental departments would receive an avalanche of letters
from all parts of the country, describing in
detail and enclosing maps and sketches of
suspected localities. The larger cities, however, were not without their share, and the
following experience is one which caused
a master detective and myself to lose a
perfectly good night's sleep. I have in mind
the case of the Singer Building.
THE SINGER BUILDING SIGNALING
MYSTERY.

An observing young man in Jersey City
was star -gazing one evening or looking at
the Lady in the Moon, I don't know which,
when he happened to glance in the direction of downtown New York. Presently
he was attracted by what seemed to be a
series of short and long flashes at the
very top of the Singer Building tower.
He noted that these flashes seemed to
occur at frequent intervals. Now it happened that this young man had attended
a summer naval camp of some sort where
he had been taught Morse Light Signaling.
This, as some of our ex -Army and Navy
readers know, is nothing more than a sysof this series appeared in the May lane.

radio to enemy countries when the vessels
went to sea or had reached neutral ports.
Incidentally, this same deduction was arrived at by several other persons almost
simultaneously, and in a few days our
office was furnisht with the "makings" of
a typical case.
After due consultation we failed to arrive at a satisfactory explanation for the
flashes, so a special investigator and myself were assigned to the case. That very
night found us on the roof of a structure
close to the Singer Building, from which
we had an excellent view of the various
night lights of New York, as well as of
vessels anchored in the two rivers. During the consultation it had been decided
that such a method of signaling might well
be resorted to by persons unable to reach
closely watched neutral vessels, and it was
therefore a factor worthy of serious consideration. The reports had intimated that
the signals occurred at frequent intervals
during the night, so that shortly after
nightfall found us keeping a careful watch
of the various lights with the aid of two
pairs of excellent German prism binoculars.
Up to 11 P. M. no suspicious flashes had
yet been noted, so, as usual, I began to have
my doubts. Finally the tenseness of the
occasion failed to keep my eyes from
blinking so we decided one would stay on
watch while the other secured "forty
winks." I won the toss of the coin, after
which I retired to a convenient corner of
the roof and finally dozed off. I must have
been asleep an hour or so when I was suddenly awakened by my friend with the exclamations, "Look Look There they are
read them !" I looked in the direction of
the Singer Building and there sure enough
were the flashes, but altho I have had
considerable experience in the dot and
dash line, both oral and visual, I could
make no sense or connection between these
strange dots and dashes. O -ho, I thought,
they are using a code of their own. The
flashes continued for a few minutes and
then finally stopt completely. After this
(Continued on page 203)
.

The "Phantoplex" Circuit As Officially Doped
Out After Months of the Most Gruelling Investigation By Naval and Civilian Electrical
Experts.

.

'Part I

Medical Supplies Were Being Shipt to Mexico
Very Suspiciously At the Start of the War.
Finally An Investigation Of One Of the Packing Cases Verified the Suspicion That "Wireless Apparatus" Were Being Smuggled Into
That Country.

f

Signo /s

heard

!

\Actual
fry.

signals

f

This Code Diagram Shows How, In the
"Phantoplex" the Puzzling Signals Heard On
Another Circuit, Are the "Opposite" of the
Actual Signals Sent. It Looked Like "Spy"
Work, All Right!
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600-Foot

adIlo To weLt LooJ:KIln 5Ryward
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of the great United States naval high -power
radio station at Arlington, which they know
better perhaps as "N. A. A. headquarters
in the East for standard time, twice daily
at 1:00 P. M. and 11:00 P. M.
One of the old jokes in the radio game,
used to be, "How would you like to be a
lineman for the wireless company ?" Of
course, the answer was obvious -for, in
the language of the classics, "there wuz
no such animile!" but when we come to
such wireless stations as that at Arlington
where the gigantic steel towers lift their
heads skyward 600 feet, the man who fills
the job of what we might usually call the.
"lineman," has no sinecure you can bet.
At most high power radio stations where
these steel masts are used to support the
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Looking Skyward Up One of Arlington's
(N.A.A.) Giant Steel Masts, Towering 600
Feet Into the Ether. No Wonder the Messages Fly Across the Atlantic Ocean.
III IIII
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lofty antenna, there is a steel ladder run-
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The accompanying photograph shows a
very remarkable view, looking skyward 600
feet, to the apex of one of the giant masts
of the United States naval radio station at
Arlington, Va. It was from this station
that the major portion of all "radio traffic"
was handled during the World War.
Increasing interest in the Arlington wireless has been recently aroused by the Senate's approval of a joint resolution to operate naval radio stations for commercial
uses. This bill will authorize the Navy to

continue its war-time ship -to-shore radio
message business, and to accept for transmission commercial news messages at tolls
not less than cost. Publishers claim that
unless the navy system is continued it will
be impossible to get news dispatches from
the Far East, Porto Rico and other island
possessions of the United States. Thousands of youthful radio aspirants who have
rigged up little rival radio stations on parental roofs will be greatly interested in
this unusual view of the aerial installation

1I
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ning up the side of the mast, and when
the aerial wires need overhauling or have
been broken by heavy winds, the maintenance gang have to climb these ladders to
the top of the mast. In some cases, instead
of climbing the mast, or up to various positions on the mast where a guide wire or
two may need repair, the men are hauled
to the top in a boatswain's chair, as it is
called, which comprises a small seat or
piece of wood with a rope back, or else a
small seat made from canvas, and sitting in
this, he is hauled rapidly to the top by a
mule, engine, or man -power. A young
lady radio enthusiast once made a trip in
a boatswain's chair to the top of a 400 foot
steel mast at the New Brunswick trans Atlantic station, and described her experience as wonderful
We'll say it was.
She couldn't help it.
!

New WIlre eaa PoIrttabIle 'Phone
The new wireless telephone instrument
shown in the illustration herewith was invented by Mr. F. O. Read. It is said that
this apparatus is so small and compact that
it could be carried in the hand, as it measures 11 inches by 51/2 inches by 4 inches.

The instrument is particularly intended
for the reception of wireless telephone and
telegraphic messages either on the spark
system or the continuous wave or undampt
system. Experiments are to be tried out
presently with this apparatus in an attempt

to receive messages in England, which have
been transmitted from stations in Africa
and Australia. Thanks to the audion or
vacuum tube detector and amplifier, such
long distances with extremely compact radio
receiving apparatus has been made possible.
The experts of the Marconi company
have from time to time intimated that in
the near future we shall be able to pick up
long- distance radio signals, such as the
"time signals" from the Eiffel tower in
Paris, if we happen to be in Europe, or
from such powerful stations as that at Arlington, Va., in the United States, by the
aid of a simple little wireless receiving set
carried in our vest pocket. Some time ago
there was described in the ELECTRICAL ExNew Portable Wireless Telephone With
Which It is Claimed that Messages from a
Distance of Several Thousand Miles Can Be
Accurately Intercepted and Read. The Receiving Set Shown Utilizes the Electron
Valve or Audlon.
11010111=1
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a very small wireless receiving

set which was capable of picking up the
time signals flasht from Arlington, at 2500
meters wave length, at a distance of about
300 miles. This set could be held in the
palm of the hand and had inductance coils
wound with extra fine wire and especially
made switches, with small contact points. A
miniature crystal detector was fitted to the
apparatus, and it could be used with a wireless 'phone of 1000 to 2000 ohms resistance.
The apparatus devised by Mr. Read is said
to cost about fifty dollars.
178

ThIl5 Tcirped®
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THE accompanying photograph shows

a new wireless control torpedo invented by a New York inventor, Mr.
E. F. Galvin, who recently demonstrated
successfully the operation of this latest
engine of war, at the 12th Regiment
Armory in that city. The model torpedo
used for this demonstration, was mounted
on wheels, so that it could readily move
over the floor.
By means of a wireless transmitting set,
Mr. Galvin, seated at a table, directed at
will the course of the model torpedo back
and forth over the floor of the armory.
The inventor claims that by using this
device, it will be readily possible to retrieve
a torpedo that fails to hit its mark or that
fails to explode. Mr. Galvin has been
working on the details of his invention for
the past six years. He is here shown in
the 'photograph, together with the latest
model of the torpedo which he demonstrated.
The science of radio-dynamics is undoubtedly one of the most interesting in the
whole realm of wireless -just as much and
even more so than it was in the early days
of 'Dr. Marconi s early researches, when
the immortal and always interesting coherer, decoherer and relay held sway.
We have not advanced very much along
the line of coherers suitable for working
relays and actuating various controls in a
device such as this, but, however, due to
the flexibility and several other good features of the audion amplifier, it has become
possible to use a number of these bulbs,
connected in cascade and to thus boost the
weak incoming signals on the antenna to
such an extent, that they will operate a
sensitive relay, so as to close a local circuit controlling any desired amount of
power-from a small signal or battery
motor up to a 500 H. P. motor, or for that
matter, several hundred or thousand horsepower.

E. F. Galvin.
New Radio Controlled Torpedo, Devised by a New York Inventor, Mr.
Radio Waves Are Intercepted by the Antenna Wires Supported from the Mast.

There is still a great deal of research
work, however, which can be very well carried on for the benefit of radio- dynamicstoward the development of a reliable and
yet sensitive coherer device, which shall be
both low in cost and absolutely positive in
its results. When confronted with this
problem today, every radio expert will
howl "Audions" to you, and, of course, they
are right, but only partly so! They forget that audions cost money and plenty of
it, and that the circuits and apparatus asso-

Loot Siltez Wound
MATEUR radio has proven once again
that it is well adapted to perform
deeds of service to mankind in more
ways than one. One of the latest exploits
of Radio Amateur science, is that of Mr.
Lester Leroy Archer of Toledo, Ohio, who

ciated with audion amplifiers are always
delicate and subject to considerable instability, mechanically and eletrically. Audions
are a delicate proposition where severe
vibration takes place, especially in such a
small and rapidly moving object as a
torpedo which travels with express -train
speed, or sixty-miles an hour, thru the
water, pitching and rolling like a teacup on
the ocean. A positive coherer should be
much more satisfactory than audions for
this purpose.

laneIle
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recently located his 17 year old sister, Miss
Cleo Archer, by wireless calls sent out
from his station. Mr. Archer and his
mother had been searching for his long lost
sister for thirteen years. No trace could
be found of the girl since she had been

The

placed in the Allen County Children's
Home, near Lima, Ohio, until one of the
many wireless appeals of Lester Archer
succeeded in locating her. Her identity
was established thru the aid of a brother
amateur radio operator on a farm near
Rockford, Ohio.
The apparatus here shown is Mr. Lester
Archer's wireless set, which he has built
in great part by himself.
This shows the versatility of radio telegraphy. One amateur delights his family
circle by hooking up a "gang of audions" to
his receiving antenna, so that they can hear
phonograph records being played several
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Lester LeRoy Archer and His Wireless
Station, Located at Toledo, Ohio, Located
His Sister Who Had Been Lost 13 Years,
"Via Wireless." Great Work, Lester. And
When We Get Some New Medals, You Get
First Pick.
!
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hundred miles away, perhaps, while still
others rend the nightime ether with their
chit -chat talk about their "latest girl" and
heaven-knows-what-else! while every now
and then we run into a real hero like Mr.
Lester Archer, who has shown us not only
a new application of radio but also that he
possesses originality and initiative in attempting to fling his wireless call over such
a considerable territory, bent on what we
would usually call an almost "hopeless
case," that is, a girl lost for thirteen years,
whom no one could hardly hope to identify
fróm a word description or even from a
photograph.
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The Above Photographs Show Some of the Remarkable
an American Concern During the War. Passing Beyond High Power Radio Arc Telephone Transmitter Equipment, Developed
the Wireless Dreams of Even Valdemar
by
Has Developed Powerful Arc Transmitters for Both Wireless
Poulsen Himself, This Concern
Telephony and Telegraphy in Various
Rating. The Triple Panel Switch -board Here Shown, Was
Sizes
Up
to
1,000
K.W.
Built
Controlling a High Power Arc Transmitter and
DeveControl the Circuits of the Motor - Generator,
the Arc Converter andforAuxiliary
Apparatus. The Photo Showing the Man Served to
the
Standing
lopedrforATuningnthetAntennarCircuit
Third
of ArrcSTransmitters. WTherSig aling
ReayshÁ AlsosShow In This Photograph.

Valdemar Poulsen invented tuning the

r

a

nacoaL

antenna circuits of arc transhis famous Oscillating Arc, which mitters. This
switchboard and helix are
today bears his name, and which known as a wave
changer and antenna
is capable of quickly and very loading inductor,
as well as signaling relay
efficiently developing radio fre- system for a

large field coils, situated one below and
the other above, the arc chamber. In these
latest type arcs, the usual choke coils used
in arc circuits, are built as an integral part
quency currents of undreamt of magni- mitter. The 30 kilowatt arc radio trans- of this series winding, and help to energize
tudes, he probably never thought that arcs transmitter modern high-power radio arc the magnetic circuit.
is a very efficient and noiseless
rated at ,several hundred kilowatts, and piece of machinery.
In the small arcs rated at from 15 to 20
The efficiency of these
even up to a thousand kilowatts, would be arc transmitters
is surprisingly high, about kilowatts, the field coils are wound with
built some day.
to % of the direct current power sup- cotton covered magnet wire, in layers, with
However, as the accompanying phototo the arc being converted into radio a series of vertical air ducts to properly
graphs show, some very remarkable radio plied
frequency energy, in the antenna circuit.
ventilate the windings and properly carry
frequency arc generators have been built The
arc
off the heat from them.
by the concern exploiting the Poulsen efficiency flame is rated with a theoretical
patents in this country. This concern has semble theof 50 %. These arcs much reThe arcs rated from 30 to 100 kilowatts
ordinary street arc lamp with have magnetizing
developt the Poulsen arc into a reliable which
field windings, formed
we
are
all
familiar,
but
burn
in
a of a number of pancake coils wound with
and highly efficient generator or rather heavily enclosed
chamber,
filled
with
a
gas
copper strip, with micanite insulation,
converter of direct or alternating current
hydrogen, and illuminating gas
into a radio frequency current suitable for containing
has been used very successfully in the arc placed between turns. The pancake coils
are then separated from one another by
exciting an antenna such as used in all chambers.
means of Bakelite spacers, and the coils are
ràdio stations for the application of either
The
two
electrodes
between
wireless telephone or undampt wireless
the provided with both vertical and horizontal
arc proper is situated, is placedwhich
telegraphic transmission.
between air ducts.
the poles of two powerful electro- magnets,
At the present time, there are in use in
The radio experimenter will find the subproduce a strong transverse magthis country and abroad arc transmitters of which
netic field tending to blow the arc out. The ject of oscillating arcs of extreme interest
the following sizes, which are manufac- negative
electrode is usually composed of for the purpose of producing high fretured by the American concern : 5, 20, 60, carbon or
graphite, while the positive quency oscillations for wireless telegraph
100, 200, 350, 500, and 1,000 kilowatts.
is constructed of copper and ar- and telephony transmission. There are
These arc radio transmitters are rated ac- electrode
ranged
as to be water cooled. Usually also many other wonderful phenomena
cording to the normal amount of direct cur- a small so
motor rotates the carbon electrode which are produced by the tuned oscillatrent power supplied to the converter.
in these arcs, so as to cause the arc proper ing arc of Poulsen. One of the most interesting phases of this subject is the
The photograph herewith of an arc con- to burn evenly. This appartus
has been so "speaking"
arc, and in fact, this was one
verter with a man shown standing opposite carefully and thoroly improved,
that
the
of the
it, is a 30 kilowatt radio transmitter of this only adjustment of the
arc,
is that occa- facts onfirst fundamental experiments and
type. It is used to change direct current sionally required to adjust the length
which the use of the arc for wireinto radio frequency current as afore- arc flame, until maximum antenna of the less telephony and telegraphy was develcurrent
oped. The "speaking arc" comprises the
mentioned, and shore stations of moderate is obtained.
usual arc, preferably of the hand-fed type
power and the larger naval stations are freWith
these
large
quently equipt with arc converters of this the carbon poles arcs and big electrodes for experimental work, shunted by a large
are decomposed very capacity and inductance. Suitable choke
size.
slowly, thus making it possible to operate
are placed in the D. C. supply circuit,
Another view of modern arc transmitting the arc converter for several hours at a coils
choke in each line and the voice curapparatus for radio stations, which shows a time, with but few slight adjustments of one
rents
superimposed on the arc by means
double deck control switchboard for arc the carbon feed mechanism now in use. of a are
microphone and a telephone inducradio transmitting. A motor-generator set
There are two forms of magnetic circuit tion coil or small spark coil. The microis required for converting the alternating used in
radio arc transmitter, phone is connected with several batteries.
or low voltage direct current into direct the opentheandmodern
the closed type. Where a in series with the primary of this coil, and
current of a more suitable and high voltage, very strong magnetic
is necessary as the secondary is sometimes shunted across
averaging 450 to 600 volts, which is best in the large size arcs, field
the closed magnetic the arc with a condenser in series.
suited for the efficient operation of the arc circuit is employed. For
generators
As aforementioned, illuminating gas is
converters. The three panel switchboard rated at 100 kilowatts or arc
less, the open used in the arc chamber
here shown, serves to control the circuits magnetic circuit is commonly
when available,
utilized in and alcohol is the hydro -carbon
of the motor- generator, the arc converter practise, and this is the type used
used freon
the
quently
in
the small size arc transmitters.
and auxiliary apparatus.
30 kilowatt arc generator here illustrated.
Kerosene
or coil oil are often used for
The third photo shows an oscillation
The magnetic field is set up in the open high -powered,
short -wave arcs. Photos
transformer of recent type developt for magnetic circuit arc of
this type, by two c ourtesy Federal Telegraph Company.
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A Long Wave Vertical Coupler

Herewith I present a diagram of a long large loose coupler always is far more coil measurements are clearly indicated in
wave vertical type loose coupler, designed effective than a small one no matter how the diagram at the right.
Contributed by JOSEPH PIGNONE.
primarily for the comfort of the operator. many loading coils are added to it. The
As it will be noted, all the control elements,
are as near the table as possible. The great
objection in having a long wave coupler is
that one has to reach some three feet,
either sidewise or vertically, to vary the
secondary coil's position.
The primary and secondary are wound
with No. 28 and No. 30 wire respectively.
However, this does not have to be adhered
to by the constructor as a mineral detector
might want to be employed. The number
of taps to be used lies with the builder.
An Ingenious Radio Stunt-Why Not Build
Vertical Type Loose Coupler? The Movement of the Secondary Is Accompllsht by

a

the Change of Position of the Handle, Which
Is So Arranged as to Balance Almost Exactly
the Weight of the Secondary. The Slight
Friction of the Taut Copper Wires Is Sufficient to Hold It in Place.

o

'

o
Insu/piing

handle

Sec.

lllll

With a coupler of this sort, all the good
merits of the usual affair are preserved but
all its disadvantages eliminated.
I hope E. E. readers will benefit by building this design of coupler.
This vertical radio cabinet may be made
out of wood, stained and polished, with a
bakelite front and may be mounted so that
even the sliding secondary may be concealed within. Very large loose couplers
may be made in this manner and long
wavelength reception easily obtained. A

r-- ----

-

d
Secondary laps
bunched together

Front

.

in on /arge
Specifications:
flexible lead
Cabinet: /8 "x8 "x8"
Base: 9"x/0"
Prim: Tube /8 %ong x a3diirm. #28d. c.c., winding /S'%ang
Sec: Tube /6 %ngx 41'diam.'30ds c.
a

Long Wave Coupler

MaKing Test Buzzers

Building a Mica Diafram
Microphone
heard
readers

Adjustable

of do, but it should be either hard rubber or
have probably
Many
mica diaf rams being used on wireless re- composition. First remove the magnets,
leaving the binding posts to use for the
ceivers. Why not on transmitters?
For the case, an old receiver shell will transmitter. Next a piece of fiber or hard
rubber rod will be needed. It should be
one -half inch in diameter and one -half inch
to three -quarters of an inch long. Drill a
one -quarter inch hole thru the middle of
this, to hold the carbon grains and the carbon buttons. Two carbon buttons will be
required and these can be made from one quarter inch carbon rod with faces polished.
The movable button is attached to the
mica diafram and should be ground down
slightly on an emery wheel or with emery
paper, so that it will move freely in and
out of the fiber tube which holds the carbon grains. The mica diafram should be
the same size as the tin diafram formerly
used on the receiver, and a hole large
enough to receive the movable button
should be drilled in the center. Diagram
[fibre tube
3 shows the shape of the button and method
of fastening it securely to the diafram.
Insert a piece of No. 26 bare copper wire
,lec.
into the hole in mica diafram and then
Cose
insert the carbon button into the same hole.
Wind the wire tightly around the button
and apply a small amount of solder on the
wire to keep the carbon from slipping out.
Corbonymir1s
-2- 4carbon rod
The stationary button is fastened tightly
in the fiber tube by wedging it in with a
Jtibre Corbin
We diaphragm
piece of No. 26 copper wire, which thus
lobe
Mon b/e bu//on
forms the lower connection and should be
soldered to one of the binding posts. Fas-.
ten the fiber tube to the bottom of the case
with cement or glue, being careful that it is
in the exact center. After this dries and
the carbon grains (best to purchase them;
they must be polished) have been placed
s/elionay
lo binding
in the tube, make connections to the movaposi
button
/oBP.
ble button and the binding post by a piece
wÑa'
3rwire
_3't
-4_
R
of No. 36 insulated wire and place the diaThe Finest Dlafram for Microphones s fram in its usual place, making sure that
'Mica," but Very Few Have Mentioned the movable button does not stick. Place
Using This for Such a Purpose. Here s the cap on the shell and it is ready for use.
One which Promises to Have Great Favor
Contributed by HOWARD WÍLLSON.
With the Amateurs.

Many amateurs are now studying the
code with their buzzer practise sets. These
buzzers in most cases are non -adjustable.
I found that the note of these buzzers could
be increased one hundred per cent by the
following method : Drill and tap holes at
A and B in Fig. 1, for 6-32 screws. Insert
two such screws at these holes. The one at
inches long, and the one
A should be
at B, one inch long. Insert a piece of fiber
%.inch square, at C, between the screw and

I/

the brass.
To get the best note, adjust the two
screws. You will be surprised at the results shown by your old buzzer.

:
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a
A Simple Wrinkle for Making Small Test
Buzzers Adjustable.

Small test buzzers, particularly, are usual-

ly hard to adjust with any degree of precision. This stunt makes it easy to accomplish the desired adjustment in a few seconds. Where the buzzer is noisy and
troublesome, as in making wave -meter
measurements, it is best placed inside a

box filled with cotton or felt. This absorbs the sound of the buzzer and enables
sharp measurements to be made easily.
ISRAEL WOOLF.
Contributed by

WITHtANATEUR S
Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers
or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency
To increase the interest
we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied
Dark photos preferred to light -toned ones. ofWethispaydepartment
by that of the owner.
$5.00
each
month
for
the
best
photo or photos and $2.00 to each "Honorable Mention." Address
the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.
of the apparatus.

66
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mateur EgectrIlcall
THIS MONTH'S $5.00 PRIZE WINNER
FRED C. DAVIS

LZED®LíMlbOl1 Y99

-

HONORABLE MENTION- WILLIAM LILLY

my laboratory, the smallest on record
junk in
it), there are two hundred different (with the most
for chemical
experiments and analysis, followed thruchemicals,
the
chemical
printed monthly in the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER. I have alessons
inch telescope to view the stars, which I use in carrying outfour
the

instructions given thru lessons in the "E.E."
The electrical equipment is extensive
practicable.
The
"Lab." is lighted by five nitro globes. Also and
one part is
to
a photographic outlay where I print and develop all devoted
my
own
photos. An electric printer is another one of the many useful
apparatus to be found in my establishment. I also have a red
electric light. Four spark coils repose gracefully upon the book
case, containing files of the ' E.E." and copies of the
Experimental
Electricity Course" and "Wireless Course".
-talker is connected to the parlor, a step -down transformerAat loud
its right. I also
have in my possession mechanical spring motors electric motors
and almost everything necessary to complete the "Bug's" gamut of
happiness.
It was thru the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER that I obtained help
in fitting out my laboratory to the best advantage. -Fred
C. Davis,
1018
Vine St.. St. Joseph, Mo.

COIMealb

$2.00 PRIZE
THIS is.a photograph of my electrical apparatus. I have in my
work -shop one induction motor 1/30 H.P.; one Turigar rectifier,
with which I charge my friends' storage batteries;
toy transformer fastened underneath the table which- operates asmall
of low voltage; small electro- magnets of different kinds; somelamps
test
lamps and call bells; and numerous other appliances, too numerous
to mention here.
I have a small wireless set which
myself, and an
Erector set with which I can build I constructed
useful things and run
them with the electric motor supplied many
with
the
set.
I also have a
very fine set of books, the "Proceedings of the American
Institute
of Electrical Engineers ", the "Hawkins Electrical Guide,"
and
"Standard Wiring for Electric Light and Power".
In my "Lab." can be found a full set of electrician's tools. As
you will see in the photograph, there are two wet cells and
several
kinds of acid and various other materials for performing
experiments. -William Lilly, 512 East St., Madison, Ind.interesting
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ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS AWARD,

WILL be given in cash for an improved shoe polish box opener if
adopted by a large Buffalo, New
York, polish manufacturer.*
They want a practical box opener
for their shoe polish box. The opener
must not perforate the top or bottom of
the box, either before or after opening it.
This is very important and will not permit
of rivets or other holes.
founfom pen
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Knurled Mum!, screw for /arcing
/ead` forworr>

wheel setting on their front porch where
the envious eyes of the less fortunate
youngsters devoured it as they passed on
their way to and from school. He simply
was tired of riding it.
But this particular day was a holiday, so
Billy, for some personal reason, rode his
flyer considerably all forenoon. I was sitting on the porch talking with his father
when he came flying up the sidewalk like
a red streak. Reaching the front steps he
exclaimed: "Daddy! I'm tired riding that
old wheel, I wish I had a big, noisy motorcycle."
His father replied that, some day when
he was older, perhaps, they could afford
to get one.
An idea struck me between the eyes
about that time, and I joined in : "Say, Billy,
how would you like for me to make a
motorcycle out of your bicycle right now ?"
I suggested as I pulled out my knife, getting up to hunt for a stick. "Oh, gee !
Can you do that, Mr. Hobson ?" Billy inquired, somewhat puzzled.
"You bet your boots" said I assuringly.
So Billy, his Dad and I went out to the
wood house where I soon fashioned an
apparatus for imitating the sound of a real
motorcycle, something on the order of the

tion of the new building. Knocking the
hard mortar from each brick with a hammer was surely slow and expensive work.
I was both amused and interested at this
procedure, for the dusty workmen sang
funny songs, keeping the proper tempo with
every blow of their hammers.
While enjoying this bit of comic scenery,
an idea flashed aboard, picturing an efficient brick cleaning machine similar to the
drawings.
-,
Bzycie frame
motorcycle fmiMhr i

»clog and

!

freishorp penci/-

Why Doesn't Someone Invent a Simple and
Cheap -We said It, CHEAP -Combination
Lead Pencil and Fountain Pen, as Mr. Hobson Points Out, so That When We Want
Either a Pencil or Fountain Pen We Have It
In Our Pocket and Not Ten Mlles Away.

While Spending His Vacation With Some
Friends, Mr. Hobson Noticed That the Young
Son of the Family Had Become Very Melan-

choly Because His New Bicycle Was Not a
"Motorcycle." Questioning Developed the
Fact That He Liked to Hear the "Put -Put"
of the Latter. With a Little Ingenuity, the
illustration herewith.
Device Shown Was Quickly Made, and Which
Billy and I fastened it to the frame of
Produced the Much Desired Noise.
The

The box must be absolutely airtight.
opener must be easily attached and such as
will nest or pack well with the box in the
regular one dozen sized cartons.
It should be low in cost and attractive as
well. For any such acceptable improvement they will pay $1,000, cash, the inventor
to show good title to the improvement and
to convey the rights of same to the manufacturer.
Here is a splendid chance for our readers
to exercise their inventive talents and possibly win the thousand dollar prize for a
simple tin box opener.
Perhaps the accompanying idea will do
the trick. One in the shape of a small lever
secured to the top portion of the box, and
when lifted upward raises the lid easily.
Something similar to this arrangement
should prove acceptable and land the bag
of yellow gold.

his bicycle about half -way between the
seat and the hub, so the point of the imitator touched the spokes of the rear wheel.
When the wheel turned each spoke hit the
prong of the imitator, and this noise sounded very much like the "put -put -put" of a
motorcycle engine at high speed.
Billy was delighted with his imaginary
motorcycle, and the last I saw of him, before leaving, was a proud boy humming
down the main street.
This little device may seem too simple
for worth commercially, but I am positive
they would sell at 25c to 50e each, to every
boy owning a bicycle, if they were attractive in appearance and made to imitate a
motorcycle properly.

A powerful machine embracing a metal
or wooden frame with two large round
drums carrying spikes about half inch long
on their circumference. A conveyor chain
between these drums. This conveyor is
pocketed with oblong holes the shape of the

brick. Old bricks placed in the conveyor
are carried between the two large revolving drums,. which cut the mortar from their
surface, making them as clean and useful
as new.
A practical machine of this description is
badly needed by wrecking companies, contractors and brick concerns.
Success for an invention of this nature
is assured, and the inventor who gets there
BRICK CLEANING MACHINE.
first will make an independent stipence or
.
A bad fire had gutted the entrails of a I miss my guess.
A brick cleaning machine, which would
some months past,
large
store
building
brick
COMBINATION FOUNTAIN PEN AND PENCIL.
but left the tall walls standing in defiance probably require half a horse -power to operate it in good fashion, could be driven very
Will someone kindly invent a practical of the hot destructive hands.
nicely from a small gasoline ennon -leak pen and ever -sharp pengine, such as those used on large
cil combined as one, about the
construction jobs by contractors.
same size as the popular fountain
There are several fractional horsepen in wide use to -day,
power gasoline engines available
If so, I, for one, will gladly
Wruuvl ruri.en
Jnri .In n
on the market at a low price. In
-e oLi/
shout his praise from the houserkannq mum
some cases, it might be more extops because (and many will
R,tfts /OA NO
,rortar on //rem
peditious and just as economical
áiAr éw
agree), the writing tools are forto drive the brick cleaning maever becoming separated.
chine with tan electric motor, as it
When a "Feller" wants his pen
frequently happens that current
nothing but his pencil is in eviis available on construction jobs,
Hitch
dence, and vice versa.
or from a building nearby.
them together in a compact com.,X14.
.7
bination like the illustration, and
There is plenty of room for
I'll be your first customer, and a
several more inventions along
walking advertisement for a nethis line, having to do with brick
cessity that will sell like hot cakes. Instead of Hiring a Large Number of Men at a Considerable and stone work. Several years
retail
The
cost of a combination Wage to Clean the Old Mortar Covered Bricks when a Building ago, there was a demand made on
of this kind should run less than is Razed, Why Not Invent a Machine Similar to the One Here a firm of engineering designers,
Which Would Clean the Bricks Rapidly and Thoroly?
separate cost of present designs. Shown
a brick- crushing machine
A Simple Machine of This Type Could Be Sold for a Hundred for
or Even a Few Hundred Dollars, to Contractors All Over thr which resembled the one just deMOTORCYCLE IMITATOR.
It.
Profit.
One
Man
Could
Work
Country, at a Good
scribed, so far as its size and cost
were concerned.
Recently I had the pleasure of
A street repair company wanted to have
visiting some friends living in a small South - The owners having collected the insur.
Iern town. One little boy, by the name of ance were feverishly razing the remains to this machine crush old bricks, etc., and refine them down to a small degree, in fact
make room for a new fire-proof building.
"Billy," blessed this particular household.
Billy owned a nice red bicycle, with
Colored laborers were sitting on pyra- almost to a powder so that the resulting
coaster -brake and everything for trim- mid -like piles of old brick pounding the substance could be mixed with cement and
mings, but the ambitious little chap was mortar from them, as it was desired to become very efficient mixture for covering
not satisfied. He would leave his pretty use the best of the old brick on the founda- holes in street pavements and the like.
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'Name sent upon request and stamped envelope.

Copyright 1920, by J. G. Hobson
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LATEST PATENTS
Multi- Record Phonograph.
an E. M. F. of about three volts
(No. 1,334,076 issued to Robert G. employed. The anodes and cathodes
Brown.)
themselves are open -ended pipes,
Heretofore, commercially avail- hence providing a maximum area of
the electrode surface for the generation of the gases.

Electrically Driven Clock.

(No. 1,334,422, issued to Henry E.

Warren.)
This is an improvement upon Mr.
Warren's electrically driven clock
described quite some time ago in
our magazine. It consists of small

hermetically sealed glass tube with
two contact -making devices, one in
each end. A globule of mercury
sliding between the two pins will
make contact with them for a greater or shorter length of time, depentent entirely on the extent of
oscillation. Another contact has a
quenching action so that the oscillations of the pendulum are under
able phonographs using disc records constant control, regardless of what
have had no provision for automatic- conditions of charge or discharge
ally playing a succession of records. the clock battery may be in.
The inventor of this device has constructed a machine which automatically plays in succession, any
predetermined group of records
performing all the functions, such
as lifting the stylus, substituting
another record and placing the stylus in the proper starting position,
so that it may play thru the next
record. A magnetic trip turns the
tables around a clutch having released one table then grips another
table upon which the second record
is placed. Its engagement with this
table causes the phonograph to
operate without interruption.

i

Phonograph Vibration Device.

(No.

1,333,726 issued to Mervyn
O'Gorman.)
Various means have been tried for
producing a definite feeling of expression from phonographic machines so as to modulate the sounds
and music. In this recent patent
the inventor has originated a method of forming a tremulo in the

'i:
voice, whether this has or has not
been produced in the record, and
making the tremulo under control
of an operator. For producing this,
the sound box of the tone -arm is
rapidly vibrated back and forth ¡fi
of an inch by means of a motor,
which motor has an off-balance
weight attached to its shaft so as to
cause a vibratory action similar to
the vibrators on the market at the
present day. This is accomplisht
thru a system of levers.

Oxygen and Hydrogen. Generator.

(No.

1,334,668, issued to Gustave

Miller.)
There are a number of cells having suspended electrodes so that one
row will have anodes and the other
cathodes. This means that one cell
will generate oxygen only, and another hydrogen only, due to the
electric decomposition of the water,
sodium hydrate being added to produce the proper conductivity and

make it resemble a pair of specColored Moving Pictures.
tacles.
An elastic band stretches (No. 1,333,730, issued to C. Raleigh
across the back to hold it in position.
& W. V. D. Kelley.)
A small tubular lamp is used for the
In various patents for the roduction of motion pictures in colors,
methods are described which utilize
a "color filter" made up of the
three primary colors, so that the
filter is used both in taking and projecting its films. This necessitates
about 48 pictures per second, otherwise the pictures become very jerky.
In this new invention, however, a
screen is divided so that each factor is made up of two colors, such
as red and blue, and the next blue
and green, etc. This allows for a
blending between the two successive
images and relieves eye strain, because two of the three nerve color
lighting purposes. This is nearly centers will at all times be excited.
surrounded by a shade which pre- Simultaneously, it reduces the numvents the glare from affecting the ber of pictures per second to 24.
eyes and illuminates the material.
Of course, when the pictures are
projected, a means for synchronizing the color filter with the motion
Electric Oven.
picture films is used, thus one pic(No. 1,336,105, issued to Frank M. ture will be projected
thru the
Sutton.)
green -blue side of the
and
Aside from the fact that it is a another thru the orangefilter
-red
side
"fireless cooker," there are many of the filter. This proceeds rapidly
other clever novelties. In the first
place, it has an electric thermostat
which can be regulated so that a
temperature between any practical
limits can be maintained. In addition, to this an automatic clock device maintains the current on for a
definite period whence it can either
be put off and the fireless cooking
action of the stove utilized, or the
current can be interrupted intermittently by the clock acting as pilot
thru a relay. Resistance wire comprises the heater element. A pilot
(amp is located on top and a furrow
in the base permits any gravy, etc.,
to run forward into a special receiving chamber.

Controlling Field of Magnets.
(No. 1,334,531, issued to H. S.
Folker, & D. M. Birdstrup.)
This is a method for dispensing
with the movable keeper now universally in use in connection with
permanent magnets used in railway
signal work, by lacing a solenoid
a short distance from the poles of a
permanent magnet, so that the poles
of the latter will conflict and will
be opposite to the polarity of the
solenoid. A solenoid with greater
magnetic force than that in the permanent magnet is provided. When
the solenoid is energized, it deflects
the field of the permanent magnet
and during such deflection also restores some of the magnetism which

Spark Plug Tester.

(No. 1,333,698, issued to Ernest I.
Bass.)
A combined tool which will act as
a pair of pliers, also fitted with the
usual double pivot hole, whereby
the distance between the jaws of
the pliers maybe changed in order
to grip nuts or pipes of larger or
smaller diameter, acting as a wrench.
Non -conductive material such as
fiber is used on one handle, two
screws extending to a hole in the
center of it so that the spark plug
test can there be made. The other
end of the pliers constitutes a screw
driver. It is not necessary, therefore, to remove the spark plug of an
engine to find out if the same is in
good condition. The space between
the screws in the handle of the tester will have a hot flaming spark
fly across it if the plug is not at
fault. This test can be made in a
few seconds.
Combination tools of this nature
always seem to have taking ways
when it comes to the motorist's side
may have leaked out from the per- of the story, as he can make his
manent magnet, due to the fact that spark plug test, remove the wire
its poles are not joined by a keeper. or remove the plu without the necessity of a handful of tools. The
design is rugged and the quadruple
Reading Light.
tool unique, promising a good sale.
(No. 1,333,830 issued to Charles S.
Burton.)
This invention embodies a reading light and eye -shade in one,
adapted so that this light can be
operated from either the regular
current or from a pocket battery.
Two pads prevent the device from
affecting the forehead of the user
and collapsible arms on either side

so that the light which is emitted
thru the film is simultaneously colored, prior to its exit thru the
forward lenses in the projecting
camera. Retention of vision, in
this case, also making itself noticed otherwise instead of a perfect 'blending of colors obtaining by
this method, a series of rapidly interrupted flashes would result. The
idea of having two nerve centers in
the brain continuously affected

seems to be quite novel and different from other similar methods of
motion picture projection
using filters.

color

Magietic Compass.

(No. 1,334,273, issued to Charles H.
Colvin.)
A new improvement in magnetic
compasses has come to light with
this recent invention, particularly to
be used in airplane work. Like all
modern compasses, it is suspended
in a transparent container, and

II
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floated in a liquid to decrease erratic action. Its novel feature being
the employment of two separate
cards, one to be read from the top
and another from any side. In this
manner, the horizontal and vertical
cards can be observed by. several in-

dividuals stationed at different
points, the latter differing front the
former by 180 degrees. The compass therefore can be read from
either side, front, back, and from
the top. In this way, the pilot and
navigator can both see the compass
and obtain their own reading for
the particular result they are looking for. An expansion chamber is
also provided which compensates for
liquid expansions, due to temperature changes.
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"Dr. Rosneau, of Harvard University,
did not make any. investigations of the electric phenomena and only came into the case
with reference to the botulinus poison, as
it was a rather large group of cases and
opportunities for study were unusually good.
Of course the newspaper reports were
garbled and exaggerated as they usually
are when they attempt to report scientific
matters. The newspaper accounts were
taken from a report made by myself to the
Superintendent of Prisons, setting forth
the history and development of 34 cases
of botulinus poisoning, due to the eating of
canned salmon.
"During the course of these cases it was
discovered by accident that peculiar static
electric power had developed in the patients. Another Phase of the Electrified Paper PheOne of the First of the Phenomena Noted In It was discovered in this manner. One of nomenon, Due to the Patient's High Potential
the Case of "Botullnus Poisoning," Caused
Electric Charge Occasioned by Botulinus
By Eating Decayed Canned Salmon, Was the patients who was convalescing crumpled Poisoning. A Sheet of Paper Electrified by
of
paper, I imagine in both hands, the Patient Would Remain Against the Wall
That the Both of the Patient Had Become
up
a
piece
Highly Electrified. He Was Unable,. for Ex- and attempted to throw it in a waste basket ; for Hours. He Was Also Able to Move the
ample, to Throw a Piece of Paper In the
Compass Needle of a Surveyor's Instrument.
Waste Basket, the High Electric Charge In it absolutely refused to leave his hand.
His Body Attracting the Paper to His Hand. From this time on experiments were made, tioned to the severity of the disease; as the
and the matter was reported to me, and I
convalesces he gradually loses this
sper schedule, the case of the thirty- found that every case of botulinus poison- patient
and when quite well loses it altofour convicts at Clinton Prison, ing developed this strange power, and that power
Dannemora, N. Y., who became pois- neither the attendants nor nurses associated gether.
I might mention further that all these
oned by eating canned salmon, and there- with them had any such power. All sorts cases were ataxic and developed peculiar
pro
electrified
remarkable
developt
after
of experiments have been tried and it was
Many of them were almost enpensities, was fed to us for several days found to be a constant condition ; that is, reflexes.
tirely blind and had paralysis of the upper
the
under
newspapers,
-busy
the
ever
by
that this peculiar power of creating a mag- lid "Ptosis ;" Of course, in botulinus poisoncaptions of "human magnets" and what not. netized (electrified) field by rubbing the ing the nervous system is about the first to
here
per
are
case
the
glaring
facts
in
The
hands together, which puts them in circuit, suffer ; one thing is quite clear, therefore,
sented for the first time.
will electrify different objects, so that they static manifestation is closely linked with
to
botulrelative
details
The following
will retain that electrification for many the disturbance of the central nervous systhis
at
took
place
which
mus poisoning,
hours. For instance forms of paper, such tem and represents, no doubt, simply a
are
cited
1920,
20th,
February
institution,
as newspapers, and ordinary correspondence much higher degree of static storage in the
in a letter which we have received from paper when electrified by these patients and body than is usual."
Dr.
Prison,
Clinton
at
the chief physician
thrown against the wall adhered and clung
Julius B. Ransom. Dr. Ransom says:
to any object for many hours. By again
rubbing the hands together and rubbing
the electric light bulb the filament will begin to vibrate very rapidly and follow the
motions of the hands, and attach themselves to the side of the bulb with a good
deal of sparking at the base of the filament.
The compass needle of a surveyor's instrument can be rotated with any piece of
paper electrified by these patients. A steel
tape suspended, will feel the magnetic field
in a remarkable manner and sway from

A

-

.

side to side.

"What relation there can be between the
botulinus toxin and this phenomena of
course is difficult to identify ; it has been
suggested that it is the dryness of the skin
which prevents the ordinary passing out
the electric currents from
Among Other Things the Electrified Patient or dissipation of
Was Able tc Move a Suspended Steel Tape the body; but the patient submerged in bath
Measure ano Also to Attract the Filament tub performs the same phenomena as when
Of An Incandescent Lamp Towards the Side clothed! The ability to electrify is proporOf the Globe.

Aatr®n©
Study
y Arnold
Eil.

Of what value is a knowledge of astronomy? There are those that think it of little
or no value to the average man. Their objection is based on the seelning remoteness
of astronomic phenomena from the affairs
of life. It is not a practical study, they say.
"What," they ask, "i's there in the subject
that any one can put to use in the guidance
of his course thru life ?"
To these critics, as well as to all who have
never studied astronomy, the author wishes
to address himself. A istudy of the subject
is of practical value. it furnishes the student with an opportunity for the culture of
more than one instrument capable of being
used in the pursuit of 'life's aims. As evidence of this the author submits the following propositions:
First, there issues from the task the benefit of a broadened mental horizon. One is
provided with an insight into the nature of

the universe of stars and planets: Of what
value is a broad mental horizon? Among
other things, it bestows upon its possessor a
more exact comprehension of the relative
importance of things and events.
Thus is made possible the issue of a second benefit, namely, a sharpening or refining of one's sense of proportion. This is a
valuable mental acquisition, particularly for
the person desirous of co- ordinating into a
practical philosophy the numerous and varied elements of his stock of knowledge.
Third, persons of romantic impulse will
find a means of satisfaction in the study of
astronomy. Absorbingly interesting is the
picture of bodies and systems of unthinkable size, poised in the inconceivably vast
celestial area. Impressively grand is the
spectacle formed by the play of forces most
gigantic, traversing vast distances and bridging aeons of time in their interplay. And
185

Electricians Argued That If the Patient Was
Placed in a Tub Full of Water, That the
Charge Would Disappear, But Strangest of
All It Did No Such Thing-and the Patient
Was Still Able to Attract a Steel Tape Measure or Other Object By Eiectro- static Attraction.

IND.

y

mysteries -no Sherlock Holmes has facet
more mysteries, or more profound mysteries, than those the astronomer is called upon
to solve.

of a proper
Fourth, the person in
understanding of scientific concepts will find
here a valuable aid. Celestial phenomena
present clear and distinct demonstrations of
physical law. The -flaming stars are scenes
of fiery interplay of elements known to ter restial chemists. The student of geology
will find light on the question of the earth's
origin and growth. Evolution may be studied in the birth, development and death of
planets and solar systems. The universality
of natural law may be seen clearly manifesting itself in the farthermost regions in
space and the most infinite lengths of time.
Begin, therefore, this most pleasant and
instructive task.
STUDY ASTRONOMY.

It
No
Misfortunes never come singly.
sooner does Mr. Gernsback announce his
physiological music, to shock deaf people
into feeling silent "music," so that they can
dance, than an Indiana Hayseed stuffs his
hens full with music, to coax more eggs
out of them. Rank imitation we call it.
This Indiana farmer-Habig is his eggsact name-not only forces his unfortunate
hens to listen to the music as the phonograph grinds out its notes in the kitchen,
as he used to do, but he has installed the
phonograph right into the hen house, where
122 Orpingtons and Plymouth Rocks, Buff
Cochins and Brahmas dwell together in
The result is that,
peaceful industry.
whereas formerly he gathered 65 eggs in
one day, he now collects 115.
It must be carefully noted that Mr.
Habig's musical hens so far have only been
reared on Jazz music; yes nothing but pure
Jazz. They like it best, to the exclusion of
all other "highbrow" or classic music.
Do musically produced eggs-with Jazz
give us omelets that shimmy?
Imagine eggs influenced by the strains of
Gosh, but won't this
the Marseillaise?
No need to
make fiery ham and eggs
even fry them-no doubt they are fiery
enough!
On the other hand, ponder about the
effect syncopated and futurist music must
have on the poor hen. Surely you couldn't
blame her if she were to lay scrambled
eggs!
But this is far from the worst. Suppose
we hatch out such musically produced
eggs! Will the new chicks shimmy, dance,
waltz or fox -trot, all depending upon the
records their mothers were listening to?
But the end of atrocities is not yet. Soon
every egg will he branded with its particular brand of music, under which i` wa
produced.
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An Indiana Farmer, Habig by Name, Has Found That by Playing "Jazz" Tunes on His Vic
trola, Placed In the Chicken Coop, That His Chickens Become so Full of Pep That They Lay
Eggs Faster Than He Can Gather Them Up,-AlmostIl For Guinea Hens, Echoes from Verdi
Are Appropriate.

Thus you step up to the egg counter and supper : "Good -bye Forever," or "Funeral
select your eggs suited to the particular March," by Chopin.
For Alice's breakfast (she's a switchtastes of your family.
For father's breakfast: "Vamp the lady." board operator) "I hear you calling me ",
for supper : "Ring out, Wild Bells," by
For Jimmy's breakfast (aged 19) : and
Gounod.
"S4ring Song."
For mother's supper : "Waiting."
For Betty's breakfast (age 16) : "Kiss
For grandfather's breakfast : "1 may be
Mc Again."
old, but I've got young ideas."
For the Cook : "Tipperary."
For Mother -in -law, breakfast, lunch or
:

Ma

net5 Don't

Possibly you have heard some of the wild
stories that people love to circulate about
the giant electro-magnets that pull the nails
out of houses, and particularly the large

HANDLE
AND SWITCH

Put_

buildings which were erected by the Government at the
huge army camps during the
war, and many of which
buildings are now being demolished. This story has
become so persistent, and
we have heard it so often,
that we had our artist draw
the accompanying illustration just to show how cute
one of these "nail- pulling"
experts would look, with a
nifty little electro- magnet
in his hand, so as not to
split the boards, as some of
the people who profess to
know about these matters,
have told us. Well, here's
how he looks, according to
what they have told us;
but, were we to show you
how he would look if he had
.

NAZI

--

ELECTRO -

MAGNET

an electro -magnet sufficiently powerful to pull
these nails by their "heads"
out of the building structure, the magnet would be
bigger than the man almost,
and it would take a young
steam derrick to cart the

TO BATTERY OR
110 VOLT LIGHT LINE
And Here's the Way They DON'T Pull Nails with "Powerful" ElectroMagnets at the Government Military Oamps
Where They Are Demolishing Buildings by the Dozens at
Present. If You Think Any Ordinary Magnet Will Pull a
TsnPenny Nail Out of Wood, Just Try It!

magnet around and manipulate it. And then it could
only pull out carpet tacks.
If you have ever tried to
pull a nail that has been
firmly driven in the wood,
by means òf á nail puller
(and they do make good
nail pullers nowadays), you
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will at once realize that it would require
some magnet, even to budge an 8 to 10
penny nail, especially when you consider
that the lumber used in the camp buildings
was quite green and sappy, and this has now
dried and contracted, holding the nails
tighter than a contract of marriage.
The experts of the Cutler- Hammer concern, specialists and builders of electromagnets from the smallest to the largest,
were asked as to the possibility of this
"nail- pulling" magnet fable and, lucky for
its, we had a suit of armor on that day or
we would have been badly bruised by the
tornado of glass ink stands, paper weights,
et cetera, which greeted this query. A word
to the wise is, and was, sufficient -and we
are satisfied to go home and smoke our
pipes in peace and laugh up our sleeves,
long and gleefully, at the wonderful magnet nail pullers which are "helping" ( ?) our
Uncle Sam to tear down buildings!
Anyone who has had much to do with
electro- magnets, even those as large as five
feet in diameter and capable of lifting
twenty tons or more of pig -iron, will at
once realize that the head of a nail presents
but a very small area on which to set up
magnetic attraction. It is a scientific fact, as
pointed out by the engineers of the aforementioned concern in an article publisht by
us some time ago, that if such a five -foot.
twenty -ton lifting magnet were placed near
a cube of iron. say two inches square, that
this cube will not be attracted over a distance exceeding one to two feet. but here
we have a relatively large area in which to
set up magnetic flux and attraction -four
square inches, and also £he iron cube is not
held in any way, but is perfectly free.
!

FIRST PRIZE $3.00
And a Mastodon Is
"What is a polygon ?"

-"Oh,

STUDENT

-Henry

Done!-TEACHER-

Mr. Burbank, Take Notice!-1sT. AGRICULTURE

a dead parrot of course." DENT-"My

F. Robbins.

tune

is

STU-

for-

made."

2D AG.- "How's
Not in U. S. A.! -The astronomy pupil that ?"

was asked -when is the moon full?
When it is all lit up, came the reply.
E. M. Bacigalupi.

-

1ST AG.

bell twice and
got no answer,
he concluded that
there was no one
one at home."

-

Richard Schleidt.

Hur -Ray!! -Alice and John were returning from the "movies" where they had seen
the well -known player, Chas. Ray, upon the
screui. Alice was pensive for a while till
finally she lisped :
"John, dear," slipping her arm around
him, "is Charlie Ray related to this
Violet Ray ?' -Geo. T. Conner.

-er-

Requiescat in Pace !TEACHER (in
chemistry) -"Suppose you were called upon
to attend a person who had swallowed a
heavy dose of oxalic acid, what would you
administer ?"
Pura.- "The sacrament !" George W.

-

Gish.

We'll Be Switched!-"I guess Ma has

been hunting bargains again."

"Caws Pa just asked her what kind of a
switch she bought and she said she got a
snap. Bunnie Wells.

"-

Ought to Keep Company With the
Cat!-Tuesday morning while sprinkling
the clothes of the
week's washing,
my little girl, who
is three years old,
came running all
excited and dragging my electric

BOTANY

TEACHER

-

So That's Why We Get Burnt! -1sT

Bov-"Did you know that the human being

contains sulphur ?"
2ND Boy-"No, really ?"

1ST Bov -"Yes, that's why some girls
make better matches than others." -Henry
F. Robbins.

She Must Be a "Magnavox"!-SPARK"What do you
think of this new
invention,
the
loud- talker ?"

-
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-.IS month, we are pleased to
say, our new department
shows considerable improvement over the last. Contributions
still come in with unabated fury
from all parts of the world. "Current jokes" are still as thick as in
currant pies and as indigestible
you eat too much of them. We
hope soon to see the last one of
them.
Good old pre- historic jokes of
antediluvian times are still fluttering in with every mail, some of
them having no doubt been copied
from hieroglyphs. You see a joke
is somewhat like an invention
is
re- discovered periodically by independent inventors. But we have
hopes -so on with the dance.
All jokes publisht here are paid
for at the rate of $1.00 each, besides
a first prize of $3.00. And every
time we pay a dollar for an old one
-and it happens often-the joke is
of course on us! P. S. -We have a
good notion to pay ourselves $1.00
for the above witty one!

-it

11

Con,
`New
invention, noth ng. I've had a
nother - in - law
around the house
for the past fifteen years. "-A.
H. Flury.

Scientific

Blunder! -NEW

Can a Ford Afford It
getting too
technical!"

?- BROWN- "Jones

Maybe

-

a

Ass'T. -"What is a Bachelor
of Science after be gets married ?"
THE LAB. "WISE CRACKER" -"A student
of Domestic Science."-Adolf E. Dietrich.
LABORATORY

111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Will Someone Else Cop 'Er!

is

S

For every time I'm out with her
iron.
My silver turns to copper.
"Oh, Mamma,"
H. Schalek.
she said,' "let's
turn on the juice
Watt-Again LocicAL
want some
and see her spit."
current literature."
Mrs. Bert T rul- good
"Here are some books on electric lightlinger.
ing."
In the Dark, of Course! -Not long ago "Ohm! ah ha! I ampereing at them. Watt
a farmer in the swamps of Mississippi had I want is light reading for Eddie's sons
an electric lighting plant installed on his until they armature. " -Win. F. Mahony.
farm. Eventually something went wrong
with the outfit and an electrician was called
And the Digestion Tablets, Please!
in. He found the dynamo all shot to pieces,
IRATE DINER
but set to work and remained busy till dark"Send the cook
ness stopped him. Then the farmer came
in here."
out from supper to see how things were
WAITER -"Cergoing.
tainly, sir. Shall
"Mr. Blank," said the mechanic, "I notice
I send in the aua considerable amount of sparking in the
tomatic roaster,
fields here."
t h e mechanical
"Heck yes !" agreed the farmer. "The
fryer, or the
city chaps allus does their sparkin' round
electrical toastthese parts of a evenin'.' -George T.
er ?"-C. A. HenConner.
derson.

-J.
-"I

--
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-J.

My girl is sure some alchemist,
That's why I'll have to drop her ;

?-

.

HE 8 4 2.-He looked as though he
needed something to drive dull carraway.
"Got any consecrated lye"? "You mean
concentrated lye ", suggested the druggist.
"Maybe I do. It does nutmeg any difference.. It's what I camphor, anyhow," said
the customer; "what does it sulphur ?"
"Ten scents a can," said the druggist, furiously sucking at a sour lemon to keep
from laughing. "Gimme a can," said the
customer rather gingerly, "I never cinnamon as witty as you." "Well," said the
druggist, eyeing the customer with a
syruptitious glance, "I ammonia novice but
I've- soda good many puns but I don't care
a copperas far as I'm concerned. You don't
hear me myrrh- myrrh, do you ? "
H.
Schalek.

-if

Help!

-

sen.

-"I'm

going to graft a
bean plant on a
corn stalk and

Y'ass!- "Could you telephone raise ready (tell -a- phone) from a trolley car ?"
made succotash."
"I don't think I could"
-A. H. Flury.
"Your vision must be terribly defective."
-J. B. Dowden.
Illuminating.-At their hotel, Pat and
Mike were frequently wakened during the
A Ringer.-"Why didn't you send up a night by bed -bugs. Next day they
applied
man to mend our for different rooms. After turning off the
light Pat noticed several fire -flies in his
electric bell ?"
"He did go, room. He quickly arose and called to his
Madam, but as partner: "Mike, get up. The bloomin'
are after us wid flash -lights. " -G.
he rang the door critters
Fisher.
Indeed

Extermination?

"Johnny, what can you say about germination ?"
JOHNNY -"That's easy, we just got done
licking the German nation." -Roy Ander-

M I T

"Yeh ?"

-

H-

BROWN
"He
told me his Ford
had
epilectric
fits !"
R. F.
Twinani.

-

-"I

Some Machine
watched a wonderful machine at our shop work this morning."
"And how does it work ?" we asked.
"Well," was the reply, "by means of a
pedal attachment, a fulcrumed lever converts a vertical reciprocating motion into a
circular movement. The principal part of
the machine is a huge disk that revolves in
a vertical plane. Power is applied thru the
axis of the disk, and work is done on the
periphery, and the hardest substance, by
mere impact may be reduced to any shape."
"What is this wonderful machine ?" we
asked.
"A grindstone," was the reply.John
Glenn.
.

The "Oracle" is for the sole
of all electrical xperiin tt -rs. Qu,stion, %%ill Ise
answered here for the benefit of benefit
all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht.
Rules under which questions will he answered:
I. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2 Only one side of sheet to he written on; matter must be typewritten or else written
in ink, no penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on
sheets. Questions addrest to this
department cannot be answered by mall free ofseparate
'charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by snail, a .nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail consinerable
research work. or intricate calculations a special rate will bF'chàrged: Correspondents will be informed as to the fee beforo such questions
are tinsWered.
.t
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THE LIFE OF LIBERTY MOTORS. causes what
(1046) E. O. Bearden, D.F.M., A.F. \1.,
ex- sergeant mechanic, writes the Oracle:
Q. The ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER pub lishes a statement made by Col. H. H.
Arnold, U.S.A., that the life of a Liberty
Motor 400 H.P. was 100. hours. I beg to
differ with that statement, having had
charge of a flight of 31 D.H. -IX's in Russia. All of my engines had flown in that
nine months over 150 hours and some still
more up to the time 1 left the squadron.
And being I have done some of the longest
raids of the war behind a Liberty, I say
that it is the finest internal combustion engine made, and I have had 12 years' experience in aeronautical engineering work
in Germany, France and England. In my
nine months' experience with the Liberty I
did not have even a broken valve spring
out of 31 machines.
A. We are glad to give the following
explanation by Col. Arnold, of his statement on the 100 hours' life of a Liberty

motor:
"To the Editor, Electrical Experimenter.
"Dear Sir:
"Apparently the statement that I made
that the life of the Liberty Motor was 100
hours is not understood by the public at

large.
"The TRANSCONTINENTAL. RACE, in ::'Mich
there were about forty -fire Liberty Engines
used, demonstrated that
lift' of the Liberty 400 H.P. Engine was about 100 ¡tours
WHEAT USED

li'ITH THE THROTTLE.

WIDE OPEN. The enclosed letter slates
that Mr. Bearden had engines ,clticll had
been flown in `nitre months over 150 hours,
and some still more. For this information
it is to be noted that during aerial forest
patrol in the year 1919 Me Air Service had
some Liberty Engines ztdtic h tteri' used
ni"óre than 400 hours and still in use; but
those same engines which had an average
of 75 to 100 hours when used in the Transcontinental Race with the throttle wide
open went to pieces after 25 or 30 hours'
ramnnp. It is hoped that this explanation
will clear up the statement quoted by sue.
"H. H. ARNOLD,
"Colonel, Air Service,
"Department Air Service Officer."

we call a saturate solution.
The distance between the plates should
preferably be one ihch, and the plates will
have to be sufficiently large to allow the
amperage required by the apparatus to flow
thru. Likewise, you will find that some
form of resistance will have to be connected into the circuit, and preferably four
jars are used with the single phase current.

tion. This saine device is used as 4 pump
by simply reversing the connetioüs.'
For utilizing the excess natural ponier
you mention, we would advise the prodtjctioil of nitric acid' or nitrates for fertilizer,
the purification of metals, or any electrolytic means of forming elenients. You
might build huge arc furnaces and use the
excess power for smelting, etc.

TESLA TURBINE.

DEVICE TO CHECK FALLING
AIRPLANES.

(1048)

Eustis. H. Thompson,

17 Ii:Iidship

DOLLARS
FOR JOKES
ASCIENTIFIC magazine is supposedly

notorious for its dry reading. Still
we flatter ourselves that the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER can hold your
attention without your yawning too frequently.
Of course you like to laugh-we all do.
Sometimes we make you smile while you
peruse the EXPERIMENTER.
Perhaps
sometimes you laugh out loud
some
of our "preposterous ideas" which we
print here. And then of course the joke's
on us, because we were real serious!
Now it occurred to us that we would
like to print a column of real, original
jokes every month, but here's the hook:
The joke must be a SCIENTIFIC JOKE.
No, this is no joke, we mean it!
Anyone can print or re -print jokes, but
we want them with a dose of science. So,
till further notice we will pay $3.00 as a
monthly 1st prize for the best joke, and
$1.00 for each other one we print.
So you will know what we mean with a

-at

"Scientific

Joke,"

we

print

one

here,

which we purloined from the "Baltimore
American ":
LOGICAL.
want some good
current literature."
"Here are some books on elec-

-"l

tric lighting."

Now of course, our readers can do much
better than this. So let's wait and see.
One reader can submit as many Jokes as

Even if it is old the joke is
not necessarily barred or condemned.
There is one rule however: The joke must
not be too technical; in other words, it
must be readily understood by anyone.
Not more than 100 words can be used.
Use only one side of the paper.
he pleases.

Address

SCIENTIFIC JOKE EDITOR,
Care of this publication.

ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIER.

Ernest L. Allen, Slater Park,
Pawtucket, R. I., writes this department:
Q. 1. As to the proper solution for electrolytic rectifiers.
A. 1. We would State that the solution
for an electrolytic rectifier should be preferably of aluminum phosfate: sodium
phosfate comes next on the list for obtaining the best practical results. Then, in
order, any of the solutions named herewith
can be used:
.
Bicarbonate of soda,
Sodium chlorid,
Acidulated water.
in each case, the salt added to the water
(1047)

Road, St. Helena, Md., inquires:
Q. 1. How does the Tesla steam turbine operate? i.lt.
A. 1. We haie no- exact data on the

Tesla turbine. However, we understand
that it consists of a number of very stnooth
polished steel plates, closely joined-"together
and perfectly aligned.
These plates
are mounted on a shaft connected in such
a way that there is au opening running thru
the center to the space between the plates.
Steam is forced into the center canal, and
escaping along the sides of these closely
aligned plates, causes a rapid whirling mo-
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.

(1049) M. H. Garland, 5539 Page Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo., writes us:
Q. 1. Describing a rocket device for
checking falling airplanes.
A. 1. Regarding your scheme for attach ing several cylinders. filled with powder to
operate on the order of a sky rocket, so as
to permit an airplane to be checked in its
downward flight in case the engine should
fail, etc., it is very difficult to figure out
beforehand, even approximately, just what
would happen with such a device as this.
as there are so many different factors
which may arise in attempting to apply the
scheme in practise.
We believe the quickest way in which to
ascertain what this device can and would
do would be to experiment with a small
model airplane rigged up with a series of
small fire crackers or special tubes filled
with powder, arranged to be ignited in the

desired manner.

RADIUM FOR CANCER TREATMENT.
(1050)
Charles Rinde, 406 W. Oak
Street, Lodi, California. states-1 -Q. 1. Can radium cure cancer, of all

sorts:

A. 1. In regard to whether or not Radium treatment can cure cancer of all sorts,
we would have to !know more definitely as
to the exact location and the diagnosis the
attending physiciatì has made of the disease before we can advise definitely as to
whether or not it could be cured by radium.
Cancer consists of various tumors, both
benign and malignant.
A Rodent Ulcer
sometimes takes as long as two years or
more before the "Radium treatment" has
any effect upon it whatsoever. Canter'of
the tongue and Carcinoma of the tongue
of a Melanotic nature does not generally
give very favorable reactions toward Radium.treatment. Then again the effects of
the treatment may not he as permanent as
one: would like it to. be. For instance, in
Lymphosarcoma the growth disappears extremely rapidly when irradiated, but usually
fresh tumors continue to arise in Lymphatic glands in various parts of the body,
and hence a more thoro treatment will be
necessary. In Glioma of the Orbit, on the
other hand, the tumor disappears within a
fortnight of the treatment, but sometimes
recurs.
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THE easiest

and

1 quickest way to re-

pair leaks in radiators, pumps, water
jackets, motor head gaskets, hose connections, etc., is with Johnson's Radiator Cement.
It will stop leaks in from two to ten minutes without laying up the car. It requires no experience to

use Johnsön's Radiator Cement-all you have to do is to remove the

radiator cap and pour the Radiator Cement into the radiator.
Quick -Efficient- Harmless

Johnson's Radiator Cement will not coat or clog the cooling system. It
blends perfectly with the water until it reaches the leaks. As it comes in
contact with the air it forms a hard, tough, resisting substance which is
insoluble in water and stops the leak. A half- pint'is sufficient for a Ford.

Keep Your Car Young with Johnson's Car Savers
Start today to reduce the depreciation of your automobile. An hour
or two every month and JOHNSON'S CAR SAVERS will prove their
value in dollars and cents when you come to sell or turn in your car.
Johnson's Carbon Remover-prevents 80% of engine trouble.
Johnson's Stop -Squeak Oil
wonderful spring lubricant.
Johnson's Valve Grinding Compound -gives a velvet seat.
Johnson's Cleaner and Prepared Wax-make body, hood
and fenders look like new.
Johnson's Black- Lac-the perfect top dressing.
Johnson's Auto -Lak
splendid one coat body varnish.
Johnson's Hastee Patch-can be applied in two minutes.

-a

-a

Write for our folder on "Keeping Cars Young"

-it's free.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON

Dept. EE.6.
Racine, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
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HE MADE

THE WORLD
BLUSH
FOR SHAME
He was Feared and Worshiped. Hated and
Loved. Alone He Defied the World. He
Died as He Had Lived -In Tragedy. But
He Left a Heritage of Literature That
Will Live Forever. No One Can Afford
to Miss the Lesson It Teaches.

The Wizard of Words
What strong power did Braun.
The Iconoclast, exercise over
men? What was his mysterious
influence that he could craze
some people with hatred and
hypnotise others with love? Why
did one man give his own life
that he might take the life of
Brann? Why at his death did
thousands upon thousands journey to his grave to pay him
tribute? Was he so consummate
a master of the passions of men
that he could inspire both hatred
and love? What was the magic

BOOK REVIEW
THE CONDENSED CHEMICAL DIC-

power of his wizardry of words?

every

Brann, The
Iconoclast

Brann, the Iconoclast

Chill of the Devil," one man called him. "Journalism's Most Tragic and Pathetic Figure," Elbert said of
hint. Brann was au iconoclast. He tore down the conventions of life-stripped off the cloak of hypocrisy and
laid bare the blinding nakedness of TRUTH! Nothing
could stop the fury of his attack. When he wrote or
si:nke, the artificial barriers of society tottered, the sham
draperies of Virtue fell, and the false pretenses of love
and marriage stood exposed in their shame. Sins of the
World-Mysteries of Heaven and Hell -lie dared to assail
all with unflinching independence.
They tried to stop him -the press, society, political and
financial powers reached out to pull him down. But
nothing on earth could daunt him.
I'd rather my babes
He said:
were born in a canebrake and
reared on bark and wild berries,
with the blood of independence
burning in their
than
A ew Chapters
A Pilgrimage to spawned in a
and
Perdition
up
by
Satan Loosed for brought
bootlicks a n d
a Season
Cheerful policy -playSome
ers."
Liars
The Woman Thou
His weapon
Gayest Me
was- WORDS.
The Seven Vials Mere
words
of Wrath
of
Beautiful combinatlons
H e r
letters!
But
Eyes
his magFake Journalism under
ic they burned
A Social Swim
acid,
Blood like
Coining
seared
like
into Boodle
and cut
Hunting for a flames
like
a
whip.
Husband
He attacked
Thou Shalt Not
Mankind's Mock - every fraud and
fake in C'- ' -.M od esty
Speaking of Gall tendom. With
Potlphar's Wife utter frankness
From the Gods lie wrote down
to the Gutter
things as he
Balaam's Ass
saw them.

veins,
palace

-

Send No Money
Whatever your creed, your Politics. your station in life, you
MUST know Brann. the Iconoclast.
Now for the first time the complete works of Brann have been
placed In 12 handsome volumes.
3800 pages. Again his flaming spirit
will startle the world.
We want you to see and read
the complete works of Braun the
Iconoclast in your own home, without sending a penny in advance.
Printed to clear, readable type on
Bangalore wove antique finish paper,
gold topped, silk banded, uniformly
bound in rich, green Flaenweave
cloth. back illuminated in gold stamp. If after reading
the volumes in 5 days you are not more pleased than you
expected to be, return them and you will not owe one
penny. If you decide to keep them. as we feel sure you
will, send only $1 after 5 days then $2 a mouth for a
few months.
The present
Mall the coupon now without money.
price must be increased when the next edition comes off
the press. Save money by mailing the coupon NOW.
BRANN PUBLISHERS INC.
Dept. 226, 130 East 25th St., New York City
FREE EXAMINATION COUPONI THE BRANN PUBLISHERS Inc.,
I
Dept. 226, 130 East 25th St., New York City.
1
Gentlemen: -Send me the 12 volumes of Brann 1
I will either return the books
(complete) prepaid.
in 5 days after I receive them or will send you the 1
first payment of $1, and then $2 a month until the
special introductory price of $27 is paid. 5% disI count if cash is paid In full after 5 days' examination.

Ì - - -.
I
I

Name
Address
City
Occupation

L____

good standing and explains with remarkable pro

how everything regarding patents is done.
TIONARY. 525 pages, cloth covers, size cision
from the time the inventor gets a "bug idea" until
654x9% inches. Publisht by the Chemical the very end, viz., the final exploitation of the
patent.
Catalog Co., New York, 1919.
inventor presently enWe would advise

Undoubtedly, this book is one of the finest and
post complete of the chemical catalogs yet publishtt being absolutely reliable and explicit in its
details. It is a catalog intended for the chemically educated reader, or the layman in contact
with various industries whether he be exporter,
importer, broker, jobber, purchasing agent, and
in fact wherever the individual having frequent
need for detailed information in regard to chemicals and the chemical profession.
We do not believe that there is any other publication having incorporated in one single volume
all the matters which this book contains. A novel
feature and a great convenience is the fact that
a generous space is left between all items giving
room for a line or so for text data and a wide
margin at the bottom of each page, leaving more
room for additional more extended notes.
The book is not crowded and the type is very
clear, the arrangement itself being in definite logical
order. It is profusely cross-indexed and modern
spelling, that is, A. C. S. spelling is used, except
where departures from the former spelling are
very great, in which case both old and new terms
are given. The derivation, properties, a method
of purification, grades, containers to be used, the
uses, fire hazards, shipping regulations, proprietary uses, and whether made in America or not,
are found in logical order, readily understood.
An individual asset is the table appendix in
the hack of the book, giving atomic weights, tables
weights and measures, metric equivalents, con t crsion of Fahrenheit and Centigrade scales, specie gravities, definition of units and regulations
regarding the transportation of chemicals, which
renders this book an extremely desirable reference
for every chemist whether amateur, professional or
expert.

THE FORD STANDARD EQUIPMENT.

Profusely illustrated. 139 pages, size 51/tx
8 inches. Flexible cover. Publisht by the
American Bureau of Engineering, Chicago, Illinois.

This is a book originally designed for repair
men in any branch of Ford repair work whether
it is generator, starter, ignition or motor repair.
The manner in which to locate trouble, how to
install lighting, or starting systems, of Ford type
and many other types, are all included. Obviously,
it is not a book for any kind of Ford installation, bist it is the book required to thoroly understand the Ford starting and lighting system now
being placed in cars made by the Ford Company.
A greater art of the book is devoted to the
starting and lighting system, but the ignition system is also completely dealt with, as are troubles
other than electric. It is a book for every Ford
owner, garage man and repair man.

INVENTIONS

:

THEIR

--,
1

An ideal book for the inventor, patent attorney, manufacturer, or buyer of patents; describing explicitly the salability of the invention, what
do and do not constitute well- founded claims; how
to make claims; marketing; together with the cost
and retail prices of articles.
It is so profuse in its knowledge, which it imparts to every conscientious reader, that no inventor whether he is a new man in the field or
an old timer, should fail to read it.
The book is written by a patent attorney of

__-i
1

most excellent treatise.

ABOVE THE FRENCH LINES. Letters
of Stuart Walcott, American Aviator.
Cloth covers, 94 pages, illustrated. Size
of book 51/2x8 inches. Published by
Princeton University Press, Princeton,
N. J.
-

A very interesting and out of the ordinary volume which everyone will enjoy reading, picturing
as it does the great charm of a strong personality
which shows itself thru the various letters here
reproduced. The author was one of those sterling
aviators who introduced the courage and intrepidity of the American soldier to the French
army, and many a pleasant half hour can be
spent with this little volume which will appeal
to everyone interested in the history of the fliers
on the Western battle front. It is in line with
that unbeatable little gem of spontaneous mirth,
"Dere Mabel." These letters combine the tales
of the strenuous days of the aviator and his flying
machine in the thick of war, and also little
glimpses and side -lights on the vin rouge days
behind the French lines.

EXAMPLES IN MAGNETISM. By Pro-

fessor F. E. Austin, B.S., E.E. Flexible
covers, 90 pages, 27 illustrations. Size 5x
7/ inches. Publisht by the Author, Hanover, New Hampshire.

This manual of examples in magnetism will
prove useful to students of electrical and radio
subjects and particularly those interested in the
arithmetical and higher mathematical aspects of
the subject. The work covers the elementary
and further advanced mathematical relations dealing with magnetism and magnetic fields, and some
very interesting and well illustrated problems are
worked out, so that the student can fully grasp
the explanations given. There are sections d sl
ing with the calculation of magnetic moments;
pole strengths; the earth's magnetic field and its
components; turning moments of magnets; results and forces due to magnetic poles; comparison
of intensity of magnetic fields; mapping of magnetic fields, etc. In the appendix at the end of
the book are a number of extremely useful tables.
One of these gives the three variable magnetic
elements, that is, magnetic declination, inclina.
tion, and horizontal intensity in gausses for various states and cities thruout the United States,
etc. Another table gives sines, cosines, tangents,
etc. The index is quite profuse asid there is also
provided an index of the various examples, problems, illustrations and lessons.

PURCHASE EXAMPLES IN ALTERNATING CURRENTS. Vol. 1, 3d edition (with additions). By Professor F. E. Austin, B.S.,
E.E. Flexible covers, 224 pages, illustrations. Size 5x7/ inches. Publisht by the

AND SALE. By Wm. E. Baff. Cloth
bound stiff covers, 230 pages, including
index. Size 5x8 inches. Publisht by D.
Van Nostrand Company, New York.

State

gaged in patent work of any nature, or who intends or has had patentable ideas, to secure this

Author, Hanover, New Hampshire.

Every student of alternating currents, espedaily those interested in radio work, will find
this volume by Prof. Austin very practical and
useful. This book covers problems in alternating
currents and the general theory of alternating
current circuits in a clear manner, which anyone
can understand if they are familiar with the simplest rules of algebra. The calculation and relation of electro- motive force, current and resist (Continued on page 192)
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Try This Wonderful Machine 10 Days Free
you

can now e njoy the wonderful, energizing, health- giving
power of Violet Rays in your own home! This famous treat ment, formerly obtainable only from eminent physicians and
beauty specialists at high fees, is now brought to you for your per sonal use, and at a trifling cost, through new Vi-Rex Violet Ray
Machine. This new invention so simple that a child ca n o rate
Pe
it applies to your body all the remarkable, vitalizing effects of VioWhat Users and let Rays.
Rid yourself of headaches, caPhysicians Say
tarrh, constipation, lumbago, inTrixie Friganaa, well known
somnia, nervousness, neuritis. Reactress, ss.ys, "Cheerfully will I
add my braise for your Violet
lieve your pain from rheumatism,
Ray machine.
It's the best
neuralgia, indigestion. Give your'pain chaser' and 'soother' I've
bad the rgood fortune to find.
self beauty treatments remove ecIt's WONDERFUL. It cured my
brother of neuritis. As for myzema, pimples, blacklteads, obesity.
self I use it for facial treatments
You can make your body alive with
and general massage. I cannot
say too much for it."
vitality, your skin smooth and fine
Dr. Bert H. Rice, of Vinton,
Iowa, says: 1 have good results
of texture, free from blemishes and
with the Instrument in all cases
sallowness. Soothe your nerves,
of neuralgia. Almost instant relief in Facial Neuralgia."
build up your strength, feel the
tir. Daniels, Lisbon, North Dathrill of real vigor and "pep," and
kota, says: "Have used It in
such cases as Goitre, Bronchitis,
have a dear, unblemished complexPleurisy, Neuritis,
Neuralgia,

-

and Lumbago, and find it very
beneficial. In fact, I would not
be without it in my office."

ion All this you can have by the
use of Violet Rays.

Not a Vibrator
This instrument is not a vibrator.
It does not contract the muscles or
shock the nerves. Its magic rays
pass through every cell and tissue,
creating "cellular massage"-the
most beneficial electrical treatment
known. It leaves no soreness after
use, only a delightful sensation of
agreeable relief. Its great value is
based on proven scientific facts now
well established by experience. Violet Rays are used in nearly every
modern sanitarium, hospital and
health resort. Physicians and os-

teopaths and chiropractors everywhere use and endorse them. Like
thousands of others, you will be
amazed at the quick, gratifying results from Violet Ray treatments.

Mail Coupon for Free Book
'through our special, liberal offer, you can try
Violet Ray treatments without risking a penny. Use
this wonderful machine for ten days. If you do not
find quick relief, if you do not feel better, sleep
better, eat better, look better, send it back and you
will not be out one penny. Prove it to yourself that
Violet Rays bring you the magic of electricity in its
most wonderful curative form.
We want you to know in detail about the magic
action of Violet Rays. We want you to see for yourself how it has helped thousands of others. Learn
how you can have superb health and radiant beauty.
All this you will find in this great health and beauty
book which will-be sent you free. Simply mail the
coupon or write a postal or letter. Do this now,
before our special free trial offer is withdrawn.

Dept 46

VI -REX ELECTRIC CO.
326 West Madison Street, Chicago

Try Violet Rays For
Asthma

Barhers' Itch
Boils

Blackheads
Catarrh
Chilblains
Colds

Headache
Goitre
Insomnia
Lumbago
Nervousness
Neuralgia
Neuritis
Pains
Paralysis
Pimples
Rheumatism
Skin Diseases
Sore Throat
Sprains
Tonsilitis

Constipation
Dandruff
Deafness
Earache
Eczema
Eye Disease
Falling Hair
Hay Fever
Whooping Cough

Vi -Rex Electric Co., Dept. 46,
326 West Madison Street, Chicago.

Please send me, without any cost or obligation, your
free book describing your Violet Ray Machine and details of your free trial offer.
Name

Address
City
State

-
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SUPPLY CO.

1429 S. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.

De t. 64

AN

&

EXPERT

Auto and Tractor Mechanic
Earn $100 to $400 a Montt
Young man are you
u
mechanically;inclined?
Come to the Sweeney
School. Learn to be
an expert. I teach
with tools not books.
Do the work yourself,
that's the secret of the IIIII131lli;l¡;IjúlillilÌÍlll11
SWEENEY SYSTEM
of practical training by which 5,000
soldiers were trained for U. S. Gov
ernment and over 20,000 expert
mechanics. Learn in a few weeks; no previous
experience necessary.

FREEWrite today for illustrated free catalog
showing hundreds of pictures men
working in new Million Dollar Trade School.

LEARN A TRADE
AUTO-TRACTOR- AviATION

SCHOOL

66

SWEENEY BLDG. KANSAS cl Tr.

110.

AN EASY WAY TO

MAKE MONEY

Don't

be

content to

plod along

in the tire re$60.00 the first
pairing
Very little
day.' Others average $200 to $600 a month.
a poscapital needed. Jobs plentiful. Every motorist
sible customer. No experience needed. We teach you.
Be independent.

on a small salary.

i.

buàiness. One man says

jj

Go

"I made

R Tire Repair Outfit

Improved Wrapped Tread Method
Used by Tire Manufacturers

Does as good work as the big high
prised vulcanizing outfits. A boy
can use it. It's the only vulcanizer
that has Automatic Heat Control, and
caq.'t undercure or overture a tire.
Requires no watching or regulating.

FREE Book

"How to Open a Tire Reppair Shop."
It tells how to make big money.
Don't delay. Write quick.

_

C. A. SHALER CO.
2205 Fourth St.

Waupon. Wisconsin

You Can Save $50.00

recovering your
top frame yourself. we
make these recover. to fit
sil tusk e sud mord' of
and up care Any person that pn
ca Dtut
parcels Post Paid
tItiron.
Roof and quarter. sewed ogetherwihear
curtain. fasteners, welts and tacks. All complete Give on the
model number of your car and we will send you
n ame,
d Quote you exact price.
catalogue
year e

$846

LIBERTY TOP

&

,c b

(Continued from page 190)
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at exceptionally low prices, considering the
very high quality of our merchandise. Are
you skeptical, just try us ONCE.
Slightly Used and Factory Repaired Tires
Used Tires NEW TUBES
$4.50
$1.95
30x3
5.50
2.30
30x31/2
2.40
31x31/2
5.95
2.40
32x31/2
6.25
2.60
6.95
34x31/2
2.70
31x4
7.20
2.80
7.95
32x4
2.90
33x4
8.85
2.90
34x4
9.00
10.00
3.00
36x4
3.15
9.30
34x41/2
9.60
3.25
35x41/2
3.40
9.95
36x41/2
3.50
12.25
37x41/2
3.75
35x5
11.00
11.50
3.85
36x5
12.00
3.95
37x5
Of course, owing to the low prices quoted,
these tires are not guaranteed for any definite number of miles, but should it happen that
you do not receive service in proportion to the
price paid, we will make reasonable adjustments if tires are returned to us prepaid. Is
this not fair enough?
Send $1.00 deposit for each tire ordered.
Tires will be sent promptly C. O. D. with
privilege of examination.

LINCOLN TiRE

deffÌì
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Book Review

MOTORISTS and DEALERS!!!
TIRES, TIRES,TIRES Galore
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ance are dwelled upon at length in various forms
of complex circuits, including those with resistance, inductance and capacity, conected both in
series and in parallel. The fore part of the work
covers alternating current wave formations; the
production of electro-motive forces; A. C. pressures; value of sine curve; rate of change of
sine curve alternating quantities; how to plot
"curve of squares" for a circle; method of finding
the areas of curves; equivalent sine curve; effective or R. M. S. values of non-sine pressures;
calculation of the inductance of a coil, and numerous problems on this and allied subjects.
All of the mathematical subjects are clearly
explained, making the work a very valuable one
indeed to the student. An appendix of useful
tables is provided giving the values all worked
out for

2

7

1

1

and

and

27rf

(27rí)2

for

various frequencies f, in cycles per second, from
one up to 150, and also 1000, 2,000 and 150,000
cycles per second. Valuable tables are also given
of the numeric values of the capacity necessary to
neutralize the inductance L in henrys, to produce
resonance in an alternating current circuit.
nununuunn,ns,ounun1.,,,,,,,
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H®w to Keep 11.1R a

Car

=

By HAROLD HOLLINGSHEAD;

(Continued front page 156)
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1
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applied to valve of inner tube before air is
applied will prevent any air from escaping
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from tire.

THE CARE OF BODY.

Now how to keep the isinglass and
Pantasote tops in good condition is quite a
question to most people. If the top is in
a very bad condition, first clear thoroly
with kerosene and let dry. Then apply a
heavy coat of 3 -in-1 oil with cheese- cloth.
This is the finest oil of its kind for such
purposes, and your neighbors will think
you have bought a brand new top. Next,
the isinglass is not cleaned with gasolene,
kerosene or benzine, but by using a dean
soft chamois dampened in clear water,
using a little elbow grease, on both sides of
the isinglass, together with cleaning and
dampening the chamois as you go along.
You will find the rust and grit coming off
on your chamois, and your glass becoming
clear. Be sure and 'keep cleaning chamois
well in clear water, and use no soap.
A rag partially dampened in kerosene and
3 -in -1 oil, is an excellent remedy, to remove
all sand and grit from body. To keep from
scratching paint on body, great care should
be taken to thoroly shake out cloth as you
go along, as this cloth will accumulate
much grit, which is very injurious to paint.
After this is done, a clean piece of silk
cloth, from an old shirt -waist, will wonderfully brighten up the paint. If these rules
are carried out by automobile owners and
drivers they will find their gasolene and repair bills much lower.
:

A FEW POINTS IN DRIVING.

In driving a car, do not advance spark
on starting, or on a hill or heavy pull. You
have no doubt remembered your motor
knocking on a hill, thru your spark throttle
being fully advanced. Restart your spark
and you may not get the speed, but you will
eliminate the knock, and'tñálte your motor
last twice as long and save your repair bill.
In running your motor idle, slow down
motor to slowest possible speed. This will
keep motor from heating up and eliminate
the collection of carbon, and will also save
gas bill. In starting and stopping at all
times shift to low or intermediate gears,
which will save the strain which would
come on motor by pulling in high gear.

BY

die'

TIRE CO., Dept. E4, Cincinnati, O.

AIR FLEET FOR SOUTH POLE.
A fleet of twelve to fourteen airplanes
will be taken along on the Terra Nova, the
ship which John L. Cope will fit out at
London, for his expedition to the South
Pole.

.
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want to ask the readers of ELECTRICAL
a very frank question. "Why
is it that none of you seem to be interested
in becoming Travelling -Salesmen or in
learning to be an expert Automobile Repairman."
The circulation of the EXPERIMENTER is
over 150,000 each month. According to the
figures which you all gave me a little while
ago there are over four readers to every
copy. This means over 600,000 readers of
our magazine.
It seems as though among such a vast
number of progressive men as this (just
think of it, over half a million) there must
be a great many who would want to become
either Star Salesmen or to learn auto mechanics -the heart of the great automobile
industry. This latter industry has already
become one of the greatest in the United
States-no other country comes anywhere
near equaling us in our production of automobiles, trucks, tractors or accessories. And
the industry is growing every day. It bids
fair to become our second greatest industry,
next only to the steel business.
High grade travelling salesmen as well
as expert auto mechanics are making big
money these days. Many young men all
over the country are studying for one or
the other position. Why not the readers of
1

EXPERIMENTER

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER?

During the past year a number of advertisers have run attractive ads. in our
magazine announcing what looked to me
like mighty good offers covering instruction

in salesmanship and automobile mechanics.
When the ads. appeared I thought "Surely,
these are going to strike a very "responsive
chord among our readers," I looked for
the ads. to pull heavily. But they did not.
For some reason or other very few readers
paid any, attention to them and in each
case the advertiser reported failure.
If our readers are really not interested
in such subjects, I don't want to urge these
advertisers to try again. But if you are I
do. Won't some of you write me personally
and tell me whether or höt you are 'interested and if not, just why .you aren't -or if
there was anything in the ads. that didn't
appeal to you, tell me just what it was. I'll
certainly appreciate every letter you send
me, and you will be helping your magazine
and indirectly yourself.
The E. E. is your magazine. The more
you patronize your advertisers the móre
space they will use in ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER. The more advertising we carry,
the more pages of s'olid'text in that issue.
For each additional two pages of advertising we get we add three solid pages ' of
reading matter. So by helping the advertising you help yourself.
Please let me hear from you -just as
many as can write me to -day.

Advertising Manager.

"It is not without realization of the limitations of the use of airplanes that we have
included them in the equipment," said Captain Wilkins, who commands the air wing.
"There will be two pilots to each machine,
except on the single- seater scouts. The
fuselages will be so constructed that they
can be used as sledges.
"There is a general impression abroad
that a spectacular dash to the South Pole
will be made by air, but this is not so. The
principal use of airplanes will be for ph()
tographic flights."
-
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TERRIBLE PREDICAMENT OF
PRIVATE BUCK WHILE DROWNING
!HIS COOTIES IN A SHELL HOLE

The Laughter

and Tears

ofAmerica's Greatest Army
The One Priceless Souvenir of the Great War That You Will Enjoy and
Treasure Above All Others -A Complete File of 71 Overseas Issues of
the Famous Stars and Stripes Bound Into One De -Luxe Volume.

is the most

remarkable human

that has come out of the

HEREERE
great world war.

paid for single issues. Articles from the columns of this remarkable newspaper were reprinted everywhere and finally there sprang
up an insistent demand from parents of soldiers, Universities, Statesmen and patriots
throughout the country for complete files of
this unique, historical publication.
To satisfy this demand all the overseas issues
have now been bound into one De Luxe Vol-

Here is a living,
breathing record of the lives of two million
men in war-written by the men themselves
as they fought on the bleeding soil of France.
It is our soldiers' own wonderful story of
those days over there
story that will live
forever as the most unique historical document
ever written.
Here is their own true storythe sort that grips the heart and
stirs the emotions for it rings with
,411
the sincerity of men who suffered
the Hell of war and came back
smiling. From cover to cover this
,ind
wonderful volume breathes of the
romance, the pathos and humor of
the struggles and adventures of
America's greatest army.
Nothing can give you so vivid,
realistic and gripping a picture of
what our soldiers experienced in France as
ume-with sturdy khaki- colored covers-richly
their own remarkable newspaper, the Stars and embossed
beautiful lasting edition that you
Stripes, written by the soldiers, for the soldiers,
will treasure now and hand down to your chilover there on the battlefields in the thick of
dren. The first issue of the Stars and Stripes
the fight. It is an amazing story this famous
was published February 8, 1918-the last June
newspaper tells
day -by -day, intimate, heart 13, 1919. There were 71 issues, each paper
stirring story of war and of the irrepressible
consisting of 8 pages, 18% x 24% inches in size
spirit of fun that made the American doughand every number appears in this beautiful
boy the wonder of the world.
bound volume. Each issue of the original
newspaper has been reproduced, line for line,
exactly as it was printed in France.
Behind The Scenes With

-a

Send No Money

Clip and mail the coupon quick! We will
reserve a copy of this limited edition for 'you
and ship it to you by express as soon as it
comes from the binders. When it reaches your
express office you can examine it thoroughly.
If you decide to keep it, pay your express
agent, the Special Low Price of $12. If you
are not satisfied that you want to keep this
great souvenir of the war, return it and
you will not be out one penny.

This may
plete file of this historic newspaper. Certainly it w!l never again be offered at this
low price. Therefore we urge you to act
quickly. Mailing the coupon puts you
under no obligation. It merely signifies
your desire to see this great volume -you
send not a penny of money-just the
coupon. Address:
be your only opportunity to secure a com-

the Overseas Issues of
Che SIarss
Stripes

In One Complete Sound Yolulne

Eames-Luckett Corporation
Distributors 4. E. F. Pub. Assn.

Dept. 86, 64 West Randolph Street,

Chicago, nl.

-a

-a

The American Doughboys
To read the Overseas issues of the Stars and
Stripes is to live over, in startling reality, those
days with our soldiers in France. It will bring
you face to face with actual conditions as they
knew them -their novel life in the French
villages, their droll experiences with foreign
customs, their marches over the long white
dusty roads, their nerve -torturing baptism of
fire, their glorious gallantry at Chateau
Thierry, Saint Mihiel, and their magnificent
drive through the Argonne.
The Stars and Stripes is the only publication
of its kind in the History of the United States.
It was originally intended only for distribution
among the men of the A. E. F. in France but
its fame grew and spread and many copies
found their way back to the States. These are
highly treasured and jealously held by their
fortunate owners. Fabulous prices have been

Limited Edition- Reserve
Your Copy Now

Think of having a complete file of this historic newspaper-the most unique souvenir of
the war I You will find endless fascination in
the many great features that an army eagerly
read-Walgren's famous cartoons, Balbridge's
drawings, the Poet's Column, the Letters of
Henry's Pal to Henry, the Liars' Column,
Captain Hansen's official accounts of the battles, skirmishes and marches, the histories of
the Divisions and Divisional insignia.
This edition of the complete file of the overseas Stars and Stripes -this unique, intimate
and human record of the great war -is limited.
Hundreds of reservation orders have already
been placed and more are pouring in each day.
It is not at all unlinly that the entire edition
will be quickly subscrilRd,.. place your order
to -day to avoid disvatintrp9fit.

Reservation Coupon -Mail Today
EAMES -LUCKETT CORPORATION,
Distributors A. E. F. Publishing Assn.

=

"..

Dept. 86, 64 West Randolph St., Chicago, III.

Please reserve for me one complete bound file of all the
71 issues of the overseas Stars and Stripes, to be shipped
to me as soon as it is ready.
When it arrives I shall
examine it thoroughly and if satisfied 1 shall pay the
express company $12.00.
Otherwise I will return it to
you at your expense.
Name
Address
City

Rtate
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SAVE
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Your "GAS" and
ALL Your Trouble

15 -DAY FREE TRIAL

Money -back Guarantee

-

-

Entirely NEW principle
not a moving part Simple.
Has the Pep and Power.

U. & J.

Carburetor
-

Doubles Mileage-Guaranteed
to start car in zero weather
No Priming. 50,000 delighted users. Now ready
for Ford, Dodge. Maxwell and Overland.
DEALERS-Service Stations, Salesmen : The
"U. & J." sells on demonstration -installed in
thirty minutes -some good open territory.
We also manu!ecture the U. It J. FORD TIMER.
Will last as long as the ear. PRICE $2.50

&

U.

LEADS IN RADIO,
MARCONI.

S.

The Italian newspapers recently publisht
an article by Guglielmo Marconi, the inventor of wireless telegraphy, which says
that the United States heads the list of all
countries in wireless inventions, her inventors having surpast all others in producing practical apparatus for transmission
of the human voice thru electric waves.
"Within this year," said Signor Marconi, "wireless telephones will substitute
the present clumsy system with great economic advantage, suppressing the cost of
the telephone lines and their upkeep. They
will also do away with the interruptions
due to atmospheric causes."
.r
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Miat_)'net

By ISABEL M. LEWIS, M.A.

J. CARBURETOR CO.
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TIRES
Price
.(Cords) $16.00

Size
38r4

12.75

34x4

35x4
13.75
8.00
14.50
8.75
36.41/4
9.50
373[454. (Cords) 25.00
323(4
14.75
10.50
35x5
33x4
3635
15.00
11.75
34x4
15.50
37x5..s
32x434. (Cords) 15.00
Special Brand New Tubes. Guaranteed.

32.3%
31x4

..... ....

Price

Three sizes only.

Size

30x3
3033%
31x4

$2.00
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2.35

Shipment made 'lie same day. $l deposit
Order now.
required with each tire ordered. Balance C. O. D., subject
Specify al ether you desire to have
to your examination.
clincher or straight side tire. £ pecial cash discount of 5
per cent. if full amount aceottipa lies order.

G. & H. TIRE & VULCANIZING CO.
2559 S. State St., Chicago, III.
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THAT'S THE ECONOMY of owning this new
Mindy, compact Utility Chest. Built with a solid
oak frame. and joints that are not dovetailed, but
lock- cornered for extra
strength, this chest is a
sturdy keeper of tools;
knock - proof,
long - proof,
The
and weather -proof.
auto- mechanic, electrician,
plumber, lineman, will
find the right house
r his tools in this
UNION Utility Chest
Note tray that lifts
yet fits
v itti cover.
,rugly when cover is closed.
li rite for ColloD prices and dealer's name
UNION TOOL CHEST COMPANY, Inc.
I
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Mill Street

Scud for this Free 11.4 l'ago
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oil,,
law in your spare time. as 40.000proSplendid Opportunities in the
fession of law. Business today needs
law trained men. Free book gives
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$20
Ukulele, Hawaiian Guitar, Violin,

TENOR BA NJ 0 Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mall. To Ant
pupils In each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin. Mandolin,
Ukulele. Guitar, Hawaiin Guitar, Comet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo absolutely free. Very small charge for lessons only. We guarantee sue ee.sornoammo. Complete outfit free. Write now. Noobligatlon.
SLINOERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc. Dept. 41. CHICAGO, ILL

She has traversed
all oceans from 80° North to the parallel
on slightly used
Df 60° South and has crost and recrost
GRAFLEX -KODAKS
her own path and the path of her predeCameras and Lenses tir every _description.
cessor the Galilee many times, thus makEqual to new. Save money. Write now for
Catalog
Free Bargain Book and bargains
ing it possible to determine for the points
ln
li.eng hundred. of money isavingsupplies. All
slightly used and new camerae and Stoney back
of intersection the secular changes in the
Trial.
'goods sold on 10 days' Free
satisfied.
magnetic elements.
wiét. tu
We have °bene in °the ephotographic
business over la yesee. Write now.
After a thoro overhauling in 1919 and
Dept.
116 124 S. Wabash, Chicago
CENTRAL
CO.,
CAMERA
the installation of a four -cylinder gasoline
engine, trade of bronze thruout, to take
-the place of the producer -gas engine used
i4 MAC
on earlier cruises, the Carnegie started on
Necessary to every user of Dry Cells. The ammeter
only means of indicating the condition of a
her sixth cruise with a crew of twenty- Isdry the
cell.
three officers and men on October 9, 1919. Accurate
-Durable -Dependable- Guaranteed. At leadA cruise of 61,500 miles has been planned ing dealers or send $1.25 with dealer's name to
INTER
-STATE AUTO PARTS CO.. Inn.
in the South Atlantic, Indian and Pacific
1778 Broadway, New York City, N. V.
No ammeter at the price is as good.
Oceans to last approximately two years.
No ammeter at any price is better.
Unsurveyed regions in the South Atlantic
and Indian Ocean will be covered and
the route is planned so as to obtain a large
number of observations of the progressive Learn alad$US1neSS"
osoiblleeC
changes that have taken place in the magitem
a
Halted
..Increasing demand or
netic elements. This is accomplisht as
s ability Ideas. Oar
to
nggipslability
k
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scorer
stated above by intersecting former routes
Ity. Work lotemely Interacting.
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and obtaining new values of the elements
Yon can do itl ambitious.9 ccco.ful graduates
every
everywhere. Our
at the points of intersection.
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big ealarlee. Write for catalog. samples.
In addition to its ocean magnetic sur- command
guarantee and Free Outfit Oder.
636 D. S. L. Bldg. Detroit, Mich
DETROIT SCHOOL OF LEf1ERMg,
veys the Bureau of Terrestrial Magnetism
also carries on extensive land surveys in all
parts of the- globe. In 1919 special expeditions were sent out by the Department to
observe the total solar eclipse of May 29th
at stations distributed over the entire zone
of visibility of the eclipse and immediately A well -paid profession is open to you. The field
outside. At Dr. Bauer's station in Liberia beckons to both men and women. Combined home
and college course. Heal without drugs.
the total phase was visible in a cloudless study
catalog.' International College of Drugless
sky for more than six minutes, which is Free
Physicians, Dept. L1.64200 Grand Blvd., Chicago.
very close to the maximum length of phase
that can possibly be observed. UnmistakMADE EASY
able evidence was gathered at all stations MATHEMATICS
The Arcascope-the Combination Triangle
of an appreciable variation in the earth's with
a Brain-will multiply, divide, figure
and proportion, solve all problems
magnetic field during a solar eclipse, which Percentage
in trigonometry and geometry, draw symmetrietc. Superior to any slide
variation is the reverse of that causing the cal figures, plot arcs.
Simple to operate. Also n c l u d e s a
daylight portion of the solar diurnal varia- rule.
TRANSPARENT TRIANGLE, PROTRACTOR and
TjUAEE RULES. Used at Columbia University,
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Point. U. S. Aeronautic Schools, eta Only 85
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cents Postpaid. Order today before you forget.
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Ogden. Utah
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L. J. LEISHMAN CO..
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of the Bureau of Terrestrial Magnetism,
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hours interesting work saves
many dollars and gives you a machine
exactly to suit your ideals. We
furnish motors, tone arms. case
material. blue prints and full instructions. Plays any record. You
can make fine profit building
phonographs for your friends.
Write Today for Our
Free Blue Print Offer
Agents wanted for our
ready built phonographs
Chorale.° Phonograph Co.
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Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH
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Dept. 275 -50T W. Jackson Blvd.. CHICAGO

SLIGHTLY USED
STANDARD MAKE

SAYS

You DRuGlS,, S
tra". PHYSICIAN
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atmospheric -electric observations are carried on continually on land and sea and experiments have been carried on at Langley
Field, Va., lately in the development of
methods and instruments for determining
the geographic position of airplanes by
astronomical observations. There has also
been recently formed under this department
a Section of Terrestrial Electricity.
The cause of the earth's magnetic field
is still one of the greatest unsolved problems of astro- physics. The theory that has
been advanced by Schuster that all large
rotating masses are magnets as a result
of their rotation has received considerable
attention from astrophysicists, and attempts
have been made to prove this experimentally. It has been found that iron globes spun
(Continued on page 196)
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Poetry, 10 Funny Readings, 41 Epitaphs, and 11
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and our big illustrated Catalog of 125 Magic Tricks
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DETROIT TRICK & NOVELTY CO.
Detroit, Mich.
454 -456 Dix Avenue
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In the Great Shops of

COY?'E
In 3'4 Months

THOUSANDS of men have done it. Hundreds are doing it every day. You can do it too. Electricity
the greatest force in the world and the whole world is crying for more men to handle it. Practical men who know
what's what were never more in demand than they are right now. Come to Chicago and let the great Coyne Shops
train you. There is hardly any limit to what Coyne trained men earn. In less than four months you can become an
electrical expert and hold down a big -paying job. Our sure -fire practical way of teaching and a twenty- year record of
success proves it.
is

Be an Expert in 3iá Months.
You don't have to spend from one to
four years to become an electrical expert.
Thousands of our 3/ months' graduates

prove it. You learn here by doing the actual
work, not with books and theory. The
Coyne method comes right down to brass
tacks and eliminates all unnecessary frills
and fancy stuff. You get just what you
need to cash in with on pay -day. We don't
waste your time and money teaching you
,nmething you can't use.

Earn While You

Learn-

$40to$100
A Week
That's what practical electrically
trained nien earn. That's what you

can earn too after you spend 3512
months in these great $100,000.00
shops. You learn here by working ou
the actual apparatus. Our shops are
equipped with everything from the simple electric bell to the mighty motors,
dynamos, generators and electric locomotives-the huge switchboards and
power plants. Thousands of successful graduates have found joy Ic working on this complete equipip' lit and
are holding down big jobs toe.ay.

Day or Evening Courses
Many of our students work in their

spare time and earn part of their expenses.

Others work during the day and take the evening
courses, thereby earning all their expenses. Our
employment department will help you find the right
kind of employment if you want to do the same.
Don't worry about money though. Anyone with a
little gumption can learn here. The cost of tuition
is low and small easy payments are arranged if de.
sired. All tools and equipment are furnished free.

Learn

Drafting

Practical
instruction with
some of the best
in the
world to guide you.

experts

Learn Mechanical or Architectural Drafting,
Machine Design and Automobile Design.
We place graduates in good positions.

Big Jobs Open Now
are open now
f undreds of big jobs
to Wien who can fill them-such as

-

you don't have to know anything about electricity to learn the Coyne way. Coyne experts
know just what every man needs and they see that
lie gets it. They start you right at the beginning
of things and the whole fascinating field of electricity
is laid open before your eyes. Under the experts
help and supervision you actually do the work.
That's the only way to Learn. Nothing can stump
a Coyne trained man after he gets his diploma as
Master Electrician.

Send for Big FREE Book.
Check this coupon and mail it to me

personally.

NOW. Get the big book that

tells what Coyne Graduates have done-and what
you can do too. Check the trade you are most
Interested in and mail it NOW.
BENNETT W. COOKE, President
COYNE TRADE AND ENGINEERING' SCHOOLS
Dept. 26, 39 -51 East Illinois Street, Chicago_
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Contractor,
, Engineer,
Plant Supt., Sub- station
Operator, Auto Elec. Repairman, etc..
eta We will assist you to secure one
of these jobs when your training is
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Electrical
Power

Moving

Picture
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machines and
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Easiest
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Operator, paying $50
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How to
Develop

Your
Psychic
Powers

Them

This Man Tells You
THIS wonderful book, just published after months of preparation, is by America's
foremost investigator of psychical phenomena, Hereward Carrington, Ph. D.
For more than twenty years he has been making elaborate researches in this
field, exposing the "fakes" and encouraging the genuine psychic workers. No man is
better fitted than he to explain all the mysteries of this wonderful subject and to show
how anyone, YOU as well as anyone else, can develop those wonderful psychic powers
that lie dormant within all of us.
Here are just a very few of the chapters: How to Develop; Harmonious Conditions; The Spirit World; Telepathy; Clairvoyance; Automatic Writing; Crystal
Gazing; Self Projection; Haunted Houses; Hypnotism and Mesmerism; Spirit and
Thought Photography; Reincarnation and Eastern Philosophy; Snares and Pitfalls to
Avoid. Scores of other matters are taken up as well.
SEND NO MONEY.

We feel so sure if you examine this book you will never part with it
that we offer to send it entirely without

MAIL THIS TODAY -NO MONEY REQUIRED
Dodd, Mead & Company, Inc.,
445 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Send me Dr. Carrington's book, "Your Psychic
Powers; and How to Develop Them." I will either
remall the book within five days after receipt and
owe you nothing, or will send $3 in full payment
Name
Address

rit

State

Elec. Ex.

-6 -20.

charge. If, after examining it, it is not
entirely satisfactory, return it to us without hesitation. If you think it is worth
the price we ask for it, $3.00, remit us
that amount within five days of its receipt. Just fill out this coupon or write
us a letter mentioning the Electrical Experimenter. This offer has not been
made elsewhere.

at high velocities. in the laboratory do not
exhibit magnetic properties. This may
mean simply that the magnetic field is too
weak to be detected in the case of a comparatively small iron sphere spun for a
limited period under laboratory conditions.
It must be remembered that the earth has
been rotating rapidly on its axis for millions of years and is, compared to terrestrial objects, an extremely large mass. Yet
it has been shown that as a whole our
earth is an extremely weak magnet, and
that if it were made entirely of steel and
magnetized as highly as an ordinary steel bar magnet, the magnetic forces at its surface would be a thousand times greater
than they actually are.
If it is true that all rotating bodies arc
magnets, then all the heavenly bodies,
planets, suns and nebula are surrounded by
magnetic fields. We know nothing to the
contrary. In fact, we know this to be truc
for the earth and sun, and strongly suspect that it is so in the case of She planets
Jupiter and Saturn.
When we understand more about the
properties of matter, the nature of magnetism, as well as of gravity may be revealed to us.

Po-pular Astr®n ®rny
Qt7lestions and

Answers

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY
Publishers for Eighty Year.
445 Fourth Avenue, New York

[By ISABEL M. LEWIS
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1. Maps of the solar system show all of
the planetary orbits on a plane. Are they
actually so ?
Answer 1. It is customary to represent
the orbits of the planets as complete cinles,
all lying in the same: plane ;that (}the
earth's orbit, or ecliptic. `As a matter of
fact, the planetary orbits are, ellipses of
very small eccentricity, not circles, and they
do not lie in the same-plane, but since the
inclination of the planetary orbits to the
plane of the ecliptic is so small ( amounting
to only 7° in the case of Mercury, the most
inclined, and averaging about 2° for the
others), it is more convenient, tho not
strictly accurate, to represent them all lying
in one plane. In form the orbits of the
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Radio School

8

planets are so nearly circular that, again
with the exception of Mercury, their ellipticity could not be detected on a drawing
eight or ten inches in diameter. , ..
2. Was there ever any attention given in
astronomical circles to Vail's theory of the
annular world, ill which he tried to prove
that the earth once had Saturn -like rings
which produced queer effects upon the religion and mind of primitive man?
Answer 2. I have never heard this theory
discussed astronomically.
If the earth had been originally surrounded by Saturn-like rings it is very doubtful
whether they could have existed up to the
age of primitive man, as the theory you
mention states, and yet have disappeared
so cómpletely in the comparatively short
interval of time, astronomically speaking,
that has elapsed since the `age of primitive
man.
There are astronomers who are inclined
to the belief that other planets besides Saturn were originally surrounded by rings of
meteoric particles, and, according 'o a cer+.
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tain lunar theory, the moon was formed by
the breaking up of such a ring, many mil lioi s Qf Years ago, and its lunar, craters
Nvvi..formed by a bombardment from meteorit masses within the ring. It must be
renlernhcred in this connection, however,
that. many lunar craters are fully fifty or
more miles in diameter,: while recent observations of Saturn's rings set three miles
as an upper limit for the size of the individual moonlets.
3. How powerful would a telescope have
to he to ascertain whether the "canals" on
Mars are natural or artificial, and what
would this power he in ratio with the most
powerful existing telescope?
Answer 3. The visibility of the "canals"
of Mars is not dependent alone upon the
size of -the telescope- used. We have here
a problem in lvhiclt the atmosphere plays -a
very important part. Observers of the
Martian canals insist that their visibility
depends quite as much upon having-.excellent "seeing" conditions as upon the telescope. itself.
It' must be remembered. that when high
maunifying powers arc used the imperfections of the atmosphere arc also magnified.
It is well known that the moon underhigh
magnifying powers appears more as it
would viewed thru water instead of thru
air.
I f it Were possible to establish an observatory at an elevation of three and one -half
miles, thus leaving behind one -half of the
earth's atmosphere, we would come closer
to solving the mysteries of the "canals" of
Mars than by increasing the size of our
telescopes.
I do not know what results have been
obtained with the 100 -inch -Mt. Wilson reflector in observing Mars, or whether this
great instrument has yet been 'turned on
Mars, tho it has been stated that it shows
a wonderful amount of intricate detail on
the- moon; hilt it is well known that the
60-inch reflector. of the fit. Wilson Observatory has not yet revealed --the canals
of Mars, and neither has the_36 -inch Lick
reflector.. 'ïet there are now too many independentobservers of the canals of Mars
who have all seen the same canals with
comparatively small telescopes to make
their actual existence any longer a matter
for doubt.
It is generally considered that high magnifying powers are not suitable for the observatiea of plaHetary detail, owing to the
imperfections of our own atmosphere.High magnifications only magnify the
"boiling" and unsteadiness of the air that
ate so fatal to the observation of all finer
(.tail on the planets and moon.
fIf the canals of Mars are actually artificial waterways made by intelligent beings
ie is, of course not the actual waterway
itself that is visible, but the strip of vege -.
tation lining its banks. No telescope that:
elan .has- built or 'could- build .would show
lines. ow' Mars only a few hundred feet
wide, and no artificial waterway would be
Dade so wide.
.
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appears in the alb-6: For purposes of comparison test at the same time an equal
quantity of distilled water and compare
the-number of drops of soap necessary to
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give permanent suds in the two cases. This
will give an idea of the degree of hardness.
To determine whether the hardness is
temporary or permanent boil a 50 cc. sample of the water and test as before. If less
soap is required than before but still more
than perfectly soft water, the hardness is
partly temporary and partly permanent. If
there seems to be no difference in the
amount of soap required, the hardness is
all permanent. If the water seems entirely
softened, the hardness is all temporary.
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DETERMINING THE IMPORTANT MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS.

"It's the best money I ever invested.
The lessons would be cheap at double the price."
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a skyscraper, or it could be included in the
circuit of the electric chimes in a church
steeple, so that the successive alpha particles could play chimes for the amusement

of the town. In order to emphasize the
enormous magnification represented by
these actions, I may be permitted to repeat
what I said in a previous article -"that
the electrical charge carried by an alpha
particle is so small, that as many of them
would be required to light an ordinary incandescent lamp, as there are drops of
water in the modern swimming tank."
2.

9

.

A "SPEEDOMETER" FOR GASEOUS IONS.

The nature of the ions produced in gases
by the action of radium rays, ultra- violet
light and X -rays is best investigated by determining the velocity with which the ions
move. The variation of this velocity with
the nature, pressure and temperature of the
gas sheds much light upon the characteristics of the ion. Before describing the experiment I may as well state that the results of many experiments have shown
that, in all probability, the process of ionisation consists in the expulsion of an electron from a molecule of gas. The electrical charge on the electron then attracts
other molecules to it, so that the ions is
really a cluster of molecules, bearing a single electronic charge. This molecular aggregate moves under the action of an electric field, but suffers many collisions with
other molecules. The experiment to be described permits us to measure the velocity
with which the positive and negative ions
move. The apparatus automatically starts
and stops the action in the space of seven thousandths of a second, and registers how
fast the ions traveled in the meantime.
Figure 2 illustrates the apparatus used.
It involves what is called a gravity or drop
chronometer, which is really nothing more
than a clock capable of measuring intervals
of time down to one thousandth of a second.
As is well known, the action of gravity
upon a body is always uniform, and we can
determine at once, by a simple calculation,
how long it will take a falling body to
cover the distance between two given
points, if we know how far it has already
fallen. In the apparatus as illustrated, the
projectile is a steel cylinder held in place by
an electro- magnet. If the circuit in the
magnet is broken, the projectile falls, and
in so doing releases in succession two light
mechanical trips of iron, which have been
held in place by very weak magnets. When
the-trips are thrown by the falling weight,
electrical connections are broken, and the
time elapsing between the breaking of these
two connections is readily found, when we
know how far the two trips are apart and
how far the weight has fallen before striking the first one. When the first trip is
thrown, the primary circuit of a large induction coil is broken, and this causes a
single instantaneous flash of X -rays to
pass thru a narrow slit into the ionization
chamber. In order to avoid a spark when
the connection is broken, so that the break
will be instantaneous, a capacity of a few
tenths of a microfarad is connected around
the break. This is not shown in the diagram. The X -rays are so directed that they
produce a thin layer of ions at the surface
of the first plate in the ionization vessel,
which is simply a brass box. This plate is
originally connected to the negative pole of
a battery of storage cells, and the electric

Who Wants Perfect Health?
Yet how few
EVERYONE.
really attain it! Not so much
because of lack of time and attention given to the subject, but because
of inefficient methods of instruction.
Too many men waste time in the
kindergardm cf exercise.

If a man wants to improve his
education or develop his mental talents, does he go to kindergarden to do
so?
I'll say not And there is no reason why any adult should bother with
the kindergarden of exercise.
!

In training the mind, the power to
think is developed by making the task
or problem increasingly difficult as
the ability to concentrate becomes
greater. To send a high school graduate to kindergarden would be the
height of folly. To send a full grown
man to the kindergarden of exercise
is equally ridiculous.

ARCHIE GILLESPIE

Graded Weight Exercises

(Reproduced from Strength)

Physical education should be carried out with the same general idea
used in developing the mind. Any
adult or growing boy has passed
through the k;ndergarden stage of exercise during the days of early childhood. Why bother now with exercises which would be oeneficial only
to a child?

STRENGTH

Begin exercising with a system
suited to your individual needs and
graded to suit your physical condition.
Perfect health is within the reach
of every normal man and boy. You
can equal the health and strength of the
athlete shown in this picture. He is but
one of the many perfect specimens developed by the Milo system during the past
eighteen years. We can do the same fo.
you.
.

We guarantee results, and will not accept your case if we do not think we can
benefit you.

Our adjustable bar bells are the finest
obtainable and obr courses of instructions
are second to none. Let us start you on
the royal road to health. You will have
the benefit of our years of experience in
this work, and will be entitled to the advice of our expert instructors at all times.
Don't put it off. SEND FOR

Are you interested in good health
and the best methods for obtaining
it? Read STRENGTH! It contains maiy articles of value and interest to all seekers after good health,
and is superbly illustrated with pictures of the best developed men in the
country. An inspiration which will
enable you to attain perfect health
and the bodily strength and vigor detired by all men.

The principles advocated by
`Strength" are not mere fads, but have
been proven by years of practice.
Don't envy- the man who is well developed. You can develop a strong
body and compel the admiration and
respect of ycur friends. There is
no reason why any man should
be weak of sickly. Prepare
to Live. Send in your subscription to-day.
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Illustrated Catalog and Folder No. 18 describing
system of exercisin g

Physical culture specialists and largest
manufacturers and distributors of bar bells
dumbbells and kettle bells in the world.
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Put up your own TELEPHONE anywhere in
the house -in camp-on the farm and numerous other
places. TRADE -MARK

MEC NE

TELEPHONES
are

REAL

ELECTRIC
that

TELEPHONES

operate on a couple of dry
batteries with the saine
wiring connections as that of the ordinary door -bell. Heaps
of fun in calling your chum, upstairs, across the way, from
house to garage, barn or shed, tent to tent, etc.
just think. . . . a real TELEBOY
PHONE, similar to those used in
the trenches during the recent war.
illustrated comes complete with 2
R M I S E asreceivers,,
2 transmitters, connecting
cord and diagrams, fully guaranteed to work
eP
perfectly. Price

SCOUTS

A

T

1.50

Ask your dealer for a MECANEL telephone, if he has not got it, send
us $1.50 and we shall mail you a set POSTAID.

INLAND -SPECIALTY CO.,

1562 N. Robey Ste,

CHICAGO

READ THE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ON-PAGES
236 TO 239. YOU'LL FIND MANY GOOD THINGS THERE

field causes the negative ions to, be driven
across to the other plate, while the positive
ions are immediately absorbed in the first
plate. The charge communicated to the second plate is measured later with an electrometer. Now comes the most important
feature of the experiment. When the falling weight strikes the first trip and thus
causes ions to be produced at the surface
of the first plate, that plate is at a negative
voltage; but when the weight strikes the
second trip the plate is brought into connection with the positive end of the battery, the electric field in the ionization
chamber is reversed, and the ions which
were moving towards the second plate are
turned back to the first plate. The time
elapsing between the production of the
ions and the reversal of the field can be
easily regulated to such a value that the
negative ions just fail to reach the second
plate, before they are forced to turn around
and return to the first plate. The drop
chronometer tells us this time, and since
we know the distance between the plates,
we can at once tell how fast the ions

traveled.
In order to ascertain when the ions have
just reached the second plate, the time allowed for the ions to travel towards it is
gradually increased until the electrometer
shows the first indication of a charge. The
electrometer consists of a flat circular brass
disc cut into four segments. Two of these
segments are connected to earth, and two
to the plate whose potential is to be measured. A very thin needle of paper, covered
with aluminium foil, is suspended by a fine
quartz fiber above the crack between the
segments: The needle is charged to 80 or
When any electrical charge
100 volts.
reaches the brass disc, the needle is deflected, and the amount of twist is measured
by the motion of a spot of light reflected
from a very small mirror attached to the
fiber that carries the needle. The method
by which the reversal of the electric field
is effected is very simple. A battery of
storage cells is earthed in the middle, so
that its two poles are at potentials of 50
volts negative and 50 volts positive, respectively. These two poles are short -cir-.
cuited thru a high resistance of 50,000 ohms,
furnished by a test tube filled with water.
Before the lower trip is struck, the plate of
the ionization chamber is connected to the
negative end of this circuit, but when the
trip is thrown, the circuit is broken, and the
plate is left connected to the positive pole
to the battery. This reversal of potential.
occurs virtually instantaneously, because the
water resistance is practically noel- inductive.
In an actual experiment, the weight was
allowed to fall one foot before striking the
trip that starts the experiment. The distance between the two trips necessary to
allow the ions just to reach the second plate
was found to be 0.75 inch. Therefore the
time elapsing between the starting and stopping of the experiment was 0.007 second.
In this time the ions moved 0.25 inch, which
was the distance between the plates. Dividing 0.25 by 0.007, we find that the velocity
of the ions was 36 inches per second, or
about 2 miles per hour. This was in air at
atmospheric pressure.
In the course of many experiments, performed under different conditions, it was
found that the velocity of the negative ion
in air varied from 20 to 140 incites per
second, for a field of 50 volts per inch. The
apparatus is sufficiently sensitive to reveal
the difference between the velocities of the
positive and negative ions. The latter always move somewhat faster than the positive ions, which shows that the positive
ions are heavier than the negative ones.
From these figures it is evident that the
ions are very slow compared to the alpha
or beta rays of radium,' for these rays
travel at speeds varying from 15,000 to
150,000 miles per second!
.
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'A" FOR ADAM, AND "E" FOR EVE.

A telephone clerk in the San Francisco,
'Cal., office of the Postal Telegraph-Cable
Company, had finished copying a telegram

from a patron, and then began repeating
the contents of the message according to
instructions, relates Telegraph and Telephone Age. The first word of the message
was "Ship," and the clerk quite properly
started in "S, for Samuel; H, for Henry,
I, for Isaac, P, for Philip," and about this
stage she realized that the patron was making signs, or yelling for help. When he
succeeded in 'breaking,' the clerk was
did
advised that the sender of the message her
not care a Chinamans back -tooth about
friends, Sam, Henry and Ike. What he
wanted was to have the message read back
to him. What could the poor girl do?
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"
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(Continued front page 132)

Thus it might take 20 to 30 pictures to
show a person talking, his mouth opening
and closing. In photographing for this
result, very peculiar skill is needed. Thus
there may be two exposures, of one picture ; one of another, perhaps three of the
third, et cetra to give the desired effect. In
the "breath space" mentioned, after the

Kaiser and Prince have knocked at the
door of the inter- allied peace council, the.
words slowly formulate "Looks like ve're
not vanted."
415 SEPARATE DRAWINGS IN I "MOVIE"
CARTOO

In animations of chasers, (where people
race down the street one after the other,
et cetra, in one cartoon made by Mr. Bert
Green, who has drawn the cartoons here
shown, was shown a street at night and asa
you look down the block you would see
man coming around the corner, rush to a
saloon on which was the sign "closed ". He
then stumbled across the street, only to
find another hope shattered-"Closed" on
the (text saloon. He did this all the way
down the street, pausing, leaping, running,
jumping, before one -half dozen saloons,
until he got to the foot of the street (or
the foot of the screen, rather). In this
latter act, lasting a few seconds only, Mr.
Green figured 160 drawings would be necessary, but by the time he had his created
friend "down front," 415 drawings had
been made.
Drawings of this nature are held until
ready for the camera man, whence they are
taken to the photographic room, where they
are placed in the frame, one after another
in their proper relation and photographed
by the pressing of the button, which in turn
releases the shutter. The camera itself is
electrically driven with a cam-like device
which allows for the snapping of one picis
ture at a time. Sometimes the button in
prest three or four times in succession
order to obtain that many stills of that
particular position. The 'film, is then in
order, to be run off and corrections,
changes, and cuttings, are made in the
side,
trial room. Two lamps, one on each
of the mercury vapor type are used to
illuminate the board.
EDUCATIONAL VALUE.

far we have spoken of "cartoon
movies" in respect to comedy and animated
functions, but they have a purpose which
serves far better ends-than these. Take, for
instance, the drawings showing in animated
So

form, the cross- section of a gasoline engine
in action, the gas coming down, bubbling
over, vaporizing, filling the chamber, the
revolutions of the shaft taking place, the
piston being pulled down, the valves closing, the piston rising upward, and at the
height of compression, a spark occurs, the
explosion forcing the piston around again,
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-all

shown ill animated form so beautifully, that one can-ffever forget the internal
operation of a gasoline engine, when once
it has been seen.
Again in this gasoline engine movie, the
stationary parts are placed on celluloid and
moving parts on paper, both the celluloid
and paper being photographed together,
like mat work in regular photography,
sixty -four drawings, each separate and
distinct, were necessary for the moving
piston alone, in order to eliminate the jerk,
so common in most cartoons of this type.
Even cut or sectional models cannot explain or instruct in detail to the same extent that these animated pictures do, and
for this reason we set a great future for

Buy NOW Direct!
Offer good this month only. Last lot Bold
out fast. Everybody delighted. Never again
a bargain like this.
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animated cartoons of this nature. Not
alone in the field, of the cartoon itself but
in the educational field, namely showing
people how to do things and demonstrating
to laborers who may not know the language,
exactly what they must do in order to carry
on to successful completion, some necessary operations.
Mr. Bert Green and Miss Kelly, his assistant, have often sat up nights for weeks
at a time photographing and drawing pictures for animated cartoons of this type.
"tI11 order to have a smooth running cartoon", says Mr. Green, "it is necessary that
a good deal of patience and time be expended. It is actual labor and by no means
happens as quickly as you'd think."
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thousands depende on their vigilance, And
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Our puzzled faces grew even more pers and A
es.
plext when the Professor burst out in an
drome Lars Club at ID.
uproarious laugh, "Simple; why, it's so simd, Ashburn, Ill.
ple," he ejaculated. Taking the wheel itself
Asdslpn 2192
from its suspended pin, he stated "Now MNN: fratped 161
this wheel is 12 inches in diameter, perSend lot Descriptive Literature and 0
fectly balanced, having a jewel bearing or a THE RALPH C. DIGGINS
cup shape bearing in one end which rests
502 Cunard Building
CHICAGO,
upon this pointed steel rod. There are no
wires leading to the wheel itself, but under
the arrow at this end is a curved flat piece
of soft iron. This is balanced by a piece
of copper at the opposite end similarly
placed. The entire bottom is then covered
over with a thin piece of black paper and
varnished so that the iron and copper em- Expert electrical engineers are being paid fabulous salaries
needed today. We give you personal and
bodied in the wood base will not be seen in -thousands
thorough training-practical, technical
courses 3
the event that the wheel be removed.
to 2 years under expert engineers in electricity, months
steam.
gas. auto. armature winding, drafting. etc. Extensive la"[The disc upon which it rotates is num- boratory and shop equipment.
Not a trade school. Training
is
condensed
-if
your
time is limited, come to the
bered as you see from 1 to 10, and in the Finlay Engineering College--only
one of its kind in the
West. Day and night sessions-enroll anytime. Write
false bottom of the table is the mechanism FREE
for
catalog, a post card will do.
which controls the wheel. This mechanism
FINLAY
ENGINEERING
COLLEGE
chiefly consists of ten electric bell magnets 1003 Indiana Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.
taken from ordinary electric bells, and so
mounted that they will act directly upon
n
the iron base inserted into the wheel. Thus
when an electric circuit is made thru any
Ready to Hang
of the magnets, the wheel naturally stops
(Direct from Manufacturers)
at that point, being first slowly retarded
Completely wired, including glassand then held in place (due to the relatively
ware. New designs.
long iron armature). In order, however,
Send for catalogue No. 18
that the action be invisible to the spectators,
ERIE FIXTURE SUPPLY CO.
the wheel is allowed to slow down considerSta. C
Erie, Pa.
ably so that it barely moves along.
"In the false bottom of the table likewise,
is the required battery. Here, three ordinary dry cells are employed, altho more depends upon the use you make of present opWrite now for literature explaining
compact units could be used. As to the portunities.
our day and evening courses in Chiropractic, the
wiring, I shall show you this presently."
greatest science of the age. Hurry for prices
Releasing the catch on the side of the advance soon. New classes forming now.
The New York College of Chiropract e
table, he lifted the cover off, much the same
1416 Broadway, New York City
as one opens a phonograph box. The wiring
there was clearly apparent. "You have
noted by this time," he added, "that the 75 CENTS no stamps) For All the Parts
table is made up of small brass squares,
and Plans of this Plane.
fastened to the wood seemingly for an ar- r
_,
Great fun to make It in less than
2
hrs.
then sea it fly 75 feet.
tistic effect, but mainly for concealing the
7 other models,
all cloth wings.
method of making contact to the magnets,
Y9Airplane Circulet 4 cents stamps.
Mention your favorite color wings.
(Continued on page 205)
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BIG MONEY SAVINGS FOR YOU
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Used end rebuilt motorcycles. single and twine,
$55 to
demo.
ACnacbinr. guaranteed
ed
LI good working order. New Mr
1
cycles and motorcycles t Facc
tory prices. You save dealers'
profits.
Motorcycle
and
autocdt(. mobile tires
too MOO. Complete
or
un o
lie .
Den'
r.N,Y.
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Publishes cash
!-,I art
assign. -

STUDENTS
YIl
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monts,

lessons

MAGAZINS and articles on

Cartooning,

Designing, Illustrating, Lettering
a n d Chalk- Talking.
Criticises
amateurs' work. Full of information
for artists and art students.
Satisfactory or money refunded. 20e a copy, $1 for D.
Send $1 NOW, Thrift Stamps Taken
G. H. Lockwood, Editor, Dept. 594. Kalamazoo, Mlch.

AVIATION
Information

FREE

Send us your name and address for full information regarding the
Aviation
d Airplane business. Find out about the many great
opportunities now open and how we prepare you at home. during
span tim., to quality. Our new book "Opportunities In the Ain
plane Industry" also sent tree If you answer at once.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
CHICAGO
431 So. Dearborn St.,

DEPT.774A.
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By PIERRE H. BOUCHERON

(Continued from page 177)

I swept the Hudson River with my glasses
and I was sure I saw a rather uncertain
answering "blinker" on one of the ships
lying at anchor!
Following previous instructions our next
step, now that we were sure of the existence of the flashes, was to immediately
dash to the top of the Singer tower in order to catch the signalers "with the
goods." After considerable argument, necessitating much explaining and proof of
authority, a night watchman took us to the
tower, where for the space of half -anhour we searched diligently for the con-

cealed signaling system, but without results.
The watchman finally decided to leave us
and went back to the elevator with which
we had come up, after having promised to
return in a short time. As for my companion and I, we decided to remain in the
mow completely darkened tower and endeavor to hear or see anything connected
with the mysterious flashes as we were
both certain they had originated in this
very spot.
The elevator had no sooner started on
its downward trip when the corner where
we had crawled at the top of the tower
was suddenly illuminated by several vivid
flashes of a most weird bluish kind. At
the same time we heard the sharp metallic
click of an electric circuit -closing device.
We were both transfixt with astonishment and fright. My detective friend made
for his hip pocket while I, if I remember
rightly, literally sweated blood-as I frantically tried to regain my wits and decide
on the next move. The flashes stopt for a

short period when they suddenly reappeared
again. This time we both looked in the
direction from which they came, which we
noticed to be at the top of the elevator
shaft. Thru the blinding light of the
flashes I saw the exact spot from which
they were emanating. Finally the awful
truth dawned upon me-the "mysterious"
light signals were being caused by the elevator starting and stopping switching device! That is, the circuit -breaking system
which controlled the electrically operated
elevators, and which in this particular case
were installed at the very top of the shaft,
were directly responsible, for every time
the elevator started and stopt the resulting
make- and -break of the circuit breaker
would cause a rather large arcing at the
points of contact and this vivid arcing could
plainly be seen to distant observers thru the
tower windows. It will thus be evident
that if the elevator stopt at several floors
on its way up or down, a considerable number of flashes would result and these had
naturally enough aroused suspicion. Needless to say our written report on this case
was a short and snappy one. No, thought ful reader, in our hurried exit from the
building we did not stop to explain things
to the night watchman. Thus ended an
otherwise perfect tho at first mysterious
night.
THE PARADOXICAL PHANTOPLEX CIRCUIT.

For many moons there had been literally
heaped upon onr heads all manner of complaints and reports from telephone subscribers all the way from Yonkers to Albany,
N. Y. These reports were to the effect that

signals closely resembling the dots and
dashes of Radio -telegraphy were being
heard on telephone lines, and in some cases
these signals were so strong as to seriously
interfere with speech. At first this was assumed to be induction of some sort which
could easily be traced by telephone engi-
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The Demand
for Wireless Operators
Far Exceeds the Supply
The New York Wireless Institute will make you an operator-AT
HOME-in your spare time-quickly, easily and thoroughly. No
previous training or experience required. Our Home Study Course
has been prepared by Mr. L. R. Krumm, Chief Radio Inspector.
Bureau of Navigation, N. Y. Radio experts able to impart their practical and technical knowledge to YOU in an easy to undegtand way,
will direct your entire Course. The graded lessons mail
you will
prove so fascinating that you will be eager for the next one. The
instruments furnished free. will make it as easy to learn the Code
as it was to learn to talk. ,111 you will have to do, is to listen.

Big Salaries

Travel the World Over

Wireless operatórs receive excellent
salaries ranging from $125 to $200 a
month and it is only a stepping stone
to better positions. There is practically no limit to your earning power.
Men who but yesterday were Wireless
Operators are now holding positions as
Radio Engineers, Radio Inspectors,
Radio Salesmen at salaries up to $5000
a year.

A Wireless Operator can visit all parts
of the world and receive fine pay and
maintenance at the same tithe. Do you
prefer a steady position without travel?

There are many opportunities at the
numerous land stations or with the
Commercial Wireless or with the
Steamship Companies.
FREE Instruments
and
Text Books

We furnish free
to all students.

during the

course, the wonderful receiving
and sending set
exactly as produced in the illustration. This
This wonderful Set for learning the Code furni shed free with our Course

The Transmitter shown is the
celebrated Omnigraph used by
several Departments of the U. S.
Government and by the leading
Universities, Colleges, Technical
and Telegraph Schools throughout
the U. S. and Canada. Start the
Omnigraph, place the phone to
your ear and this remarkable invention will send you Wireless
Messages, the same as though you
were receiving them, through the
air, from a Wireless Station hundreds of miles away. When you
apply for your license, the U. S.
Government will test you with the
Omnigraph -the same model
Omnigraph as we furnish to our
students. Ask any U. S. Radio
Inspector to verify this.

FREE Post -Graduate Course
A one month's Post -Graduate Course,
if you so desire, at one of the largest
Wireless Schools in N. Y. City. New

York -the Wonder City -the largest
port in the World and the Headquarters of every leading Wireless and
Steamship Company.

set is not

loaned,

but
given to all students completing the Course.

Easy Payments
A small payment down will enroll
you. We will make the payments
so easy that anyone ambitious to
enter the fastest growing profession-Wireless-may do so.

Send for FREE Booklet
Without obligating you in any way.
send for our booklet "How to Become
an Expert Wireless Operator " -it is
free. Mail the coupon below, or postal
or letter-but do it today.
NEW YORK WIRELESS INSTITUTE

Dept. 12, 258 Broadway

r

New York City
New York Wireless Institute
Dept. 12, 258 B'way, N. Y. City
Send me free of charge, your booklet "How to
Become an Expert Wireless Operator," containing full particulars of your Course, including
your Free Instrument Offer.
Name

Address
ity or Town

State
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peers. However, the number of cases assumed such large proportions, and some of
them seemed to be so logical in their wording, that it was finally decided to investigate
them. In fact, the deciding factor was
brought about by a report prepared by an
expert radio man who was willing to back
his professional reputation that the signals
were man -made, and furthermore sounded
very much like radio.
Ordinarily, such a condition might have
bee'n explained by ascribing it to the bona
fide transmission of nearby naval stations.
where oscillations were induced in a teleThe Wonderful Lode Stone
Have you a cabinet of minerals? Are
phone wire acting as an antenna, and where
the telephone transmitter rectified the sigyou interested in scientific or wirenals so as to be heard in the receiver. How less experiments? In aviation
the
magneto, and its magnets? Would you
ever, in this case the signals were said to
like
to
solve
the
unsolved
problem
perof
111ustraters, Cartoonists, Commercial Artists make be unreadable. that is to say the characters
petual motion? Would you like to make
1.ig money.
You can earn $25 to $100 a week and themselves were foreign to either the
a Viking compass out of a Lode stone? Do
more. Learn at home in spare time under personal 1\-lorse
you think you can find an insulation for its
or
Continental
Codes,
and
even
an
direction of Will H. Chandlee, famous.newspaper,
magnetism? (so far unfound).
magazine, advertising artist of 30 years' successful expert operator was unable to make sense
Get a Lodestone!
experience.
The writer has a few very powerful imported stones
of any individual character ; moreover, had
for sale -prices ranging from SI to $5 according to
they been regular radio signals, code or
size, shape, beauty and power. Write today.
FREE COUPON` Delightful, fascinating profession. cipher words could have been copied. AcEugene S. Todd
Wonderful new hone -study method cordingly, several expert radio men
WASHINGTON
were
113 FULTON STREET
NEW YORK
SCHOOL OF ART,` makes drawing easy) Send couor
postal
pon
today
for
amazinstructed
investigate
to
the
Ine.
origin
these
of
N ing offer complete Artist's
1504 H Street, N. W.
strange
signals,
starting
from
the
outskirts
Outfit given.
Washington. D. O.
hand of New York City, and slowly working up
Send me particulars of
FREE' ritefewfwr
for
aBe- as far as Albany, N. Y. With the assistance
FREE ARTIST'S OUTFIT
some book, "How
tit.
Bet
to
Offer and free book. "flow
come an "rite,
bend of telephone exchange officials, a series of
to Recome an Artist."
delay- wíite, or scud tests were conducted and the strange sigSo writes an enthusiastic, grateful
coupon at once. AdName
dress
nals heard at varions 'times on many tele- customer. In like manner testify over
100,000 people who have worn it. ConN.
Washington School phone circuits leading to the Capitol.
of Art. Inc.
N
Address
We had with us an expert telegraph and serve your body and life first.
1504 H St. N.W.
Washington.
radio
operator whose boast was that he The Natural
City
D. C.
,,tale
could copy two messages being sent at the
same time, one in Continental and the other
Body
in Morse Code, writing with both hands. Overcomes WEAKNESS and
"0=._
Not only this, but he claimed he could read ORGANIC AILMENTS of
HANDY VEST POCKET @
AND MEN.
messages backwards as well ; so that with WOMEN
Develops erect, graceful figure.
WI
BLOW TORCH
Brings restful relief, comClean, Compact, Neat, Efficient. such talent in our party we were. prepared fort,
For
ability to do things,
to copy anything in the dot and dash cateGives Instant Intensive Heat and gory,
Chilhealth
and
strength.
including
static
and
Martian! After
Sootless Flame. Inexpensive to a great
dren
deal of_ head shaking and cursing. Wear It 30 Days Free
operate. Anyone can operate it. UseAlso
at Our Expense
ful for ELECTRICIANS, MECHAN- our expert friend admitted having met his
it'S. AUTOMOBILISTS, HOME Waterloo, as altho the signals were corn- Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking;
replaces
and
supports
misplaced
internal
TINKERING. Add 25c and we will posed of dots. dashes
and spaces, no com- organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
include bar of guaranteed ALUMIthe back; corrects stooping shoulders;
NUM SOLDER for mending alumi- bination of them could be interpreted to as- strengthens
lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
num ware at home yourself.
sume the outline of even one letter! Had develops
curvatures,
ruptures, constipation.
Torch
$1.00 Postpaid we been able to make sense of the signals Comfortable nervousness,
and easy to wear.
Torch and Solder
1.25 Postpaid their
source of origin could have been
Keep Yourself Fit
REO SPECIALTY CO.
traced without much trouble, but under Write today for illustrated booklet, measurement
blank,
etc.,
6381 Woodbine Avenue
read our very liberal proposition.
and
such
circumstances
there
was only one conPhiladelphia, Pa.
clusion to be formed, which was that here HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co.
286
Rash
Building
SALINA, KANSAS
was secret information of some sort beingtransmitted between certain points without
the cognizance of government, telegraph or Telegraph Pictures
telephone engineers and officials.
the
BY ELECTRICITY
BURGESS "B" BATTERIES case began to take on a more serious So
aspect,
Complete sets of two machines of this
particularly
when
it
wasbrought
to
the
atmarvelous
equipment at ridiculously
T It e s e
batteries
tention of officers charged with the welfare low prices. Instructive, mystifying
proved so successful
and useful. This picture of President
of the nation.
Wilson was telegraphed by these main Government ApWill transmit pictures, maps
Our expert operator, however, had not chines.
drawings and hand writing. Picturs
paratus that they are
given
up hope, and each time the signals telegraphing In the coming neleuce.
being used by progreswere heard saw hint making wild pencil Write today.
sive amateurs. Made
and paper movements in an endeavor to i LEISHMAN CO., Dept.T Qsdea, b
in three sizes and
catch some of the elusive dots and dashes.
50 all cliff. British Guiana, Cuba, China,
n o w available f o r
Jamaica. Japan, Portugal. S'eueFinally the denouement came with the STAMPS India,
ruele, etc.. only 10e: 100 all dill.. 15c;
general use. For full
all diff.. floe collection In itself. $5.00; 100 diC.
unexpectedness of an exploding bomb, 1000
information write to
V. S., 30e; 1000 hinges, hoc. Agents wanted, 50a%n comwhen one day our expert telegrapher dasht mission.
free.
I BUY ETA
B.
OVERLAND, MO.
our midst, shouting "I've got it, I've snDOVER
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY into
got it." In his hand he held a piece of
Harris Trust Bldg.
Chicago
paper which he proceeded to explain to us.
How
Why of
The accompanying illustration, Fig. 1, is a
copy
of
his
sketch
as
nearly
I
as
can reCleartone Phonographs
member it.
Our Sundry Dept. $offers Needles 39e per
By H. W. SECOR
It seems that lie had managed to copy on
thousand. Motors $1.35 to $14.75 each. ToneAnus and Reproducers $1.30 to $5.75 per
Explains fully in a simple, interesting
set. Main Springs -20c to 00e each. Records, paper a series of dots and dashes exactly
Needles, Sapphire Points and Parts at rea- as he had heard them, even tho they had
way everything the wireless amateur
sonable prices.
Write for our 84 -page catalogue, the only been sent at a considerable rate of speed;
should know.
one of its kind in America, illustrating 33
different styles of Talking Machines and after which lie had carefully studied the
Just
off the press.
Cloth bound in
user .500. different- Phonographic. Parts.
LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH
COMPANY characteristic of each dot, dash and space.
Vellum de Luxe. Gold stamped and
Export Dept. 4$B East 12th Street, N. Y. As "wilt be Seen in the iillustratiòn the upper
hand sewed-160 pages. Size 6 by '
line of dots and dashes are those which he
inches. No wireless enthusiast can afhad heard. while in the lower line is to he
Yost can learn Fox -Trot, One -Step, Two-Step,
seen the exact opposite of the above. That
ford to be without "The How and Why
Waltz and latest "up-to-the- minute" society
dances in your own home by thL wonderful
is to say. where a space had occurred in the
of Radio Apparatus ". Postpaid $1.75.
Peak System of Mail Instruction.
series of "heard signals," a dash had been
New Diagram Method. Easily learned;
no music .seeded: thoueande taught euceessfully.
Experimenter Publishing Co.
marked below where a dot had occurred
Write for Special Terms. Send today
for FREE information and auron single low offer
a slight space had been marked below, and
war LIAM CHANDLER PEAK. M. D.
233 Fulton Street, New York City
Sar 233 .631 enemata Mess- Chicago, 'IL
(Continued on page 220)
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The Amateur
Magician
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(Continued from page 202)
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are betureeia two adjacent brass'
squlares. These are all placed, on the diagft is
ona'.1, as shown in this little sketch.
very simple now for me to place my :hand
over the required square and when the wheel
slows down sufficiently to allow the ring on
my finger to make contact between the two
which

squares, which excites the respective magnet: This accounts for the wheel stopping
at the place I desire. Inciden.tly, if I should
energize the magnet following the one
where the wheel has stopt by placing my
finge"r'ilcross those contacts, the wheel will
move forward due: to the action of the
magnets making a sort of an electric motor
from the device.
Closing the cabinet he showed how, by
placing his ring between two adjacent
points, and running his hand across the
table in a careless sort of manner, he could
cause the roulette wheel to rotate with increasing speed every time he repeated this
procedure. "It can readily he stopt ilLcidently by just going backward, like this."
and demonstrated that by passing his hand
along adjacent squares in an opposite direction, bringing the wheel to practically an
immediate stop. "Neither of these systems
are generally used because of their very
perceptible -fraudulent trait. For that reason, the wheel is always allowed to slow
down sufficiently before the current is permitted to flow thru it."
'
vAitorl eventually left, and before I
wentI 4a d Can you give me a diagram
of the hook-up. of that outfit. Professor?"
With the utmost of pleasure," he answered,
and scribbled down the diagrams which we
are able to reproduce here.
"By the way, Old. Timer, I've received
quite a number of letters from individuals
who think that I am revealing the secrets
of the magic profession, but I would like to
state here that all my experiments have been
original with me, and in all my years in the
Magic field I have never come across any
similar, ones. It may be tliat since have
retireld ,somc (le\ices apparently similar to
mine hàve came out, hit I wish to state here
that I kill attempt to keep my devices
strictly within n!'w and unknown fields, and
in no wa will i attempt to present to the
public sicight of hands or `Black Art'
tricks, which are so old that they have
whiskers sprouting out all over them. Some
of them would do good to get shaved at
least once every hundred years." I've notired that also, I added, hut every knock is
a boost, you know. Then thanking him for
the pleasant evening I liad enjoyed, I departed. More anon.
1

5em - Going
Ferres Wheel
By H. GERNSBACK

(Continued from page 143)
this were not so, the waves could overturn
or :spin the car around on its axis, with dcstrúctive effects on the passengers.
As -will --also be noted, the track should
be so designed that the wheel only dips into
the \rater up to its hobs. In other yuörds.
three cars will always be submerged,'.tvhile
three will be out of water and vice versa.
As to danger, there is much less danger
to such a device as this than will be found
in our roller coasters, which kill scores of
people yearly. The experience we have
gained from submarines during the war
enables us to build the cars water-tight and
practically free from all danger. Even if

Mechanical Engineering
Learn at Home!
Employers everywhere are looking for men with mechanical ability. Splendid salaries and rapid advancement
are offered those with special training.
There is an easy, delightful way in which you can learn
right at home in spare time. For 28 years the International Correspondence Schools have been giving men and
women just the training they need for success in mechanical engineering and more
.r.w rgAR OUT WERE

than 200 other subjects.

Hundreds of thousands have
stepped into good positions
through I. C. S. help, but
never were opportunities so

.

fNTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6234, SCRANTON, PA.
can quality for
Explain without obligating me, how Iwhich
I mark X.
the position. or in the subject, before
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Eleetrle Meebtne Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGU.N EEIt
Mechanical Draftsman
Toolmaker
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping

great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you.
Choose the work you like best
in the coupon, then mark and
mail it today. This doesn't
obligate you in the least and
it will bring you information
that will start you on a successful career. This is your
chance. Don't let it slip by.
The most important thing you
have to do is to mark and
mail this coupon now.

MINE FOREM'N OR asv'li

ARCHITECT

Arehiteetaral Draftsman

PLUMBING AND HEATING

Sheet Metal Worker
Navigator

IMODN

SEA FARM

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BUSINESS INANAGEMNNT
Private Secretary
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Trpht
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common Reboot Subjects

CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

STATIONARY ENGINEER

Textile Overseer or Sept.
Spanish
AGRICULTURE

PoultryRahleg
Automobiles

t

Name

7-art

Present

Occupation

Street

and No

ICity
YOU WANT
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CHEMICAL ENGINEER
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ONLY
99 CENTS
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UPON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
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Telescopes are
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Positively such a good Telescope
In Amerlea; we control entire production
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They
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by the maker. Every sojourner in the should
scientifically ground lenses. Guaranteed
be without
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and
instruments.
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of
one
secure
seaside resorte should certainly
A Telescope will aid you In taking views. Objects are
prepaid. for
one. The scenery just now is beautiful.
packed.
safely
express,
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mail
by
Sent
clearness
brought to view with astonishing of Watches, etc., sent with each order. This is a grand offer
refunded.
only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue
We warrant eneh telescope just as represented or money
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The Road to Strength
Have you found it? Are
you satisfied with your
present condition? Life
is a fight of the fittest.

llezcs recording.

The weak are trodden
down by the strong. It
is therefore up to
you to prepare
yourself a n d
build up that

body of
yours
the

for
fight.

Enter the
c

on flict

and be a
success. No
one cares for
EARLE LIEDERMAN
The Acme of Physical Perfection
the failure.
Be a Man of Strength and Power

What I have already done for thousands of
others I can do for you. I will broaden your
shoulders, deepen your chest (increasing your
lung power), enlarge your arms and strengthen
every muscle of your body. I will fill you with
vim and pep so that you will be admired for
your perfect physique and dominance of
strength.

Send for MY NEW BOOK
"Muscular Development"

It tells the secret. Handsomely illustrated
with 25 full page photographs of myself and
some of the world's best athletes whom I have
trained. This valuable book and my special
offer will be sent on receipt of 10c, stamps or
coin, to cover cost of wrapping and mailing.
Send for it now, while it is on
Don't delay
your mind.
I

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN

Dept. 218

203 Broadway

New York

Don't Be Satisfied
With a Little Job

-

Get Into the interesting, growing, Motion
Picture field. High Salaries and Good Op-

portunities await the trained Electrician.
The Secrets of successful Illumination used
by the leading theaters, clearly explained in

Motion Picture Electricity
By

tube, the same as on a business type Dictaphone. Each day or at each change of the
news period, the same as when new editions
of the newspaper come out, the message
records are removed from the reproducing
machine and new ones inserted. The old
ones are then shaved at any convenient
time which makes theta ready for the next

J. H. Hallberg

280 pages, handsomely bound, profusely illusA remarkable book by a practical electrical

trated.

expert. Explains all electrical terms, formulae and
principles, resistance and resistance devices, electric
service, wiring, lighting, etc. Also oontabis practical suggestions and all necessary reference tables
on wire sizes and capacity, weights and measures.
heat units, etc., etc. Explains the principles of
correct illumination, both inside and for advertising purposes. Instructs in the correct projection
of pictures. Gives prices of equipment and cost
of operation,

Price $2.50 Postpaid
This book will help you to advance rapidly In
this well-paying profession.
Decide now. to tit yourself for a bigger job.
Order your copy today.

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
Room 604, 516 Fifth Ave., New York City

The phonographs, are of
course, all driven by electric motors and
started and stopt by the press of a button
controlling electro-magnets actuating on the
necessary clutches and brakes. The various
sections of the switch -board panels assigned to the respective news topics, would
be labelled,- Social news, Sports, Stock
Markets, Marriages, etc., and the incoming
calls from subscribers for these different
classes of news could thus be instantly
switched to the respective switch -board section, and the operator having jurisdiction
over this particular news.
For smaller localities, the inventor has
several other ideas which could be worked
out for a lower priced equipment, with a
small switch- board. For these small districts it would not be necessary to have a
complete phonograph record for each news
item, and one record could then take care
of several items such as Financial, Social
and Sport news. The machine would of
course be calibrated so that the operator
would know on what part of the record
each news item was recorded in the same
manner as the regular business Dictaphone
is calibrated, so that you can tell on what
part a certain letter is recorded by know
ing between what scale numbers along the
,record, the letter was recorded.

ELECTRICAL- FIRES
are feared by all fire fighters.
Water or ordinary chemicals
are dangerous to
use and have no
effect on fire. A
TO OPERAií

Tara
.

RED HMO

KEEP

,L

breaks electrical arcs
and extinguishes the
fire instantly. It can
be directed into elect r i c a l machinery
without damage to
apparatus or injury
to operator.
Write for

Our Agency or Distributors Plan
THE NU -EX FIRE APPLIANCE CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO

LATEST NEWS VIA POCKET RADIOPHONE.
Thus far we have seen, that the News -

ophone presents itself in a very practical
manner and one that can be adapted to the
requirements of practical inter-communication at a reasonable cost, when used in connection with the regular telephone service.
However, there is another aspect of the
Newsoplione, and that is to use it in conjunction with wireless telephony.
As Mr. Yeager has pointed out, and has
been suggested many times in the past few
years by some of our leading radio experts,
including Signor Marconi himself, it will
probably be only a very short time before
it will be possible for anyone to intercept
wireless telephone messages from a considerable distance, thanks to a pocket wireless receiving set which can be carried in
the ordinary coat pocket. In fact some of
these sets have been built so small that
they will easily go in the vest pocket, exelusive of the watch -case receiver which is
held to the ear. A great dream of the
future, which, we would like to mention
here so that it goes on record, and which
most probably the readers of this article
will live to see before a great while, is the
radio distribution of news by central news
agencies in the larger cities, to thousands
of radio stations in all parts of the world.
Then any one can simply `listen in" on their
pocket wireless set, connected to the nearest metal body such as a radiator, iron bed
or umbrella, and receive the "Latest News,"

Nuxated Iron by enriching the blood
and creating new red blood cells,
strengthens the nerves, rebuilds the
weakened tissues and helps to instill
renewed force and energy into the
whole system. Three million people
use it annually. Ask your doctor or
druggist.

X- RAYING OLD MASTERS.
With this Book of Over 1000 Pages
The examination of old masters is the
Description of Diseases, treatment and
latest
use
to
prevention. One remedy worth coat.
which
the
X
-rays
have
been
DAYSand FREE
hundreds of dollars a year.
SAVED
Height prepaid on any put. The results, as. Major G. W. C. Kaye
Saves binding. =1.00 POSTPAID
RANGER" bicycle. Write at
demonstrated at the Royal Institution, are
once for our big catalog and special
THE
F.
ADAMIK
CO.
tillers. Select from 44 styles, colora and
important. Hé showed two pictures by Dept. 6, 2040 Carver Street
sizes in the "RANGER" line.
Chicago, Ill.
Dutch masters, one representing the MaEASY PAYMENTS if desired, at a
small advance over our Special Facdonna and another the Crucifixion. In the
tory- to-Rider cash prices.
former the Madonna appeared to be lookYou cannot afford to buy without
WHAT EVERY GIRL
getting our latest propositions and ing at something which was
non- existent
Factory -to-Rider prices.
SHOULD KNOW
Boys, be a "Rider Agent*' and on the canvas, but a radiograph examinamake big money taking orders
SENT PREPAID FOR ONLY 50e
for bicycles and supplies. Get our tion proved that the missing something was
This book is written by Margaret Sanger,
liberal terms on a sample to introthe great birth control advocate and cona child.
duce the new "RANGER ".
tains information never before
In the second picture a woman in an attiTires. equipment, sundries and
Anyone reading this book cannotpublished.
help but
everything in the bicycle line at
Ranger
be benefited.
tude of prayer was discovered to have been
It is highly
by
halfauaiprices. Write today.
Electric
eminent physicians. Send us endorsed
your
order
painted
over
Lighted
what was in the original the
at once. Don't delay.
Mo torbfko
MENWD pCtE107CChicago figure of a man in monkish garb.
Truth Pub. Co" Dept. B. T, 142 Bray, N. T.
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Interplanetary
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(Az
foreman says
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By ALBERT V. T. DAY

(Continued from page

133

might be discovered in the .rays from the
sun and many stars, and if the photo -electric detector could be made sufficiently
rapid in function, it might disclose such
fluctuations occurring at very high frequencies, for instance on the order of radio
waves.
It seems not unlikely that explosions
within the solar atmosphere would produce
sound waves affecting in some manner the

radiated light intensity with a modulation
of corresponding periodicity. The plunging of meteors into the sun might be
The rushing meteor
1 -IEARD in this way.
streams of Saturn's rings might also be
heard by their irregular light reflection as
they pass thru the field of the telescope. It is not inconceivable that one
might even listen to the scintillating waves
and dashing sunlit streams of another
planet's waters. These speculative prospects of course depend on the assumption
that any fluctuations inherent in the suit's
light would be insufficient to drown the
effects of fluctuations in its reflected light
caused by the planet or other reflecting
object under investigation. In any event
it seems likely that many clues to celestial
phenomena might be discovered through
light fluctuations not sensible to the eye.
For many of the foregoing purposes, the
optical accuracy of a telescope would be
unnecessary, and a relatively enormous
light- collecting reflector surface could be
employed. The photo -electric detector could
be located on a mountain eminence to receive the concentrated superposed light
beams from a large number of individual
reflectors mounted on lower ground, or on
an opposing slope. If it were in any way
worth while and expense, it would be practicable to thus cover an acre or even a
square mile, with reflectors tlhtis disposed
to coact upon a common detector. This
system would be efficient in requiring only
_

a single reflection of the received light.

"I suppose it's because I used
them myself when I was at the
bench, but it does seem as though the
best men in the shop have a preference for Starrett Tools.
"Of course, most of them sort of
got into the habit of relying on Starrett for fine work when they were
apprentices and journeymen.
"Speaking of apprentices that little red
book there,' The Starrett Book for Machinists'

-

Apprentices,' has saved me more time and
helped more young fellows to learn how to do
things right than anything else in the shop.
"When a young lad asks me how to do
this or that, I usually tell him or show him,
and then ask him if he has one of those books.
I've noticed that as soon as he gets one of
them he doesn't have half so many questions
to ask.
"Starrett gets out another book, 'The
Machinists' Data Book,' that's just about as
big a help to the experienced machinist. It's
got all the tables and formulas and so on that
he ever needs, and it isn't cluttered up with
a lot of engineers' stuff that he doesn't use.
"Yes, I bought one of each of the books
down at the hardware store, as soon as they
came out. They cost me seventy-five cents
each, but they're worth it."

The L. S. STARRETT
THE WORLD'S GREATEST

Starrett
TÖøls

COMPANY

TOOLMAKERS

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS.

A

very simple mechanical scheme has already
been devised for composing the angular
motion components of the reflectors essential to render their reflected beams stationary and convergent upon their common detector. Substitution of a source of signaling light in the place of the detector will
project the artificial light for outgoing signals, under control of a modulating circuit
affecting a synchronous tilting of all the
reflectors.
A slight addition to this reflector- directing mechanism will enable the reflectors
to continually project a beam of reflected
sunlight from one planet to another, under
control of the modulating circuit. In this
instance there will be no limit to the reflecting area, within the bounds of permissible expense. This scheme might be
employed for exchanging signals between
Mars and the Earth, while the Earth is ohserved from the night side of Mars near
the horizon. Each planet could then send
its reflected sunlight signal from its daylight side, and detect its reply signal on its
night side, if this were necessary in order
to' avoid interference of local sunlight with
the received signal.. Obviously the communication could be rendered continuous
by establishment of stations encircling the
planets at suitable intervals of longitude.
Not .only. could light fluctuations be detected in the foregoing manner. but the apparatus could also be adapted to detect and
measure constant lights of minute intensity, by employing a periodic rotary
shutter, for instance in the focal plane, to
cause fluctuations in the light received by
the"- .detector.. In this instance the -frequency of the light fluctuations could be
chosen for maximum efficiency.

Machinists the world over have put
their faith in the accuracy of Starrett
Tools for thirty -nine years. Write for
illustrated Catalog No. 21

"LE"
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HOORAY FOR THE VANDERPOOL
Is What Vanderpool users say.

The Vander-

pool is compact, takes little space, scientifically arranged that you can turn out a great
amount of work in a short time. Ask any

Vanderpool user.

VANDERPOOL MEN MAKE BIG MONEY
You will, too. after you are started. Our most
successful men began without any knowledge
of Tire -Rebuilding, but With the Vanderpool
method of free Home -study, they became proficient in a short time. You can learn in a
few weeks of your spare time. Vanderpool
equipment will fit you out for first -class work.
INDEPENDENCE AND A BUSINESS
OF YOUR .OWN
Is Within your reach at this very moment. Send a
Post Card for our books, and get started at once.

Dept. 9F. Springfield. Ohio

THE VANDERPOOL VULCANIZING CO.

the World has ever known. Thousands of new
Right now is your opportunity to get into the greatest industry
field. Never before have ambitious men had such a
positions opening up everywhere in this attractive newwonderful
Course,in Practical Aeronautics will give you the
out how our
glorious chance. Senn Coupon at once -find
knowledge to enter this new field. Learn at home by mail during your spare time.
COUPON

-Prepare
- - - - --

- ---

toe Men- BIBPaY FREE BOOK
NOW EnormonsDemand
If you know Practical Aeronautics, some big Airplane CorAmerican School of -Aviation
poration will want you- Unheard of Salaries are being paid

for these positions

Engineer
Aeronautical Instructor
Aeronautical Contractor
Aeronautical
Aeroplane Repairman
Aeroplane Mechanic
Aeroplane inspector
Aeroplane Salesman
Aeroplane Assembler
Aeroplane Builder
4.

431 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago
Dept. 775 A

trained men, Act at once The pioneers are going to reap
the big rewards. Automobile history, railroad history,
movie history will repeat itself in Aviation

Special Offer NOW -Send Coupon

Send the Coupon at once for full particular. of our remarkable offer ?pen to you now We will Iso tend youoUr big
lud=letnVtr No
portunitlee to

lis.aon. o& a . w rs.r tek°ma mw eoap.n toa.r.
óébook'
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
431 S.

Dearborn St. Dept.

775 A

Chicago

Gentlemen: Please send me full particulars
of your remarkable offer also your new big
Opportunities in the Airplane Industry." f
assume no obligation.
book

Nara

Address
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20 Cents
JUNE
1920
Over 100

illustrations
Edited by
H. GERNSBACK

FOR SALE
AT ALL NEWS

ARTISTIC
TWO COLOR
COVER

STANDS

'THE 100% WIRELESS MAGAZINE"
What "Radio Amateur News"

Partial
CONTENTS OF

JUNE ISSUE:
Development in Radio Receivers
By R. H. G. ?I1atli: as
An Experimental Wave- Tester
for Receiving
R1' Raentond
ans.
A One Hundred Mile Radiophone
and Telegraph Set
By W. I. ft inlier.
German Radio Instruments

a

By Von R. Wilheleni.
A New Inductance
By Pierre H. Boncheron.
Music By Radio Spark Tones
By Reverend Georges Drsileis.

French Application of the Momentous Vacuum Tubes, Part II.
Rv Capitaine Metz.
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EXPERIMENTER PUB.

Is:

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS holds the field undisputedly aF the greatest radio
magazine in print today. In point of circulation, number of articles, illustrations,
RADIO AMATEUR NEWS now leads all other wireless magazines. Take for
instance the April issue with its 72 pages ; there are seventy-four separate purely
radio articles and 107 illustrations. Over thirty -eight thousand copies were
printed and circulated.
Each issue of the RADIO AMATEUR NEWS now contains 72 page: (or
and an
artistic cover in two colors. The illustrations average 120 every month and tncrzmore)
are from 60
to 80 up -to-date articles, some by our greatest radio scientists, in every issue.
RADIO AMATEUR NEWS is the greatest and biggest radio magazine in print today.
RADIO AMATEUR NEWS is the only INDEPENDENT monthly wireless magazine in
existence. It caters to no commercial interests -it has no boss save its readers. It is "differ ent"-it has the latest radio news. It is a scientific magazine but it caters largely to the
RADIO AMATEUR
is by and for the Amateur. It 's published by the publishers of the
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER (Science and Invention) but there
is no
of
articles r. `he two magazines. Both are entirely diferent -but both together duplication
will give
ALL the radio news of all the world. Whether you are r professor or an Amateur, getyoua
sample copy or order -r 'rom your Newsdealer today.
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THIRD $100.00 RADIO PRIZE CONTEST
A new radio contest.

The third one offering 1.00.00 in prizes began in our May issue.
Now that the summer is with us, most of our radio enthusiasts wish to take along with them
The new prize contest was inaugurated for this very purpose,
i. e., to bring out new ideas not only on portable radio outfits, but the best prize will be given
to the one who constructs the smallest and most efficient radio portable outfit. This prize
contest will bring forth many new ideas, and here is your chance to get in on some easy money.
For full particulars, sec Time issue of RADIO AMATEUR NEWS.
a portable radio receiving set.

20c

SEND
20c FOR
$2.00
SA MPLE
A Year
COPY
Canada and Foreign
!
$2.50 A Year
TODAY
CO., 231 Fulton St., New York City
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Gentlemen:

Please enter my subscription for RADIO AMA TE1'R NEWS for the term of one year for which
I enclose herewith $2.00.
As a epeeist offer you
will also send me for 25e extra your great Wireless
containing
ppages.3clfhucover.nI
size OoYu : 10° with 8fine
e
pages.e cloth cover.
I
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Don't Lose Your Rights

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all
readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

SPECIAL NOTICE!

Of late we have received so many letters from
our correspondents regarding patent advice, that
it has been quite impossible to publish all of them.
Alto printed in the smallest type possible, we
cannot accommodate more than ten or twelve answers a month. At the present time we are about
four months behind. Of course, if our correspondents have time, no harm is done! We would
however, advise that if a quicker answer is wanted,
correspondents should avail themselves of our special service, as per the notice printed at the head
of this column.
All letters are answered in turn as they cane
into this office, and for this reason it will be understood why it takes so long for an answer to be
publisht. i-Vill correspondents please bear this in
mind P-EDITOR,

Automatic Steam Valve
(385) Mr. John Burbank of Brunswick, Maine,
sends in a drawing of a thermoradiator valve
which allows for. the escape of air until its
temperature reaches about 80 degrees, at which
time the mercury in a tube is caused to expand,
the expansive force closing the valve successfully.
A plunger action in the valve seat itself allows
or much higher temperature without damage in
any way.
A. This device is probably one of the cleverest which has yet come to our attention, and we
believe that it will be extremely practical, because it can be cheaply made, is fool -proof, and
seems to possess all those features which are so
necessary and are not embodied in the present
radiator valves.
We would advise, therefore, that you get in

touch with

a

reliable patent attorney and have

a

search made.

Transmitter Diafram
(386) Mr. A. G. Buckner of Portland, Oregon,
submits a drawing of a telephone transmitter to
the diafram of which is attached a coil of wire.
This coil is surrounded by another stationary
coil, the claims being that a solenoidal action
will take place between the two coils, allowing
for an inductive effect from one coil to the other.
It is claimed that inasmuch as the diafram vibrates, the device should work.
A. You are quite right in assuming that when
the diafram of a receiver vibrates, particularly if
made in the manner you describe, that a current
will be induced in another coil which could be
But in order to
used for transmitting purposes.
receive an audible signal at the other end of
this line, the initial energy would have to be
amplified about ib,000 times thru audion amplifiers.
You must remember that the diafram of a transmitter vibrates about .005 of an inch maximum.
This does not allow for a great cutting of the
magnetic lines of force in the primary coil. The
additional weight applied to the diafram would
also tend to cause a sluggish action on its part and
altho the plan you have suggested is feasible, we
do not believe that it would be a commercial
success, similar ones having already been patented
and forgotten; one in particular, where the diafram had a very thin perfectly flat coil of wire
attached to it, this being in juxtaposition with the
In
stationary coil, also of the pancake type.
this way, a much greater effect was noticed but
not sufficient to produce audible transmission,
without amplification. We, therefore, would not
advise a patent on this scheme.

Collapsible Automobile Table.

(387) Mr. W4'in. Kossen, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
submits a design for a table to be attached to the
back of the front seat in touring cars, said table
being collapsible. Stating, that when persons desire to camp out, they would have good use for
the same.
A. We do not believe that the application of
a table to the rear of the seat of an automobile,
as you have designed, would be of any great value,
as when persons desire to camp out, they do not
generally like to remain in the car in order to
eat their lunch; an added inconvenience being that
crumbs, etc., will fall into the car.
Secondly, large cars invariably have some mode
of access into the rear of the forward seat in

which commodities, etc., are kept.
prevent the application of the table.

This would

Thirdly, the changes necessitated in the car
itself and the various size tables would make
such method of procedure a great inconvenience,
and quite costly. It would, therefore, be much
better to use the small collapsible tables now
on the market for purposes of this nature, hence.
we do not believe that even tho a patent could
be obtained on the device, it would prove of

Before disclosing your invention to anyfor blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed instructions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inventions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Conception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,a post
card will do.
one send

commercial value.

Electric Piano.
(388) Mr. B. M. Gritz of Adams, Massachusetts, submits a device which he claims is entirely original in the form of an electric piano.
Each key will make contact closing a circuit to
magnets which in turn are to attract the hammers.
A. We regret to inform you that your idea is
not original. This is contrary to the belief which
you have entertained. A quite similar electric
piano, yet simpler than yours, was described in
the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER fully 2% years ago.
This latter was even so arranged that it could
be played by means of the ordinary "roll" and
hence we do not believe you could obtain a patent
on the same.

Loading Coil.
(389) Mr. Duane Ingraham, of Herminie, Pa.,
sends us a drawing of a loading coil made up in
three parts, one perpendicular and two horizontally arranged along the saine line, saying
"Could I obtain a patent on this combination
amateur and commercial loading coil which I
invented? It consists of two coils of wire and
four switch levers for control. The horizontal
coils are arranged so that they form one coil,
the vertical one extending upward from the center. The latter is for short wave lengths and has
taps at every inch, the former for long wave
The
lengths.
Dead -end switches are included.
entire device is 26 inches long and 12 inches high."
A. We could not advise a patent on the loading coil which you have shown in your diagram
for several reasons; first, it is too cumbersome,
occupying too much room. Secondly, the bankwound or honeycomb coils could be built much
cheaper. serving the same purpose.
Thirdly, it would be very simple for anyone to
obtain three loading coils and place them in the
position they occupy in your diagram, or in fact,
in any other position which would answer the
purpose just as well, and it would be impossible
for you to obtain a patent on the switches and
method of placing the switches which you illustrate; hence, we do not advise now or any other
time, the patenting of simple radio apparatus of
this nature.

BLDG.,
WASHINGTON. D. C.

255 OURAY

"Originators of form Evidence of Conception"

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA
I offer a comprehensive, -ex-

perienced, efficient service for
his prompt, legal protection and
the development of his proposition.

Send sketch, or model and description, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to probable patentability before they go to
any expense.
Booklet of valuable information
and form for properly disclosing
your idea, free on request. Write
today.
RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.
2276 -8 Woolworth Bldg.. New York City

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write for
our blank form "EVIDENCE ON CONCEPTION." This should be
signed and witnessed and if returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention we will give our opinion as
to its patentable nature. Electrical cases a specialty.
Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT,"
Prompt Attention
Reasonable Terms
sent Free on request. Highest References

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys
Chicago Offices:
1114 Tacoma Bldg.

Name

Pittsburgh Offices:

Philadelphia Offices:

San Francisco Offices:

514 Empire Bldg.
135 S. Broad St.
New York Offices: 1001 Woolworth Bldg.
MAIN OFFICES: 779 NINTH, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Address

Hobart Bldg.
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Antenna Switch.

CAN YOU
think of a simple, practical Idea
that will fill one of the many requests we have on file for new inven.
tions? It may mean a fortune for you.
Thousands of things are needed RIGHT
Now. YOUR brains can help. Send today for our great new hook- "inventions and Trade Marks, Their

PATENTSC.

Protection and Exploitation"
and learn more about making
money from ideas than you ever
knew before. It tells many
things that are wanted,
Loo.

A pedal will

iNvENTORSHAVEN'T YOU SOME IDEA

that you can't lust work out?
(390) Mr. Dominick Siedlecki, of Schenectady,
develop it for you. MeNew Yórlt, submits a drawing of an antenna Give us the idea-we will
switch constructed on the principle of a balance. chanical and electrical ideas developed. Experts in
work
and in perfecting inexperimental
model
and
Pressing ois either side opens the circuit at one
Designing and building labor -saving
eurl, and closes another. Three contacts are used ventions.
Get in touch with usin One circuit, and two on the opposite swing of machinery a specialty.
this "balance" switch. The correspondent writes: we can save you money.
"You can easily see by the .illustration that by
ELK MFG. CO., INC.
just one short snappy movement pressing on either
knob, opens one circuit automatically; closes an- 1926 Broadway,
New York
works
model
which
other. I have constructed a
very well."
L. PARKER
Formerly Member ExA. There is nothing new in the device which
amining Corps, U. S.
you propose. It has been used time and again
Patent Office.
in radio circuits. In addition, it is good for only
PATENT LAWYER
mall power, falling far below devices presently
McGill Bldg.
n the market even for these low -power circuits.
Washington. D. C.
ldence, we do not believe that patent is advisable,
or would even be allowed by the patent office.
Patents, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Patent Litigation
Handbook for Inventors, "Protecting, Exploiting

do-
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Compound Gasolene Engine.

1

WehelD our

PATENTS

eU6ntt%

without charge. to get
the dollars Out of their
ideas -having facilities

ADVERTISED

aline others possess.

For SALE FREE

Advice free.
Don't delay-gel the
book al once.

In INVENTION And

AMERICAN
INDUSTRIES, INC.
225

Patent Dept.,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

MANUFACTURING
SUPPLEMENT.
Published for the

man with an Idea.
Bend for free sample
copy. One year'ssubecription 50c.

¿he Boot
for
Inventors and
Manufacturers"
nixie&

Ew,oe

By return mail FREE,
Write LACEY g LACEY
ye

Dept K. Washin¢ton,D.0

Get This Book

!

Contains first hand, practical advice
an experienced inventor. NOT on
how to get your inventions patented,
hilt how to dispose of them after patented with the greatest advantage to
you what Mud of agreements protect
you; contracts and offers to avoid.
Full of valuable pointers every page
one of interest and advice.
by

;

;

Dept. 20

11.50 will bring you a copy of
OF
MANUAL
THE INVENTOR'S
VALUABLE INFORMATION
G. E. Perry Company, Publishers
New York
1328 Broadway

Do you

know every move your attorney makes?

INVENTORS

clients are immediately informed of every
step In the prosecution of their applications.
Write now
A TENT S -Send sketch.
Office of WARNER I. CUBBERLEY, Patent Atty.
22 National Union Bldg.. Wash., D. C.
My

-P

cylinder.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT CIRCULATION
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24. 1912.
Of

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER,

published month-

ly, at New York, N. Y., for April 1. 1920.
State of New York,
County of New York, SS.
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the

PATENTS

STAMMER

PATENTS

p AT E IV S
Hand Books on Patents, Tt ade Marts, etc., gent
free. Our 70 years of experience, efficient service.
and fair dealing, assure fullest value and protection to the applicant. The Scientific Americap
should be read by all inventors.
MUNN & CO., 622 Woolworth Bldg., N. Y.
Tower Bldg, Chicago, III. 622 F St, Wash it atoll ] i. C.
Hobart Bldg., 582 Market St., San Fralokeo. Cal.
.

Patents Promptly Procured
Send sketch or model for actual search
of U. S. Patents. Highest references.
Personal service. Moderate fees. Write
for Free Patent Book.
GEORGE P. KIMMEL, Patent Lawyer
99 -G Loan & Trust Bldg. Washington, D. C.

. ATENTS

secure a
If you have an invention and desire to HOW
TO

YOUR PATENT. Tellsour Terms.
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared pte. SendGET
model or sketch and description for our opinion
HUGO GERNSBACK, who; having been duly of its patentable
nature.
sworn according to law, deposes and says that he
is the Editor of the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, and
& CO.
that the following .is, to the best of his knowledge
D. C.
Washington,
and belief, a true statement of the ownership, Dept. 172
management, etc., of the aforesaid publication for
the date shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of August 24, 1912. embodied in section
WILLIAM C. LINTON
443, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit:
Consulting Engineer and Patent Attorney
1. That the names and addresses of the pub"Inventor's Adviser" mailed free on relisher, editor, managing ditor, and business manaClives full information as
quest.
gers are: Publisher, Experimenter Publishing Co.,
Trade Marks and their Cost.
Paten
Patents,
233 Fulton St., New York City- Editor, Hugo
OFFICES
Gernsback, 233 Fulton St., New York City; ManSt.
919 F St., N. W.
364
University
aging Editor, Harry Winfield Secor, 233 Fulton
Washington, D. C.
Canada
Montreal,
R.
W.
St., New York City; Business Manager,
DeMott, 233 Fulton St.. New York City.
(Give names and ad2. That the owners are:
dresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation,
give its name and the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more You will be amazed) at the case and quickness with
of the total amount of stock.)
which you learn the wonderful K. I. Shorthand.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., In a few hours you'll know the whole system ami
New York City.
can then gain speed in taking down dictation, con
Hugo Gernsback, 233 Fulton St., New York City. versatión, speeches, orders, etc., as fast as a person
Sidney Gernsback, 233 Fulton St.,, New York talks. A free lesson will be mailed by King Institute, EB -300, Station F, New York, N. Y. Jus'
for this and see how easy you learn. Aston
Mrs. K. Hymes, 233 Fulton St., New York City. write
ish everybody with your ability, and earn morHarry Winfield ecor, 233 Fulton St., New York money.

RANDOLPH

Learn Shorthand, 5 Hours

-

City.

3. That the knówn bondholders, mortgagees, and
per
other security -holders owning or holding
cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages,
(If there are none. so
or other securities are:
state.)
1

-

-

None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
if any, contain not only the list of stockholders,
CO.
holders and security holders as they appear upon
SOLICITORS OF
the books of the company but also, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the hooks of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
BOND
506 -7
BLDG., WASH., D. C.
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is
given; also that the said two paragraphs contai,,
NO BOOKLETS
statements embracing aftiiant's full knowledge and
PERSONAL ATTENTION TO ALL CASES
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders who do not
upon the books of the company as trusYou can tie quickly cured, if you appear
tees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has
no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest, direct or inSend 10 cents coin or stamps for 70 -page book on Stain.
direct, in the said stock, bonds, or other securities
meting and Stuttering. Its Cause and Care" It tells howl than as so stated by him.
cared myself after etammering for 20 years.
A
H. GERNSBACK.
Benjamin N. Bogue. 766 Beane Bldg.. Indianapolis
Sworn to and subscribed before me this Sth
day of April, 1920.
[SEAL]
BEATRICE K. OWEN,
Send sketch or model for preliminary examination. Notary Public, New York County, No. 57. New
results.
PromptBest
references.
Highest
free.
Booklet
York Register, No. 1129.
ness assured. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 824
(My commission expires March 30, 1921.)
S St.. Washington, D. C.

DICKMAN &
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and Soiling Inventions," sent upon request.

(391) Mr. Joseph Jakubowski, of Webster,
Mass., asks our ädvicê, 'Wduld it be póssibte to
obtain a patent on a gasolene engii a made t0 rim
ell the principle of a doss -coni ound 'steam oil
cylinder, o
Ono ' If mixture explodes in No.
voulu pass on to another cylinder."
A. It would be impossible to have a gasolene
engine work on the principle of a compound steam
engine, the reason being that gasolene when once
exploded has not the energy which it would have
if a new mixture were allowed to enter.
Of course, the mixture after having exploded,
could pass into a cylinder forcing another piston
out to a slight extent, but, the added efficiency
from this other cylinder could not be considered,
when the added bulk is taken into consideration,
as well as the back pressure caused on the No. 1

Learn
Watch Repairing
e,.watchmaker-you
can barn thin proftablet
I,, correspondence in a few weeks In your own home
Iaeelme Chart system. After you oomph.te
the wane you will know watch from A to Z. You
out know just what the matter Is and how to repair
When you gradtmte you will be
practical
watohm.kerand repairer and competent to fill
any position. Positions for our graduates.
Ask for our Free Book. t t explains
our
mend terms.

by the

THE DeSELMS WATCH SCHOOL

720 PerrySt., ATTICA, IND.

nc

Become a Specialist in

CC°12"

Write today for particulars of th_
most unusual course of its kind in existence.

Learn how you may Wet thorough training in Ibis rç
markably profitable profession and beeidea become a specialist in arty
branch you may elect. C. P. A. Instructors of hleheat standing.
FREE BOOK tells just what you want to know. Address

International Accountants Society, Inc.

Dept.

C21

2626 S. Michigan Ave.

Chicago, III.

Contains valuable information and advice to
inventors on securing Patents. Send model
or sketch of your invention For Free Opinion
Prompt service.
of its patentable nature.
20 years experience. Write today.
TALBERT& TALBERT 4287 TALBERT BLDG.,Weshington,D.C.
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TWO
BREAKS
EARTHQUAKE
CABLES IN THE SOUTH
PACIFIC OCEAN.
'rwn earthquakes occurred in the South
Pacific Ocean recently, resulting in the
breaking of both South American cables,
according to inforntatión received iu Washington.
An examination of the seismographic records at Georgetown University disclosed
that both shocks were recorded there, the
firstjWhich was .of considerable intensity,
at 1:50 P.M. and the second at 6:48 .P.M.
The first continued until 2:25 P.M.
The centers of the disturbances were
estimated at 3,800 miles f;òin Washington.
\ report on the breaking of the cables,
both'
whicltd*et A%isoutit of Callao, has
been inadeto 11145.N ly Department by the

table companies.,

Learn Telegraphy
wircic -s or Morse)

The EASIEST, QUICKEST,
CHEAPEST WAY

AT HOME
In Half the Usual Time

THE OMNIGRAPH
WITH
...list Li:ten -The
the Oi:niiiraph

Codes, at 'ionie,

The Phantom
1,.

ArifIDI

¡s :w

Olttniyraplt .gill dt, the teaching,.
Astomatie Transmtter that teaches you both the wireless and Morse
ens expense except the cost of the machine Itself. Merely connect
to battery and your Buzzer, or Buzzer
and Head Phones, and the Gmuigraph
will send unlimited messages by the
hour, at any speed you desire.

By CHARLES S. WOLFE

USED BY THE U. S.
GOVERNMENT

(Continued from page 151)

The Otmndgraph is used by the Government
in testing all applicants applying for a Radio
License. It Ls also used extensively by the
large Universities, Colleges and Telegraph
Schools throughout the Country for teaching
Wireless and Morse.
Hundreds of the Army's skilled operators
who served during tile war learned with
the Omnigraph.
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"Fine and
But it won't work. My men
rcastic
-1oulid the spot where the shot was fired
They found the gun, evidently
from.
thrown away in haste after the shot was
fired. And more, within a radius of fifty
feet they found a handkerchief with Coates'
initials stamped on it in indelible ink for
laundry purposes. Everything points to
Everything but the fact that
Coates.
Coates couldn't possibly be in two places
at once."
" \Vsell,"
"IVo, hardly," agreed Fenner.
he looked at me humorously. "Looks as
if you've got yourself mixed up in another
case, Bill, old top. I know you want to be
in on it. Look me up in the morning, will
you, and we'll see what we can do."
"In -in the morning !" sputtered David-

"Fine!" snarled the Chief.
!

Let The OMNIGRAPH Teach You Wireless
Per a few dollars you -Can, have a venplete outfit
that will make you an experieaced operator it, the
shortest possible time. tin hard, laborious work
just learn by listening. Tile Omnigraph ìs adjustable
so you can start receiving messages slowly, gradually
-

-

increasing the speed at you become proficient.

Write for Free Catalog
Send for a catalog to -day, showinr the 8 different
models. $12.00 to $28.00. Every Omnigraph is sold
with the absolute guarantee that ycet must be satiafled or your money back-for the asking. Mall the
coupon to- day -tine uSaieg will rouno to you by
return mail

You'll be surprsed how quickly you will attain
Even if you are already an operator the
speed.
Onmigraph will help you. It will make you more
proficient, more accurate and more confident. Thousands of Onmigraphs are in use to -day and thou sanls of operators owe their success to them

r The Omnigraph Mfg.

soil

Co.

As per your ad iu Electrical Experimenter please
mail me your tree catalog of Omnigraphs.

Name

New York City

Address
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YOU can

,

26 L Cortlandt St., New York City
Gentlemen:

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.

26 L Cortlandt Street,

son.

"Sure," said Fenner, wearily. "With nobody dead, and the suspect already in the
toils, you don't expect nie to trot out at
midnight, do you? Here, Chief, relax!
Where's those extra 'phones? Here -back
your ear up to this, and lap up a 'phone full
of this stuff. It's great !"
But a slammed door, and a muffled curse,
told us that the overwrought Davidson had
taken himself and his burden of responsibility off to fresh duties.
The next morning Fenner and I made
our way to the City Hall. Davidson, burly
and heavy -eyed, glowered at us from behind his desk.
"Any rift in the fog this morning ?" queried Fenner, cheerfully. 'Have you fastened the crime on Coates' astral entity ?"
,,:; "Fastened
it on nothing!" savagely.
"What do you want ?"
"Just a slant at the weapon," said Fenner. " \Ve'Il begin at the beginning."
Without comment, Davidson produced a
modern high-powered rifle. It was a wicked
thing. Its sight was calibrated for ranges
front point blank to fifteen hundred yards.
Fenner took it in his hands and turned it
over and over.
"Sure this is the weapon used ?" he asked.
"Empty cartridge in it when found," replied Davidson, promptly. "Plain evidence
of having been recently discharged."
Watching Fenner closely. I saw a swift
gleam of interest light in his eyes, and as
suddenly fade. He jerked open the magazine. 'You took out the rest of the clip,
of course ?" he asked, carelessly, as he
snapt it shut.
(Continued on page 215)
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city

State

Easily BUILD This PHONOGRAPH
TREMENDOUS SAVING IN COST
You don't need to be a cabinet

maker. We have made it an
easy and a pleasant job with
furnish
Our Simplified Plans We
blue prints,
diagrams, motor, ready -built horn, cabinet
pieces and all metal parts complete. You do
the assembling, 6 models to choose from
A few hours' work, and you will have as
fine a type of phonograph as any produced,
and at a price away below what you would
pay in a store,.

KEEP THE SAVINGS IN YOUR POCKET
Machines play all records, have a wonderful tonal
quality, excelled by none. No need now for any
family to be without a phonograph because of the
cost. THE MAKAFONE solves the problem.
BUILD iT YOURSELF AT LESS THAN ONE.
FOURTH REGULAR COST, but equal to the
high priced cabinet machines. Free Records with
each outfit. SEND TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG and frill particulars of our wonderful offer.
Malay a manufacturer got his start in this way.
W/ay not you? Build machines and sell to your
friends.

,

Agents
Attention
sell
machines from our plans
these
$50 to $75 each.

end

Y o u can

make and

at. a profit of
Others are selling two and three
a week. Here is your opportunity to make big
money and become
i n d e p e n dent.' Modern Phonograph Supply Co.
78 Springer Bide.
Pleasant and prof-.
313 So. Clinton St., Chicago. Ill.
¡table work.
Gentlemen: Please send me fun
particulars of your Makafone proyNote
l ositiott, without obligation to me.

r

-To

-day
Co upon,
MODERN PHONOGRAPH SUPPLY CO.
278 Springer Bldg. 313 So. Clinton St., Chicago.

Name
1

Address

Mato
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FILL IN THIS COUPON FOR
YOUR COPY OF

IMPORTING COMPANY.

Fulton St., New York City.
I ouches herewith 6 cents in stamps or
coin for which please send me your
latest Cyclopedia Catalog No. 22 containing 80 pages, 200 illustrations
and diagrams, including Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy, and 20
coupons for your 160 page
Free Wireless Course In 20
lessons.
231

.

Our New 80 Page Cyclopedia No. 22
IT (S WAITING FOR YOU

Full $iZ e lac-simile of our catalog just as it looks when you get it
1 -4 INCH THICK
WEIGHT ALMOST 1 -2 POUND
200 Illustrations
Few Interesting Things from
Catalog No. 22
A

Treatise on

Wireless

Telegraphy by Il.
Cernsback, Editor
Electrical Experi-

menter a n d Radio
Amateur News-11
big pages, 3 illustrations.
The Wireless Law of
1912 -all about it,
what you can do
and what you can't.
How to receive and
send Radio mes-

sages.
How far you can send
messages.
Table of wave lengths,
of principal U. S. &
foreign Radio high
power stations.
How to receive time
signals by Radio.
How to construct an

amateur aerial.

How to use the test
buzzer.
How to Join the "Radio

League of America"
FREE, including
application blank.
Experiments with a
pony telephone receiver, with 6 illustrations.

Experiments with
spark coils.
All about storage batteries, how to test
them, recharging,
etc.
Tesla experiments,
pages.

FlIEEwwonderful

-2

cyclopedia
0 coupons for our 160 page
Wireless Course in 20
lessons. 350 illustrations, 30 tables. Catalog explains how you
can get
Course
absolutely free.

this

1 he

Elhcf ro Iarnnoa'jjn Co.
NEW ORK
.

231 FULTON STREET

"EVERYTHING FOR THE EXPERIMENTER"
IN

this cyclopedia you will find all
about radio. One of the greatest
catalogs of its kind in print.
You will find in it dozens of wireless
instruments of the famous E. I. Co.
make. Remember always that this company was the FIRST to make and sell
wireless instruments, the first wireless
outfit having been placed upon the
market by them in 1904. The E. I. Co.
'11(1TC'S how, because it has the experience.

s
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Others imitate but cannot equal E. I. Co.
for quality and workmanship.
Other things you will find listed in this
catalog: Electrolytic Interrupters, Bulldog Spark Coils, Chemical Outfits, Code
Practice Sets, Primary Batteries, Storage
Batteries, Hydrometers, Volt and Ammeters, Batterymeters, Electrolytic Rectifiers, Rheostats, Tesla Coils, Microphones, Loud Talkers, Electro- magnets,

"THE
LIVEST

CATALOG
IN AMERICA"
X -ray tubes, Telephones, Mognetos, Low
Tension Transformers, Books, etc., etc.
IN A WORD THE MOST COMPLETE CATALOG IN PRINT

ELECTRO IMPORTING
231 FVLTON STREET

CO.

NEW YORK. N. Y.

"Everything for the Experimenter"
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"No," demurred Davidson. "There was
only the one cartridge in the chamber."
"Search Coates when you pinched him
last night ?" quizzed Fenner, still turning
the gun over speculatively.

"We did that,"

HEAR CARUSO IN YOUR HOME
Greatest Phonograph
Bargain Ever Offered

Send $1 Only

This is your opportunity to buy direct from the manufacturer

Wonderful $25 Phonograph for $10.98
Plays all Makes of Records
Any Size or Cut

acquiesced Davidson.

?"

"Find any ammunition for this or any
other gun in his clothes ?"
"No, but that signifies nothing."
"True," granted Fenner. Suddenly he
handed back the rifle. "Whose rifle is it ?"
He fairly shot the question at the Chief.
"Belongs to a man named Smith,"
grinned the Chief, evidently pleased that
the query had found him prepared.
"And where does Smith come in ?" Fenner asked, mildly.
Davidson grinned with huge enjoyment.
"He is a friend of Coates," he said, sweetly.
"Coates borrowed it from him day before
yesterday. Anything else ?"
"Yes," said Fenner, cheerfully. "Transportation for two to the scene of the shooting, please."
We boarded a trolley bound for Bloomeville. "Can you let us off at the place
where the motorman was shot last night ?"
Fenner asked the conductor as we handed
him our complimentary tickets.
"I can," replied that worthy, grimly. "I
can let you off at the ex -act spot. I'll not
forget that location for quite some time. I
was on the back end when Johnson was
shot."
Fenner's glance at me spoke volumes.
"Is that so ?" he said, interestedly. "How
did it happen ?"
"I was sitting just inside the rear door,
making up my report after we'd past the
fare limit and I'd been thru the car," said
the conductor, evidently willing to talk.
"When I heard something bang against the
closed front door, I beat it out on the
front platform, and there was Johnson in
a heap. I shut off the power and give her
the air, and stopt her. Johnson was 'out.'
I dragged him into the car, and somebody
dug up a half pint, and we got him conscious. I ran the car back, and he rode on
the front platform with me, holding a
handkerchief to his nose. He was weak
and shook up, but game. We both thought
Coates did it."
"Did you know Coates ?" asked Fenner.
"Sure!" came the reply. "He worked for
the company until Johnson threw him off
when he was drunk. The 'super' fired him,
then."
"Motorman ?" queried Fenner.
"No, barnman," said the conductor. "He
repaired cars and brought in cripples."
"Didn't you get off and look for him ?"
"Not me !" retorted the conductor. "I
didn't know how bad Johnson was hurt and
I wanted to get him into the hospital fast.
Here you are."
And we stept off at the place where
Johnson was shot.
The road lay along the river. On the
left was the river bank, on the right a gentle slope led up, covered with small trees,
thick briar bushes, and crawling vines.
Fenner turned his attention to this hill.
We plunged into the underbrush and,
following a straight line from the point indicated by the conductor, came to a spot,
much trampled, which bore mute evidence
of the activities of Davidson's men.
"Sit down, Bill, and make yourself at
home on this historic spot," chortled Fenner, "while I take a look around."
Nothing loathe, for the climb thru that
tangled underbrush had been stienuous, I
sat down to recover.

Send $1

and
Coupon

Extra loud, clear, sweet -toned
sound box, silent, powerful
spring motor, automatic regulator, starter and stopper. Cabinet
finished in Colonial mahogany.
The metal parts highly nickeled.
Will last a life time and is fully
guaranteed in every respect. Phonograph will be shipped upon receipt of
$1.00; you pay the balance, $9.98, after
you get the phonograph.
CUT OUT AND MAIL AT ONCE.

Plays Victor, Columbia, Edison

and

Gentlemen: Enclosed find $1. Ship at once one guaranteed phonograph. If satisfactory, I agree to pay the
balance. $9.98, after I receive the machine. If not satisfactory I will return the same, and you will refund inc

Emerson Records
Send $1.00 today

Columbia Sales Company
53 Academy St., Dept. 690, Newark, N. J.

OEPENDAfdLE

!Tl1WI.Tgt

COLUMBIA SALES COMPANY
53 Academy St., Dept. 690, Newark, N. J.

money.

Name
Address

Motors, Electrical Toys
and Specialties Are Best
Knapp Goods have stood the test for 29 years. No detail in
construction has been spared to make them the best that money.
can buy. The complete Knapp line includes Toy and Power
GenMotors,
KNAPP "LEARNELECTRICS"
erators and
Dynamos. Spe-

cialties and

Novelties that
amuse and instruct. Fans,

A complete Electrical Laboratory, including a ven
valuable instruction book by H. P. Gorman,

A.LE.E.

Covers all subjects clearly and concisely.

Rheostats,

Compasses, etc.

And Knapp
prices are always lowest.
Always Insist
on Knapp
Goods.

KNAPP DYNAMO MOTOR

in

Will electroplate. charge storage batteries, run lamps,
fact, the number
motors, train of cars, induction coil,,
of experiments it can be used for is unlimited. Buns on
4 to 6 Volts or can be connected to run on 110 Volta
through
transformer.

Price, Complete, $4.00

Price, Complete, $9.00

Order to -day. Or your dealer can secure them for you. DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR and
CATALOG of celebrated KNAPP MOTORS and Electrical Specialties from 10c up mailed
FREE on request.
KNAPP ELECTRIC & NOVELTY CO., 523 West 51st Street, New York City

1

Diamond
at
Rin 9 s Late
Design

',

Send for Free
Catalog

All the popular mount-

There are 128 pages of
Diamonos, Watchee,Jewelry,

ings, plain and fancy
engraved, Green.
White and Yellow
Solid Gold, very

all priced unusually low.
W hateverroa select will he Bent
You
a and
Prepaid by
examine the article rightIn your

specialat$85.$100,

5150 and up. Credit
Loftle "Penectlon"
Diamond Ring and
men's Tooth Ring

S

terms. See Catalog.

U8ERTr 60MD$
ACCEPTED

own hands.
If satisfied, pay
of parchase price and
kone-fifth
e
p it. balance divided into
eight equal amounts, payable
monthly. Send for Catalog today. Pearl Necklaces,

LOFTIS BROS. It CO., The National Credit Jewelers

in Leading Cities

Smii

Dept. A22

$15 to $500.
See Catalog.

108 N. STATE ST., CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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Let Me train YOU in

By the time I was rested Fenner was back
at my ,side, whistling "Till We Meet
Again" lustily. "Conic on, old timer," he
"Us for the roadbed
said, gleefully.
again."
"Find anything ?" I demanded, as I scram bled to my feet and followed him down
the bill.
''Now, now," he reproved over his shoulder. "No naughty questions. Don't be
like Davidson."
He was evidently in high glee, and I was
growing excited. I had seen the mood
once before-about a half hour before I
was formally introduced to the "Educated

AVIÍT1ON

My advice to you is to
start right now to take mY

HOME COURSE
IN AVIATION

and prepare to fill one of the
big jobs later. Wonderful opportunities. Trained men
now
in big demand. Prepare
are easy

for big future. Lessons
to understand. Write TODAY for
my FREE BOOK "The Science
it
of Aviation." and I will send
Caps. O. P. Campbell
write you a personal letter
formerly Third Are 01 and
theaayalFlytagCorps. that will interest you. Address:
CAPT. GEO. F. CAMPBELL, Chief instructor. National

Harpoon."
When we reached the

roadway, he
Awe Inslihle, 916 South Michigan Ave.. Dept. 7446, ClICA:-.O
paused.
.Bill," he said, solemnly, "do I look
The little matter of 15 eta. in stamps or coin will
crazy ?"
bring you the Pathfinder 13 weeks on trfal.,The
"No," I said, mystified. "What
Pathfinderis an illustrated weekly, published atthe
Nation's center. for the Nation: a paper that prints
"Then don't yell for help when you see
all the news of the world and tells thetruth
and only the truth; now, in its 27th year.
what I do next," he begged. "I am about
This paper fills the bill without emptying
to look under a trolley track. It is an unthe purse: it costs but Si a rear. If you
kee:logs ted
want
to
dignified proceeding."
Washington has become
on
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sketched rapidly.
As he watched, Coates' face blanched,
the sweat stood out on his forehead. Then
suddenly he broke out hoarsely, "Yes,
you've got me. That's how 1 pulled it off.
i confess. Davidson. It was me. And I'm
glad, damned glad, I didn't croak him.
\ \'ith this slick guy after me, it would be
me for the chair. Lock me tip."
When Coates was gone, Davidson turned
to Fenner. "Show me," he demanded,
briefly.
Fenner laid the diagram he'd been sketching before us. As I glanced at it, I started.
Davidson stared perplexedly. "Looks like
Greek to me," he said, dubiously.
"It was clear enough to Coates," exulted
Fenner. "Those are electrical symbols.I
Chief. He's an electrician, you know.
got wise when you showed me the gun this
morning. The first thing that struck me
(Continued on page 218)
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PRESENTIN G TWO

NEW TYPES OF
VACUUM TUBES FOR

EXPERIMENTERS

THE
MOORHEAD
PERFECT

THE MOORHEAD
ELECTRON RELAY

VACUUM TUBE

THE MOORHEAD VT
AMPLIFIER- OSCILLATOR

COMBINATION

-perfected to meet the increasing demand for tubes of superior

efficiency, wherein all
desirable characteristics are combined without subordinating any essential elements. A
combination of two or more VT tubes as amplifiers with an Electron Relay as the initial
detector or oscillator is the ideal receiving combination for long distance amateur or
long wave reception. Both types of tubes are rugged in construction and unqualifiedly
guaranteed.

THE MOORHEAD

THE MOORHEAD

ELECTRON RELAY

AMPLIFIER -OSCILLATOR

The Electron Relay is the original tubular vacuum valve brought out by this
company in 1915, now supplied with the
standard four prong base for convenience. This tube has the familiar "hissing" point and low B battery potential
characteristic of the perfect vacuum detector. Of all vacuum tubes the Moorhead Electron Relay is the most efficient
spark receptor.

The VT Amplifier- Oscillator is the Navy
SE 1444 "hard" tube, and is designed and
manufactured expressly for amplification
and oscillation purposes. Particular attention is invited to the large amplification constant of this tube. Recent official
Navy tests show conclusively that the
Moorhead VT tube has a higher amplification constant than any other vacuum
tube known to the radio art.

Price

-

$6 each. Immediate deliveries. Order from your dealer
or remit direct to address below.

Price

VT

-

$7 each. Immediate deliveries. Order from your dealer
or remit direct to address below.
Roth tubes licensed under the DeForest .4udion and Fleming Patents.

DEALERS-write for prices
and particulars.

PACIFIC RADIO SUPPLIES CO.
DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE

AMATEURS -write for descriptive literature.

MOORHEAD LABORATORIES INC.
638

MISSION ST.

::

::

SAN FRANCISCO

::

::

REFERENCE, THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK, SAN FRANCISCO.
Eastern Distributors -Atlantic Radio Supplies Company, 8 Kirk Place, Newark, N. J., Telephone, Market 1575

CAL.
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Wireless TelegraphTransformers

,

$1.00 Postpaid

A Wartime Radio

SHAVES WITH
GILLETTE BLADES

(Continued from page 204)

equal to any $5.00 safety razor.

Rogers Bros. Safety is as nearly perfect as any safety razor can be made,
and no expense is spared to make it
the very best ever offered to the user
of a high -grade razor at the lowest
possible price.
Note the Rogers Bros. exclusive
"HEXIGON HANDLE" with a Guar teed Double Silver -Nickel Electroplate
throughout. Why pay Five Dollars for
an article when you can get one at
an advertising price of One Dollar.
"Unnecessary expense can be cut out
through the direct -by-mail selling."
-Mail This Money Saving Coupon-

-

-

D. A. R. Sales Company
2521 17th Ave. So.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Enclosed find one dollar for
your special safety razor offer
Name

Address

-------------
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With

"Old Towns" are light,
buoyant Canoes that answer the slightest pressure of the blade.
They are strong, sturdy
canoes built for years of
service. The "Sponson
Model" is safer than a row
boat. Write for catalog.
3000 canoes in stock.
OLD TOWN CANOE CO.
956 Fourth St.
Old Town, Maine, U. S. A.

great

distances.
Write today for
Bulletin on Wire-
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where a dash had occurred a space of equal
length had correspondingly been marked
below. The result of this as will be seen
was that the lower dots and dashes were
real Morse signals corresponding in this
particular case to NY NY NY AB, meaning that NY (New York) was calling AB
(Albany). Other dots and dashes had been
copied in a similar manner, and when deciphered were shown to be regular commercal messages of a very ordinary nature and
lacking anything like suspicion.
So far, one thing had been solved, which
was that the signals were quite authorized
ones and were therefore no longer mysterious. As for the reason for their inverted
nature which had previously baffled us, this
was also very shortly explained to us in
the following manner.
A so- called Phantoplex circuit had recently been placed in operation by one of
the large telegraph companies between New
York and Albany, whereby an alternating
current was superimposed upon u telephone
or telegraph line in such a manner that it
was made to operate a complete telegrapl
5) stem, supposedly without interfering with
the normal activity of the line. In other
words duplex telegraphy was accomplisht
on a phantom circuit, and the back stroke
of the sending operator's key was the one
which induced :mpulses in various external
circuits such as tel. phone and other lines
parallel to it; these ' mpulses, of course,
corresponding to the frequency of the alternating current used in the "Fan system.
Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of a single line Phantoplex terminal station. Thus.
in a nut -shell, you have the explanation of
a rather simple electrical condition, which
puzzled several of the country's leading
electrical and radio engineers for many
days, and I sometimes wonder how near to
a solution we would have arrived, had it
not been for the ingenuity of our expert
Morse man.
THE ENIGMATIC SHIPMENT OF "MEDICAL
SUPPLIES TO MEXICO.

You can lazy -paddle an
"Old Town" all day long.

less.

zaotole
Warren, Ohio
Th, ORIGINAL
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$1.75 Each, Postpaid
One look convinces you our

Paragon Filament Rheostat

MONEY for YOU

an hour each day taking subscriptions for the
enter.' Wé ll pay you well and you'll enjoy the
"Experimenter."
work.
Write for full particulars.
Circulation Dept..
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, 233 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

The

is the best.

6

ohm non -

permits
oxidizing resistance,
flue adJuatment on 4 or 6
volts. Cast ln heat-proof Condensate 214° dia.

front mounting.

fur black or

$1.75 Each, Postpaid
RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.

Washington Street
Boston, Mass.

630

REBUILT ELECTRIC MOTORS
Central Electric

Westinghouse
Crocker -Wheeler

4.

All

it"

_,f

"-

Emerson

'

.

Century
Wagner
etc.

Motors
Guaranteed
For One Year

Motors bought. exchanged and repaired

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIEì
Wholesale Prices

Sockets, wire. tape. loom. fuses, switches. cut nuts. ete.
Satisfaction guarNew Illustrated catalogue free.

anteed or money refunded.
631

S.

HYRE ELECTRIC Co.
Dearborn St.

Chicago,

Ill.

SELENIUM CELLS

Made by entirely new process. Highly sensitive and quick- acting. Suitable for all experiments. From $5 up.
Write for Catalog

Selenium Laboratories
Good Ground, Long Island, N. Y.

One day "a friend of the United States"
Loose ,Couplers
sent in an anonymous letter telling us to
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watch for a certain case of goods addrest
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to an individual near Mexico City, Mexico.
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to interest you.
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ashamed to disclose his identity, when the
matter has to do with the interest of his
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written in a foreign script in exceedingly
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poor English and explained that we would
find the shipment consisting of an interestSOUTHERN WIRELESS INSTITUTE
423 Courtland St.
Baltimore, Md.
ing array of "supplies" much in demand by
the Army and Navy at that time. The case
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Super -Sensitive Microphone ONLY
This instrument is offered SW°
at an extremely low price.
It is excellent for building your
own amplifier. Can also be used
in many experiments where a
sensitive microphone is required.

Detectagraph, $18.00
",

This aetecting instrument of mar velous sensitivity can be used for
detecting
secret conversations.
Outfit consists of Sensitive Transmitter, 25 -ft. Black Cord, Receiver,
Headband, Case and
Battery.
Send for One To-day and
Convince Yourself

Detectagraph $18.00

THE $18.00 MICROPHO
DEAF -PHONE
a super -sensitive instrument
which has been developed to meet
the demands for a practical and
efficient hearing device at an extremely low price. It Is equal to
any $35 instrument made and
superior to most of them. The
outfit consists of One Super Sensitive Transmitter with cord
connector; One Super -Sensitive Ear Piece with small
black cord; One Black Single Headband; Black Case
and Two Batteries.
is

Adjusted ^-'del "B" Horn, with No.
20 High Grase Loud Talking Receiver,
Cord Plugs and Desk Stand Base.
Price, $12.00 Complete.

Write To-day for Free Booklet
G. BOISSONNAULT CO.
26 Cortlandt St.
New York
Makers of Super- Sensitive
Microphone Apparatus

RADIO
OPERATORS
$125.00 per month
and upward plus
all expenses.

-

Modern Equipment
Special Short Course
Individual Instruction
Finest Staff of Teachers
Available
Dormitory- Swimming
Pool
Call or write for
illustrated booklet

Y. M. C. A. Radio School
Dept. R
152 E. 86th Street
New York, N. Y.
"BEST RADIO SCHOOL IN THE EAST"

Radio Men
The
Mutual Purchasers Association
will save you money on all

Wireless Apparatus
Write Dept. E.E. for details.
MUTUAL PURCHASERS ASS'N,
2 -4 Stone Street, New York

LEARN WIRELESS
At the OLDEST. LARGEST and BEST EQUIPPED
school of its kind in New England. Positions guaranteed. Thousands of satisfied graduates all over the
world. Splendid opportunities now in the Merchant
Marine. Day and Evening classes. Start any Monday.

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE

899 Boylston St.

Boston, Mass.

been made of truckmen, warehousemen and
others, we found that the cases had been
recently delivered to the truckmen by
means of a cart, and the address given on
the receipt had been a "blind" one. This
in itself began to look suspicious, so that
we finally decided to go back to the pier
and look the two large cases over a little
more carefully.
These consisted of the regular type of
packing case surrounded by metal bands to
strengthen them. They were addrest to a
certain Señor near Mexico City, and in
addition bore the legend "Medical Supplies
-Handle With Care."
The exigency of this peculiar case,
whereby we had been unable to secure any
trace of the shippers, coupled with the fact
that the ship was due to sail the next day,
decided us. One of the cases was carefully opened in such a manner that if found
a bona fide shipment, it could easily be repackt and allowed to proceed. Upon prying open one of the covers a great assortment of small medical supplies, such as
vaseline, camphor, salts, patent medicines,
etc., was found and everything began to
point to another false alarm. Inwardly my
opinion of anonymous letters dropt about
100 %. We had about decided to repack
the case when one of our number remarked
that since we had gone to all this trouble
we might as well empty the contents of the
case and make sure. When we reached the
center of the case, the cut-rate druggist's
"delights" suddenly began to disappear,
and in their place there was disclosed to
our view a large cardboard box. Upon
opening it we found the niftiest set of radio
receiving instruments that ever graced a
trans -Atlantic long distance station. A
loose coupler, evidently designed for long
wave reception, loading coils, several sets
of head telephones, an array of variable
condensers and even tho they were practically unprocurable except to the Army
and Navy signal branches, there was included twelve vacuum tubes of a type
manufactured at that time by the Western
Electric Company, as well as several testing devices.
This was indeed quite a find, as during
this period the shipment of radio instruments was very carefully watched particularly when destined to nearby neutral or
unfriendly nations, as it was known that
despite close censorship of the regular
means of communication, definite information was being exchanged between stations
in the United States and Germany. Then
to make the disclosure complete, the second
case of the shipment in question was found
to contain parts necessary for the installation of a 50 kilowatt Telefunken radio
transmitter which was not a surprise, considering certain information we had previously received on the activities of numerous high power radio stations lately established in nearby countries.
By the way, it may interest some of our
embryo sleuths to know that the particular
Herr Professor, who had been engineering
these "medical" supplies shipments, was
shortly thereafter caught in a downtown
warehouse in the very act of "doctoring"
a case of "hardware," destined to a point
not far from Cartagena, Colombia, where,
some of you may recall, was located a
"somewhat active" high power radio station, sadly in need of repair parts.
There you are, gentle reader ; you know
almost as much about the case as I do. In
the next installment I will tell you about
the clever use made of a lightning rod for
sending and receiving ; the scientist who
had secured permission to erect a long antenna in order to develop, a new system of
"underground radio," after which we shall
take a ramble into the very heart of the
Catskills, where a German millionaire had
erected a secret windmill tower radio station.
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Learn to Talk

Convincingly

and the World is at Your Feet
HY can one man sell where another
fails? Why can one man literally
carry an audience off its feet, while another makes little or no impression? Why can
one man get the sought -after job when another better qualified is turned down. The
thing that counts is not only what you say,
but how you says it.
The world is full of
"order takers" who should
be salesmen-good men
earning much less than
they're worth; all because so few know how
to use that God -given
faculty of speech.

Let me Teach
You

I can teach you how

to make what you say

have the effect you want
it to-how to overcome
timidity -give you confidence in yourself, develop your personality
how, instead of antagonizing people when they
disagree with you, you
may swing them around
to your way of thinking.

-

Results in One
Evening
The remarkable thing
about my method is that
it requires little study
and time. Nearly anyone can grasp the principles in an evening.
Among the enthusiastic
students of my Course
are thousands of prominent men in all walks of

life

-

business men,
preachers, lawyers, teachers, physicians, bankers,
etc., etc.
Frederick Houk Law.
The Independent Corporation, publishers of "Mastery of
Speech ", Dr. Law's Course in Business Talking and Public
Speaking, offer you the opportunity to learn in your own
home bow to Talk Convincingly. They are willing to send
the entire course for free examination.

Send No Money
Just mail the coupon and, all charges prepaid. you wilt
receive the Course. If you are not entirely satisfied send
it back any time within five days and owe nothing.
But if you are pleased. as thousands of others have
been, it will cost you only $7.00 in full payment. Act
immediately before this unusual offer is withdrawn.

INDEPENDENT CORPORATION
Dept. L -1106, 319 Sixth Ave., New York City.

Independent
Corporation
of The Independent Weekly
Publishers

Dept. L -1106, 319 Sixth Ave., New York City.
You may send me the Course or Courses checked below.

Within five days after receipt I will either remali the course
(or courses) or send you the price indicated after each in
full payment.
Practical Course in
Mastery of Speech ($7).
Personal Efficiency ($7).
By Frederick Houk Law
By E. E. Purinton.
- Salesmanship
Home - Account
($7). By Arthur NewSystem
($3.50). By
comb.
Wesley W. Ferrin.
Roth Memory Course
The Lederer Art Course
($7). By David M. Roth.
By C. Lederer.
($7).
Independent Weekly
How to Read Character
($5). (52 issues -15o
at Sight ($7). By Dr.
K. M. H. Blackford.
per copy.
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Ferrin
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Elect. Exn.
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REASONS FOR USING BARE WIRES.

Be an

Automotive
Electrical Expert
$50 to $100 a Week
For Specialists in Starting, Lighting
Ignition and Storage Batteries
YOU can qualify quickly for a big
paying position as electrical expert on
automobiles, motor trucks, tractors, motorcycles, aircraft, farm lighting plants. etc. Men are
needed at once to specialize in this clean, interesting work.
There are high salaried jobs open everywhere with
automotive manufacturers, service stations and
garages. Our Free Employment Bureau helps you
to a good position just as soon as your training is
completed. Or you can go into business for yourself supplying motorists with electrical repair service.

In Three Months You Can Master
all systems of starting, lighting, ignition and storage batteries. Come to America's greatest institution of electrical education and learn by practical
work on actual models of automotive electrical
equipment in our splendid big laboratories. l'eraonal instruction by well -known experts.

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

Twelve weeks' intensive, full-time training makes
you a thorot'gh master of an types of Automotive
Electrical equipment. Or you can earn your own
way while you are learning by devoting half time
to a well -paying position which we will secure for
you. Low tuition fee; dormitory and other special privileges.
Write today for

Book Free .took tailingIllustrated
Big
all about
great opportunities
Automotive
handsome,

the
for
Electrical
Experts, our quick, intensive method of training
you and our Earn While You Learn plan. Do not
mise this splendid chance to step into a $50 to
$100 -a -week position.
Send postcard or letter today.

School of Engineering of Milwaukee
Dept. 16 -373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Got
Coasiorwagon With
,1 Into %ee1 on the SídosToní
Don't let them sell you any other kind.
The Auto -Wheel is the genuine Coaster
wagon -and it's the only Coaster that
will admit you to our Auto -Wheel Club.
With the Auto -Wheel you can join
our club and take in all our good times.
You know it's a big, speedy coaster -so
strong that it will carry a 1,000 pound
load with ease -so fast that it will beat
any other wagon made.

Prize Contests
Our new MAGAZINE for bore
telle of the prize contests we are
holding periodically. We'll send you
a copy of the magazine if you will
send us the names of three coaster
dealers, mentioning which one
handles the wagon with

"' AutoWheel"

on the sides. We'll also send you a
booklet telling you all about our
Auto -Wheel Club, which you can
organize.

The Buffalo Sled Co.,
163 Schenck

Street,

N. TONAWANDA,
In Canada: Preston,

N. Y.
Ont.

"For military reasons, if for no other, the
Signal Corps has recently undertaken certain investigations in the phenomena connected with the transmission of high frequency electromagnetic waves over bare
wires in earth and in water.
"In carrying out these investigations and
in attacking the problems from various angles, the research staff of the Signal Corps
laboratory at Camp Alfred Vail, Little Silver, New Jersey, was directed to carry out
experiments on bare wires laid on the surface of moist ground and also buried in
earth. The staff at the Signal Corps research laboratory at the Bureau of Standards was directed to investigate fundamentally the transmission of electromagnetic waves over bare wires in fresh water.
"Telephone and telegraph communication
has been established between Fort Washington, Maryland, and Fort Hunt, Virginia,
across the Potomac river, below the city of
Washington, over a distance of about three quarters of a mile (nearly 4,000 feet), by
the use of a bare No. 12 phosphor bronze
wire laid in the water to connect the stations. The transmitter consisted of an electron tube oscillator which delivered a current of about 270 milliamperes to the line
at a frequency of about 600,000 cycles a
second. At the receiving end of the line
an electron tube and a 6-stage amplifier
were used without any ground connection.
With this arrangement good tuning was obtained at both ends of the line, and telegraphic and telephonic transmission secured
over bare wires immersed in fresh water.

For

Homes,

Offices,

Factories, Farms
Complete Wall Set

Magneto Telephone
Western Electric Type
This is a

complete
c o m merciai

telephone

station.
They were
bought from

telephone

exchanges
who p u t

in Cenbattery types.
Slightly
used but
guaranteed to be in
Al working order.

tral

The cabinet is of polished oak,piano finish,
within- which is contained the powerful magneto, the 300
Ohm polarized ringer, an induction coil.
The magneto is exceptionally efficient,
being of the two bar type with brass
gear transmission. The extra sensitive
microphone, mouthpiece and two gongs
are mounted on the front of the cabinet,
giving the entire instrument that desirable appearance of compactness and
efficiency. Guaranteed to work over 20
miles. The telephone receiver is a double
poled one, and has a hard rubber case.
Seven bindiñg posts are provided for
connections.

RESONANCE WAVE COIL DEVELOPED.

"A resonance wave coil has been developed. The coil is in the form of a long
helix wound with a large number of turns
on which stationary waves are produced by
the incoming radio signals. An electron
tube is used as the detector, the grid being
connected to the point of maximum potential on the coil. The wave coil may be used
either as a part of the usual antenna system
or a part of a line wire, or it may act itself
as the antenna for picking up the energy
of the signals. In the latter case the coil
The instrument is one which we can offer
may be either free at both ends or grounded
with pride to our patrons at a ridiculously
at one end. Good results have been oblow price. It is unobtainable anywhere else
at leas than $15.00 and is an instrument untained in either case. It has been also found
equaled in value for the price we ask. Size
that the open coil has directional properties
over all 11110x8 in.
and can be used as a goniometer not only
Long Distance Telephone Set
Q
for horizontal measurements but for vertiOne station.
rP 7.00
cal measurements as well. This form of
Shipping weight, 15 lbs.
radio goniometer has the great advantage
Two
Shipping weight, 25 lbs
that it permits not only of determining the
$13.00
plane where the signals are strongest but
Send 6c in stamps for our big 160 pat.,
!Fireless and Electrical Catalog No. 22.
also the direction from which such signals
proceed.
"Telegraph and telephone communication
The Electro Importing Co.
has been also established between two stations at the Signal Corps Research Labora231 Fulton Street,
tories at Camp Alfred Vail, Little Silver,
New York
New Jersey, using a bare No. 16 copper
wire buried in the earth to a depth of about
eight inches to connect the stations. The NOTICE TO AIV1ATEURS:
distance between the two stations was three We carry in stock
quarters of a mile. Frequencies as high as
practically
every
known piece of radio
one million cycles a second were used. Simapparatus on t h e
ilar communication has been carried on over
market today that is
worthy of consideraa bare wire one and three -quarter miles long
tion, and in most
laid on the surface of moist earth. The
cases can make immediate shipment
current at the transmitting station in these
from our stock. Due
installations was about 100 milliamperes. It
to circumstances over
has been shown that a bare wire buried in
which we have no
control, our catalog
moist earth with the distant end open, can
will not be ready
be tuned both at the transmitting end and
May 1st, as advertised in QST. We
at the receiving end."
will begin mailing
As many radio experimenters today have
out catalogs about
15th of May.
available vacuum tube oscillators suitable ¡Agent, Grebe Mfg. Co.. Distributor the
Send in your orfor transmitting by radio telephony or unfor the South
dens and they will
executed promptly. Catalog requests will be filled as
dampt radio telegraphy, this field of experi- be
soon as off the
Catalogs positively will not be sect.
ment should prove interesting. There is unless 15 cents press.
in stamps is remitted.
NATIONAL RADIO
also another phase of this work which could 908
Street.
0
Wsigton, D. C.
Dep .
be experimentally tried out without Audi and those interested in the
ons, at least for telegraphic signals, and
Handicapped will profit financially, educationally, by reading
that is by means of a buzzer such as those the only MAGAZINE published
to help cripples. Large
profusely illustrated constructive, helpful.
Year.
used by the signal corps in carrying out size,
$1.00; 6
copÿ
15e.
150 H. S. BLDG..
field telegraphy.
months
50c;
.
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COPPER AERIAL WIRE
50c per 100 Feet
Our copper wire is still selling
at the above price, altho the price
of copper is rising steadily. The
above is No. 14 gauge and is
absolutely pure, solid copper wire.
We also handle the wire in the
No. 12 size at 80c per 100 feet.
We accept no C. O. D. orders.
Cash in registered letter, check
or money order must accompany
all orders. Be sure to include
postage at the rate of 1 lb. for
each 80 feet of the No. 14 and
each 50 feet of the No. 12. Otherwise wire will
Le shipped by express collect.

Binding Posts

Regulation binding posts for wireless use.
At
presuLt u.e offer three sizes at the prices listed below:
Style No. I I
each 8e
Style No. 4
each 12e
Style No. 3
each 14c

Threaded Brass Rod

This material Is enjoying a rapid sale among those
amateurs who prefer to build their own equipment:
8 -32 threaded brass rod
per foot $0.16
6 -32 threaded brass rod
per toot 0.12

Receptacles for 4 -prong Audions

These receptacles are made of aluminum and
mounted on an attractive Bakelite base. Each $1.50

Switch Points

The above points are made in three sizes, all having
heads IA" in depth and diameter.

shark
dozen 35o 2 dozen 60e
I dozen 40e
!z" shank
2 dozen 70c
`I dozen 45e 2 dozen 80e
',0" shank
Gerd 15e for our 64 page catalog. This amount
will be refunded on first $1.00 purchase.
Vie"

Dept.

1

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY COMPANY
E -48,

50

South

A

Front

ACE
E

St.,

Columbus.

Ohio

"You'd
be Surprised "

at the distance, strength of signal and

freedom from Q. R. M. you get with
Ace equipment.
The type T. T.
Tuner is the kind you want for that
extreme long distance work thru the
worst Q. R. M. Doc Ace has the right
dope when he says, "You may pay
more, but you can't buy better."
Type T. T. Regenerative Tuner,
range 150 to 2,750 meters,
F. O. B. Cincinnati- $55.00
THE PRECISION EQUIPMENT CO
2437 Gilbert Avenue, Department E,
Cincinnati, Ohio

dio Handbook& Catalogue
Contains much valuable radio information, tables and data. Describes a remarkable line of wireless instrumente including "Red
Head" 'Phones, Arlington Tested
Minerals,DeForest Murdock and Signal Apparatus. W rite for this book today.

Thy Newman-Stern Co.
Dept. E E.,
Cleveland, O.

-ti RedHeadRadio Phone
The accepted standard in wireless
receivers. If they are not BETTER
than anything you've ever seen return
them for full each refund. Our Radio
Handy Book and Catalogue, free on
request, describes them, and many
other instruments.

The Newman -Stern Co.
Dept, E.E.
Cleveland, O.

ARLINGTON TESTED CRYSTALS
Why buy minerals on a
gamble? Be SURE when you
put a crystal in your detector that it is EXQUISITELY
SENSITIVE, Buy Arlington
individually tested Minerals.
Galena or Silicon, post paid
on receipt of price.

C

THB NEWMAN -STERN CO.
Dept. H.B.
Cleveland, O.

I
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Ocean Ships

By EDWIN F. LINDER, M.E.

(Continued from page 131)
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In most of these unfortunate calamities
upon the high sea great loss of life has
occurred due to lack of methods for keeping in communication with vessels speeding to help the shipwrecked passengers and
crews. Not long after a ship had taken in
enough water, usually the engine room and
such machinery used for wireless became
dead, and no means of further communication remained.
The buoy is intended to make up this
deficiency as one of its chief features.
Being a separate unit makes it possible to
provide a system of this kind long after
the vessel has sunk.
The searchlight plays probably the most
important part in summoning assistance to
those in the lifeboats and not alone flashes
the signals upward into the sky where it
can be easily seen by the navigators on the
bridges of ships perhaps one hundred miles
away, acting as a guide to the place where
the survivors are waiting to be taken
aboard, but it also makes it possible for
the lifeboats to keep reasonably close to
each other during the time of darkness,
thereby lessening the chance of drifting
apart and not being seen by the rescue ship.
This was one of the difficulties in the
Titanic disaster.
On having performed the work for which
it is constructed, if possible it is hoisted
aboard the steamer making the rescue, but
should for reasons of impracticability it
be found that it must be abandoned, a seacock is opened which gradually permits
water to fill the entire buoy, sinking it so
that it does not become a menace to navigation.

"Why. in a few months I had a whole new
vision of my work ! An opening came and I was
promoted -with an increase. A little later another
raise came -I could save $25 a month. Then another-I could save $50 each pay day. So it went.
"Today I am manager of my department. We
have a thousand dollars saved -and there is a real
future ahead!"
For 28years the International Correspondence
Schools have been helping men and women everywhere to win promotion, to earn more money, to
have happy prosperous homes, to know the joy of
getting ahead in business and in life.
You, too, can prepare right at home in spare
time for the position you want in the work you like
best. All we ask is the chance to prove it. Choose
your career from this coupon and mark and mall
it now.
s Tgas OUT Muth ewe ea- aa- emet wee.

m,,,m,,,,,,mm, ,m,mm,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,m,,,1,111mmmm1,mm11m1111m,,,,,,1,e,ma,mm,,,,e,,,,,m1,,,,

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

EllIlmâliñatlng
eejt,=,(17it®
By H.

;.....e.

E..

the

Girl"

CLAPHAM

(Continued from page 146)
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line follows the step-by -step method, that is,
to pick out a particular line in an exchange,
the major group is first selected, then a
smaller group and so on, until the 100 line
unit containing the desired line is reached,
when the connection is extended finally to
the line itself.
HOW CIRCUITS ARE SELECTED
AUTOMATICALLY
As is generally understood, in the present

telephone exchange, there is a pair of copper wires running to each subscriber, and
connection between any two parties is effected by joining the individual circuits,
and promptly separating or breaking them
at the end of the conversation. Of course,
the subscriber has nothing to do in this matter, but to give the desired number to "Central," who puts thru the connection.
The automatic system, as might be surmised, must have some arrangement at the
subscriber's end of the line, by which he
can call the party desired. This is here
shown, as a numbered dial, secured to the
base of the desk telephone, see Fig. 1. The
numbers around the edge of the dial range
from 0 to 9, thus enabling any combination of figures to be selected. The neat
dial on the front of the telephone is all that
the subscriber sees, but quite a wonderful
mechanism is attached to that little dial,
which is hidden inside the instrument. At
the edge of the dial, as seen, there is a little fixt hook or protruding finger stop. In
calling a number, the finger is placed in one
of the openings in the perforated upper
dial, directly above the specific number;
then the dial is rotated in the clockwise
direction toward the fixt stop aforemen-

ói$1,000 Saved '11

"Last night I came home with great
Our savings account had passed
the thousand dollar mark!
"A few years ago I was making $15 a
week and it took every cent to keep us
going. Then one day I realized why I
wasn't being advanced
couldn't do
anything in particular. I decided right
then to invest an hour after supper each
night in my own future, so I wrote to
Scranton and arranged for a course of
special training.
news.

-I

BOX

6237,

SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which 1 mark X.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Eleetrle Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOIIEM'N Olt EN0 It
ARCHITECT
Arehlteeteral Draftsman

PLUMBING AND HEATING

Sheet Metal Worker
Navigator

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
(BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Private Secretary
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
STATIONARY ENGINEER

CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

Textile Overseer or Supt.
AGRICULTURE

Pont tryltal,ier
Automobiles

Spanish

French

Italian

Name

Present

Occupation

Street
and No
State

City

WANTED- Railway Mail Clerks

Average $145
Month
Hundred MenWomen Needed
Paid Vacation.
Life Job. Pull
Unnecessary.

si

I

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. TItI Rochester, N.Y.
Firs: Send me. without
RO charge (1) sample of neat
Clerk
nRailway
ail
EsamiGO other government jobs open to
men and women and (3) free book
describing them.
Name
Address

J
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Page No. 14
Wireless Ca0talog and 100
Page Electrical Catalog

The wireless catalog mailed for 12c and the electrical catalog for 6c,
either in stamps or coin, which amount you are privileged to deduct
on your first order of $1.00. Catalog positively not sent otherwise.
This edition of our wireless catalog is the most complete and elaborate
we have ever put out. It embraces everything in wireless worth while.
As an enclyclopedia of information it is invaluable. It is printed on
excellent paper and with a beautiful cover. Your amateur friend will tell you that there
never has been any wireless catalog to take the place of Duck's, and above all, that you
can absolutely rely on the quality of every instrument listed in this catalog. In a word
it is all worth while catalogs in one.
A big improvement over our

former model. Primary divided
into four sections, with three
dead end switches, greatly improving selectivity.
Secondary divided into three
sections, with two dead end
switches, eliminating harmonics. The change in the construction of the guide rod support makes it possible to obtain
a looser coupling. It is a wonderful improvement over our
old model both in performance
and appearance. Only $23.50.

NEW MODEL 5BB. NAVY TYPE RECEIVING TRANSFORMER

The secondary on our new type
Arlington is divided into three
sections with two dead end
switches eliminating dead end
effect and harmonics and giving
greater selectivity. The end
support is similar to that on
our Navy type permitting a
looser coupling. It is a beautifully finished instrument.

Price only $12.50
OUR IMPROVED ARLINGTON RECEIVING TRANSFORMER

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO., 230 -232 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

The Acme Apparatus
announces the birth of
Another RADIO TRANSFORMER

Named

Company-

ACME
250
Weight
pounds
13

250 Watts, 250 miles

-a mile per watt.

ACME 250 has inherited the high
efficiency, excellent operating
characteristics, rugged construction
and attractive appearance of its older brothers, and has come to fulfill
the demand for a transformer which, though it may not present as
good a front, can make itself heard in any company.
Price:

The ACME cry is 800 cycles strong.
$16.00 Dressed $13.00 Undressed -110 Volt -60 Cycles-34 KW.

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY

28

WINDSOR STREET

CAMBRIDGE

39,

MASS.

American Electro Technical Appliance Company
Dept. E, 235 Fulton Street, New York City

Partial List of What
Loose Couplers,

$5.00, $10.00,

$15.00. $19.00.

Tuning Coils, 4,000 Meters, $4.75; 1,250 Meters, $3.50.
Crystal Detectors, $1.75; DeForest Type. $2.60.
Murdock Variable Condensers, .001 MFD, $4.75; .0005,
$3.75.
DeForest Variable Condensers Always On Hand.
Fixed Condensers, .002 MFD, 70e; .003, 90e.
Spark Gaps, 75c. 90e. $2.00.
Oscillation Transformer (Murdock Type), $5.00.

Oscillation Transformer (Signal Type). 516.00.
Lightning Switch, 600 V. -100 AMP., $3.94.
Switch Points 3/16 "x3/16 ", Threaded Shank with Nut.
3c

Ea.

Switch

Points,

Per Doz.

3/16 "x3 /16" with

Machine Screw,

Dials (Black), 3" and 3V. ". 75c; with Knob, $1.25.

20o

We

Distribute:

White Metal Dials, 3 ", 50e.
Binding Posts, 9c, 10c, 12c and 20e.

Paragon Rheostats, $1.75.
Parkin Rheostats. $1.00.
DeForest Rheostats. $1.00.
All the Wireless Press Books.
All the Cole and Mogan Books.
Hawkins Electrical Guides
Marconi VT Bulbs. $7.00; Socket for Same, $1.50.
Murdock VT Socket. $1.00: DeForest Type, $1.50.
Western Electric Phones. $12.00.
DeForest Cols, All Sizes.
Complete Stock of DeForest, Murdock and Grebe Manu-

facture.
Oscillation Helex, Complete to Assemble, $3.00.
Loads of Other Apparatus On Hand.

tioned, when the finger is removed. Then
the dial, propelled by a spring mechanism,
flies back to its normal position, but in so
doing a toothed segment, rotating with the
dial, makes a certain number of electrical
contacts, corresponding to the number at
which the dial was released. Thus, if the
dial was released with the finger in a hole
number 7, then when it turned back its segment and contacts would send 7 distinct
electrical impulses over the line to the "Central Exchange," where a special electromagnetic selecting device moves contacting
fingers over certain contacts, suitably arranged, making the connection to the desired circuit.
The call of any number made up of more
than one digit, is accomplisht by inserting
the finger in the dial, rotating it to the fixt
stop, and releasing it, for each number in
succession.
The details of the automatic selector at
the exchange will be understood from the
following: In the drawing, Fig. 6, is represented, a simple selector or circuit finder,
for an exchange of 10 subscribers. The 10
subscribers' lines or circuits terminate in
the 10 pairs of metal plates or bank contacts, as they are called, arranged in the
arc of a circle and numbered from 1 to 10,
respectively. A ratchet wheel, R, is arranged with its center at the center of this
arc of contacts, and carries a pair of
springs, W, technically termed a wiper.
The line of subscriber No. 1, for instance,
by whom it is supposed that this machine
is used, is represented as being connected
not only to the first pair of bank contacts,
but also to the wiper W; to the rotary
magnets, and to the release and rotary push
buttons.
Now suppose that subscriber No. 1
wishes to connect to line No. 2. To do
this, he presses twice (theoretically speaking), the rotary push button (Rot. B, in
drawing), located at his telephone instrument. This closes a circuit from the battery thru the rotary magnet. Each time
that this circuit is completed the rotary
magnet is energized and attracts its armature, A. This armature, in turn, carries at
the end of its arm, the pawl or finger, P,
which engages the ratchet wheel, R, and
moves it, and with it the wiper, W, one
step each time that the armature is attracted. Consequently, when A has been
attracted and released twice in succession,
the wiper, W, will have been moved from
its normal position at the left of the first
pair of contacts, and will rest tipon pair
No. 2, of gap between the terminals of line
No. 1 and line No. 2. By means not shown
in this diagram, subscriber No. 2 will be
signaled (bell rung) and called to answer
his telephone.
The arrangement of the apparatus is
such that when the conversation is finisht,
and calling subscriber No. 1 hangs up his
receiver, the release magnet (Rel. Mag. in
cut) will be momentarily energized, and
so attract its armature, thus pulling the retaining dog, D, out of engagement with the
ratchet- wheel, which is then instantaneously
returned to its normal position by means of
a clock- spring. This release is here shown
as if actuated by the push button, Rel. B.
In a similar manner subscriber No. 2 could
readily call line No. 1. This explanation,
tho simple, shows the principle upon which
the more complicated selectors or electromagnetic switches in the larger exchanges
operate. The proper sequence of electrical
impulses for the actuating of the rotary
control magnet, is automatically sent by
the spring propelled drum and dial at the
subscriber's instrument. While the dial is
off normal the transmitter and receiver are
shunted out by a pair of springs, in order
to eliminate noise in the receiver and
strengthen the impulses. Figure 7 shows
the circuit of the calling telephone and its
relation to the line relay of a switch.

-
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A TYPICAL 100 LINE SYSTEM

A good understanding of the switching
mechanism may be had from a consideration of a 100 line system. A 100 line
switchboard consists of 100 lineswitches
and a number of connector switches. The
number of connector switches needed is
based upon the greatest number of conversations carried on at any one time.
Each telephone line has its own individual
lineswitch. The lineswitches are mounted
on uprights in groups of 100, and placed in
steel and glass cabinets, as shown in the
photograph. When a subscriber lifts his
receiver, the lineswitch associated with his
line extends the line directly to a trunk
leading to the line relay of an idle connector switch, and at the same time prevents any other line from using that particular connector switch. The lineswitch
must be regarded as an efficiency device,
since it makes possible the use of a small
number of connector switches for a large
number of lines, while without its use each
line would have to be equipt with a connector switch. Since the cost of a connector is many times that of a lineswitch, the
saving is very apparent. It must be remembered that the lineswitch operates independent of the calling device. It does its
work and goes out of business immediately
the receiver is lifted. See complete circuit
diagram figure 5.
We now come to a consideration of the
connector switch. The connector takes the
place of the operator of a manual board in
reaching and testing the desired line, starting the ringing, giving "busy" signals, releasing the connection and the many other
things that an operator does in a manual
system.
A connector switch (see photograph figure 3), consists essentially of a shaft carrying three wiper springs, which may be
lifted by a step -by -step ratchet action, and
which may at any step be similarly rotated.
Within the mechanism and not shown are
three magnets, one for lifting the shaft, a
second for rotating it, and a third for releasing it. The relays shown mounted
above the switch are for controlling its
action. Mounted below the switch are
shown what are known as contact banks.
The lower or line bank contains 100 pairs
of small brass punchings, each pair of
which is connected directly to the telephone
line at the lineswitch. These contacts are
arranged in ten semi -circular levels and the
numbering of each pair is based on the
number of steps required to lift and rotate
the lower pair of wiper springs until they
rest on the pair of contacts. Thus the
number of the lower left hand pair would
be 11, since it requires one vertical step
and one rotary step to reach it. See diagram figure 5.
The upper or private bank consists of 100
single contacts similarly arranged, which
are for the purpose of protecting busy lines
from intrusion. Each connector has its own
banks of contacts and the line and private
contacts are mutiplied from bank to bank.
Now suppose we wish to call number 56 on
this system. The first operation of the dial
must serve to lift the wiper springs to the
fifth level of contacts, while the second
operation must rotate the shaft until the
wipers rest on the contacts of the desired
line.

It might be interesting to see just how
the two motor magnets are operated by im-

pulses from a common source. In figure 8
is shown a simple circuit of the two magnets and the relays which control their
action. Lifting the receiver at the telephone
extends the circuit of the line relay (L.R.)
thru the line to the calling device mainsprings. When the line relay operates it
closes the circuit to the release relay. A
peculiar feature of this release relay is that
it is somewhat slow to release. The slow
release feature is secured by placing a heavy
copper collar around one end of the core.

MIGNON "RW4"
,

-

UNDAMPED WAVE
RECEPTORS
Loose Couplers
Loading Coils
Variometers
Amplifiers

ti

<a

e.

,...,

"RW4," Size 12"

x 9" x

61-."

Strongest, Most Distinct Signals

IMPORTANT- NOTICE

Ernest C. Mignon, inventor of the famous disc -core undamped wave
receptor, is no longer connected with the Mignon Wireless Corporation,
of Elmira, N. Y., or their successors-the Universal Radio Mfg. Corp.
Address all communications for Mignon apparatus to

MIGNON MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, Newark, N. J.
DAMPED AND UNDAMPED WAVE
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES

yy

,i

Endorsed by Radio Department of D., L. &
R. R. Co.

'14 4

SUPERIOR

=

Write for Literature.

MIGNON SYSTEM

MIGNON MFG. CORP.

gppARA =US

Dept. E

NEWARK, N. J.

,"All i1°\

\

Canadian Representative -Canadian Radio Mfg. Co., Bienville, Que.

Perfect Tone- Increased Range
Low Decrement

-

You have heard the piercing tone of a synchronous spark. You
know the superior characteristics of synchronous spark transmitters.
Heretofore the bulk and expense of a motor generator and the practical
necessity of D. C. supply have prevented the use of such transmitters
by amateur stations.

The
G

E

e

o

Type
TGAC

..
`

p

`

Synchronous Rotary Gap

.

a

possesses all the advantages to be gained by
the use of motor -generator equipment with
..
none of the expense. You can use the Grebe
Synchronous Gap on your A. C. Line.
Ask your dealer to show you this gap.
A. H. GREBE & CO., Inc., 70 Van Wyck Blvd., Richmond Hill, N. Y.

NOTICE
REMOVAL
The undersigned desire to announce
the removal of their offices from

19 PARK PLACE

to new and much larger quarters at

188 -190 Greenwich Street, New York City

where they will be in a better position to accord their patrons more prompt and
efficient service.
Send for catalogue as issued.

WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO., Inc.
Manufacturers

COLE & MORGAN, Inc.

Publishers of the Arts and Sciences Series.
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THIS -the second

Announcement
since our entrance into the Radio and Electrical field, is published to acquaint you
with the fact that we have been taken at our word as an organization specializing in

"Personal Service to the Consumer"
Our efforts will always tend to serve each one of you individually and promptly, thru
our sales or mail order department, and to this end we have contracted with over
ninety per cent of the leading manufacturers, which means that we will carry everything Radio from Contact Points to Complete Stations.
Among the serviceable and high quality Radio and Commerc'.al Apparatus which we offer you
are to be found the foremost products of
De Forest
A. H. Grebe

W. J. Murdock
Clapp -Eastham
J. H. Bunnell
Radio Craft Corp.
Amer. Radio & Research Corp.
International -Radio Tel. Co.
Tel. &
Manhattan Electrical Supply Co. ; General Radio ; Acme ; Marconi; S. Cohen ; Federal Cole
&
Improvement;
Tel; Electrose; Brandes; Pacent Electric ; Wireless Equipment ; Wireless
BatStorage
Endurance
Batteries
and
Storage
Marko
Books
;
Press,
Morgan, Books ; Wireless
teries; Standard V.T. Batteries; Adams Morgan; Dubtlier Condensers; Firth; Omnigraph;
Magnavox and others.
You have our most courteous invitation to spend a few moments 'n our spacious show rooms
to look over our complete stock. We will gladly show you any instrument or part you may desire
to examine. It will be a revelation to ypu, besides, it is part of our service.

Our word of honor to you is our guarantee.

Let us prove it.

Write Dept. AI for Literature and Price Lists

Corporation
Continental Radio and Electric
J. STANTLEY, Treas.
J. DI BLASI, Secy.

New York

6 Warren Street

FOR HEADACNE,NEURALGIA,IMFLUENZA

AND ALL

PAIN'

Ask your regular
Electrical Dealer to get you
DeFOREST Apparatus.
Cities.

Combi nation Audion -Ultra Audion
end One -step Amplifier; Type P300. Size 121/2 "x9% "x7 % ". Price
$73.50. Vacuum Tubes, $7.00 each
extra.

Set

Send for a DeFOREST Manual

about this
a 56 -page book containing full information as well as
and many more DeFOREST n instruments,
Mailed
Amateur.
for
the
information
ch us
giving
TELEGRAPH

CO.

Inventors and Manufacturers of High Grade Radio Apparatus.
1399 Sedgwick Ave., New York City
Lee De

451 Third Street.
Forest. Inc.,
Wes:.:rn DeotrCáltors.
San
Stock)
Francisco
San
from
(Shipments Direct

VIANNOLNAL

2493
5141
0717
6347

5786
2925
4826

Dr. J. Harris Rogers, of Hyattsville, Md.,
discoverer of the principle of underground
and underwater radio, was recently extended a vote of thanks in a joint resolution unanimously adopted by the Maryland
State Assembly. The resolution was introduced in the Senate by Oliver Metzerott
and in the House by Clarence Roberts.
Dr. Rogers has been a student of electrical science for many years, and has
achieved international prominence. For
more than ten years he has devoted his
energy to the development of radio.
At the outbreak of the war he tendered
his inventions to the Government without
reservations. An intricate system was
worked out, with stations in various parts
of the country. Communication was established between submerged submarines and
airplanes, enabling the "subs" to attack to
advantage. The system was used in the
trenches, and at times was the only means
of communication between dugouts and the
rear.
Dr. Rogers' work has won great recognition, and Senators l~ rance and Smith of
Maryland are now co- operating to have
Congress adopt a joint resolution recognizing his services.

Receiving
ACOMPLETE, compact and inexpensive which
increase
having improvements and refinements
of reefficiency and eliminate many objectionable features
ceiving apparatus.
three
No longer is it necessary for you to have two or
all
expensive, inconvenient and cumbersome tuners spread
lengths.
over your operating table when working all wavecan work
With this new DeFOREST tuning system you
shown at the
any and all wave lengths with the one tunerminimum
table
right. This Set has distinct advantages of
in any
space and of convenience in coupling not equalled
in the
other type of apparatus. The entire Set is complete"Honey
two cabinets shown here. The Genuine DeFOREST
superior
Comb" Coil System of Tuning is employed-no
system has ever been invented.
a
This is a new DeFOREST production embodying
of this Set
unique and superior tuning system. Possession
more
means more efficient and satisfactory operation;Its price
pleasure and practical benefit for every Amateur.
and
is remarkably reasonable for the quality of apparatusmore
out
the distinct advantages the Set offers. Find
about it at once.

receipt
me p
DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE AND

4202
7224
4747

HONORED.

Here's a Receiver with
Eight Distinct Advantages
Agencies are

2861
1635
1635

DR. ROGERS, RADIO INVENTOR,

ss

DeFOREST
located in all PrinctpaJ

4226
0570

Tuner:

Type

13% "x12 %2 "x8 ".
without Coils.

T -200.

Size

Price $77.50
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EDISON'S TELEGRAPH "SENDING" TO BE PRESERVED.
At the joint reunion of the Old Time
Telegraphers and Historical Association
and the United States Military Telegraph_

Corps held in Cleveland, Ohio, September
10-12, 1919, a resolution was presented by
E. P. Griffith, superintendent of telegraph
of the Erie Railroad Company, which had
in view inviting Thomas A. Edison to place
on phonographic record a message to telegraphers ; Mr. Edison himself to send the
message by means of a key and sounder,
says Telegraph and Telephone Age.
Arrangements have now been made with
Mr. Edison to carry the project to a reality,
and he has agreed to have made a pure
nickel master record which will last permanently and from which duplicates may
be made.
Mr. Edison's Morse sending will be preceded on the record by an introductory
speech by David Homer Bates, and it is
the intention to have this record placed
upon a machine for reproduction at future
gatherings of the Old Time Telegraphers
and Historical Association and United
States Military Telegraph Corps.
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sion on weights and measures asked Professor Michelson to devise some method by
which the meter length could be accurately
reproduced. The meter is theoretically one
forty-millionth of the earth's circumference;
but this definition is not accurate enough
for scientific purposes. Professor Michelson announced the length of the meter in

terms of cadmium light waves, with a maximum error of one part in two millions!
This definition will always enable scientists
to reproduce the meter accurately, as long
as cadmium light retains its properties
which is as long as the earth exists.
The first achievement to bring Professor
Michelson s name to the attention of the
scientific world was his accurate determination of the velocity of light, accomplisht
also after overcoming tremendous experimental difficulties. Light is the fastest thing
in nature ; it represents the absolute limit of
speed. After four years of work and study,
Professor Michelson announced that light
travels with a velocity of 186,330 miles per
second. The maximum error in this figure
does not exceed one -fortieth of one per
cent. The accuracy of this may better be
judged when it is stated that, altho light
travels at a speed equivalent to more than
seven times around the earth per second,
the maximum error in Professor Michel son's figure does not exceed the distance a
man could walk in a single day.
On the subject of spectrum analysis, Professor Michelson has devoted many of the
best years of his life. Spectrum analyses
are obtained by means of the spectroscope.
Every substance when heated emits a characteristic light. By means of the spectroscope this light is analyzed and the elements
giving off the light are thereby revealed.
The spectroscope has enabled scientists to
determine the elements in far distant stars.
It has made possible tremendously important discoveries concerning the nature of
atoms, the minute particles of which all
matter is composed.
The difficulties of spectrum analysis will
be realized when it is learned that a single
atom of sodium emits 800,000.000,000 vibrations per second, of two slightly different
kinds of light. Professor Michelson was engaged in spectrum analysis very long before
he improved the spectroscope, calling the
improved type an echelon spectroscope. This

-

A New Variable Condenser
It Doesn't Get Out of Order
YOUR adjustments, once made with the
new CONNECTICUT Variable Con-

denser, are secure -in any position. While
delicate adjustments are easily obtained, the
mechanism does not get out of order.

-

That's because of the simplicity of design
the kind of simplicity that comes from disregarding outworn tradition, and considering
essentials only. And because that has been
done, the CONNECTICUT Variable Condenser shows superiority not alone in design,
but at every step in operation.
Our Booklet tells all about it and
gives some interesting and important information about condensers
in general. Send for your copy.
Mention your Dealer's name.

-

® CONNECTICUT
Meriden

UELECTR

CCOMPANY.
Connecticut
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The Second Edition of the

Consolidated Radio
Call Book
Has Been Unavoidably Delayed
owing to the vast amount of work
involved in bringing it right up to
date and in compiling the big
amateur section that will be a
special feature. We urge all those
who have placed their orders to
be patient-you'll be glad you
waited when you receive your
copy, which will be very soon.
The Consolidated Radio Call Book is
the only book in print officially listing
all the radio calls as issued by the Bureau of Commerce,
Every vessel and land station in the world is represented
and listed alphabetically, according to names of vessels
or land stations, and according to call letters; Revision
of American coastal -stations under U. S. Naval control,
and their new calls.

All Amateur Calls Also Lister

SPECIAL

Given Free with Each Copy
A Wireless Map of the World in colors is given absolutely
free with each copy. This map shows the locations of all
the high powered RADIO stations in the world, including
the time signal stations. In addition it tells at a glance how
far away any of these stations are. Of greater interest are
the time zones, which enable the amateur to compute instantly
the correct time for the zone in which he is located from any
time signai ztation.

Price $1.00 Prepaid
Either Direct from us or for sale by
the following responsible Dealers:

American Electro Technical Appliance Co.,
235 Fulton St., New York, N. Y.
Atlantic Radio Co.,
34 Batterymarch St., Boston, Mass.
L. Bamberger & Co.,
Newark, N. J.
J. H. Bunnell & Co..
32 Park Place, New York City
California Electrical Supply Co.,
643 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.
L. W. Cleveland Co.
441 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Cutting & Washington Co..
6 West 48th St., New York City
De Forest Telephone & Tel. Co.,
1391 Sedgwick Ave., New York City

Dewey Sporting Goods Co.,

288 West Water Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Doubleday Hill Electric Co.,
719 Liberty Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. T. Hovey,
61 Belvidere SL, Boston, Mass.
Lester I. Jenkins,
923 Purchase St.. New Bedford, Mass.

Klaus Radio Apparatus,

Eureka, Ill.

Arno A. Kluge,
638 So. Figueroa St.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co..
17 Park Place, New York City.
119 S. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.
1106 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
604 Mission St., San Francisco, CaL
McCarthy Bros. & Ford.
75 W. Mohawk St., Buffalo, N. Y.
A. C. McClurg & Co.,
218 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago. IlL
Mohawk Electrical Supply Co.,
325 So. Warren St., Syracuse. N. Y.

National Radio Supply Co.,
1405 U St.. N. W., Washington, D. C.
Newman -Stern Co.,
1874 E. Sixth St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Nola Radio Co.,
134 Chartres St., New Orleans. La.
E. P. Noll & Co.
21 No. 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
George W. Perezo & Co.,
808 Ninth St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pioneer Electric Co.,
137 East 5th St., St. Paul, Minn.
F. D. Pitts Co.,
12 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
Precision Equipment Co.,
2437 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Radio Corporation of America (Marconi Co.),
Gay and Pratt Sts., Baltimore, Md.
Radio Distributing Co.,
4 West Park St., Newark, N. J.
Radio Engineering Co..
827 Madison Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Radio Equipment Co..
630 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Reuter Electric Co.,
34 East 6th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rudolph Schmidt & Co., Inc.,
51 Main St.. E., Rochester, N. Y.
Shaffer's,
107 Granby St., Norfolk, Ye.
Shotton Radio Mfg. Co.,
Scranton, Pa.
Smith Novotoy El ^ ^tr'c, Inc.,
20 West 5th Street, Charlotte. N. C.
Southern Electrical Co.,
Third and E Sts., San Diego, Cal.
H. E. Williamson Electric Co.,
316 Union St., Seattle, Wash.
Young Men's Christian Association,
715 South Hope Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Jos. M. Zamoiski Co.,
Baltimore, Md.
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from a hyperboloidal one. This distortion
is not produced by a true hyperboloidal
mirror.
The results of Dr. Pech's investigations
were communicated to the French Academy
of Sciences, at Paris, where a great deal
of interest was aroused. As a demonstration of the correctness of the theory, Dr.
Pech built a movie screen hyperboloidal in
shape, and of a curvature empirically determined to most nearly give the same distortion as does the retina of the average
eye. Flat images from the film were projected on the screen, which distorted them
as the eye does images of objects in nature.
The result was, picture with nature's depth!
Audiences to whom the screen has been
exhibited have been agreeably surprised at
the lack of eyestrain and fatigue, even after
prolonged observation of movies on the
Glifograph screen. The question is always
asked, "Why should pictures distorted not
produce more strain rather than eliminate
it ?" When a person views a picture projected on a 'flat screen, the brain attempts
to interpret depth into the picture which is
flat, because experience has taught the
brain that the objects represented by the
pictures do have depth. This results in
fatigue. If the picture is not flat, but possesses curvature corresponding to that
which images on the retina have, the interpretation is natural and no strain or fatigue
results.
A person coming toward us on the flat
screen grows larger and larger in an unreal manner. On the Glifograph screen
the curvature compensates to a large extent
the tendency of the image to grow larger
and larger as it approaches, and the approach is a natural one.
The Glifograph screens constructed by a
French -American Corporation to which Dr.
Pech has assigned all patents and rights by
its construction causes the spectator to receive the same impression from the
"Movie" as he does from nature. They
iff are manufactured
to suit theater conditions
in accordance with the formulae derived
with the theory, taking into account projecting distance, lens constants, pitch of
throw, etc. Hooks are placed at regular
intervals on a wood frame so as to form
of hyperbole and the sheet (gummed
It arcs
canvas) is stretched and laced to the hooks.
No two are alike except under identical
theater conditions.
An astounding peculiarity of the new
screen is that it is immaterial whether the
screen is placed verticallyor inclined, with
concave or convex side front, the pictures
still seem natural, give the impression of
depth, and relieve eyestrain and relief.
This is as might have been expected. The
theory requires that a progressive change
in curvature is interpreted by the brain as
depth, and not the curvature per se.
If we are artistic our sense is soothed
on seeing the new element of reality inj ected into "Movies."
If we own a motion picture theater our income is increased
by the availability of the extra front and
side seats. If we are plain ordinary movie
fans, we are happy to be able to go to see
Charlie Chaplin and cast our business and
domestic troubles into oblivion with feeling that there is "always a hitch in it"
(eyestrain and fatigue) with the inevitable
headache the morning after.

Published by

Consolidated Radio Call Book Co., Inc.
41 Park
Row, New York City

An engineer named Tarnovsky, says a
Moscow wireless message, has discovered a
method of salting fish by means of electricity.
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Summer

"E.E." IN THE CLASS-ROOM.
Editor Electrical Experimenter:
I have been a silent reader of the EXPERIMENTER for over three years ; up to

Classes

Radio

about a year ago from newsstands and since
that time as a subscriber, and it certainly
has filled all of my needs as a science enthusiast.
I am a student in the pre- engineering
course in Illinois College, and you cannot
know what an aid the monthly copy of the
EXPERIMENTER has been : the electrical
"wrinkles" and especially the technical articles in chemistry and physics which appear from time to time. My professors are
always very interested in all the articles and
it may interest you to know that several,
such as Prof. Mace's article on magnetic
photographs, the articles on inductance by
Secor and Cohen, the Berkeland -Eyde process by Cohen, and several others have been
read in the chemistry and physics classes,
while the table of solubility given by
Wilsdon, helped several of us thru "exams."

Now In

Session

Course

You may begin at once
our complete course preparing you for commercial
radio license. Rapid progress, individual attention,
classes of limited size.
Ask for new descriptive
booklet

M. C. A.
RADIO SCHOOL
Y.

Jacksonville, Ill.
0111,11111111111111111111111

Marcy Avenue near Broadway
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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PARKER
(Continued from page 169)

DIAL INDICATOR
Black
Composition
with Brilliant
White Filled
Engraving
75 cents

knob...$1.30

Sent postpaid.
OUR NEW CATALOG now ready
for distribution. Contains 24 pages
of News, Illustrations and descriptions of all standard radio parts.
Sent anywhere upon receipt of 10e.
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ficulty experienced with this form of appliance is in keeping a good contact at the
ends of the carbon ; when the point grows
cold the resistor loosens up, but by always
pressing down on the central rod before
turning on the current this trouble is obviated. Figs. 4 and 5 show medium and
heavy types of soldering irons of this type.
In closing, it might be well to ascertain,
before using a storage battery for this purpose, whether it is able to supply a current
of 20 to 30 amperes, tho almost any lighting or starting battery ought to stand up
under intermittent use of this kind. If,
however, alternating current is at hand, a
small step -down transformer attached to a
convenient lamp socket is by far the most
convenient source of current. Connections
for A. C. supply and transformer is shown
at Fig. 6.

Mister "Movie"

For sale at all RADISCO Agencies
and by

Thzeins

A. H. CORWIN & CO.

4 West Park St.

,

By H. H.

11

No. 66 Dial only
No. 67 with Bakelite

,,,1,

5ofldeleilsL

Telephone, Williamsburg 3800.
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JOHN R. MARTIN.

Newark, N. J.

(Continued from page 145)
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Learn Drafting
Employers everywhere are looking for skilled
draftsmen. They are offering good salaries to
start with splendid chances for advancement.
Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to a
young man because drafting itself not only commands good pay, but it is the first step toward
success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering
or Architecture. And drafting is just the kind of
work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful
way in which you can learn right at home in spare
time. For 28 years the International Correspondence Schools have been giving boys just the training they need for success in Drafting and more
than 200 other subjects. Thousands of boys have
stepped into good positions through I. C. S. help,
but never were opportunities so great as now.
Let the L C. S. help you. Choose the work you
it.
like best in the coupon, then mark and mail
This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring
you information that may start you on a successful career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip
by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

-.

T[a11

OUT Ht11t

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX

6236, SCRANTON.

PA.

qualify for the
Explain, without obligating me, how I can
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Eleetrie Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREM'N OR ENoB
ARCHITECT
Arehlteetural Draftsman

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typiet
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
STATIONARY ENGINEER

CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Sept.
Textile O

t

Spanish
AGRICULTURE
PLUMBING AND HEATING
swim, row, shoot, ride and do perhaps a
French
PoaltryRalsing
Sheet Metal Worker
Italian
Aatomobilu
score or more other things ; that is why
Navigator
as
this picture has made such a "hit,"
Pauline Curley can do all this and more. Name
You can
In the scene shown, the heroine is in the
SAVE
at least
act of sending a wireless message of warn- Present
Occupation
$25.00
ing telling the location of a stolen vessel Street
By buying
so that detectives and police can immedi- and No
parts and
ately be dispatched in an attempt to regain
assembling
State
it. During the entire play the heroine is City
yourself
thot to be in company and affiliated with
Think of the pleasure and practical experience
the "Crime Trust" operating in the Far
wave making your own set,
you will
West.
02,500
from 170
gh
We furnish full -sized Blueprint and complete deMarino, in the rôle of a detective, is attailed instructions for making this set and prices
tempting to put the "Crime Trust" out of
of parts for $1.00.
Write today and get started
business, but he meets with many failures.
K. & G. WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.
Not alone must he contend with the "Crime
Dept. 15A, 152 Chambers Street, New York City
Bakelite -Dilecto sheet, rod, tubes. Hard
Trust," but also with Annie, captivatingly
fiber sheet, rod, tubes. Copper and brass
played by Miss Pauline Curley.
HERE IT IS
sheets, rods and tubes, brass and iron
Numerous indeed are the times when she
A sign for your den. Exmachine screws, brass wood screws,
Printed
ceedingly attractive.
comes to the detective's rescue. Strange
molded knobs, switch points, and levers.
in bright red on white card hoard. No electrical bug to say, the detective does not seem to realize
Hard
Binding post, sheet aluminum.
7V '
should be without
nor is he aware of the fact that Annie
rubber sheet, tuning coil cylinders, etc.,
x 114 ". 10e each in coin this
Send stamp for is also a member of the detective service,
ONLY.
etc.
pods Re.
1298 who has been delegated to help him round
BECK,
LEONARD
Complete price list sent for 5 cents in
Carroll St.. Brooklyn, N. Y. up the gangsters, until, at the end of the
stamps.
serial, they join hands at the altar in the
AND APPARATUS
CHEMICALS
KEYSTONE RADIO COMPANY
listed
live
happily
are
holy
matrimony,
and
issue
bonds
of
this
in
perform
experiments
to
the
neeessar;
Tubes, Doz., 35e (we "movie fans" like to think "for ever
Greenville, Pa.
in our catalog. Sample prices: 6" Test
Drawer 307
Rings. 90e 5 lbs.: Alcohol Lamp.
I lb.; Ringstand and 2
Formerly O. L. Bortz Machine Co.
lb. Allow postage after ") until the director calls for the next
lb.; 4 oz. Ribbed Funnel. 25o
35e
with 50 order.
scene.
Mathewson LaboratoryCSupply "Co., No.tWeymouth291, Mass.

BUILD YOUR

OWN

WIRELESS RECEIVING SET

Radio Parts Supplies

it.
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For Men.
Detectives Earn Big Money. Travel. Great
demand. Experience unnecessary. We train
you. Write for free particulars. American Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
Books and Pictures- Catalog free. United Sales
Co., Springfield, Ill.
Send Us Your Dull Safety Razor Blades. We
will resharpen them so they shave like new
blades for 3c. each, any kind. Quick service.
Entire satisfaction guaranteed. Antiseptic, As-if
tringent Pencil given free with every order
you mention "Electrical Experimenter." Send
blades to -day. Keenedge Company, Inc.,
ept.
Dyour L, 184 Washington St., Chicago, Ill.
Get Vital Strength. Retain youthful vigor.
Wonderful results. Intensely interesting booklet
free. Winslow H. Chase, Washington, D. C.
mm®®

For Advertisers.
Putting Punch in small space is best acco:nplished with Jacobus art ads. Price $5.00. Send
details and $i.00. Sketch will be sent on approval.
o
Advertising Service, 1073 Sanford, IrJaírlibus
Formulas.
1,000,000

Formulas.

Processes.

Trade secrets

Experimenters-Make torpedoes, spontaneors
combustion, fire, others, all 25c; no stamps. Box
556, Sand Springs, Okla.
1,000 Formulas, 25c. Luminous paint- Resilvering mirrors- Renewing dry batteries- Mechanics'
plug soap- Carbon remover -Gas tonic-Puncture
ger-zoc each. Entire collection, Soc. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Ideal Book Shop, 55oi-EF North
Robey, Chicago.
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For the Hair
I Was Bald. Obtained hair growth by an Indian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and
rare plant juices. Many others have had wonderful results. Fine for 'dandruff. Harmless.
Will send box, postpaid, with recipe, ioc. John
Hart Brittain, i5o E. 3zd St., BB -3oo, New York.
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For the Photographer.
Do you take pictures? Write for free sample
of our big magazine, showing how to make

better pictures and earn money. American Photography, 465 Pope Building, Boston, Mass.
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Health.
Cigarette, pipe or chewing habit conquered.
Guaranteed. Write for free brochure. Edw. J.
Woods, TB -Boo Station F, New York.
Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay ; $1
if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co.,
SA, Baltimore, Md.
Too Fat? Reduce Weight easily, pleasantly.
No self- starvation, no strenuous exercise; reliable, guaranteed. Obtain Oil of Korein at any
busy pharmacy or write for free brochure to
Korein Co., NA -3oo, Sta. F, New York.
Violet - Ray-Unused $5o outfit cheap. Home,
for

imeammittunimunnimitinnomimrimnunnimmusurtnicmrtonnumvommou

Novelties.

Song Poems.
Write the Words for a Song. We revise poems,
write music and guarantee to secure publication. Submit poems on any subject. Broadway
Studios, 197C Fitzgerald Bldg., New York.
Have you Song Poems? I have best proposition. Ray Nibbler, D 115, 404o Dickens Ave.,
Chicago.

Write the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 92o So. Michigan Ave., Room 265,
Chicago, Ill.
Song- writers' Manual and Guide Sent Freel
Contains valuable instructions and advice. Submit song -poems for examination. We will furnish music, copyright and facilitate publication
or sale. Knickerbocker Studios, 319 Gaiety Bldg.,
New York.
You write the Words for a Song. We'll compose the music free and publish same. Send
Song Poem today. S. Lenox Co., 271 West izsth
St., New York City.
Song- writers. Market your compositions. Our
successful plan brings results. Work examined
free and honest advice given. Morrison Music
Shop, Dept. E, Indianapolis, Indiana.

"Shimmie Dancer." Lots of fun! See Minnie
You Write Words for a Song -We write the
"Shimmie ". Price 35c. Beehive Co., Dept. LR -i, music,
publish and secure a copyright. Submit
Lowell, Chicago.
poems on any subject. The Metropolitan Studios,
,mommimmmm
,.
ommmmmmNImmm1mm moom1=1®
914 So. Michigan Ave:, Room 113, Chicago, Ill.
Chemicals.
Write a Song -Love, mother, home, childhood
Microscopes, Chemicals, apparatus, labora- patriotic
any subject. I compose music and
tories! Everything for the experimenter. Send guarantee or publication.
words to -day.
for price list. Radio Chemical Supply Co., 915 Thomas Merlin, 326 ReaperSend
Block, Chicago.
Westcott St., Syracuse, N. Y.
44.011111MMOIMIIIMMIIIMINNON1m110v
.®.m,m.,m1.
Experiments-My book of too Chemical ExperiStamps and Coins.
ments 25e, postpaid. Oliver R. Stalter, Oshawa,
Ontario, Canada.
California Gold, quarter size, 27 c; half -dollar
size, 53c. Columbian nickel and catalogue toc.
Musical Instruments.
Norman Shultz, King City, Mo.
California Gold, quarter size, and Colombia
Violins. Deep, Mellow, Soulful on credit.
Easy terms for wonderful instrument. Get de- nickel, oc. Villa coin and catalog, ioc. Homer
Shultz,
Union Star, Mo.
tails today. Gustav Henning, 231 iith St.,
Miami, Florida.
Stamps -2o all different free. Postage, $c.
mummummusuumnemammonnanwommommmammonsmommusonanummaionarram
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Moving Picture Plays.
300 Different Stamps Rte. Fred Onken, 63o 79th
Brooklyn, New York.
Street,
Photoplays Wanted. Big prices paid. You can
write them. We show you how. Free particulars. Rex Publishers, Box 175, E -i4, Chicago.
Stammering.
StStu
-t
-t
-tering
and Stammering cured at
and
Dynamos.
Engines
Motor
home. Instructive booklet free. Walter McDonSmall Motors and Generators-34 h.p. A.C., nell, los Potomac Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.
$22.75; 'A h.p., $38.50; Já h.p. A.C., $67.5o. BatStamping Names.
tery charging sets, charging lighting and moving picture arc generators. Motors for all
Make $19 a hundred stamping names on key phases of current. Prompt delivery. Wholesale checks.
Send 25e. for sample and particulars.
prices. Write for late catalogue. Address Mo- Ex Keytag
Co., Cohoes, N. Y.
tor Sales Dept., i2 West End, Pittsburgh, Pa.
4337 N.

for every business. toi6 pages, $2. Ideal Book
Shop, 55o1-EE North Robey, Chicago.

Description
professional.
"Avalon," Tacoma, Wash.

Pictures.
Classy Pictures -Do you like real "snappy"
pictures? Boys, these are all nifty pocket size
pictures and we know you will like them. Make
fine den decorations. Send for a set today. Prices,
$t.00 per dozen; set of 3o for $2.00. Fifty for
$3.00.
United Sales Co.,
Two samples, 25c.
Springfield, Ill.
Wonderful pictures taken from life. The real
thing guaranteed. Startling poses. Thrillers.
These positively are not bathing girls or statuary
pictures. Something new. Buy now, as these
pictures may be withdrawn from the market at
any time. Try me-you won't get stung; for
$1.00, 12 for $2.00. Positively no samples. Chas.
Mack, 626 zoth St., Oakland, Calif.
Special- Twenty clever, classy, assorted postcards, me prepaid. Swanson, izo5 E. Kansas
Ave., Kansas City, Kansas.
Original Art Photographs. Over 50o models.
We take pleasure in announcing to Art Students
and Art Lovers, our 1920 catalog of photographic
Art Studies is now ready. The catalog contains
over too illustrations and will be sent upon receipt of 35c, coin or stamps (none free). United
Sales Co., Springfield, Ill.

stamp.

Tripp,

Pyorrhea (Rigg's Disease -Bleeding or Swollen
H. E. Kelty, D.D.S., M.D., pyorrhea
specialist for 15 years, has developed a successful home treatment for pyorrhea, purifying,
healing, preventative. Full month's treatment,
$i postpaid. Or write for free booklet. P orem
Mfg. Co., 439 Seventh St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gums).

Cameras -Supplies-Photo Developing
Mail Us 20e with any size film for development
-and six velvet prints. Or send six negatives
any size and soc for six prints. Or send 4oc for
one 8xio mounted enlargement. Prompt, perfect
service. Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell
Ave., Roanoke, Virginia.
Clean, Neat, Perfect Kodak Finishing at the
lowest prices. Work returned the same day received. Send film for sample print and copy of
catalogue on developing, printing, enlarging and
band coloring, also copy of Photo Craft Magazine, which will help you make better pictures.
Photo Craft Co., Box 69, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Kodakers, mail your next film to The Irwin
Studio, Apt. 27, 6o1 West 176th St., New York and
get real results. Any size roll developed and

printed, ioc.
Pack or Roll developed, ioc; prints, 2c. (No
stamps.) Personal services expert to limited
patronage. Brown Studio, Lake Elmo, Minn.
Any Size Roll or Pack of Film developed for
$.o5, prints each $.04. Work guaranteed. E. M.
Johns, Eastman, Ga.
Arlington Exposure Meter. A simple calculator
that tells how to set your camera. 15c, postpaid.
Also agent's proposition. Arlington Photo Service, 226 N. Michigan St., South Bend, Ind.
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Song Writers.
Office Devices.
If You Will Write -The words for a song I
Multigraphs, Addressographs, Duplicators, will
write the music and guarantee publisher's
Sealers, Folders. Less than half price. Guar- acceptance.
Poems on any subject acceptable.
anteed one year. Pruitt Company, u2 -C North Ethwell Hanson,
Room 131, 3808 Broadway,
La Salle, Chicago.
Chicago, Ill.
Addressographs, Multigraphs, Duplicators,
Folders, Sealers Bought, Sold. Guarantee. OfShort Stories, Manuscripts, Wanted.
fice Device Company, 156 -X North La Salle,
Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newsChicago.
papers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.
Old Coins Wanted.
Short Stories, poems, plays, etc., are wanted
Never Sell Old Coins until you see our copy for publication. Literary Bureau. 165 Hannibal,
righted 6 x 9 Illustrated Coin Value Book (New Missouri.
Edition) showing high prices we pay for hun1110111
dreds of coins. Send soc for your copy today.
Scenery For Hire.
You may have valuable coins. International
Coin Co., Box i51 -P, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Collapsible Scenery for all plays. Decorations.
We Buy and Sell Old Coins. $2 to $500 each Amelia Grain, Philadelphia.
paid. Keep All Old Money; ou may have valuTricks, Puzzles and Games.
able coins. Send loc. for New Illustrated Coin
6.
Guaranteed prices. Get
Value Book, 4
Big
trick
and novelty catalog free. United
Roy,
N.
Y.
tio,
Le
posted. Clarke Coin Co., Box
Sales Co., Springfield, Ill.
ammmmoammmnimmmmnumovammmlmrowmw.mninuumum:.u:mnnmmwmoou.i
Send ten cents for large (beautifully illusPrinting.
trated) catalogue which contains all the latest
puzzles and illusions.
Oaks
3000 two color labels, $1.25. Irvin J. Wolf, Sta- tricks, jokes,
Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh, Wis.
tion E, Philadelphia.
Payne "Stick- Tight" Gummed Labels for every
Boys! Something new. Change a playing card
business and profession. Payne- Standard Co., into a rose, Inc postpaid. T. Mac Saughlin,
P. O. Box i21 E. C. Passaic, N. J.
Colmar, Pa.
Labels. Rubber Stamps. Pleasing samples ...wmunmalmni,n,omommommmamminumumammmmnpmmmmmnimmmmi.mmmem..
free. Edward Harrison, "Printing." Baltimore.
Phonographs.
Build your own phonographs and manufacture
Wanted to Buy.
them for profit. Drawing, Instructions, Parts
Send to Cleveland by mail or express any old Price List, Blue Print, etc., complete, sent free
or broken watches, false teeth, old or broken upon request. Write today. Associated Phonojewelry, brooches, bracelets, old gold, silver, graph Co., Dept. E i, Cincinnati.
platinum, diamonds, magneto points, platinum
Make Your Own Phonograph. Particulars free.
wire, contact points or crucibles, mercury, and
anything valuable. We pay the highest prices DeSelO- PhonE, P. O. Box 72o, Attica, Indiana.
in
ten
in cash by return mail. Goods returned
Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high days if you are not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting & Refining Company, 2o6 Lennox Bldg., quality spring and electric motors, tone arms,
reproducers. Wonderful results. Big saving.
Cleveland, Ohio.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
Cash for old false teeth. We pay up to $35oo for to cents. Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,
per set (broken or not). Also buy discarded gold Indianapolis, Ind.
dia
jewelry, gold crowns, bridges, platinums,
Build Phonographs-Universal Type Tone Arms,
moods, watches and silver. Send now. Cash by Motors,
Hardware. Catalogue for stamp
return mail. Packages held 5 to to days for and nameandof allthis
publication. Sam R. Kremer,
sender's approval of our offer. U. S. Smelting 118 Court Ave., Dayton,
Ohio.
Works, Dept. 73, Chicago, Ill.
m4711,
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Electrical Supplies and Appliances.
Blueprints. Electrical connections. Alternating and Direct Current Motors, Voltage changing, etc. Also Transformers, Rheostats, Controllers, Compensators, Automobile Generator,
Armature connections. io samples A. C. 25c.
Catalog free. Charles Chittenden, A -3024 Matthews, Kansas City, Missouri.
Battery Charging pays big profits with HB
Equipment.
Electric Light Generators and
Motors can also be furnished on easy payments.
Full information free. Hobart Brothers, Troy,
Ohio.

Wireless-(Continued).

Exchange.

-

Bargain Four -inch Astronomical Telescope.
Object glass alone worth price. H. E. Bussey.

Atlanta, Ga.
For Sale -One Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity
Parker Blake, North Troy, Vermont.
For Sale -I. C. S. Chemical Engineering Course.
R. C. Coomber, Dexter, N. Y.
Exchange -New post -card projector for Marconi VT. Sell $6. Also wireless outfit. Write
if interested. D. F. Dunsmore, Hinton, West Va.
Sell or Exchange-Radioptican, % H. P. motor,
Oudin Coil, and many other attractive bargains.
Send stamp for circular. Harry Hughes, Terrace
Park, Ohio.
Roof Leaks stopped quickly, permanently; our
guaranteed roof products ready for use; does not
settle; thinning unnecessary. Surprisingly low
cost. Martinek Co., Dept. AA, 405 Lexington
Box

1698,

$18.00.

Storage Batteries. Learn to make them for
Automobiles; we furnish everything. Sample
plates, 4oc. Windsor Specialty Co., 5419 Windsor Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Selling Out 5,000 flashlights with battery.
Douglas Smith, Beechmont, New Rochelle, N. Y. Ave., N. Y. C.
Bargain-41 K.W. Westinghouse Generator,
Inventors: Models, Dies, Tools, 28 years' 125 volts io amps. With field rheostat. $45.00.
experience, work guaranteed, lowest price. Man- Henry 11fesserly, Box 331, Staunton, Ill.
ufacturing of specialties our hobby. Peerless
Boys, Here is Your Chance! Bargains, clearDie & Tool Co., in Opera Pl. D. B., Cincinnati, ance
sale of chemical and electrical apparatus,
Ohio.
balances, etc. Send stamped envelope for list.
A.
L.
Pouleur, Norton, Mass.
Mansfield's Automatic Water and Oil Finder a
proved success, silver medal awarded. ParticSlit-Wound Coupler, detector, condensor, $13.
ulars from Edwin A. Mansfield & Co., 94 Victoria Marshall, sso Hudson Ave., Weehawken, N. J.
Road, New Brighton, England.
One Hundred- Dollar Equity in practical elecChemical Wonder for electricians. Polarity trical course for sale or trade. -Make offer. Frank
Mikulka,
1913 So. Cushman, Tacoma, Wash.
test papers. Tell instantly, positive -negative
wires. io papers 25c. Dollar per loo. Agents
Let's Swap! Whatd'ye got? Whatd'ye want?
wanted. Chemist, Box 77, Homewood, Ill.
Three months' time. National Exchange Medium, Detroit.
Experimenter build your own light plant.
Sell or Trade-6" Spark coil. Write. Maurice
Wind turbine driven. Generators Government Simmers,
Macomb, Ill.
make 12 volts, 18 to 25 amp., $15; with relay and womnsamswanim,mnurtimmmomtmmmmmmemm.
011111,7
overload circuit, $25; well made, ball bearings.
Only a few left; worth $75. Kannig, 248 Hawker
Rubber
Stamps.
St., Dayton, Ohio.
Rubber Stamps made to order. McCaddon ComElectrical Workers and All Others who are interested in electrical work in the reconstruction pany, Zanesville, Ohio.
that is taking place. To send us their name and
receive descriptive literature of our modern blueWireless.
print chart method of electrical wiring. Souvenir information card included. Electrical WirSwitch
PointsApproximately
"x,q" -head
ing Diagram Co., Box C -173, Altoona, Pa.
shank 34" -dozen 35c. Sample 5c. Toledo Radio
Welding Instructions for operating Oxy- Acety- Specialties, Toledo.
lene apparatus on all metals; sent postpaid fifty
The Audion. Its early history and developcents. Address E. E. Bertschy, Cedar Rapids, ment, Electron Theory and Trigger Action., comIowa.
piled by a Chief Electrician Radio who was stationed
the Naval Radio School as Instructor
Tucker's Overall Waterproofing Insulator, for twoat years,
by an old amateur for
Patented. Grade A for coils, drycells, connec- the amateurs in written
words that they can understand.
tions spark plugs. Grade B for cables lead wires. Also blue print diagrams for hook
for reNot affected by heat, oil, salt water. Pt. $.go ceiving damped signals? using both airupsexhausted
qt. $1.50, gal. $5.00. Tucker Waterproofing and and gas bulbs. Receiving undamped signals and
Insulating Co., 664 Pleasant St., Brockton, Mass. regenerative circuits. Two -step amplifier, using
same (A) and (B) batteries for both steps. WireFor Sale. No. 26 cotton covered wire. $.75 per less telephony
with power bulb. Working blue
Ib.
Free Samples. Ralph Winters, 4o4 Pearl prints on how to build
a "One to One" transStreet, Camden, N. J.
former for use with Audion Amplifier. All for
axammm.,m.o.,mnmmmmmmmmmmEm.,nmmmmivrammmmdnmum.mmmunnimmom.wmtum., $2.00.
Address T. O. McKenzie, 104 Warburton
Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Miscellaneous.
Hook -Up Rccord Sheets, loose leaf, 3" x 5"
printed skeleton diagrams, 5o apparata, instruc"How to Read Thoughts" -Mind Reading at tive, makes valuable reference book, 5 kinds;
any distance, 2oc.; "How to Hypnotize," Cure assorted set 3o 25c; sample and circular 2c. E.
Diseases, Give Astounding Exhibitions; 126 illus- R. Dike, 411 E. Lafayette St., Jackson, Tenn.
trated pages, $1. Science Institute, E -6435 N.
For Sale
Robbins & Myers 5 K.W. 600 cycle
Clark, Chicago.
(no motor), Ho volts, 4y/, amperes.
sgenerator
eparately excited type revolving field, stationary
The New and Beautiful Art of Transferring on armature. Can be had at a very attractive figure.
to Glass; Engraving, Photographs, Lithographs, If interested communicate for further details.
Newspaper Cuts, Sketches, Writing, Show Cards Ralph Brooke Austrian, 694 Broadway, t2th floor,
-anything. Wonderful results secured by this N. Y. C.
easy, inexpensive method.
Fifty cents
(no
AudiotronsI $5.o0 postpaid. Genuine double
stamps). Jack Hartman, 913 21st St., Rock filament
of special thorium tungsten. Limited
Island, III.
number at this pre -war price. Absolutely guaranteed.
Act
quickly. The Kehler Radio LaboraWanted -Small Gasoline and Steam Engines,
Electric Motors? etc. Will pay high cash prices tories, got West First St., Abilene, Kansas.
ektunken Radio equipment taken from GerIfor good material. Johnston, West End, Pitts man ships by U. S. Navy. Motor Generators, %
burgh, Pa.
K.W. $1.50. Receivers, Type A 4 E $75. Gaps
Electrical Tattooing Machine $3, 5, and $7. complete $65. Primary inductance $25. Transsoo $50. Frank R. Brick, Jr., 5o Ave. B,
Catalogue for stamps. J. H. Temke, wig Vine, formers
Bayonne, N'. J.
Exp. Cincinnati, Ohio.
0 :1 Belt. Big production close by. Two hunto Make Wireless Receiving Apparatus.
dred acres good land. Soft spring water. New looHow
pages -90 illustrations. Only strictly modern
Buildings. Timber, Sugar Bush, Live Stock, radio
apparatus
described in this book and
Tools, etc. Fifteen thousand dollars. Terms. the illustrations are
and descriptions are so clear
C. E. MacDonald, Ceres, N. Y.
and simple that no trouble will be experienced
in making the instruments. Paper covered.
5 Master Keys and Novel Key Ring $1.00. Takes 25c postpaid.
Experimenter Publishing
the place of hundreds of keys. Opens hundreds Book Dept., 233 Fulton St., New York City. Co.,
of doorlocks and padlocks. Recognized by expert
How to Make Wireless Sending Apparatus, too
locksmiths as the most efficient set of keys.
Master Key Co., Manhattan Building, Milwaukee, pages, 88 illustrations. Written and published
entirely for the wireless enthusiast who wants
Wisconsin.
to make his own radio apparatus. Contains more
on "How to make it" than any other
Clean your wall paper. Remove that dust, dirt information
we know of. Paper bound, 25c postpaid.
and grease spots. Complete instructions, only book
Experimenter
one dollar. James T. Herr, 2919 W. North Ave., Fulton St., NewPublishing Co., Book Dept., 233
York City.
Baltimore, Md.
Wireless Course in 20 Lessons. By S. GemsTattoos Removed. Simple process. Satisfac- back, A Lescarboura and H.
Secor, E.E.
tion guaranteed. Pharmaceuticals and instruc- Tells you everything you want W.
to know about
tions for $i.00. No stamps. Alfred Hogue, 45 "Wireless" theory, practice and history.
A clear,
Gale Ave., Pittsfield, Mass.
concise course on every phase of this subject.
160 pages-35o illustrations, 3o tables.
Flexible
Astrology -Stars tell life's story. Send birth cloth cover, 75c postpaid. Stiff cloth cover, $1.25
date and dime for trial reading. Eddy, 4307 Jef- postpaid. Experimenter Publishing Co., Book
ferson, Kansas City, Missouri. Apartment 85.
Dept., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

-i

the Press- Design and Construction of
Audion Amplifying Transformers, Radio and Audio Frequency Type. This latest and important
book by Mr. Edward T. Jones, late Associate Editor of "Radio News," will be of great interest to
all radio amateurs thruout the land. The transformers shown in these books have never been
described in print before, and have usually been
considered a manufacturer's secret. Anyone who
has several vacuum tubes cannot afford to do
without this book because it will enable him to
build the necessary amplifying transformers very
readily. The designs are very simple and rugged,
and anybody can make them without much
trouble whatsoever. Mr. Jones, the author, is a
practical man who is an experimenter himself
and knows whereof he speaks. The book is
printed on good paper and has an attractive
cover in two colors. Paper bound. Size 5 in. x
7 in.
Contains many illustrations, diagrams and
working data necessary to build the transformers. Price, postpaid, 25e. The Experimenter
Publ. Co., Book Dept., 233 Fulton St., New York.
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WANT MORE MONEY
HERE IT IS

-

Hundreds of Men
elderly,
young or middle aged make BIG
MONEY every month representing our magazines. Work Your
Way Through College, buy the
hobbies you are interested in; or
go into a good paying business
for yourself. You can spend all
of your time or a few hours a
day. You can make spending
money or you can guarantee
yourself a BIG INCOME.
can use more money and
you are willing to put in a few
hours a day don't fail to investigate this offer. You will like
the work and no matter what
If you

your

present

pursuits,

your

faculties will be better developed.
Write today for full particulars.

THE EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO.
Circulation Department
New York
233 Fulton Street,
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GET THIS NEW BOOK

HEALTH via VIOLET RAY
Explaining how to treat yourself
at home.

You should know the value of this modern, scientific and effective mode of aiding nature to restore health.
There is no "quackery" or uncertainty about it. It is not claimed to be a "cure -all." It is powerful

in restoring normal physical conditions -yet gentle. soothing and perfectly safe. Send for free Book giving full information.
A
Current from your light socket is passed through Renulife Violet Ray
Generator and transformed into a tremendously high voltage-but
made shockless and as pleasant as a ray of sunshine; penetrating, purifying, health- giving, -and absolutely harmless.
Under this remarkable administration of electricity, you
feel nothing but an invigorating sense of relief. Aches and
pains are quickly overcome and the whole system saturated with life-laden forces bringing back normal, natural conditions.
While you may apply it over a local area, the results are not confined to that part alone -the blood. nerves. tissues are

PAINLESS ELECTRICITY

DELIGHTFUL AND INVIGORATING
revitalized, toned and restored.

liberal trial plan of purchase enables you to determine what benefits you can accomplish in your
SENT ON TRIAL Acasemost
-not merely a few days' trial but ample time
to show real results.
Renulife is within the reach of all -lowest priced, effective Violet Ray in the world. You can own one.
INEXPENSIVE The
and get all the benefits of having this wonderful treatment at hand for any use. Write for Book quoting prices, etc.
If the Violet Ray will accomplish for you results that you bave despaired of securing,
you should know it. Do not delay-investigate at once.

Book

RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.
1206

Marquette Bldg.,

Free

DETROIT, MICH.

Chicago, 123 W. Madison Ste
New York City, 27 Warren StJ
Toronto, Younge St.
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